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Please paste this inside cover of your Book February 15, 1899 = 

| RISGOUNT SHEET | a 
The following Discounts are subject to change without notice: 4 

30 per cent on following goods, and an additional discount of & per cent J i 
when cash accompanies the order: Fi 

All Roman, Job, Poster Type, Borders | Case Stands and Racks, except as | 
and Ornaments of the following | below 
foundries: | Chases—Wrought Iron : oi 
Inland Type Foundry Galleys—Brass-Lined and All-Brass «i 
Keystone Type Foundry _ Mallets + 

J Pacific States Type Foundry _ Metal Furniture i 
Brass Rules of our own manufacture — Planers a 
Cabinets—Wisconsin, etc. — Wood Quoins 
Cases (except Patent) el 

25 per cent on following goods, and an additional discount of 5 per cent a) 
when cash accompanies the order: 

Cabinets— Polhemus, etc. Inks—Job S |- 
; Case Stands—City Lead and Slug Racks Vial 
: Composing and Make-up Rules Perforating Rule—Brass or Steel ¥ 

q 10 per cent on following goods, and an additional discount of & per cent \ Bl 
; when cash accompanies the order: 

: Benzine Cans Ink Knives sal 
q Bellows Press Tape fj 
: Bodkins and Tweezers Quoins and Keys, Patent ‘ 
1 Brushes—Benzine and Lye Roller Cores and Stocks ‘Saal 
, Brass Circles and Ovals Saws Ps 
} Cabinets—Galley, etc. Staples : ia ; 

Chases—Cast Iron Stapling Machines Ee 
. Composing Sticks Tablet Cement " 
: Engravers’ Tools Type Wash a 
: Imposing and Inking Stones id 

} 50 per cent on END WOOD TYPE, and an additional discount of & per ; 
. cent when cash accompanies the order. ah 

; The following goods are net, subject only to the discount of 5 per cent Ht) : 
§ when cash accompanies the order: ia) 

, Leads and Slugs, 2-Point and thicker, 9 cents per pound; cut, 11 cents per ; 1 
pound; labor-saving, 18 cents per pound. a 

: Blankets—Rubber and Felt | Gage Pins i 
; Case Stands—Autocrat | Lead and Rule Cutters ; 
7 Casting Rollers Roller Composition a 

: Inks—News Roller Felt oa 

, On all other goods we shall be pleased to quote special prices. } i 

! OUR TERMS nD | 
j Cash on the lst of month following date of invoice. Customers having ae * t 
} outstanding accounts will be allowed the spot cash discount provided bills are a 

paid ON or BEFORE the 10th of month following date of invoice. a 
u Old Metal, delivered at our establishment, will be taken in exchange a) 
i for new job type of our own manufacture (at 30 per cent off), and allowed for =e } 

: as follows: Old Type, our make, 7 cents per pound; other makes, 6 cents Aa 
4 per pound; Old Leads, Slugs, Stereotypes, 3’ cents per pound and Brass 4 
i Rule, 4% cents per pound. Mixed metals will not be accepted at any price. a 
i i 
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: Specimen Book | 
¢ . ! 

| 

and Catalog | 
} 

e A Price List of Printers’ Supplies, showing Types and | 
Ae Rules in which are embodied all the Latest Ideas 

that enable the Printer to produce Superior 
Seed Work in a most Economical Manner . 

Be Among which Betterments may 
“ be especially mentioned the 

‘ Casting of Types on . 

( Standard Line and Unit Sets | 

| | , 

| Inland Type Foundry : 
ae Saint Louis l 

February, 1897 |
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Copyrighted, 1897 |-aa! 

| Se aN RAEN Ce 1; 4 

The composition of this specimen book was done under the sup- } 
ervision of our Mr. N. J. Werner; the printing and binding 

are the work of the Woodward and Tiernan Printing 

Company; the paper was furnished by the Allen 

Paper Company, of Saint Louis, and the ink by } 

the Fred’k H. Levey Company, New York. |
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o>. Pertinent Facts 
ee ee 

The Question of Quality.........The keen competition which obtains in { 
every branch of printing industry has produced the unfortunate result 

that the printer in purchasing material too often looks only at the first 

cost when placing his order. Unfortunate, because there is as great a 

difference in the various qualities of type as in the various grades of 
paper, ink, or printing itself, and low priced type is often by far the 
dearest in the end. While in the last decade great improvements have | 

been made in the durability and accuracy of type, many of the foundries 

limit their competition to price alone, the result being an inferior article 

which is dear at any price. A few dollars saved by purchasing type it 

which is not of the very best often involves a loss of many hundred times | 
the amount. A large number of printers will testify that in accuracy, 

finish and improved wearing qualities alone, our products so far surpass 

all others as to justify a large increase in price, if we were disposed to | 

make it. With the single exception of point bodies, until the Inland Type } 

Foundry entered the field, little attention was given to the production of 

type which would economize the time of the compositor. The introduction 

of our new system of STANDARD LINE TYPE, with its many labor-saving 

features, is of vast importance to all printers, because by its use superior 

work, at a great saving of time and labor, is accomplished, as well as | 

3 the saving of a large amount of material, and consequently first cost. | 

Type and Wages...........[n all offices, large and small, the amount invested j 
in type is little when compared with the yearly expenditure for wages in | 

the composing room. It therefore follows that type which accomplishes | 

f the saving of, say only 10 per cent in labor will cost the proprietor nothing, | 

as it will pay for itself ina year, and thereafter yield a large profit on the 

investment. The printers who have adopted our system will testify that | 

the saving in composition is large; in some cases being fully 50 per cent. | 
Not a single objection can be urged against the system. Being cast on | 

point bodies, our type will work to advantage with that of other foundries. | 

It ts unnecessary for an office to be entirely equipped with our material to i 
derive benefit from Standard Line Type. However, the larger the 
amount of our type, the greater the saving. We are convinced that every 

practical printer who once gives it a trial will find that it will pay him to 

replace his old type with STANDARD LINE, as the saving of labor in his 

composition will pay for it in a very short time. 

Great Availability...........Before going further it would be well to remark } 
that it takes no great amount of study or experience to derive profit from 

any of our improvements. Being made to an absolute standard, and in i 

f a common-sense manner, even the youngest apprentice can avail himself 

of the benefits of our system, and improve both the quantity and quality | 

of his work. It can never prove a hindrance, as have so many of the 

other schemes laid before the printer. At the same time, an experienced \ 
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compositor can derive much greater benefits, since it works in with his } 

experience, giving him, in fact, what he has been demanding for years. j 

It enables him to do better work, while doing it faster and deriving 
. more satisfaction therefrom. 

STANDARD LINE...........Perhaps the most important of our many improve- 
ments is STANDARD LINE. All faces on each body, Romans, /talics, 

Gothics, Antiques, ®erman3, Texts, and all other job faces, line 

with one another at the bottom. The following lines show a number of 
our 12-Point faces: 

HHHHHHHAHHEWH HEH HHH ZHH'1b 
Great improvement iz lining faces. 

This enables the compositor to give emphasis to a word by using some 4 

heavy job face in the body of an article, or as in the following line, which 
shows a few words of our Gothic No. 1 and Old Style No. 9: 

Perfect lining is secured by our system 
With ordinary type the work would look like this: 

Perfect lining is secured by our system 

or it would be necessary to line the type by justifying with cardboard, 

consuming a great amount of time, precluding the possibility of setting it 

solid, or producing only an indifferent effect. 

Italie Faces............\t often happens that the larger offices having a number 
of Romans have no Italics for some of them. As the Romans always differ 

in line, this requires a purchase of additional material. With our type 

this is unnecessary, as avy of our Italics will line correctly with a// our 
Romans as well as with the job faces. 

STANDARD TITLE LINE............In some cases—such as “two-line” fonts having no 4 
lower case—where casting faces on regular Standard Line would mean 

an unnecessary shoulder at the bottom, we cast them on Standard Title 

Line. This uniform line for each body corresponds with the Standard 

Line of the next larger body. Thus, any 10-Point Title Gothic will line 

with any 12-Point Gothic, or, for that matter, with any other 12-Point 

face, if a 2-Point lead be placed at the bottom of the 10-Point face. 

STANDARD SCRIPT LINE............In some other cases—such as Scripts, which have 
descenders of unusual length, which would kern too much if cast on 

Standard Line—we cast faces on Standard Script Line, which corresponds 

with the Standard Line of the next smaller body. Thus, our 24-Point ! 
Commercial Script will line with any of our regular 20-Point job faces, 
if two 2-Point leads are placed below the latter, and with any of our 

18-Point faces, if you place two 2-Point leads below and one 2-Point 
| lead above the 18-Point. 

Every Condition Considered... The Standard Title Line and Standard Script Line 
meet every contingency that the regular Standard Line could not meet. 

They have all the advantages possessed by Standard Line, and all three 

lines work harmoniously together. 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 4 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. 
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German Faces..........Our system also enables the compositor to use Roman | 

and German together, as on pages 137 to 139. In this case he needs but | 

one set of figures, and the effect so frequently seen in job offices working 

in both these languages—1838564724561327—cannot possibly occur. 

Leaders...........Our STANDARD LINE LEADERS will line with any of our 
Roman or job letters (as illustrated after the side-heads of this preface). 

This means not only a great saving of time, but of first cost in material 

and lessens the chances of mistakes and poor work. 

Position of Line... The line is placed in such a position that the different 
sizes of type faces will line with one another, if regular leads, slugs or { 

quad lines are used to justify the difference between the bodies, as for 

instance the following lines: 

GR NE 

ji 
| 

Est SYsteu OF uvING y | E ; 

This saves a great deal of labor where it is desired to use different sizes 

of a series in combination as caps and small caps. Not only will all sizes 

of the same series line, but also those of two or more series of different | 

faces; a condensed or fancy capital can therefore be lined with wider (| 

letters. 

Use of Rules............Furthermore, the line is placed in such a position that 
it will justify with ordinary 2-Point dotted....................or single 

rule, justifying easily by the use of regular leads and slugs, as in the 

following example, in which the slugs and leads used for justification i 

are shown black as though type high: | 

New York, aaa | § OH { 

Faint routs net / 
UO | er 

This is of great importance in blank work and headings, as experienced i 
printers can readily understand. i] 

The Subject of Width ......Another very important improvement is our \j 
system of casting in width. Heretofore all type has in this respect been ] 

made totally without rule or method, not only making justification slow 

and laborious, but adding to the printers’ annoyance by giving him sorts 

which do not agree with the original fonts. All our type is cast in width } 

; to agree with hardened steel standards, and is as accurate in this dimen- | 

sion as in body. Sorts must correspond with the rest of the font. Our | 

unit of width is 4-Point, but most of our faces are fitted to multiples of | 

| 4 -Point, and quite a number to multiples of %4-Point and 1-Point. This ] 

I reduces the number of widths of characters, makes justification and cor- 

} rection easier and in every way facilitates work. All our points and } 

figures are cast on multiples of 4-Point, and no special justifiers are i 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 5 St. Louis, Mo., U.S. A. 
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required for tabular work, as the regular spaces can be used. Suppose, { 

| for instance, a customer wants to have inserted in the body of a price 

list a line of display type, you do not have to explain to him the difficulties 

in the way of justification, etc., incident to the old systems; with our } 

type you can easily meet his wishes. 

Year | Popula- | Increase | Increase Bonds | tion | Per cent. 

1860) 2 2 G55 |e e000 rs eee & 50 | $40,000 
1870.20 | 3000 1500 100 ea 
1880.............| 6000 | 3000 | 150 25,000 

The above specimen shows an ordinary statistical table, in which 8-Point ; 

Roman No. 20 (5-Point set), 10-Point Kelmscott and 12-Point Condensed 

Gothic No. 1 figures are used, justifying perfectly in every case by the 

use of regular spaces. 

Width of Figures............We have paid particular attention to our figures. As 
has before been mentioned, both in job faces and Romans, these all justify 

to multiples of one point, except en set figures in 5, 5%, 7, 9 and F 

11-Point bodies, and when other than en set, need no special justifiers, 

as the regular spaces can be used with them in tabular work. Except 

in some faces where the figure 1 is made narrower, all figures are uni- 

form in width. Even in these few cases this character is of such thick- 

ness that the addition of a thin or other space on each side will make it 

justify with the other figures. See pages showing Point-Set Figures. 

| Old Style Figures...........Throughout the Old Styles the figures above and 

below the line have been abandoned, and while the Old Style design has 

been retained, these characters are made uniform in size and line, adapting 

them to all kinds of work and making them more legible and beautiful. 

Small Caps and Nicks...........All small cap sorts likely to be confused with % 
i similar lower case letters have an extra nick, and all Old Style body 

} letters have one more nick than the corresponding size of Modern Roman. 

Kerning Letters............The fs and j’s in all cases, except Italics and Scripts, 

are made non-kerning, not only relieving the printer of the useless expense 

of the f combinations, but exempting him from danger of type breaking, j 

and insuring better electrotypes. Except in a very few larger sizes, none 

of the descending letters in the lower case over hang the body. 

Hight-to-Paper.........On account of our improved methods of making and 
| fitting matrices, and superior casting machines, we are able to guarantee 

the perfectness of our type in respect to its hight, a point which every 

pressman will appreciate when he notes the saving in make-ready 

resulting from the use of our products. 

Our Metal... This is of a new composition. We guarantee our type | 
to wear longer, print better and to give finer results in electrotyping and 

stereotyping than any other. In finish and accuracy it is unapproachable. 

Our Foundry ...........Our equipment is the very best possible. We have 5 
endeavored to profit by our former experience, and have established a 

INLAND TyPE FOUNDRY 6 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.
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i plant of the latest and most improved machinery, which is mostly of our H| 

| own design and manufacture. | 

{ Leads, Slugs and Brass Goods... Our Brass Rule department is com- | 

| plete in every detail, and in addition to the specimens shown herein we | 
can furnish special designs. We solicit jobbing in leads, slugs and all 

} brass goods. Having complete machine and wood-working shops, we | 

| can attend to press repairing, as well as designing of special machinery. } 

Other Makers’ Goods.........[n addition to our own productions, we carry | 

! in stock a complete line of type made by the other foundries casting on 1 

I Standard Line, thus giving the printer a large stock from which to make 

/ his selection. We also keep everything required by the printer in the way | 

of cases, cabinets, stands and other wood goods, leads, slugs, furniture, 

! inks, tapes, quoins, and all sorts of printers’ supplies. We are agents | 

! for all makes of paper cutters, bookbinders’ machinery, and printing } 

presses, including the best makes of Old Style Gordons, cylinder presses, i 

and such presses and other novelties as are made by Golding & Co. 

We buy and sell second-hand machinery, and from time to time issue i| 

lists, which may be had on application. ! 

Our Relation to Trusts............We desire to emphasize the fact that ours is the i| 
only type foundry in the South and west of the Mississippi (excepting | 

f San Francisco) that is met connected with the Type Trust. Having no | 
; connection with any combination, we are in a position to make our prices i 

as low as is consistent with the superiority of our goods. Terms and | 

discounts sent on application. | 

In conclusion........We cannot but felicitate ourselves upon the advances H 

we have made since we issued our first specimen book, in February, 1895. | 

The space then devoted to Standard Line Roman and job type was but | 

55 pages, compared with 144 pages in this edition showing an assort- i 

ment extensive enough to enable any one to select a complete office, how- i 

ever large, and thus get the full benefit of Standard Line. At that time, i 

r when we were barely a year old, our innovations were decried as being \ 
impractical, and our plans denounced as visionary. The large business | 

we have built up in spite of the keen competition and panicky times i 

shows how quick printers are to appreciate a really good thing. Several I 

other foundries have, with our instruction and assistance, adopted the i 
Standard Line system. Some other foundries claim that their type pos- | 

sesses advantages similar to those of our Standard Line, but we warn | 
printers not to believe such statements. To carry out the system prop- } 

erly requires a thorough understanding of all the conditions that Standard | 
Line has met, and, from tests we have made, we are prepared to demon- | 

strate that these thieving concerns are either ignorant of all of these 1 

conditions or altogether incompetent to meet them. i 

Correspondence............We solicit correspondence, and shall take pleasure in | 

giving particulars about our manufactures and those for which we are j 

agents. An illustrated catalog of machinery and printers’ supplies is i 

included at the end of this book. Circulars and prices of special goods i 

will be sent on request. 
INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY. i 

SAINT LOUIS, February, 1897. | 
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READ CAREFULLY! } 

THE Prices in this book are subject to discount. If you have 
no discount sheet, send for one and paste it inside the cover of this book. 

PRICES and discounts are subject to change without notice. 

THIS book is issued to our patrons to aid them in making selections, and 

we would remind them that it is only necessary to give the Size, Name and 
. Number (if any) of the Type, or Number of the Rule desired, to insure the 
a accurate filling of their orders. ¥ 

f Do not cut this book under any circumstances. 

F TAKE a separate line or paragraph for each item in your order. j 
a i 

g WHEN ordering a font of type, or sorts, remember that every foundry 

| has its own special numbers, and that the number, name of type, and 
| specimen book should always be given. Our “10-Point Roman No. 20,” for 

4 instance, doesn’t mean that the face is similar to one designated by the same 

| number in any other foundry’s specimen book. 

| WHEN you are ordering type for newspaper or book work, state whether \ 

| or not you want the fonts to contain Italics, Leaders, Fractions or Commercial Marks, 

as none of these are sent unless specially ordered. 

| STATE particularly what styles of Fractions you want to accompany 
| your Roman fonts. Make your own selections from the specimens shown, as ‘ 

a we prefer not to select for you. 

4 JOB fonts, such as Titles, Antiques, Ornamented, etc. (except Scripts) , 
a are put up without Spaces and Quads, and if you want them for any size 
i i of body it will be necessary for you to order them separately. 

| IN ordering fonts of job letter by weight specify whether or not spaces 

| and quads are to be included, otherwise we shall consider that we are author- 

4 ized to use our own judgment. 4 

| IN ordering Sorts to match type you already have, state the Name and 

‘ Number of the Face, as well as the Size of the Body; or, if you cannot do 

I this send a capital *H” and lower case “m” (as little used as possible) of 
* the font the sorts are to work with. Also state the number of pounds or 

| ounces you want of each particular Sort. b 

| AN ordinary cap box holds about 6 ounces of type, the lower case “e” i 
3 about 3 pounds, the “a” about 2 pounds, the “b” about 15 ounces, and the 

f “kk” box about 6 ounces, when full. 
ij WE very often receive Samples that are so much worn that it is an utter 

impossibility to determine the face. Send the very newest or least worn that 

i you can find, and so prevent trouble, delay and dissatisfaction on both sides. 

i WHEN you write “Inclosed you will find samples,” always give another 
ql look in the envelope to corroborate the assertion. We frequently look for the 

| samples in vain. This omission causes the writing of two letters and the t 
loss of some time in the filling of orders. 

| OUR Borders, Ornaments and Cuts are numbered systematically. The ? 

| first figures of each number indicate the body. Thus, Cut No. 7201 is cast ‘ 

on 72-Point body, and Border No. 1801 on 18-Point body. 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 8 : St. Louis, Mo., U.S. A.
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WHEN you want Leads, Advertising Rules or Dashes, send one of 

your leads; or, if you order them cut to certain ems long, be particular to 

state what particular ems you mean, whether 6-Point, 8-Point, 10-Point or 

12-Point. Unless otherwise specified we shall understand 12-Point ems. 

SHOULD you order Brass Rule to be mitered to any size, give either the 

“inside” or “outside” measurement, and if it is to be cut from Double Rules 

state whether you wish the heavy line inside or outside. 

IN ordering Printing Inks or Bronzes, state the quantity and price 
per pound or ounce of each kind you want. : 

WHEN you want Chases, give the “INSIDE” or “OUTSIDE” measure- 
ment, or, better still, send a diagram. I 

: : : : 4 

Shipping directions should not be neglected. State whether goods | 
are to be sent by water or railway, freight or express, naming the route, | 

otherwise we will assume that we are to use our own judgment. Drayage is 

charged on freight shipments. 

THE weight of a single parcel by mail is limited to 4 pounds. Type 

lots weighing over 4 pounds can be divided as required to send by mail. The 

rate of postage is 1 cent per ounce. But it is safer and generally cheaper to 

forward over 2 pounds by express, and over 50 pounds by freight. 

IF goods fail to arrive within a reasonable time, notify us and we will ] 

send a tracer after them. If freight charges seem too heavy, advise us of | 

the rate and amount paid. On the arrival of goods check them by the bill, i 

and notify us at once of the amount paid. { 

IMMEDIATELY upon type being received, if it be a job or display font, | 

take a proof of it, and examine carefully to see if every letter is in the | 

font, before laying in the case. We furnish no sorts upon any claim for 

shortage, unless a proof of the font as it appeared before being laid is sent | 

with the claim. Every font is guaranteed complete. 

THE regular paging galley used by founders, which is about 5x6 inches {| 

inside, will be found of great advantage in laying type. y 

WHEN you ship O/d Type, see that your name is on each box, as well 

as our address. Notify us by mail of the shipment, and pack type, leads, | 

electrotypes, and brass, in separate parcels. Do not melt them up, and do | 
not include zinc etchings, bottle tops, or anything except printers’ metal, | 

otherwise the entire lot will be rejected. | 

REMIT by post-office or express money orders, or draft on Saint Louis, Hl 

} Chicago or New York. On personal checks our banks make a charge for I 

collection, which will be deducted from your remittance. Small amounts may | 

be sent in postage stamps. 

WHEN small items are desired sent by mail, enough extra cash should 

be remitted to cover postage. 

SHOULD you desire to open an account at a foundry where you have no 

acquaintance, send references or the money. Or, if you wish a cut or \ 

small package sent C. O. D., send enough money to pay charges at least, or i 

you may suffer from delay while the founder writes you for a remittance, or 

for references as to your financial standing. Confidence is of especial value 

in rendering business relations pleasant, and nothing else so tends to give 

confidence as ready and prompt payments. 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 9 St. Louis, Mo., U.S. A.



STANDARD LINE JUSTIFICATION TABLE, showing how to 

justify any two different bodies with one another so that 

their faces will line accurately together. 

| REGULAR STANDARD LINE FACES 

25 6 7 8 9 10 TI 12 14 16 18 20 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 72 
72 { above 57..54..53..53..52..51..50..50..49..47.45.44.42..39..35..30..24.18.12.. 6.72-72 

VMbWIS AGLSeI 22212 Ft AE POLO. 7268 165 (66. 665". 

60 { above..51..48..47..47..46..45.44. 44. 43..41.39.38.36..33..29..24.18.12.. 6. 60- 6 60 
belWi7= 7-7-6. 60.6. 6.5" 5°95 «5A 4 3. 1.0. 10:0. 0... 6:. \ 

54! above..45..42..41..41..40..39..38..38..37..35..33..32..30..27..23..18.12.. 6 54 6.12. 54 } 
VIRB Tin i On 0 6.625. 5. Oe tA ae Oe O00. O55. Of 6: 

48 § above..39..36..35..35..34..33..32..32..31..29..27..26..24..21.17.12.. 6. 48 6.12.18 48 
REN haat. a Oe ONO OS. 5.2505: oar 4S 2020.58 0.20.76. 

§ above..33..30..29..29..28..27..26..26..25..23..21..20..18..15..11.. 6 6.12..18..24 ‘ 
4 Mee. De Tes he Oe Oe Gas Os Oss Os On Ona Ac) Grae o2: 0. 0..0:. 6. 42 

36! above..27..24..23..23..22..21..20..20..19..17..15.14.12.. 9.. § 36 6..12..18..24..30. 36 
twee 4. TA, 7 O.. NOe. 0: 0.. 35 Oe OS. A Se. OO. O.. O56, 

30! absve..22.19.18..18. 17.16.15.15.14,42..10.. 9... 7.. 4.30). 6..12..18..24..30.36. 30 
Ubelow:...6..-6..-6:. Su -S1.5.2 5. 46 4n 4. 4.535) 85:25 0:20:10 0:.- 02 6: 

245 above..18..15..14..14..13.12..11..11.10.. 8. 6.. 5.. 3. 24- 6.12..18..24..30..36..42 24 
Ubelw:.. 425405 4a Sic Ba Ga. S. 2502.54.25 hd, Of 0.:0...:0...0...-05.-6. 

20! aye 25.12 44-4130) 9.58. 82 75 SiS. 2.20- 4.10..16..22..28. 34.40.46 20 
UBS ca ontoer we. eo ee Bel Os OO OF. 0: O20 OF 6. 

18 { above.13 TO OO 8.0 Gis 62 ON O08 He 18- 2.. 6.12..18..24..30.36..42..48. 18 
NIREWRrO) POO ae A eke Dee eS On OF 0) MO! OOF 0... 0.6: 

1G { above 129 BS S75. 16: 8. 8 A S. 16- 2.. 4.. 8.14..20..26..32..38.44.50 16 
Ribelowisenc Oe eee ool 00). Os O02 0302 OO 20) 0.086: 

1 4 { above.10 EO. 0. O:. he Os Oe 14 Te So, 91 )21227-233:..39.45_08 14 
libelewiereste oes or Op Oiper ely dente ols Ske terela se Le ale mi 

1 2 { above S852 AA 32 2 A.. 1..[2. 2.. 3... 5.. 7.11..17.23.29.35.41..47.53..[) 
belek oso eee ele ee Ore Oo lent! aloud edd: tee Sond °7, 

1 | { above. MEA a Si Be al 0..| [-- 1. 3.. 4.. 6.. 8.12.18..24.30..36..42..48..54. Il 
| libelewecci ac are. sli sila OnsOncl te date le oe roils sh es 7. 

10 { above. iene, Recents ay ee! 10- Le 2 Ae Sa. 79213-19253 1-3 7043.49. 55..[0) 
} Ubcewee ier On OLtObe OP OO. Le ey eee D7. 
| G § above 6128852 25 9. 1.. 2.. 3.. 5.. 6.. 8..10.14..20..26..32.38..44..50..56. 9 

Ubelow.< lo 1-2-7 0%. 205 ORGON OS On le eat eee dese” ek: 
8 § above.. Serer lie. 8 le DiGi 4 6 79 ho 2 27.3 3..39245. 51.57. 8 

1 belews dk 06. OnO20 O20: berls dele Ne. Wes dn deel 7h : 

7 { above en (es 0.7 - 1.. 2... 3.. 4. S:, 7... 8.10.12 16.22..28..34.40.46.52.58. i 
Wel ae en OO OC. OOO od tele bd. Lote das 7. 

6 (above. 4.. 1 6- 112s eet 4 OatOn Be Gd 187172329" 3S..41247..53..59 6 

below = Os0s <0. 10.0.0. 05 O10 de od. LS, 
| 5 { above. 3. 5 1.. 2.. 3.. 4: 5. 6. 7.. 9.10.12214.18..24.30..36..42..48..54..60. 5 

Nabelnwees Ose: OOO SOR On VO) SOe TOs the ees “tee Se sk -se 7e 

Pa 2 LSr Hie S kh 60h S910. 12 1315.17 2127.33.39 45. 51557. 63.) 

NNW oO OO OOP OO Onn Oe bade Lele Ie es ee 7, j 

STANDARD TITLE LINE FACES 

Explanation of the Table.—Each group of figures states the amount in points, 
either of leads, slugs or quad lines, to be placed above and below the smaller body, when justifying 

any two bodies together in order to make their faces match on the same line. 

The proper justification-figures for the combination of any two bodies are ascertained by 

noting the group found where the horizonal line of groups of one body meets the vertical line 
of groups of the other body. 

Thus, for instance, to combine a 30-Point face with a 24-Point face, as caps and small 

caps, take the group of figures found where the 30-Pojnt line crosses the 24-Point line. For 

STANDARD LINE faces the group reads “4 above, 2 below,” indicating the use of two } 

2-Point leads above and one 2-Point lead below the 24-Point body, to justify its face in line 

with that of the 30-Point. For Standard Title Line faces the group reads “6 above, O below.” 

The figures above the diagonal line of bodies are given for faces cast on our regular 

Standard Line, and those below this line are for all faces cast on Standard Title Line. ‘ 

The groups following the figure 2 are for the justification of 2«Point Rule, either single 

or dotted, with every body, insuring accurate lining of such in blank work or date-lines. 

INLAND TYPE Founory 10 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. 
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PRICES OF STANDARD LINE TYPE 
se: ! a 

THE FIRST CLASS comprises Romans— Modern and Old Style (including French Old 
Style), with proportionate Italic, and Germans, in fonts of 25 pounds and over; also Leaders | 
and Spaces and Quads. The SECOND CLASS comprises Romans, Italics and Germans in 
fonts under 25 pounds; also all standard job faces, such as Gothics, Antiques, Full-Faces, 
Two-Lines, etc., except Extra Condensed. The THIRD CLASS comprises Scripts, Hair-Lines, 

j Extra Condensed and all Shaded, Ornamental and Patented Faces, Accents, Signs, etc. 
Sold at following prices per pound: 

| FIRST CLASS *Poster | *Poster ae | BODY Paste Aeso%e| Eane | poate’ | SECOND | tHURD 
a |and over andover| 25 lbs. | 50 Ibs 

| Rae oC iE emeaeeen ree te reee ton get (Merit usa eee ee (Poe ee a asseee eee | OOO 
SN aes NO sane reece el co) Sec eec cs tceaces foc ete eco ete on sath a | deste nvax cna Msdeeceecuohss 3.60 

| ASTI Toa ues ene ge eee Uo eee) least ten (0 | 
He Doin nem iename, Mame NUS G alt et alae (lea ae nce | co tee) baste) 
PPO cee cia bom he Bes ee ore} BLO a Ol EOS 2.80 
Ss Pointe se, eee ee 74 SOS ou) el s0 ee fe 1.60 2.40 
Capote Wee 164 $63) 2 TOO) ee ia BR 2.00 
eR Olt eas: cean ede 56 oo | BO et cn cae ae 1.80 
SaRolites ner euch 00 2 | .80 fea 2a OS 1.60 

Rolin ese, 2 see mg 50 9s) Beige ee 90 1.44 
TOZROin tee. 2038 esate hss 48 47 pO lees 82 1.30 H 
HeRointe EE eee | Peery oye jt ccheaey. (0) heeds emer as 122 } 
AD ARO tere. tee eeceaeee esc: || 45 | 44 | COA ha eee .74 1.16 
HEP einen Nes an SS S| vis Ne | OSD palit erst 70) 1A ; 
MORRO ees. io ce age cacteeonntben 45 etree so2 | -66 | 1.00 i 
TSERO ties. os. sate eteses os. AS MD Re ees BD wa | Steelers .66 | 1.00 I 

ee Be eas ‘94 } 
SPONGE Serres nents cua ccc 45 poacteeetecall BO leet 64 :90 | 

SU Pyne meen eee AS eS ee | 80, eee 64 | 86 i 
SO= Poin rere ee oe an GAD oa eiee ee ln se see HO. OO 62 82 j 
ADAP Oita rere a case Se eo ee | :50 560 | c78 | 
AS PON rrere ecco sess icexs i-tss))| Aad | atester store le sesso asta 50 .60 | 72 | 
Sle motn nomic enes eis (ie AG ee es eo Ge 50 160 ol re 
BOs Po lites eke ei ei AS foresee] screener] +50 -60 72 i 
ORDO? eee Oe (re AS cle ties Sater on A SO fe 60 | 42 

*Poster fonts include spaces and quads. | 

ACCENTS, SIGNS, ETC. | 
CAST TO ORDER—Prices per pound. | 

434-Point..................63,.20|10-Point.....................$1.30].30-Point......................$0.86 | 
S-Pointes tee 2 SOltL Point. 72... 122|30-Point..- i Oe i} 
See POlh bas ee eee AO APO tse oe cote ets dl LO| A= POING. cans - tree weds i 
OePomters = ete SOU MAS ROInt ct. eh ep 4ee-Point oi ay I 
POM whee oe? IO OMLO= BOING. <2. cit. cece 1.00 54-Point ecccetesbcesapawecaeun he 

Be Pointe ore LOO ee Points....252..---, 1.00/O0-Pomnits. Ae 
GoPombpa see 1.44120 Point ec. SAN T2 Point. 26... ee 

Ba Boinit de tet 2.00) H 

! SUPERIORS AND INFERIORS | 
Prices per pound. } 

Sepointe sans ek $OrSOly 7-Polnt.. ee ae 80/11 Points. 2522. S122 | 
Se Point ee ke AO 6O- Pointe. LOO 2-Polntina tet dO 
Gone G0 Os boint 2.0 = 14d 14 Point. 

MO PORK ese 1 80 

PIECE FRACTIONS i 
Prices per pound. ! 

RO aie ee ea ee GPG) |e Pointer eee ntti See DOO || 
GE olin ene ee ee on pee OTA La POlite ssc il. ne aett toate css tee OO 

Os Polen en ee eee eee i Le politt seer scot onsen ein eon Ie i 

We furnish no quantity for less than 25 cents net. | 
Special Accents and Marked Letters will be cut to order, the cost being from $2.00 to 

| $3.00 for making each matrix. 
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| HOW TO ESTIMATE 
A re ! 

i 
| To ascertain the Quantity of Plain Type required for a newspaper, magazine, or other work 
| find the number of square inches in the matter, and divide the same by four; the quotient will ! 

a be the approximate weight. As it is impossible to set the cases entirely clear, it is necessary | 
i to add 25 per cent. to large fonts, and 33 per cent. to small, to allow for dead matter. 

} Leaded Matter requires about 25 per cent. less type than Solid Matter. The following | 
] table shows the weight of 2-Point Leads required to lead 1000 ems Solid, and contained in | 

1000 ems Leaded matter. | 

TABLE OF WEIGHT OF 2-POINT LEADS IN MATTER 

Per To Lead In Leaded | Per To Lead | In Leaded t 

, ___1000 ems __|Solid Matter} _Matter__||__1000 ems _|Solid Matter|__Matter__ 
| GER Glit ec tesscccsese]! 0 Oz, 5¥oz. || 9-Point ...............| 13% oz. 1A soz: 
1 Sh4-Poltit ce .2-.c ccs 8% oz. 6: 67 HAOSPoint  ...2.-<-.:2.| “See Oz. 12% oz. 

6-Polnit ..-222:......2|+ 9M oz. 7¥%oz. |\11-Point ...............| 16% 0z. 14° oz. } 
| EPO ooo er ee i 8 Oz, O. Oz. | A 2=Polit...-_sctsa) 2D ozs 16% 02. | 

Seroint ected S02; 10% oz. | | 

TABLE OF MEASUREMENT FOR NEWSPAPER ESTIMATES 

: Jel ae ee WIDTH OF STANDARD COLUMN: a s s 3 s 5 | 
x | 

| 13 Ems Pica. Petia list elept oct 3 

Noroe bins per bine so eee ee Oe 2G | 22%|19%|17%/16 | 
} No. of Lines in 1000 Ems.....................-.....--..-..-.--| 35% | 38% | 44% | 51% | 57% | 62% | 

No.of Inches in 1000 Enis... 22! cccccceenaccces-| 294 | S| AX Sx | 7761 89% 
No. Ems in Column, 4-Col. Folio..............................5,040/4,325|3,175|2,465/1,950/1,610 | 

| No. Ems in Column, 5-Col. Folio................-.....-..-----|6,505/5,615|4,115 3,200|2,525 2,085 | 
No. Ems in Column, 6-Col. Folio.............-...-..-...2----.|7,180]6,160|4,515 /3,510/2,770|2,290 | 
No. Ems in Column, 7-Col. Folio................-........-.--.,7,900| 6,985) 4,970/3,685)3,050 2,520 | 
No. Ems in Column, 8-Col. Folio................-..........-.|8,630|7,410)5,440/4,220)3,330)/2,775 | 
No. Ems in Column, 9-Col. Folio.........................-----9,310/8,030/5,885|4,575/3,615/2,970 

TABLE OF MEASUREMENT FOR BOOK TYPE ESTIMATES | 

| MEASURE, 25 EMs PICA. & a & & & a : 
OP ey tons! fen 

paca nn nw heal 

Blo. 2-Point Leads to Pound. 2a oe es| BL 31 31 31 31 31 
No, 3-Point Veads to Pounds... 20:2.) 2d 21 21 eae aL 21 
MGMEIS tA ine ee gee see ee te el SOS [toe 1, 2075| 301 ee) eo 
Horbinesso1000 Buse to ee ee 20. 26%] 30 33%) 36%) 40 
Nowof Inches to 1000 Ems:..< ines et) 8 3%| 4%| 55) 6% 
No. 2-Point Leads to lead 1000 Ems........................ 13 | 21. | 25 | 27 | 32 | 33 J 
No. 3-Point Leads to lead 1000 Ems.......................|_ 12 19 23 25 28 31 

TABLE OF STANDARD SIZES OF NEWSPAPERS 
The following are the regular sizes of newspapers adopted by the auxiliary printers. As. { 

a matter of convenience in the buying of printing material and paper, we would advise parties 
planning new newspapers to adopt one of these sizes. The width of column is 13 ems 12-Pt. 

: Size of Paper | Column Rule | Head Rule | 

5-Column Folio .2....0.-.0-0--0-------------------------| 20x26 inches | 1734 inches | 11% inches 
6-Column Folio ...........c.cceccsceeeese-ssses-e-------] 22X31 inches | 19% inches | 13% inches b 

’ 7-Column Folio ..........22-.--ss2cceese--s-1----+-+-+----| 24x35 inches | 21% inches | 15% inches é 
7 8-Column Folio ............2...--20-.-20002------+---------.| 26x40 inches | 2334 inches | 17% inches f 

9-Golumn Folio 2.2.0.2). )...:--tfieenesca-=| (28x44 inches |'26. inches'| 20. inches 
A-Cohimn Quarto... 02-0} sncsoss oe secestee. |) 2EXSL inches | 13% inches 8% inches 
5-Column Quarto............--..0000-+0---.--------------| 26x40 inches | 1734 inches | 11% inches \ 
6-Column Quarto.....00.0..02--20-s0es----------------| 30x44 inches | 1934 inches | 13% inches k 
7-Column Quarto........2.......0.sse-.---1-s-s--2-+----| 35x48 inches | 21% inches | 15% inches_ 
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ESTIMATE FOR JOB OFFICE 

In Connection with a Seyen or Eight-Column Newspaper 

1 Challenge-Gordon Job Press 10x15 inches inside of chase..........................-..--..$250.00 
1 Marble Imposing Stone, 24x36, with Stand .......22.002.222..--eeeceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeteeeeeeeeee-s- 11.00 
MedozenU Steel @ UGS ar Is Cyn ns ace cre ees oe casweseadeccdceawerene 3.00 
1 Stained Cabinet, 16 Two-thirds Job Cases, Galley Top .............-....-.--0--2-------------- 21.00 
1 Job Stand, with Racks for 12 Full and 12 Two-thirds Cases. .........-..2-20..0000--eeee-2e 5.50 
PaVAULS NEWS! CASE Sire eer s n eee = eae sa Se EE OO 3.20 | 
Bee bOr-Gaying WenilG Gos CRS eee e.g Use cisete nese wcd see ees sed ozieaneten ee tecsue LigkS) ‘ | 
WEabor-Savine Lead and Sluice Case n5 252. 2s 2c ca sa Stas hea v nets sce wen deweectnendeda neces 1.00 

j MORE ore n Cem GkD le AGES ort seen re os Se en ee ee rer cont JS ease nececese Oh 9.00 
| SO PPALESVING WS CAS OSM Hen sec di ac sitae cot ok CS ate ve fons oe cape Sn sacs soos oecde ebssdepan-noe I bsOOns ALOU) 

BE@ MD ywOathitnds VOD) GASES 5 xss sco oe ce occas cast eea sa rot eeteesata enous cst spceceedecesecensat 7D 7.50 
SB Pero Ge UNC yi og ea aa ne cc a eae haha sacs end ea eogheeac ee 3.00 
Tis WVoeds Composite. SUC le Fe INO ase once ce ris che ni cose Avene oe wae dees ance aegotedeaeeeeiueess 1.20 
PR@OMpOSH ICs SUG ep nk eile lk ares co <5) as tae tac eau ce ne nos = soso oo. ges seca abt ode anton ante ck neuen se 1.60 i 
2O pounds e=Pomt leads, Hone 6 fai cas cc one ag teonee, oe lens wtvceacenaesaebacesee scence oO 3.20 
50 pounds Labor-Saving 2-Point Leads and 6-Point Slugs .........-...-.---.0.-------- -25 12.50 
25 pounds babor-Saving Metal Puriitare oc. 22. ssooe so sececcccecccceeteaccnneeespestencs sD. 6.25 
2 pounds Labor-Saving Single Rule, 2-Point.........-..-...-...-.-..-scesceceeceeeeeeeeeeeee Le 7S 3.50 
2 pounds Labor-Saving Dotted Rule, 2-Point..._..........--<..--.----cececcocccceeceeeeeeeeeeee 1D. 3300 
2 pounds Labor-Saving Double Rule, 6-Point...............--...--2s.:eseeeeeeceeeeeeeeeeeeee-- 1.50 3.00 
5 pounds 8-Point Fine-dot Leaders (Standard Line), for blanks........................... .53 2.65 
eo einen ager Cutters ee ec ee ae ees 80,00) 
A UittienG tae Ee eadiaind Iu le Ue a ccccs cao e ocr ck cS Lo ceae ts eandna cnet ame svance susie 8.00 
SPOUSE EOD SIA Gi LA Meet ges coe sa aso a cee eek nek one arid iedeneeeaee es. OO 2.50 
Apart er Dy iat ie meters wut chen en ened or Se he Tod Si cte deca dowcdeetnn 2.00 
(Grete y aL Wi TELS SEY Se SI ee ee ee ees 6.00 
25 pounds 6-Point Roman, Old Style or Modern (Standard Line)........................ .64 16.00 
25 pounds 10-Point Roman, Old Style or Modern (Standard Line) -................... .48 12.00 
25 pounds 18-Point Woodward, Poster font.............2...-2.2.---00ceeeeeeeeeeteeee 52 13.00 
2Ofonts Woodwardinland: and Gothics, Say... <.-<--c--co0c- sects consosee-e rsececeoesaaeresae) 0-00) | 
die fonts Cosmopolitan and Scripts; SAy.2.. 2. ccce2e cco catch bce as oc ac -esescecsenteeveeeeeseceen, MODLOO. ti 
12 fonts Saint John, Kelmscott, Caledonian Italics, etc., Say............--2.-2-----------.------ 50.00 i 
SeFONESEW OO Cun y Der ADOU tees eas tenets aa vee ae tos sapuctceay lo cages aceaskceccorascecdteee cqiete yn,  OLOO | 
1 half-case Labor-Saving Wood Furniture, with Case...............2.-.---------:s2eeeseeeeeeeeees 5.00 i 
S30 yards 6=Pothtand 12*Point Reglet..:.2 co. .i.--.-ccecssectseeencctesteeecessesasescunpensessecceccess .60 
LO Seti Coa er NS ees anes co oec gees cee os ao os Sec oe as vee gees esses seoae ops esees see ae es -60 
(Guts) Borders, Ormamerits and Dashes, Say <a.) 2 ee es, 18100 
Spaces aha Ouads ton Ob ly Pewee cere er Fa ea ies on Uaretecet ieee LOO | 

Subject to Discount. $735.25 i 

i | 
ESTIMATES FOR WEEKLY NEWSPAPERS | 

| 
In these estimates, 10-Point and 8-Point are inserted merely to show the quantity of type | 

required. Other sizes may be substituted, varying the expense but little. i 

ESTIMATE FOR 6-COLUMN PAPER WITH ARMY PRESS } 

} IScnrya Press: Ax cONMCN eS er a ee er ee OOOO 
S brass-bined Galleysy aeexoare InChes 2.62 ee  eO0 6.00 
DSi ch COmposine StS ces 2 a ns Sse eee haw sduenesemse ce eseoee AD 1.50 i 
Sipaire NewslGaccsmete tenet Wh Poke a fe eer oe eat ies ee GOL” fae BO i 
GAlOb andnrIDIe Gases cs) lente ei eeu ry eee een n2s Pe ee ese peaccss eee, CO 5.40 ti 
BL NE SSS cae Swe Ss acs erences Sen ctear aelaseranecatace 3.75, i 
Mallet @0ce Planer 40c.- Lye Brish) 40cc2-2 8 oe ! 
BG rouimics New sel nee ae oo ea 22g ee Sh coe teenie we) AO | 
TO @olumntriies(GePoint)).5 Shorts. eee es eet be ee eS: 4.50 | 
3 Head Rules (6-Point), 2,.Double, 1. Parallel. .._._.. -....:--.....--2:--52-cc-c-teseeeeneeeeceee 40 1.20 | 
20 Advertising Rules, 4c.; 10 Double, 6c., and 10 Single Dashes, 6c............-..-.-.-.. 2.00 | 
20 pounds Leads and Slugs, cut to measure.....-.-..-:.-..-<----+--c--eeeee--oeseeeeeeeeeeeeeenes LO 3.60 
Pe acetate erie ens re Ln ie Ss ae ety ee, i 
75 pounds 10-Point Roman (Standard Line) ..........-.02..--.--------c-----------0--------. «48 36.00 
50 pounds 8-Point Roman (Standard Line)............-.----.---:---eeceeeceeeeeeeeseeeeeeess 53 26,50 | 
Gt ont Point WOO Use hd lee cn ee rece see css ae ea ors ea ehae ce seen ts Soest 2s i 
AGrontS=bolnt extended: WOOA WANG: 25 otk ences to cevanse oe soc cece noe eent enews cece 2.25 I 
INTO i I) PGI te Wo Wy AN ie eee eee a eee he eS Fe Pea at ceca nara 2.50 {} 
dsfont 1O-Point Extended) Woodward) <-- 2...1-.2...c2.---teccccsas--saccnn-ossnsonsvequeneteesecesceee 2.50 | 
dfont LO=Point Gondensed WOO wand. ts 25 soos Se so rote cen enectcgeenncasatencceee=> 2.50 

\ 1 font 18-Point Woodward, $3.20; 1 pound 18-Point Spaces and Quads, 45c. ...... St65 

Subject to Discount. $176.50 
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ESTIMATE FOR 7-COLUMN PAPER WITH ARMY PRESS | 

tiny Press, logekecn 1GHCS noes cpree rade ates ste cateraceg octet eee ee OOOO f 
4 Brass-Lined Galleys, 3}4x23¥6 inches ¢:....1/.--.cc--c-cssesedeeeseeedeeseteteeeeeeteeeeese 2100 8,00 
3. Six-inch ‘Composite: Sticks...........2:4..4).-<0... gst oe 2 epee ad, ee ee 2.25 
Sipe sy NGWS) GASOSrsel ei. cue. Soe Wn Ne ee, Sore oes een. Aan OO \ 
MaOW ANG LIDIOGASES 5555.52.26 cacau sec vert sostesad ec ieeseseuns Sas ee re iO 6.30 
LAINE i ORATIC QULO Gs set cls ca pees aa eg oe nea naa cx e mc es pace ses ees pees setcee 375 | 
Mallet, 30c.; Planer, 40c.; Lye Brush, 40c.................2------ ERS Races eahtas 1.10 | 
ON POUN GSN GWM Enix eee NEs ale Feast eee lee atte ceca Seema ere RO en | 
12 Column Rules (6-Point), 6 short ................. a E Hee BUD SO 1600 | 

5 3 Head Rules (6-Point), 2 Double, 1 Parallel .............--.--..-.-0+--e-seze-sceeseevseseess (45 1.35 | 
5 25 Advertising Rules, 4c.; 12 Double, 6c., and 12 Single Dashes, 6c...................... 2.44 

4 30 pounds Leads and Slugs, cut to measure................. Pee cele 5.40 | 
¥ PICACRIC NE TSG she tate OMEN) oC nt i RO oO Bei ee rch, Setawa arene 2.75 
q 100 pounds 10-Point Roman (Standard Line)... 48 48,00 \ 
i] 50 pounds 8-Point Roman (Standard Line) .....-00...-.-....-. = Nesey FOI 20.50 } 

i DOr S—POrat WV OO Wet eee rao pans cw cee awe cease Scene zt ceee ae en 2.25 | 
‘3 1 font 8-Point Extended Woodward.........:........2.-2.--.0--0---- Ler ees tee iat a ee 

I font LO-Point, Woodward sto. ane ocd, eee ot EP et Be rs eee ae eS 2.50 | 
1 font 10-Point Condensed Woodward.............--.......... Ey ee te Nie he 2.50 4 

i 1 font 10-Point Extended Woodward .......000.000.000...... eS ae ee ase ee Oe { 
Jefont 12-Roint WOGd Wand. 26522 seccctsecettenanee syste SoA TE SA eos peace ee 2.80 

| dtfontel o=Point Gondensed Woodwatd.s<). oso eae Naa al ec 2080) 
4 dfont 16-Point Woodward... 2s a0 MeN eda feral eee 3.20 | 

3 1 font 18-Point Condensed Woodward...... - Beet tee nae te ae einai SRE 3.20 
2 pounds each 12-Point and 18-Point Spaces and Quads.............-.............-..-.. 45 1.80 

Subject to Discount. $231.44 \ 

i SS f 

ESTIMATE FOR 6-COLUMN FOLIO—Size, 22x31 Inches | 

| The right hand column of figures gives the amount when it is intended to use auxiliary insides. | 

INO. 3) Washington) Press ie qc2ccc es noses cowce so ede oleae ce eeneree 2 PL00.00° 2: ..-+-8200.00 
| mepair Chasesgiaw ee ee ss oe. is bk ee en ee OOD ea ai ee OOO) 

a 1 Sixteen-inch Roller Frame, Core and Casting........................- AdOpa ase 4.10 
| 1 Set Iron Side and Foot Sticks ....................- Le see eee BSG ia teetess 3.35 
| 4 Single Patent-Lined Galleys.................2......20-..ccececceceeeee--200 S000 2 es: 4.00 

Siem ine niGomiecine sicker | kn a eo Pio eel.” Bol? TSO) | 
ay ODI StANGS sWitht RACKSS- 2000: Si oc-so sn astebustaae dees ens S00 tt O00 eee. 20,00 

Sains News Cuseo ren tor ed = oh ee OO S00 war oes: 6.40 
FLOR ot aise a ae ements eee scrste ar ee ea ae eR ONOO NS nt Ace) 
30 yards Reglet and Furniture, assorted.............................. .0S WSO G20r2 2. 1.00 

| 1 Cast-Steel Shooting Stick, medium, 75c.; 1 Planer, 40c........ eM he kes LAS 
a 100 Boxwood Quoins, 60c.; 1 Hickory Mallet, large, 40c. ......... TOO eet Sek 1.00 | 
7 MAE WepEMCU SEs. b AMC ce oo ones cence ce nso eeeces eae WOO) rele esc: 30 
g 50 Advertising Rules, 13 ems 12-Point ....................-....-... 04 2.000730 23h 1.20 | 
a 20 each Double and Parallel Dash Rules........................... .08 3.20 10 each 1.60 

Hf BO Single Dash RUICS cx, i, acsee ssc ees a skascaeadiccscasesesetvaxces!) OO 2-202 30. = .60 
a 12 each Double and Parallel Cross Rules............................. .06 1.44 10 each 1.20 

| SOrpounds Leads atid Oligs -- 2.8... nn cect ete esen cesses AO 5.40220... 3.60 
pune alcant Glups ies ts cen ee ae Oy Obs Te a ) Ga | 

| 20 Column Rules (6-Point) 1934 inches long. 8 2... SAS 9,00 10... =: 4.50 
| 4 Double Head Rules (6-Point) 13% in. long....................... .40 T60 WB er.c2 .80 | 

| 150 pounds 10-Point Roman (Standard Line) ...................... .48 72.00 125....... 60.00 } 
‘ | 100 pounds 8-Point Roman (Standard Line).. Pee OS OOOO 47 ie ee ES f 

“a 5 pounds 10-Point Italic (Standard Line).0?...........0.............. 48 Bao greets. ste 2.40 
| 15 pounds 8-Point Leaders, Fractions, etc.......................-..._.53 FeO SG asec 5.30 

| Biroits 5 Point Woodward eS ASO We 6 2 2.25 | 
| 2 fonts 10=Point Woodward: 620... 2.222 Beene aces OO LOM radon oe. 2:50 \ 

| font esBontoocan ed) me eee a nee eee OBI ees BBO | 
| ifort USabomnt Wood Warde ee oe fo ase esas eee ela eee te 3.20 | 

j 1 font 8-Point Extended Woodward...............--......---eceeeeeeeees peace sont 2.25 | 
a 1 font 10-Point Extended Woodward..................22---------e1e-ceeeeeee BOO green ea 2.50 
| 1 font 10-Point Condensed Woodward..............0:cc0-ecccee «= 2.50... 2.50 | 
| 1 font 12-Point Condensed Woodward..................-.....------------+- PUES ON te ey 2.80 

; 1 font 18-Point Condensed Woodward....................-----.-----1+-+1- cc] eres 3.20 | 

4 2 pounds each 12-Point and 18-Point Spaces and Quads..... .45 MSG) eet oe nen = 1.80 | 

le ciOLy Dei Cad. cso ns ested od a asec eats, ances edi Gece ee 2.15 | 
Bordersiand Ornaments... 252. cccteces nc spee racsscce sue scsnscssevanegice excep BQO ease arses 2.00 
Aplm posing Stone, SOLOO ecco capes n eee tec ctee epee OO erases 12.00 

Subject to Discount. $466.10 $413.98 | 

4@5-In ordering, always state what Italic, Leaders, Commercial Marks, Fractions, etc., are ] 

required, as none are sent unless specially ordered. 
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ESTIMATE FOR 7-COLUMN FOLIO-—Size, 24x35 Inches | 

2 The right hand column of figures gives the amount when it is intended to use auxiliary insides } 

| Now4:Washinoton Hand Press.205. 2.0 ee $225.00 © oon... $225,00 | 
vecowmnmn News Ghases,in halves... ne tee LOO.” 11.00 
1 Eighteen-inch Roller Frame, Core and Casting...........000..0....... AOS. partes 4.55 
deset Iron Side and POOt Sticks s.<.<-25c5 ce. ooo secsseoecccsceceoloereneezecaeen BS) gee mete ne 3.70 | 
6G single Patent-Lined Galleys’_..---2.....- 4.22 ss 2,00 (12,00 4... 8.00 } 
4 Six-inch Composing Sticks ....... pee eee en aE TS, BOO Gores 225 
APU oland sy With RACKS. ito de So ee eres 00 2000) «2 2....-5 10.00 | 
OpalrsiNe ws Cases = ee .--1.60 QUGO! sis cae 8.00 | 
OO DR CASES 8 Loco ncaa sce ed gee aoe Parsee Ne ODES sy tet 7.20 | 
50 yards Reglet and Furniture, assorted........... eee see 2:50 730s: 1.50 

| Mallet, Planer, Shooting Stick and 100 Quoins 5 foe eT tte uc aa 8 2a5 
q 1 Lye Brush, 40c; 1 Saw, $1.25; 1 Wood Miter Box, 40c......... POR fon 2,05 
| EPMA V CLUSIID UIE S:s6 tiaconl tacespetece Weve) oe eS ete eecc aes SOF 3:00 60" s2.- 2.40 

25 each Double and Parallel Dash Rules............................... .08 4.00 16 each 2.56 
BS Smee Dash RUGS coe ie ee eee ee tec 06 150 18 2... 1.08 
16 each Double and Parallel Cross Rules............ Bearer. OD: 1.92 10 each de20) 
SO pounds Leads and Slugs) "cote. co 18 S407 20) 228 3.60 
28 Metal Foot Slugs (18-Point)..... 22s. eecetcen. 204 PA TAS oo: 56 | 
24 Column Rules (6-Point) 2134 inches long....................... .50 12.00 12 ...... 6.00 il 
5 Double Head Rules (6-Point) 155 in. long... Beene OS Be LS , 
2 Parallel Head Rules (5-Point) 155 in. long....................... .40 CS0Fsizs 22s .80 ii 
200 pounds 10-Point Roman (Standard Line)....................... .48 96.00 150....... 72.00 | 
150 pounds 8-Point Roman (Standard Line)............-..... 53 =79.50 100...... 53.00 i 
7 pounds 8-Point Leaders and Fractions...... ee esd aes OS Basle stints Bey 
AAODIS GOR OID WN GOU WAN cuce ee es one eee IO 95000 3 t..8 6.75. } 
2 fonts 8-Point Extended Woodward ..............22.....---2...22----.2.25 BOO suet 4.50 } 
So tonts LO=Point Woodward..-..00 ed iO) TOONS tae 5.00 
2 fonts 10-Point Extended Woodward ............ ee 2100 00> eric 2.50 I 
Tfornt 2-Point WOOdWArG! 6c... ss Se sees ete ces : . POON <--, Bee 2.80 
Lefont 18-Point Woodward ..... <..25. 2. ceases 5 Red ans 3.20 | 
Other Display Type, and Spaces and Quads, say..... = ZOU =. 223.00: 

f HeaMING Ol eapele Say eee en oN Are metas th OOS aera 3.00 
Inland Borders and Ornaments, say...............2..-..-2--02-eeeeeeeeeeeeee= SOO tae oe 4.00 i 
1 Marble Imposing: Stone, 80X72... eae, aes OOD... | S00) 

Subject to Discount. $598.80 $506.26 

: ESTIMATE FOR 8-COLUMN FOLIO—Size, 26x40 Inches 

No.5, Washington Hand Presse te $250,00- 2252.-2$250,00 
8-column News Chases, in halves........... Senet Seen OU) Pee es OO 
1 Twenty-inch Roller Frame, Core and Casting.............---.......... i regs fern ka 5.00 
Iesetlron Sideand. Poot Sticks: 22:23. oo e.g eee MAO se cen dest 4.20 
6 Single Patent-Lined Galleys............... Meter. iO Ler A: aes. 8.00 
A Job Stands, with Racks—2 23S See 225,00 1 20,0002 ... 2 ~ 1000: 
4 Six-inch Composing Sticks .......... eee ee eee OOS ai cae 2.25 
‘Shpalhos ewe tences: cr. peewee ie iret a et eo LO eLOO IG 22. 9.60 
PZ OUUCASOB as ek ies, eMart le Bree erg Oe OOO eed) mance 9.00 : 
50 yards Reglet and Furniture, assorted.......... eee hie eae B50 1300s 1.50 
Mallet, Planer, Shooting Stick and 100 Quoins...........-............... Bet epost 2.45, 
1 Saw, $1.25; 1 Lye Brush, 45c; 1 Wood Miter Box, 40c.......... BON ores 2.10 
TOO Advertising Wiles ..3, 2 ed Pe nae ntl reee LOA 4.00) 750-5. 3.00 
PSubanicy brass DASNOS:..e eel. et oe tere oe seems LO) VSO iSO: fe 5.00 
16 each Double and Parallel Cross Rules ............................. .06 1.92 10 each 1.20 } 
A OBDOUTA SUING WS WORUG: crc oe see co csc se tew erase tessa 6:30. 20) ao) 3.60 i 

ql er Mietal HOGE SINGS oo ence cence ce se cpan adap sn sccerndensoscevervn wane 0 OF OL Otis. 64 | 
28 Column Rules (6-Point)23% inches long....................... 55 15.40 14 ...... Zao | 
5 Double Head Rules (6-Point) 17% in. long....................... 50° 2.50 3....... 1.50 } 
2 Parallel Head Rules (5-Point) 17% in. long....................... .45 ho] Ue cee ee 90 | 
250 pounds 10-Point Roman (Standard ine) pies. 4851201001502. 72;00 
175 pounds 8-Point Roman (Standard Line)....................... 53 92.75 125....... 66.25 
7 pounds 8-Point Leaders and Fractions..................-...--------_.53 Bue ek ieces Bei 
ATOUtS 2 POInt WOU Wald a ..-.2 225 nce -cd sede tn ocen eee coensense-2ss- OO OO 23 ages 6:75 } 
45fontsolO=Point W OOMWALG — 222.8 cece. csi acer e-coe eee e00”  LOL00 3's. 2:50) i 

| 2 fontsel2- Point Woodward 2.3.4.5. sp 2eee eens ste ie 2.80 DiOOk eh cs: 5.60 
SQ Onts LO POINt W OOO WARC scsi 2-c2c-5-- 2c cle---2 0212s 2e-8 1320 GONE 2 2onss5 6.40 } 

| Other Display Type, and Spaces and Quads, say-...:-.........-2-.. 26,00 ..2...:... 22.00 \ 
PIG ING OM ABEL SA creel ake Sool girl oe 0da ac nant <oeesbedenecbaosenses Gus > Vie esse 3.25 | 
Inland Bordersiand Ornaments; Says... <<. -2<.6.-ccevecoectscpegeceaeeses iW Uulaeae Se-cs 4.75 } 
AW MArbIe Amposing Stone COR 02 cc sevice eck eae tees OOO tes...) 18100 

} Subject to Discount. $677.06 $556.55 

Five-column Quarto outfit amounts to about the same as an 8-column Folio. 

i 
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IMPORTANT NOVELTIES! 
| a Oo 

IMPROVED DASHES AND DOUBLE QUOTATION MARKS 

TO CARRY out suggestions made to us by a number of our most progres- 
sive customers, who were dissatisfied with the ordinary Em Dash (when used 
as a mark of punctuation) and the Single Commas and Apostrophes used for 
quoting, we have cut a new series each of Improved Em Dashes and Double 
Quotation Marks, and take pleasure in presenting specimens of them in the 
following matter. We have no doubt that they will be generally welcomed. 

The Dashes are somewhat heavier in face than the old Dashes, and are 
cut slightly shorter in length, so that—while they are cast on em bodies—it 
is no longer necessary to set thin or hair spaces between them and adjoining 
words, a feature which every compositor will appreciate. They are provided 
with an extra nick, to more readily distinguish them from ordinary Dashes. 

| “Improved Em Dashes” are supplied in proportionate quantity with all 
| our Modern and Old Style Romans fonts, without extra charge, the quantity 

of ordinary Dashes in the fonts being reduced to that extent. These Dashes 
are also put up separately in 1-pound fonts, which are furnished at the same 
prices as the Romans. They will work with any face, whether this be of our 
make or not, and printers will find this a convenient way of procuring them. 

The “Double Quotation Marks” comprise those for beginning and ending 
a quotation. Those for the beginning differ from the turned Commas, having 
the “tails” descending instead of ascending, and matching in reverse those 

| for ending—this being the form most approved by tasteful book printers. To 
| obviate the necessity of setting thin spaces after them, the “Quotes” for 

beginning are cast with the appropriate space after each. 

“Double Quotation Marks” are put up in 1-pound fonts containing both f 
characters, and are supplied at Roman prices. They are not furnished with | 
the regular Romans, unless specially ordered. Printers will do well to order | 
one or more of these small fonts, since they come in this convenient shape. 

wrowr Will. Eskew, Wellston, Ohio—“ The more 
I learn of your system the better I like it.” 

irrowr Albert W. Dennis, Lynn, Mass.—"I have often 
wondered why some one did not attempt it before.” 

DEON D. B. Landis, Laneaster, Pa.—“ Your Standard Line 
idea is something printers should have had years ago.” | 

9-POINT Charles T. Henderson, Toulon, Il.—“I am pleased with 
your faces, and am also greatly taken with Standard Line.” 

8-PoINT W. H. Bevis, Pawtucket, R. I.—“ Your system of type-mak- 
ing is certainly a great improvement over the common way, and 
I have no doubt the type will pay for itself in the time saved.” 

7-POINT Henry Hahn, foreman “Northwestern Miller,” Minneapolis, Minn. — 
“We are eagerly watching your output and shall try to give you our 
business, putting in your type as fast as the old wears out.” | 

6-POINT E. L. Wepf, Denver, Colo.—"I like your type not only as to its lining fea- 
ture, but the making of figures with Old Style type and above the line of the 
same height. When I need more type you will hear from me” 

5lo-POINT W E. Fleming, Belleville, Ill.—"I am highly elated over your Standard Line 

system, and wonder why founders who have devoted a life-time to the business 
have never catered to the printers’ convenience in casting type.” 

5-POINT E. D. Wescott, Reading, Pa.—“ You have made another step towards perfection. The 
point system was a long one, you have made another. I think the tests have all been 
made, and when I lay your type I will merely be putting a good thing into practical use.” 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 16 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. 
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6S Houfe | ag: STANDARD LINE LEADERS 

DD hi | 

mentee | 
: Our Standard Line Leaders are cast from a new, hard and tough | 

composition. We guarantee that the dots will not break off and that they lI 
wear longer than any others. They are made in four styles, as shown 
below, and are supplied in 2-pound and 5-pound fonts, at the following prices 
per pound: 

OR OE ae en ere ee EO VO BOING eine eR BOA 

Baa amoI nt et wes eee eee Soe ys te ees I: MUSP OG seta eee ee eet. ae | 
Gab ONE Utacaemstetn ee mmeayacaaa cot artnet same aseeeeer ea eC Ok (UE) 20 aA One ee ae te AREA Tee ae YI) hil 
We POlniti sien ascites zecyascsas sa ccssek cess Sis. < 14-Point),. 00-22. -25.-8 apoE uBe aoe oteutag 45 ii 

8-Point.... ee ateaes eee SaaS ant sso | AO PO SEONG ates oan Beacon de Sea chncteetee ee 

Ppa ee ede eee et ABO > DS Mobis oc cian ie eS | 

DDD SSK i 

Standard Line Round-Dot Leaders No. I, (two dots to em), cast i) 
on all bodies from 5-Point to 18-Point, in en, em, 14%-em, 2-em and 3-em 
widths. 

Standard Line Fine-Dot Leaders No. 2, cast on all bodies from 
6-Point to 14-Point, in en, em, 144-em, 2-em and 3-em widths. 

Standard Line Round-Dot Leaders No. 3, (one dot to em), cast | 
on all bodies from 6-Point to 12-Point, in em, 2-em and 3-em widths. 

Standard Line Hyphen Leaders No. 4, cast on all bodies from 
5-Point to 12-Point, in en, em, 1!4-em, 2-em and 3-em widths. 

| 

22D SScc | | 

Standard Line Leaders on any body will line with every Roman or | | 
display face cast by us on that body. Any Standard Line Leader, no matter 
what body, may be made to line accurately with all faces on larger or smaller 

i bodies by means of simple justification with leads and slugs; this makes them | 
| specially available for large-face date lines, etc. 

The following specimen illustrates how our four styles of 10-Point Stand- | 
ard Line Leaders line with various faces cast on 10-Point body: 

Roman No. 20............ Ext. Old Style.........0ld Style No. 9 

Roman No. 23........Woodward......Old Style No. 10 

German Yo. 1-_____._ Gothic No. 1____French Old Style 
THoUlNcNo. 20s.) =. =, Gothic NO. 6-2. O.S. Malic No: 9 

Caledonian Italic___._1234567890______French O. S. Italic | 

Antique No. 1......Gothic Italic No. 7........Latin Series 
Latin Antique... Tudor Black............Latin Condensed Series 

ji 
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No. 20 Series for N O. eries Tor Newspapers 

Unless Otherwise Ordered, En Set Figures are Furnished THE INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY, ST. LOUIS German, French, Spanish and Swedish Accents are Made 
pe ee een en ae 

512-PornT ROMAN No. 20 6-POINT ROMAN No. 20 7-POINT ROMAN No. 20 

Se = —— ee aed | a — a a | ee eee es —— SS 

STANDARD LINING SYSTEM | STANDARD LINING SYSTEM STANDARD LINING SYSTEM 

One of the most important changes is our lining| One of the most important changes is our lining One of the most important changes is our 
system. One glance at the specimen sheets issued | system. A glance at specimemsheets issued during lining system. A glance at specimen sheets 

i few years will show th t y 0 ¢ - ate = * during the past ee ee at . ee : the past few years shows that the constant demand issued during the past few years will show 

demand for something of this kind has led to ever | for something of this kind has led to ever recurrent EH atiw do Abane demand Tar aoMicthinelSEanS 
recurrent attempts to solve the problem; but these attem: = = . gn P s £ a pts to solve the problem; these efforts have i 
efforts have been sporadic and inconsistent, and the | }, 6) Rooradismndiincon=ictant how crac dave ta character has led to ever recurrent attempts | 

ae oe a Se ee eerie ae take into account all the conditions rendering the | t® solve the: problem; but these efforts have } 
: ren ene Bere a Be a ee ao ae results unsatisfactory. All our type, including the been sporadic and inconsistent, and failure to } 

oe oa ce ae oie Bese oe Italies, aes Gothics. Antiques, a take into consideration all the conditions has ; 
line with one another perfectly. The advantages of ai Poe eee et Aeneas BUS Creer rendered the results unsatisfactory. All our 
this system are so many that it would be difficult | »dvantages of this system are so many it would be | type, including Romans, Italics, and all job 
to enumerate all of them. Among those that could | 4. Bi y S ened its ast * ¢ Ti % | be mentioned are: That it is now possible to line | difficult to enumerate all of them. Amongst those | faces, are cast “Standard” Line, therefore all 
any Italic or Title with any Roman; to use heavy | Which could be mentioned are: That it is possible letters on the same body line with one another | 
job letter, figures or characters with different faces | NOW to line any Italic or Title with any Roman; to | perfectly. The advantages of this system are | 

oath ied dare rork co ae Pa | Sea eee 2p tee glen ce cheese ier ony | many and it would te diffent to enumerate | one set 0: gures in German offices where Khoman 18 rK i" y, 4 . 

also used; that but one lot of leaders is required for | set of leaders in German offices where Roman is all of them. ‘ W oe could mention aanOnS, other 
each body, ete., ete. Not only are all faces of each | also used; but one lot of leaders will be required things, that: It is possible by this system to 
body on the same line, but faces of different bodies for each body, ete., ete. Not only are all the faces | line any Italic or Title with any Roman; to { 
gusty ne wide one another by the use of Geen of each body on the same line, but faces of different use heavy job letter, figures or characters in | 
on 1- cunt ends t on hie being receea die pom | bodies justify in line with one another by the use conjunction with different faces on the same 
Fointaed PACHons on niultipleson obits ney can | Of 2-Point or 1-Point leads, the latter being required job, as railroad work; but one lot of leaders 
be used for this justification as well. This feature | My on the smaller bodies. As the spaces of all |}, required for each body, ete., ete. Not only 
is of the utmost importance in job work, enabling | OU bodies are point set, fractions or multiples of | | fé Poach Rods orcthe samieus but 
the compositor to use the caps of the next smaller | Points, they can be used for justification equally as | 8T€ taces Of each body on the same line, bu 
size for small caps, thus resulting in a great saving | Well. This feature is of the greatest importance in | faces of different bodies justify in line with 
of material. Not only will all faces line with the | job work, by enabling compositor to use the caps of | one another by the use of 2-Point and 1-Point 

12345 abedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 67890 12345 abedefghijklmnoparstuvwxyz 67890 | 12345 abedefghijkImnopqrstuywxyz 67890 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV WXYZ& ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV WXYZ& 

12345 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 67890 12345 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 67890 12345 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 67890 

One of the most important changes is our new lining One of the most important changes is our lining One of the most important changes is our 
system. A glance at the specimen sheets issued during | system. A glance at specimen sheets issued during | new lining system. A glance at the various 
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INLAND TYPE FOUNDAY oOo ES a a a ee ee oe a ea 

No. 20 Series for N Oo. eries for Newspapers 
Unless Otherwise Ordered, En Set Figures are Furnished THE INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY, ST. LOUIS German, French, Spanish and Swedish Accents are Made 

8-PoInT ROMAN No. 20 | oF 9-POINT ROMAN No. 20 10-PoInT ROMAN No. 20 

STANDARD LINING SYSTEM STANDARD LINING SYSTEM STANDARD LINING SYSTEM 

One of the most important changes is) One of the most important changesis| Our lining system is certainly one 

our lining system. A glance at specimen | our improved lining system. A glance | of the greatest improvements in the 
pe Pe eee Wa Tea | at specimen sheets issued during recent production of type faces. A glance 

oe years will show that a constant demand _ , er ; aaa 
something of this description, which has| > methine of this character has led at the specimen sheets issued during 

led to ever recurrent attempts to solve the \. 2 A Se recent years will show that an ever 

problem; these efforts have been sporadic _° ae ea a oe - 1 ae i © increasing demand for something of 
and inconsistent, however, and failure to DECI CRN sap Ue UCB MOLLOTLUS ave 7 vec. this description has led to repeated 

take into account all the conditions has | Sporadic and inconsistent, as neglect to ; i. ae th ae ral ae t 
rendered the results unsatisfactory. All| take into account all the conditions has attempts to solve the problem; bu 
our types are “Standard” Line, including rendered the results unsatisfactory. All these efforts have been sporadic and 
Romans, Italics and all job faces, therefore | our type, including Romans, Italics and | inconsistent, and failure to consider 
ps re aT, oD eee ae all job faces, is “Standard” Line, and all the conditions has rendered the 

Ca emale wins a antawes of this | = on same body will therefore line | results unsatisfactory. Our type is 

system, but we can mention among others | ne ms another. : The eet # | cast “ Standard” Line, and all faces 
that: It is now possible to line any Italic | diff ce pes sks eae alt : . A : on same body line with one another 
or Title with any Roman; to have but one cult to enumerate all 0 oe uu perfectly. The advantages of this 
set of figures in the German offices where| we could mention among other things | * ah Beas hati would | 
Roman faces are also used; but one lot of|that: Any Italie or Title will line with | SYSte™m are so Many that 10 would be 
1234. abedefghijklmnopqrstuywxyz 5678 abedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz abedefghijklmnopgqrstuy eye 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ | ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVW ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTU 

12345 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR 67890 | 12345 aBCDEFGHITKLMNOP 67890 12345 ABCDEFGHITKLM 67890 
One of the most important changes is owr| One of the most important changes is| Our lining system is certainly one 

_ lining system. A glance at specimen sheets our new lining system. A glance at the of the greatest improvements in the 
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No. 23 Series for Newspapers 
Unless Otherwise Ordered, En Set Figures are Furnished THE INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY, ST. LOUIS German, French, Spanish and Swedish Accents are Made 

eee ee ee : : — — = = 

5-POINT ROMAN NO. 23 D12-PoInT ROMAN NO, 23 6-POINT ROMAN NO. 23 

ee eee ee gee Se |——— = See eg re epee ee ea eee ae eee 

STANDARD LINING SYSTEM STANDARD LINING SYSTEM STANDARD LINING SYSTEM 

One of the most important changes is our lining} One of the most important changes is our lining One of the most important changes is our 

system. A glance at specimen sheets issued during | system. In glancing over specimen sheets issued lining system. Glancing at specimen sheets 
the past few years shows that a constant demand | during the past few years you will notice that the issued during the past few years shows that 

el a. wes ee Son ee wey constant demand for something of this kind has led a constant demand for something of this kind 

sporadic and inconsistent qnditaiture to take into a ever recur nee emp ETS Sone ene Cou eta but | has led to ever recurrent attempts to solve the 

account all the conditions has rendered the results ie Pek ort re patie gs Een problem; but these efforts have been sporadic | 
unsatisfactory. Our type is cast “Standard” Line a 9 ea A aa ‘ira i eee 4 ; Saar wons’ and inconsistent, failure to take into account 
and includes Romans, Italics and all job faces; and nae =e nee i Bo Tee e EEE SAU Oras eee our Hell the conditions having rendered the results 
ee) ae oa ane body ae with one another | type is Bape i pia aah Roel Romans anything but satisfactory. All our type, which 

bo many that it would be dificult to enumerate all | body line with one another perfectly. ‘The many | 1eiudes Romans, Italies, Titles, Antiques and of them. Among those that could be mentioned are | advantages of this system are so great that it would pou and all ane OED sep coc cee on | 
that it is now possible to line any Italic or Title | he difficult to enumerate all of them. Among those 1 “ uIne, an erefore, a aces 
with any Roman; to use heavy job letter, figures or| that could be mentioned are: It is now possible to | Of one body line with one another. The many 
charactors. eee eae ae eamie job, as | line any Italic or Title with all Roman, to use heavy | advantages of this system make it difficult, to 
German offices whore Romanis also used and that | Job letter, figures or characters with different faces enumerate all of them. Amongst those which | 
but one lot of leaders is required for each body. Not On the same job, as in railroad work; to have but | may be mentioned are: That it is now possible j 
only are all faces of each body on the same line, but | one set of figures in German offices where Roman is | to line any Italic or Title with any Roman; to | 
faces of different bodies justify in line with one | also used; that but one lot of leaders is required for | use heavy job letter, characters or figures with 
another by use of 2-Point or 1-Point leads, the latter each body, etc., ete, Not only are all faces of each | different faces on the same job, as in railroad 

RACER NAL Odian Are ola “eh, tractinne oe maaltipice | poy on ne pee but voce Toes | work; in German offices, where Roman is also | 
of points, they can be used for this justification as | Justily i ine with one another by the use ob? Olnt |used, to have but one seb of figures; that but % DOxns Beau 48 | or 1-Point leads, the latter being necessary only on lot of leaders d bi rchas 
well. This feature is of the utmost importance in| the smaller sizes. As the spaces of all bodies are one lot oF leaders nee e purchased for each 
job work, enabling the compositor to use the caps | point set, fractions or multiples of points, they can | POdy, etc. Not only are all faces of each body 
a nee ae oats ee prec aDs, ne eae | be used for this justification as rel. This feature 00 the same line, but faces of different bodies 
line with the standard leaders, but the line having | is of the utmost importance in job work, enabling | Justify easily in line with one another by use 
been placed in such a position on the body that the | the compositor to use the caps of the next smaller of 2-Point or 1-Point leads, latter, size being 
face will line in every case with 2-Point dotted or | size for small caps, thus resulting ina great saving | necessary only on smaller sizes. Spaces of all 
single rule by the use of 2-Point or 1-Point leads | of material. Not only will all faces line with the bodies are point set, fractions or multiples of 
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One of the most important changes is our new lining One of the most important changes is our lining One of the important changes is our lining 
system. A glance at the specimen sheets issued in recent | system. A glance at specimen sheets issued during | system and a glance at specimen sheets issued 
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One of the most important changes is) One of the most decided changes) One of the important changes 
our lining oe ee aes at - is our new lining system. A glance jg our lining system. <A glance 

; : Ss 1Ss B a le a7 . iq “7 a ° a ecm es ee De Ft hespsinen secs sel MN atthe specimens issued. during 
oe ie Gain Wn baa lod o even eee Soow nat 8 the past few years shows that a 

something of this kind has led to ever! onstant demand for something of | : 
recurrent efforts towards a solution of thie end has led + eeEneeat constant demand for something 
the problem. These efforts have been | US XIN Das (ed to ever recurrent \¢ this kind has led to recurrent 
sporadic and inconsistent, and failure | attempts to solve the problem; but, Gree 
to take into account all the conditions these efforts have been sporadic and attempts to master this difficult 
has rendered a results say ning Hg inconsistent, failure to oe and | subject; the efforts were sporadic 

satisfactory. All our type, including take into account all the conditions qs er , aes 
Romans, Italics, Titles, Gothies, and all haying rendered the result anything and inconsistent, and failure to 

job faces, is cast “Standard” Line, all jut satisfactory. All our types are take into account all conditions 
faces on the one body lining together cast “Standard” Line including’ all has rendered the result anything 

perfectly. It would be difficult to here Rinianculiales cui tlasn Glothics: 1 but satisfactory. All our type is 
enumerate the many advantages of this SD eae : Ae 0 eee east * Standard” Line ineluding 
system, but we could mention among all other job faces; therefore, faces | Cast : eater A ; 

other things, that: It is now possible on one body will all line with one all Romans, Italics, Gothics and 
to line any Italic or Title letter with another perfectly. The advantages Titles, as well as all other faces I g 
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One of the most important changes is our, _ One of the most important changes One of the greatest changes is 

lining system. A glance at the specimens is our new lining system. A glance|our lining system. A glance at 
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One of the most important changes is our lining One of the most important changes is our One of the most important changes is | 

system. A glance at the specimen sheets issued | lining system. A glance at specimen sheets our new lining system. A glance at the | 

Se tease gs Pat ae ere | nae ee earn mera | epesimen, ents Santoa. Aa’ the et | i. . the constant demand for something of this |. Soin will show that the constant demand for | 
recurrent attempts to solve the problem. These kind has led to recurrent attempts to solve Me a alr re ea } 

a eS oe rs ote “a the problem. These efforts have ever been & 2 1 | 
Senet Se eee aace a sporadic and inconsistent, and failure to take Tecurrent attempts to solve the problem 

are cast “Standard” Line, including Romans a into account all the conditions rendered the but these efforts have been sporadic and | 

reels Titles, Sous eee and wl ener results unsatisfactory. All our type, which inconsistent, and the failure to take into 
JO etter, consequently @ aces on one body line j; = ali j j s4s 

with one another. The advantages of this system soota dee Pygmies, realice, Eiee Boos aon account all the conditions has rendered 
are many, and it would be difficult to enumerate f "of b ad ri ith o th: The the results unsatisfactory. All our type 
allof them. We could, however, mention among | !2Ce8 Of one body line with one another. or. ee as eS : other things, that: It is now possible to line any @dvantages of this new system are so many | is cast on Standard”’ Line, including all 
Italic or Title with any Roman; to use heavy job | that it would be difficult to enumerate all of | job faces, Romans and Italics; all faces 

letter, figures or characters with different faces them. Among them can be mentioned: That on one body lining with one another. The 
on the same job, as in railroad work; to have but | it is now possible to line any Italic or Title advantages of this system are so many 

one set of figures in German offices where Roman | with any Roman; to use heavy letter, figures that it would be difficult t merate 
is also used, etc., etc. Not only are all the faces | or characters with different faces on the same | at 1t wou CU ogee 
of each body on the same line, but faces of other | job, as railroad work; to have but one set of | all of them. Amongst those which can 
egies mauty in Une wirhione sncier by the use| ligures inGerman ofices where Romanisalso| be mentioned are: Ty is mow possible to 
use the latter only on the smaller bodies. As the eee ae ou One Cue cleadens are red eot line any Italic a Title with any Roman 
spaces of all our bodies are point set, fractions or Gay on the sa linenhet f faith : and to use heavy job letter, characters or 
multiples of points, they can be used equally well POdy on the same line, but faces of different fioures with different faces on the same 
for this justification. This feature is of greatest | bodies justify in line with one another by the job, as in railroad work; to have but one 
importance in job work, enabling the compositor | USe of 2-Point or 1-Point leads; the latter are orn aG > fic. aes 
to use the caps of the next smaller size of series | necessary only on the smaller sizes. As the Set ol figures 1n German ollices whe 
for small caps, thus saving much material. Not | spaces of all bodies are point set, fractions Roman is used; that but one lot of leaders 
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system. A glance at specimen sheets issued during lining system. A glance at the specimen sheets lining system. A glance at the specimens 
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One of the most important changes is ournew| One of the most important changes is our One of the most important changes is 

system of lining. A glance through the specimen | new lining system. A glance at the specimen our new system of lining. One glance at 

took net ving he pt fw sears will ow sheets ashe during the past few years wil the specimen sheets issued during. the 
: show that the constant demand for somethin 

has led to ever recurrent attempts to solve the RRR Nal amoaad Cuan cecuront seas past few years shows that the constant 

problem; but these efforts have been sporadic | 0: SUS Sine has demand for something of this nature has 
and inconsistent, and failure to take into account to solve the CO but eee attemps ae led to ever recurrent attempts to solve © 

all the conditions has rendered the results most been sporadic and inconsistent, the failure 7 
r o . to take into account all the conditions having the problem; but these efforts have been 

unsatisfactory. All our type, including Romans _ - ae arent atait ti 
Hhaireatios witless Matiques Gotiios, andiall jo rendered the results unsatisfactory. All our sporadic and inconsistent, and failure to 

faces, is cast on ose Line, and therefore | tYPe, including Romans and Italics, as wellas take into account all the conditions has 
- faces of one body line with one another. The cl Mae ey inert oe oer 1DP rendered the results unsatisfactory. All 
advantages of this system are so abundant that it laces, 1S cas andar Ane; erefore a ur type, including Romans, Italies, and 
would be difficult to enumerate all of them. But | faces of one body line with one another. The Tee ues os ae well ae all 
among those that may be mentioned are: That it | advantages of this system are so many that i i MOS) t °St a a Li e 

Senet te fe Na: mae Neale oti wiuAE | ig ould ba Very difficult to enumerate afl of |OWneY tnees, 16 cast “Standard” Hino, by 3 se 3 , S | ; r 7 
with different characters on the same job, as in| them. Among those that may be mentioned reason? WHICH BT 1a c® OU One io ye 
railroad work; to have but one set of figures in are: It is now possible to line any Italic or line with one another. The advantages 
German offices where Roman is also used; that | Title with any Roman; to make use of heavy of this system are so many that it would 
put one set or leader de Reduined tr open pon Ao ae or pean ad abe serie be difficult to enumerate all of them; but 

: . 3 m: york; ei 
body on the same line, but faces of various bodies | Havent REET : FERS UCRoR a aes among those that may here be mentioned 
justify in line with one another by the means of |“ ; e “i are: It is now possible to line any Italic 
2-Point and 1-Point leads, the latter being needed where Roman is also used; that but one lot or Title with any Roman: to use heavy 
only for the smaller bodies. As the spaces of all | Of leaders is needed for each body, ete. Not ° y z Bay. 
our bodies are point set, fractions or multiples of |only are all faces of each body on the same job letter, figures or characters of various 
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One of the important changes is our new system of | One of the important changes is our system One of the important changes is our new 
lining. A glance at the specimen sheets that issued | of lining. A glance at the specimen sheets that system of lining. A glance at the specimen 
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One of the most important changes is ourlining| One of the most important changes is our One of the most important changes is | 
system. A glance at the specimen sheets issued | lining system. A glance at specimen sheets | our new lining system. A glance at the } 

during the past a Se tat ene cae issued during the past few years will show | specimen sheets issued during the past 
demand for something of this kind has led to ever that a constant demand for something of this | few years will show one that the constant | 
recurrent attempts to solve the problem; these | character has led to ever recurrent attempts . . s k - A ag demand for something of this nature has j 
efforts, however, have been sporadic and without to solve the im 5 

. p : problem; but these efforts have led t = t att ts t lv 
consistency, and failure to take into account all b : 5 : o ever recurrent attempts to solve 

eRe 7 | been sporadic and inconsistent, and failure to he 3 e 
the conditions has rendered the results highly | | 4-4 into consideration all the conditions has | the problem; but these efforts have been 
unsatisfactory. All our type, including Romans : | sporadic and inconsistent, and failure to 

; : : | 5 rendered the results unsatisfactory. All our * aye 
and Italics, Titles, Antiques, Gothics, and all job z i z ~..| take into account all the conditions has 
faces, is cast on “Standard” Line; therefore, all | type, including Romans, Italics, and all job | rendered the results unsatisiactory. All 
faces cast on the same body line with one another | faces, is cast “ Standard” Line; therefore all | ty includi RB T Ory. 
perfectly. The advantages of this system are so | faces on the same body line with one another | OUT, ae? including Romans, Italics, and 
many that it would be difficult to enumerate all of | perfectly. The advantages of this system are ll iob faces, is cast “Standard” Line, and 
them, But among those that could be mentioned | 85 many that it would be difficult to enumerate | therefore all faces of one body line with 
are: That it is now possible to line any Italic or | aj) of cat We could mention among other | one another. The advantages of this new 

Aitle with any Roman; to tse tosent faces on the | features, that: It is possible by this system | system are so many that it is difficult, to 
same job, as in railroad work; to haye but one set | to line any Italic or Title with any Roman; to | enumerate them all. Among those which 
of figures in German offices where Roman is also | USe heavy job fee eee or characters in| can_be mentioned are: It is now possible 
used. that but one set of leaders is required for Conjunction with different faces on the same to line accurately any Italic or Title with 
each body, ete. Not only are all the faces of each | job, as in railroad work; but one lot of leaders | any Roman; to use Dewy letter, figures 
body on the same line, but faces cast on different | is required for each body, etc. Not only are | or characters with different faces on the 
bodies justify in line with one another by the use the faces of each body on the same line, but me iob. * il d k: to have but 
of 2-Point or 1-Point leads, the 1-Point size being | faces of different bodies justify in line with | same Jo # HS in railroad work; to have bu 
necessary only with the smaller bodies. As the one another by the use of 2-Point and 1-Point | Qne set oI figures in German offices where 
spaces of all bodies are point set, or fractions or | jeads, the latter being necessary only on the | Roman is used; that but one lot of leaders 

multiples of points, they can also be used {or this smaller sizes, As the spaces of all bodies are | are required foreach body. Not only are 
importance in job work, enabling the compositor | point get fractions or multiples of points, it a eee oa eee body on the same line, but 
to use the caps of the next smaller size for small | 18 possible to use them for this justification | the faces of different bodies justify in line 
caps, resulting in a great saving of material. Not | aS well. This feature is of the utmost value | with one another Sy the use of 2-Point and 
ents ‘will all faces line with the standard leaders | in job work, enabling the compositor to use | 1-Point leads, the latter being necessary 
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One of the important changes is our lining system. A| One of the important changes is our lining One of the important changes is our new 
glance at the specimen sheets issued during the past few | system. A glance at the specimen sheets issued | lining system. A glance at the specimen 
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STANDARD LINING SYSTEM | STANDARD LINING SYSTEM STANDARD LINING SYSTEM 

_One of the most important changes is our) One of the most important changes is One of the most important changes 

Tae oe Ons ee - aa Pr mest ime aa rn system. A glance at the js our lining system. A glance at the 
sheets issued during the past few years will | s,ecimen sheets issued in the past few : eas : 
show that a constant demand for something P ee P specimen sheets issued during recent 

aan years will show that a constant demand 
of this kind has led to ever recurrent efforts f thi f thi fave lad ledlio (cons shows that a constant demand 

to solve the problem; but these attempts | fOr Something O° SANs nal se wecin, for something of this nature has led 
have been sporadic, also inconsistent, and | ©V®T recurrent efforts to solve the vexing t ie ortack eaean 

failure to take into account every eondition | problem. But these attempts have been %0 ever em . rn 10 iene e 
has rendered the results unsatisfactory. A “ey ‘ ‘ : - vexin roblem: but these attempts 

our type, including Romans and Italics, and Fics ve and veces: eee to le Zs zi # is P 

Titles, Antiques, Gothics, and all other job | Ke Into account a e conditions has were sporadic and inconsistent, and 
faces, is cast on *Standard” Line; therefore | rendered the results unsatisfactory. All the failure to take into account all 
all faces on one body line perfectly with one | our type, ee Romans, Italics,and the eonditions has rendered results 
another. The advantages of this system are | Titles, Antiques, Gothics, and all other ; dj 
so many that it would be a difficult matter | faces. is cast on “Standard” Line, and unsatisfactory. All our type, which 

Bo ena erene alo! thet Bub amour cee | therefore all faces of one body will line includes Romans, Italics, Titles, and 

possible to line any Italic or Title with any | With one another. The advantages of Antiques, Gothies, and all other job 
} Roman: to use heavy job letter, figures or this system are so many that it would faces, is cast “Standard” Line, hence 
| characters pete ere paces on the same | be difficult to enumerate _ all. But all faces on each body line with one 

job, as in railroad work; to have but one set| among those which may be mentioned 
| of figures in German offices where Roman is | are: That it is now possible to line any another perfectly. The plea pa ae 

also used; that but one lot of leaders need | Ttalic or Title with any R 3 Y of this system are so numerous that 
' % S 5 y Roman; to use). . a 
j be purchased for each body, etc. Not only |}, jopleter «a in ters it would be impossible to count them 
} are all the faces of each body on the same| heavy job letter, figures or Characters all. Among those that may here be 

| line, but the faces of different bodies justify | With different faces on the same job, as| a. 8 : my st 
| in line with one another readily by the use| in railroad work; to have but one set of | mentioned are: It is now possible to 
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lining system. A glance at the specimen sheets | new lining system. A glance at specimen | our new lining system. A glance over 
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STANDARD LINING SYSTEM STANDARD LINING SYSTEM STANDARD LINING SYSTEM | 

One of the most important changes | One of the most important changesisourlining| One of the most important changes | 

is our lining system. A glance atthe ones oe gad is our lining system. A glance at the 
specimen sheets issued during the last demand for something of this nature has led to, Specimen sheets issued during years } 

few years shows that constantdemand recurrent attempts to solve the problem. These past shows that the constant demand 

for something of this kind has led to | efforts have been sporadic and inconsistent, the a ri : 

ever recurrent attempts to solve the failure to take into account all the conditions for something of this kind has led to 

having rendered the results obtained anything ever recurrent attempts to solve the 
problem; but these efforts have been PN Name C ie ak eS Es Ca 

a 3 : ‘ but satisfactory. All our type, which includes problem; but these efforts have been 

sporadic and inconsistent, and failure | Romans, Italies, Titles, Antiques, and all jobbing . : . * 
to take into account all the conditions | faces, is cast on “ Standard » Line; therefore, all sporadic and inconsistent, and failure 

has rendered the results anything but) i#°2# of one Pady line with one anotner. he |to take into account all the conditions 
satisfactory. : All our type, including | be difficult to enumerate all of them. Among has rendered the results anything but 
Romans, Italics, Titles, Antiques and pag ee nae Could be me eioued ee It A poeee satisfactory. All our type, including 

. * . +, | now to line any Italic or Title with any Roman; to . . . 
Gothics, and all other jobbing faces, is | y.¢ heavy job letter, figures or characters with | Romans, Italics, Titles, Gothics, and 
pa heer pias eosin Ores ne eis faces ‘on the one job, as in railroad all other jobbing faces, is cast on the 

york; to ve 2 se Pures ter : . 
pestle 2 anak eee Diet Onicen were SDoueetiie & nisaaeeds. TERETE improved “Standard” Line, therefore 

: ag 5 one lot of leaders is required for each bodyin an all faces on one body line with one h dbe d y are sO many that it would be difficult office, etc. Not only are all faces of each body on : 
the same line. but faces of different bodies line | @n0ther. It would be very difficult to to enumerate all of them. Amongst i ame e ut ae f ee odies line : : : " 

. . with one another with easy justification by use o: ere enumerate the many advantages 
those which may be stated are: That 2-Point or 1-Point leads, the latter being required y 8 
42 abedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 34 | ae on the smaller sizes. As the spaces of all abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
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One of the most important changes us One of the most important changes is our lining | _, One of the important changes eS our 
our new lining system. A glance at the | system. A glance at specimen sheets issued during lining system. <A glance into specimen 
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5-PoinT ROMAN No. 20 Nre. 512-PoInT ROMAN No. 20 

THE STANDARD LINING SYSTEM THE STANDARD LINING SYSTEM 

One of the most important changes is our lining system. A glance at One of the most important changes is our lining system. Now 

specimen sheets issued during past few years shows that constant demand a glance at the specimen sheets issued during the past few years 

for something of this kind has led to ever recurrent attempts to solve the shows that the constant demand for something of this kind has led 

problem; but these efforts have been sporadic and inconsistent, and failure to ever recurrent attempts to solve the problem; but these efforts 

* Paper eae ae Sores ee a ioe sues epeans have been sporadic and inconsistent, failure to take into account 

sol ES ee ae oe vpe’® ene ae res HES e nore ees all the conditions rendering results unsatisfactory. All our type 
and Italics, Titles, Antiques, Gothics, and all other job faces; therefore z z . 2 e 

7 ; © is cast on the improved “Standard” Line, including Romans and 
all faces of one body line with one another. The advantages of this system Ttali Tit aa Gothi al other h ti n 

are so many that it would be difficult to enumerate all of them. Amongst a Peas) OIG RS UOTE ep ROE » 

| those which can be mentioned are: That it is now possible to line any faces of one body line with eee eee The advantages of this 

| Italic or Title with any Roman; to use heavy job letter, figures or characters system are so many that ey would be difficult to enumerate: all of 

with different faces on the same job, as in railroad work; to have but one them. Amongst those which may be mentioned are: That it is now 
set of figures in German offices where Roman is also used; that but one lot possible to line any Italic or Title with any Roman; to use heavy 
of leaders need be purchased for each body, etc., etc. Not only are all the : . : 
faces of each body on the same line, but faces of different bodies justify in job letter, figures or characters with different faces on the same 

| line with one another perfectly by the use of 2-Point or 1-Point leads, the job, as in railroad work; to have but one set of figures in German 

latter being necessary only in rhe eee a As eee ot ee bodies offices where Roman is also used; that_but one lot of leaders need 
are point set, fractions or multiples of points, they can be used for this Bei 3 
justification as well. This feature is of the greatest importance in all job eee ee eee ee ee ae ee ee ean of 
work, and by enabling the compositors to use the caps of the next smaller li 7 af 5 hi 2 ate be th f 2-Point J Poi 
size of series for small caps results in the saving of much material. Not ine with one another accurately by the use of 2-Point or 1-Point 
only will all faces line with the standard leaders, but will line with 2-Point leads, the latter being necessary only on the smaller bodies. As 
single or dotted rule perfectly by the use of 2-Point or 1-Point leads and the spaces of all the bodies are point set, fractions or multiples of 
standard quads. In spite of the general use of leaders it is often necessary points, they can be used for this justification as well. This feature 
to use rule, and this innovation, which enables the printer to have accurate is of the greatest importance in all job work, and by enabling the 
lining without the use of cardboard, will be appreciated. The f’s and j’s are compositor to use the caps of the next smaller size of the series for 
in all cases, except Italics and Scripts, made non-kerning, not only doing small caps results in the saving of much material. Not only will 

| away with phe neelese Se penee ee f comp eens: but Beene apeclute all faces line with the standard leaders, but will line with 2-Point 
immunity from breakage after the type is locked up, and_ insuring better + : i -Poj taaey 
electrotypes. The same plan is followed with the descenders, making all Ra eee ee ee ee eee ee ee ae 
non-kerning. Throughout the Old Styles the figures above and below the 3 a : 1 DP a this i gs = hich bl i 

| line have been abandoned, and while retaining the old style design these often necessary to use rule, and this innovation, which enables the 
important characters have been made of uniform size and line, adapting printer to have accurate lining without the use of cardboards, will 

j them to all uses and making them handsomer and more legible. All small be appreciated. Throughout the Old Styles the figures above and 
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One of the most important changes is our lining system. A | One of the important changes is our lining system. A | 

glance at the specimen sheets issued during the past few years will | glance at the specimen sheets issued during the past few | 
show that the constant demand for something of this kind has led | years will show that the constant demand for something of 

to ever recurrent ate DUS, to solve the problem; but these efforts this kind has led to ever recurrent attempts to solve the 

have been sporadic and inconsistent, failure to take into account % 
ob z 3 problem. These efforts, however, have been sporadic and 

all the conditions rendering results unsatisfactory.. All our type : fail é a 
is cast on the improved Standard” Line, including Romans and BS ailure to take into account all the conditions 

Italics, Titles, Antiques, Gothies, and all other job faces; therefore having rendered the results unsatisfactory. All our type is 
all faces of one body line with one another. The advantages of this cast “Standard” Line, including Romans, Italics, and all 

Abas ae BO) atthe Ene we wont be iene: to oun rae all of | job faces, therefore all faces on the same body line with one 
em. Amongst those which can be mentioned are: That it is now s poke s : 

possible to line any Italic or Title with any Roman; to use heavy another. The advantages of this system are so many that it 

job letter, figures or characters with different faces on the same would be difficult to enumerate all of them. : Among those 

job, as in railroad work; to have but one set of figures in German which may be mentioned are: It is now possible to line any 
offices where Roman is also used; that but one lot of leaders need Italic or Title with any Roman; in German offices, where 
be purchased for each body, etc., etc. Not only are all the faces of Roman is also used, to have but one set of figures; to use 

nen Beds on the ther. line, a snes te sire bodies suse, as heavy job letter, figures or characters with different faces 
ime with one another accurately by the use of 2-Point or 1-Poin % . one : y ‘ ¢ 

leads, the latter being necessary only on the smaller bodies. As on the same job, as in railroad work; that but one lot of 
the spaces of all bodies are point set, fractions or multiples of leaders need be purchased for each body, etc. Not only are 

points, they can be used for this justification as well. This feature all the faces of each body on the same line, but faces of 
is of the greatest importance in job work, and by enabling the different bodies justify in line with one another by the use 
compositor to use the caps of the next smaller size of the series for of 2-Point or 1-Point leads, the latter size being necessary 

ee aot results 1 the pene ae pine maenal Nokon wa only on the smaller bodies. The spaces of all bodies being 
all faces line with the standard leaders, but will line with 2-Poin . * : z : a 3 
single or dotted rule perfectly by the use of 2-Point or 1-Point leads point set, fractions or multiples of points, they can be used 
and standard quads. In spite of the general use of leaders it is for this justification as well. This feature is of the greatest 

. often necessary to use rule, and this innovation, which enables the importance in job work, and by enabling the compositor to 
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One of the most important changes is our new lining One of the most important changes is our lining 

system. A glance at the specimen sheets issued during | system. A glance at specimen sheets issued during 
the past few years will show that the constant demand the past few years shows that the constant demand 

| for something of this kind has led to ever recurrent for something of this kind has led to ever recurrent 

attempts to solve the problem. These efforts have been attempts to solve the problem; but these efforts 

sporadic and inconsistent, failure to take into account Hard bean sueadic md inconcctont aidtenilnes 16 

all the conditions having rendered the results anything eae ae all the ec ee 

but satisfactory. All our type, including Romans and 5 5 
Italies, Titles, Antiques, Gothies, and all job faces, is a ae oe All ee ee 
cast “Standard” Line, and therefore all faces of one omans, ltahes, 15 es, ntiques, othies, and a 
body line with one another. The advantages of this other job faces, is Standard ” Line, and therefore 
system are so many that it were difficult to enumerate all faces of one body line with one another. The 
all of them. Amongst those which may be mentioned advantages of this system are so many that it were 
are: That it is now possible to line any Italic or Title difficult to enumerate all of them. Amongst those 

wit any ona uae, henry oh Jeti, characters | _ which may be mentioned are: ‘That itis possible 
railroad work; in German offices, where Roman is also oe be Rabie Pasha aoc me eee oo 
used, to have but one set of figures; that but one lot | a J ‘oh ss aecad ey bu 
of leaders need be purchased for each body, ete. Not | on the same job, as In rauroad work; to have bu 
only are all faces of each body on the same line, but one set of figures in German offices where Roman is 
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lining system. A glance at specimen sheets | our lining system. A glance at specimen 
issued during the past few years shows that sheets issued during the past few years { 

the constant demand for something of this | will show that the constant demand for 

character has led to ever recurrent attempts something of this description has led to 

to-solve eee ‘ae snore awe Rees ever recurrent efforts towards a solution 
ae nn Sr dit 2 8 Ao . | of the problem; but these attempts have 
ee ee | been sporadic and inconsistent, failure to 

results unsatisfactory. All our types are cast takeint tall ore ee eel 
on the improved “Standard” Line, including | - shoe 0 EE OS OO nS pean Nota! 
all Romans, Italics, Titles, Gothies, and other | the results unsatisfactory. All our types 
job faces, therefore, all faces of one body line | are “Standard” Line, including Romans 
with one another. Among many of the other | and Italies, Titles, Gothies and all other 
advantages of this system which may here be | job faces, and therefore all faces of one 
mentioned are: That it is now possible to line body line with one another. Among the 
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One of the most important changes is our new system of 
One of the most important changes lining. A glance at the specimen sheets issued during the 

: ote o past few years shows that the constant call for something 
is our lining system. A glance at the of this kind has led to ever recurrent attempts to solve the 

: : : problem; however, these efforts have been sporadic and 
specimen sheets issued during recent inconsistent, and the failure to take into account all the 

5 | diti I d th Its to bi tisfact All e = | conditions has cause: e results to be unsatisfactory. 
years show Ss that a constant demand our type, including Romans and Italics, Titles, Antiques 
for something of this kind has led to and Gothics, as well as all the other job faces, is cast on the 

5 improved *Standard” Line, and therefore all faces of one 
ever recurrent attempts to solve the body line with one another. The advantages of this new 

system are so many that it would be difficult to enumerate 
problem : but these efforts have been all of them. But among those which may be mentioned 

gee . : * are: That it is now possible to line any Italic or Title with 
sporadic and inconsistent failure to | any Roman; to use heavy job letter, figures or characters 

: ’ So | with different faces on the same job, as in railroad work; to 
take into account all of the conditions | have but one set of figures in German offices where Roman 

ss é is also used; that but one lot of leaders need be purchased having rendered the results anything for each body, etc. Not only are all the faces of each body 
& E ~ on the same line, but faces of different bodies justify in line 

but satisfactory. All our type 1s east with one another accurately by the use of 2-Point or 1-Point 
iret oT: : 5 . leads, the latter size being necessary only on the smaller 

on “Standard” Line, ineluding all job bodies. As the spaces of all our bodies are cast on point 
’ 5 ie eadenn or Jenene of poms they cone used for 

Sic ; this justification as well. is feature is 0 e greatest 
abedefghij khnnopqrstuvwxyz importance in job work, and by enabling the compositor 

Z to use the caps of the next smaller size results in the saving 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV of much material. Not only will all faces line with leaders 
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One of the most important changes is our system of lining. A One of the most important changes is our new system of | 

glance at the specimen books issued during the past few years lining. A glance at the specimens issued during the past | 

shows that a constant demand for something of this kind has led few years shows that the constant demand for something 

to ever recurrent attempts to solve the problem; but the various of this nature has led to ever recurrent attempts to solve 
efforts have oe oe ae ean! i cubaeey biped the problem. These efforts, however, have been sporadic 
anne aac ia a ee a eee Be aia ae and inconsistent, the failure to take into account all the 
See ae ete unt eet ee = ae conditions having rendered unsatisfactory results. All 
well as Titles, Antiques, Gothics, and all our other job faces, is para t “Standard” Li fncinai R a 

cast “Standard” Line; therefore all faces of one body line with cot yp 2 biog $s noe hi acy ees ey 7 Sea ess 

one another. The advantages of this system are so many that it talics, Titles, Antiques, Gothics, Latins, and all other Job 
would be difficult to enumerate all of them. aa those which faces; therefore all faces of one body line accurately with 
may be mentioned are: That it is now possible to line any Italic or i 7 { 
or Title with any Roman; in German offices where Roman is also = eae ie ey eee of this Se Gay oo eee 
used to have but one set of figures; to use heavy letter, figures that it would be difficult to enumerate all of them, Among 
or characters with different faces on the same job, as in railroad those which can be mentioned are: That it is now possible 
work; that but one lot of leaders need be purchased for each | to line any Italic or Title with any Roman; to use heavy job 
body, ete. Not only are all the faces of each body on the same letter, figures or characters with different faces on the 

line, but faces of different bodies justify in line with one another same job, as in railroad work; in German offices where 
accurately by the use of 2-Point and 1-Point leads, the latter size | Roman is also used to have but one set of figures; that but 
being necessary only with the smaller bodies. As the spaces of one lot of leaders need be purchased for each body in an 

all bodies are point set, fractions or multiples of points, they can | office, ete. Not only are all the faces of each body on the | 
be used for this justification as well. This feature is of greatest same line, but faces of different bodies justify in line with 
importance in job work, and by enabling the compositor to use | one another by the use of 2-Point and 1-Point leads, the 
the caps of the next smaller size of the series for small caps latter bei x Sa 1 th ler bodie AS th 
results in the saving of much material. Not only will all faces atter being necessary only on the smaller S B is ¢ 
line with the standard leaders, but they will line accurately with spaces of all bodies are point set, fractions or multiples o 
2-Point single or dotted rule by the use of 2-Point or 1-Point leads points, they can be used for this justification as well. This 
and standard quads for justification. In spite of the general use feature is of the greatest importance in job work, and by 
of leaders, it is very often necessary to use brass rule, and this | enabling compositors to use the caps of the next smaller 
innovation, which enables the printer to have perfect lining, will | size of the series results in the saving of a large amount of 
be highly appreciated. Throughout the Old Styles all the figures material. Not only will all faces line with the standard 
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One of the most important changes is our system of One of the most important changes is our new 

lining. A glance at the specimen sheets issued during lining system. A glance at the specimen sheets 

the past few years shows that a constant demand for issued during the past few years shows that the 

something of this nature has led to ever recurrent Z g : 
: constant demand for something of this kind has 

attempts to solve the problem; but these efforts have | B 

been sporadic and inconsistent, and failure to take led to ever recurrent attempts to solve this great 

into account all the conditions has caused the results problem; but these efforts have been sporadic 
to be unsatisfactory. All our type, including Romans and inconsistent, the failure to take into account 
and Italics, Titles, Antiques, Gothics, and all other all the conditions having rendered results highly 
ip a cast irae “ cena oe ane unsatisfactory. All our type, including Romans 
aces of the same body line with one another. e 5 A : . 
advantages of this system are so many that it would and Italics, Titles, Antiques; Gothics, and all the 
be impossible to enumerate all of them. Among the other job faces, is cast on “Standard” Line, and 
ones which can be mentioned are: That it is possible therefore all the faces of one body line with one 
now to line any Italic or Title with any Roman; to another. The advantages of this system are so 
use heavy letter, figures or characters with different many that it would be difficult to enumerate all 
faces on the same job, as in railroad work; to have of them. Among those which may be mentioned 

but Nase eo oe - oo oo Oe an are: That it is now possible to line any Italic or 
1s also used; a ut one lot o eaders need now be z 2 : ‘ 

purchased for each body, ete. Not only are all the Title ie ge | Roman; to tae heavy job letter or 
faces of each body on the same line, but faces of the figures and characters with different faces on the 
different bodies justify in line with one another by same job, as in railroad work; to have but one 
use of 2-Point and 1-Point leads, the latter size being set of figures in German offices where Roman is 
necessary only on the smaller bodies. As the spaces also used; that but one lot of leaders is required 
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One of the most important changes is our lining system. Nowa One of the most important changes is our lining system. Now 

glance at specimen sheets issued during the ast few years shows | a glance at specimen sheets issued during the past few years shows 

that a ei eomane ag pee of we kind has led to ever that the constant demand for something of this kind has led to ever 
recurrent attempts to solve the problem; these efforts have been recurrent attempts to solve the problem; these efforts have been ; 
sporadic and inconsistent, and failure to take into account all the | sporadic and inconsistent d fail to take int t all th 

conditions has rendered the results unsatisfactory. All our type is | diti h dered aes a penee a rere eins ae 

east on the improved “Standard” Line, including Romans, Italics ies fics ae ie fee: i aa aatOEy: Ouse — j 
Titles, Antiques, Gothics, and all other job faces; therefore all faces | oo = on ein a Se ae meee Cen cea 
Gfone body line with ove ariother:. ‘The advantages of this system | Italies, Titles, Antiques, Gothies, and all other job faces; therefore 

are so many that it would be difficult to enumerate all of them; but | all faces of one body line with one another. The advantages of this 

amongst those which may be mentioned are: That it is possible | system are so many that it would be difficult to enumerate all of 
now to line any Italic or Title with any Roman; to use heavy job them. Amongst those which can be mentioned are: That it is now 

etter, figures or characters with different faces on same job, i i i i i i 5 
railroad work; but one set of figures are required in armas jinéea | OLIN toring arty Ttalin.on uN va ae Romany pamee heawy 
where Roman is also used: but one lot of leaders need be purchased | job letter, figures or characters with different faces on the same f 
‘or eac. ody, etc., etc. ot only are all the faces of each body j i i + v1 i b 

the same line, but faces ot different bodies justify in line ppieds Spyies are pork: eo eve Dae Cele cas Teures sola i 
another accurately by the use of 2-Point or Point leads, the latter offices where Roman is also used; that but one lot of leaders need I 
being necessary only on the smaller bodies. As the spaces of all be ren eree for each body, etc., etc. Not only are all the faces of | 
bodies are point set, fractions or multiples of points, they can be each body on the same line, but faces of different bodies justify in f 
used for this justification as well. This feature is of the greatest line with one another accurately by the use of 2-Point or 1-Point \ 
importance in job work, and by enabling the compositor to use the leads, the latter being necessary only on the smaller bodies. As the i 
caps of the next smaller size of the series for small caps results in spaces of all bodies are point set, fractions or multiples of points i 
the Sn of much material, Not only will all faces line with the | they can be used for this justification as well. This feature is of the 
standard leaders, but will line with 3 Point single or dotted rule test i inj : k. sli i ‘ 
bee ay by the use of 2-Point or 1-Point leads and our standard as eee ah ie eg Meda cod by napa phe Contr £0 j 
quads. In spite of the general use of leaders it is often necessary ae ite mth CAS TG SE StiB eC RS ER EE eee eee 
to use rule, and this innovation, which enables the printer to have results in the saving of material, Not only, will, all faces line with 
accurate ae without the use of cardboards, will be very highly the standard leaders, but they will line with 2-Point, single or dotted | 
appreciated. In the Old Styles the figures above and below elias rule perfectly by the use of 2-Point or 1-Point leads and standard | 
have been abandoned, and nchale retaining the old style design these quads. In spite of the use of leaders it is often necessary to use rule 
important characters have been made of uniform size and line, and and this innovation, which enables ao to have accurate lining 
are now adaptable for all uses, being much handsomer and more without the use of cardboards, will be appreciated. Throughout 
legible. All small cap sorts liable to be confused with the same the Old Styles the figures above and below the line have all been { 
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One of the most important changes is our improved lining | One of the most important changes is our lining 
system. <A glance at the specimen sheets issued during the system. A glance at specimen sheets issued during 
past few years shows that a constant demand for something the past few years shows that the constant demand 
of this kind has led to ever recurrent attempts to solve the | i z z Heed : t 
problem. These efforts, however, have been sporadic and for something of this kind has led to ever recurren 
inconsistent, failure to take into account all the conditions | attempts to solve the problem; but these efforts 
having rendered the results unsatisfactory. All our type have been sporadic and inconsistent, and failure to 
j "Li i i i a eae 
ot eee tine, Eee Pe, race, ane All to take into account all the conditions has rendered 
job faces, consequently all faces on one body line with one | ence et ai t eens 
another. The advantages of this system are so many that it | the results unsatisfactory. ; our ype, Including 
would be difficult to enumerate all of them. Amongst those | Romans, Italics, Titles, Antiques, Gothies, and all 
which could be mentioned are: That it is now possible to line z ia sn 
any Italic or Title. xa oy Ae to use heavy, job seer | other job faces, is “Standard” Line, and therefore 
or figures with different faces on the same job, as in railroa | 4s . 
work; to have but one set of figures in German offices where | all faces of one body line with one another, The 
Roman is also used; that but one lot of leaders is required | advantages of this system are so many that it were 
Piece Rody, cee: Nou only ea a difficult to enumerate all of them. Amongst those e same line, but faces of di s_ ju | 5 A a ae res 
with one another by the use of 2-Point and 1-Point leads, the | which may be mentioned are: That it is possible 
latter being necessary only on the smaller bodies. As the to line any Italic or Title with utd Roman; to use 
BUA eg ee ogee ate Ole Reb econ s Oe uD a Oe heavy job letter or characters with different faces joints, they can be used for this justification as well. is v . pees eee E 
Pee is of the greatest importance in job work, enabling on the same job, as In railroad work; to have but 
the compositor to use caps of the next smaller size of the | one set of figures in German offices where Roman 1s 

aS ie eee Cea ee ie eave yon er eae also used; that but one lot of leaders is seed only will all faces line wi e standard leaders, but the line Dae + 
has been placed in such position on the body that in every for ne bee _ ee only ae all een ag 
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One of the most important changes is our lining system. A | One of the most important changes is our new lining 
glance at the specimen sheets issued during the past few years | system. A glance at the specimen sheets issued during 
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THE STANDARD LINING SYSTEM | STANDARD LINING SYSTEM 

One of the most important changes is our | One of the most important changes is 
lining system. A glance at specimen sheets our lining system. A glance at specimen 

issued during the last few years shows that the | sheets issued during the past few years 
constant demand for something of this kind | shows that a constantly growing demand 

has led to ever recurrent attempts to solve the | for something of this kind has led to ever 
problem; but these efforts have been sporadic recurrent efforts to solve this perplexing 

and inconsistent; failure to take into account problem; but these attempts have been 

all the conditions has rendered the results very | sporadic and inconsistent, and failure to 

unsatisfactory. Our type, peeae Romans take into account all the conditions has 
Fe teal’ (eee God thovstons rendered results unsatisfactory. All our 

all faces of one body line with one another. The type, ed oo ae and all 
advantages of this system are so many that it other job faces, is “Standard” Line, and 
were difficult to enumerate all of them. Some faces on one body line with one another 
which may be mentioned are: That it is now perfectly. The advantages of this system 
possible to line any Italic or Title with any are many, and it would be very difficult to 
Roman; to use heavy job letter or characters enumerate all of them. Among these are 

abedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz abedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY 
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One of the most important changes is owr new _ One of the most important features is our 
lining system. A glance at the specimen sheets lining system. Ina glance at the specimen 
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THE STANDARD LINING SYSTEM THE STANDARD LINING SYSTEM 

One of the most important changes is our lining system. One One of the most important changes is our new system of 
glance at the specimen sheets issued during the past few years lining. A glance at the specimen sheets issued during the 
will show that the constant demand for something of this kind | past few years shows that a constant demand for something 

has led to ever recurrent attempts to solve the problem; these | of this kind has led to ever recurrent attempts to solve the 
ro eu ae Pen eporay Cent eee problem. These efforts, however, have been sporadic and 
BRO UTLO RGCOURE fy © CONC TUO DS Yas ee RUere! nO CR | inconsistent, failure to take into account all the conditions 
unsatisfactory. All our type is cast “Standard” Line, including having rendered the vesulte-aneatistactory,. All ourty pels 

Romans and Italics, Titles, Antiques, Gothics, and all other job t s “Standard” Li includi R wv: Ttali ay ll 

faces; therefore, all faces of one body line accurately with one | Gas Om : andar ine, including Homans, ita. ACB; an ne 

another. The advantages of this new system are so many that it job faces; therefore, all faces on the same body line with 
would be difficult to enumerate all of them. Among those which one another. The advantages of this system are so many 

may be mentioned are: That it is now possible to line any Italic that it would be difficult to enumerate all of them. Among 

Sh aielgcrieh any Jigen tp use nosy Jou lettas, gure crimes §=—=-«|-—=—s«thqge which may be mentioned aro: That it is now possible 
work, etc.; to have but one set of peures in German offices where ton PEE Teen eer te bev olbuvene 
Roman is also used; that but one lot of figures need be pone naee used; to use heavy job letter, figures or characters orth 
for each body, etc. Not only, are all the faces of each body on different f a4 "ob gure iisocd Hee th 
the same line, but faces of different bodies justify in line with ifferent faces on the same job, as in railroad work; that 
one another accurately by use of 2-Point and 1-Point leads, the but one lot of leaders is necessary for each bea ete. Not 
latter being necessary only on the smaller bodies. As the spaces only are all the faces of each body on the same line, but all 
of all bodies are eae set, fractions or multiples of points, they | faces of different bodies justify in line with one another by 
can be used for this justification as well. This feature is of the the use of 2-Point or 1-Point leads, the latter size lead being 
prcnteee importance in job work, and by enabling the compositor necessary only on the smaller bodies. The spaces of every 

‘© use the caps of the next smaller size of the series for small body being point set, fractions or multiples of points, they 
caps results in the pays OF much material. Not only will all our can be used for this justification as well. This feature is 
faces line with the standard leaders, but will line with 2-Point of the greatest importance in job work, and by enabling the 

| sinele or dotted rule pertectly by use of 2-Point or 1-Point leads compositor to use the caps ne the next ainallen size OF the 
! and standard quads. In spite of the general use of leaders it is . f u pe + ae a terial. Not 

often necessary to use rule, and this innovation, which enables series Tor smal sents TOBUIbS Ua Savin ss WOU Ci MLabSrsah) Oe 
ie is to have accurate lining without the use of paper or oy will all faces line with the standard leaders, but they 
cardboard, will be highly appreciated. The f’s and j’s are in all will line perfectly with 2-Point single or dotted rule by the 
cases, except Italics eaitaeet nies made non nes doing away use of 2-Point or 1-Point leads and standard quads. In spite 
not only with the useless expense of the old f-combinations, but of the general use of leaders, it is often necessary to use 
securing absolute immunity from breakage after the type is in rule, and this innovation, which enables the printer to have 
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One of the most important changes is our lining system. A glance | One of the most important changes is our lining system. A 
at the specimen sheets issued during the past few years will show that glance at the specimen sheets issued during recent years will 
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THE STANDARD LINING SYSTEM | THE STANDARD LINING SYSTEM | 

One of the most important changes is our new lining One of the most important changes is our lining system. A | 

system. A glance at the specimen sheets issued in the | glance at the specimen sheets issued during the past few years 

past few years will show that a constant demand for | will show that the constant demand for something of this kind 

something of this kind has led to ever recurrent efforts | has led to ever recurrent attempts to solve the problem; but | 

to solve the problem; but these attempts have been | these efforts have been sporadic and inconsistent, the failure to | 

sporadic and inconsistent, and the failure to take into | take into account all the conditions having rendered the results 

account all the conditions has caused the results to be unsatisfactory. All our type is cast on the “Standard” Line 

unsatisfactory. All our type, including Romans and | system, including Romans, Italics, Titles, Antiques, Gothics, and | 

Italics, Titles, Antiques, Gothics, and all job faces, is | all other job faces; therefore all faces of one body line with one | 

cast “Standard” Line; therefore all faces on the same | another. The advantages of this system are so many that it 
body line with one another. The pea of this | would be difficult to enumerate them all. Among those which 
system are so many that it would be quite difficult to may be mentioned are: It is now possible to line any Italic or 
enumerate all of them. Amongst those which may be Title with any Roman; to use heavy job letter, figures or other 

mentioned are: It is now possible to line any Italic or | characters with different faces on the same job, as in railroad 
Title with any Roman; to use heavy job letter, figures work; to have but one set of figures in German offices where . 
or characters with, different faces on the same job, as Roman is also used; that but one lot of leaders for each body 
in railroad work; in German offices, where Roman is | need be purchased, etc. Not only are all the faces of each body 
also used, to have but one set of figures; that but one | on the same line, but faces of different bodies justify in line 
lot of leaders need be pone for each body, etc. Not with one another perfectly by use of 2-Point or 1-Point leads, the 

only are all the faces of each body on the same line, but | latter being necessary only on the smaller bodies. As the spaces 
faces of different bodies will justify in line with one of all bodies are point set, fractions or multiples of points, they 
another by the use of 2-Point and 1-Point leads, the ean be used for this justification as well. This feature is of the 
latter being necessary only on the smaller bodies. As greatest importance in job work, and by enabling compositors 
the spaces of all bodies are on point set, fractions or to use the caps of the next smaller size of the series as small 
multiples of points, they can be used for PURM EC AOD | caps results in the saving of much material. Not only will all 

of this nature as well. This feature is of the greatest | faces line with the standard leaders, but will line with 2-Point 
importance in job work, and Py poe compositors | single or dotted rule perfectly by the use of 2-Point or 1-Point 
to use the caps of the next smaller size of the series for | leads and standard quads. In spite of the general use of leaders 
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. : One of the important changes is our new peo of | One of the most important changes is our new lining system. A 

lining. A glance at the specimen sheets issued during | glance at the specimen sheets issued during the past few years shows 
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THE STANDARD LINING SYSTEM § THE STANDARD LINING SYSTEM 

One of the most important changes is our new system - One of the most important changes is our system 
of lining. A glance at the specimen books issued during a of lining. A glance at the specimen sheets issued in 

the past few years will show that the constant demand for 2 the past few years will show that a constant demand 
something of this kind has led to ever recurrent attempts ° for something of this kind has led to ever recurrent 

to solve the problem; but these efforts have been sporadic nD attempts to solve the problem; but these efforts have 
and inconsistent, and failure to take into account all the N been sporadic and inconsistent, the failure to take 

conditions has rendered the results unsatisfactory. All n into acconutiall the conditions having renderedithe 

our type, including Romans and Italics, Titles, Antiques 2 : 8 : fs 
and Our ae ou ssay ouier 108 eee nena on the o results very unsatisfactory. All our type, including 
improve andard” Line, an erefore all faces of one @ ; a+ i : 
body will line with one another. The advantages of this = ee ee P bec g See ee ‘ 
system are so many that it would be difficult to enumerate f whi ne ithe f ’ f Ey aa Sie 7 ath 
all of them. Among those which may be here mentioned OQ of which a e Taces of one body will line with one 
are: That it is now possible to line any Italic or Title with » another. The advantages of this system are so many 
any Roman; to use heavy job letter, figures or characters > that it would be difficult to enumerate them all; but 
with varying faces on the same job, as in railroad work; to ° among those that may be mentioned are: That it is 
have but one set of figures in German offices where Roman s now possible to line every Italic or Title with every 
is also used; that but one lot of leaders need be purchased 7D Roman: to use heavy job letter, fizures or characters 
for each body, etc. Not only are all the faces of each body o th 2 ion yd ‘lr y & Een e 
on the same line, but faces of different bodies will justify a on the same job, as in railroad work; that but one 
in line with one another readily by the use of 2-Point and = set of leaders need be bought for each body, etc. Not 
1-Point leads, the latter size being necessary only on the ~ only are all faces of each body on the same line, but 
Scanlan oodles: Aen one BREGes oral peeiee one Cast poiat 5 faces of different bodies will justify in line with one 
set, fractions and multiples of points, they can be used for a : 5 Dai “Pas thi Justitcatton aswell. This feature ts of the greatest. fmother, accurately, by the use of 2 Point or LT aint 
importance in job work, and by enabling the compositor a bodi ? AB th g f ine a a t Ne 
to use the caps of the next smaller size of the series for = odies. «AS the spaces of a odies are Cast on poin 
small caps results in the saying of much material. Not a sets, fractions or multiples of points, these can easily 

| 12345 abcdefghijklmnoparstuywxyz 67890 ° 12345 abedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 67890 
| ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& = ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
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} One of the most important changes is our lining system. A = One of the most important changes is our new lining 
} glance at the specimen sheets issued during the past few years system. A glance at the specimen sheets issued during 
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8-POINT ROMAN No. 27 2 Type ¢ PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATION OF 

THE STANDARD LINING SYSTEM & OUR NEW LINING SYSTEM 

Que Os a ret ea hee SOME Bete = This paragraph, set in a number of our 8-Point | 
of lining. A glance at the specimen sheets that ® : : a | 

4 ‘ : faces, is a practical showing of our STANDARD LINE 
were issued during the past few years will show Zz - i 

i : ° system. It illustrates how our standard line Half- 
that the constant demand for something of this Pee zg an 

i i) Title......ourstandard line Condensed No. 1............ 
kind has led to ever recurrent attempts to solve NJ é ‘ 

i our standard line Antique No. 1......ourstandard 
the problem; but these efforts have been sporadic n 5 ; a , < 

2 : a ‘ © line Gothic /talic...........our standard line Latin...... 
and inconsistent, failure to take into account = ce Star dnvd alia: Gothic Ne. 1 Pat See pes 
all the conditions having rendered the results ® line Ged Ol é pee aan a 
unsatisfactory. All our type, including Romans a eee eae d Style......our stand- 
and Italics, Titles, Antiques, Gothics, and all ° ard line Woodward............our standard line Tudor 

other job faces, is cast on “Standard” Line, and 2 Slack, all line accurately with our standard line 
therefore all faces of one body will line with one a Roman No. 23 (in which this paragraph is set), 
another. The advantages of this system are so = Fe TTATES Se CSO itl te 
many that it would be difficult to enumerate all = ss os talic; how - a . ae it ae eng 
of them. Among those that can be mentioned o- ard line newspaper Roman No. 22 and its Italic, 
are: That it is now possible to line any Italic or S with our standard line Old Style No. 9 and tts [talic, 

Title with any Roman; to use heavy job letter 2 with our standard line French Old Style No. 8 and its 
and figures or characters with different faces on EB Se ee Hoe ] ine Rodd 
the same job, as in railroad work; to have but Italic; and also how our standard line a dot 
one set of figures in every German office where a Leaders......our Fine-Dot Leaders............line with 
Roman is also used; that but one set of leaders > these various faces. To this we also append sample 

12345 abedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 67890 @ words illustrating combinations of caps of 8-Point 

Ui) AECDEFOMIKLMNOFORATUVWEYEe OTN) ‘TITER, ANTIQUE NO’ 1. WOODWARD SERIES, 2345 d Z o PLE, - 4, > 

One of the most important changes is our system 2 LATIN SERIES, GOTHIC NO. 1, Goraie ITatic No. 1; 
of lining. A glance at the specimen sheets issued ee all of which are justified in line with 1-Point leads. 
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THE SUPERIOR STANDARD LINING SYSTEM SUPERIOR STANDARD LINING SYSTEM 

\ One of the most important changes is our new lining system. A One of the most important changes is our new system 
i glance at the specimen sheets issued during the past few years shows of lining. A glance at specimen sheets issued during the 

that a constantly increasing demand for something of this kind has past few years shows that a constant demand for something 
led to ever recurrent attempts to solve the problem; but these efforts of this kind has led to ever recurrent attempts to solve the 

nis ape: as . es at ce vexing problem; but these efforts have been sporadic and 
nditions has rendered results unsatisfa 5 F ‘ 5 . 

Se ete Se ; oe ee inconsistent, and the failure to take into account all the 
is cast *Standard” Line, including Romans, Italics, Titles, Antiques sae h of -SAty 

and all other job faces, and therefore all faces of one body line with conditions 2 rendered the results unsatis actory re 
one another. The advantages of this aed are many, and it would our type, including Romans, Italics, and all job faces, is 
be difficult to enumerate all of them. mongst those which could be eae 
mentioned are: That it is now possible to line any Italic or Title with oe a keller de Line oo all ea of rete body 

| any Roman; to use heavy job letter, figures or characters with other ine with one another. The advantages 0 Is System are 
| and different faces on the same job, as in railroad work; to have but many, and it would be difficult to enumerate them all. But 
| one set of figures in German offices where Roman is also used; that among those which could be mentioned are: That it is now 
| but one lot of leaders need be purchased for each body, etc., etc. Not possible to line any Italic or Title with any Roman; to use 

Se ae ace op cree onthe samiel ney Due tne Dares OF heavy job letter, figures or characters with different faces 
ifferent bodies justify in line with one another by using 2-Point or * 5 * 5 

1-Point leads, the latter being necessary only on smaller bodies. As a same job, as La work; to fae but eee 

the spaces of all type bodies are point set, fractions or multiples of of figures in German offices where Roman is also used; tha 
points, they can be used for this justification as well. This feature is but one lot of leaders need be purchased for each body in 
of the greatest importance in job work, and by enabling the compositor the office, etc. Not only are all the faces of each body on 

| to use the caps of the next smaller size of the series for small caps the same line, but faces of different bodies justify in line 
t results in the saving of much ne Not ony all faces line with one another by the use of 2-Point or 1-Point leads, the 

with standard leaders, but the line has been placed in such position . is 
on the body that in every case the face will line with 2-Point rule by eS being Hannes a a the ae as As all 

| the use of 2-Point or 1-Point leads. In spite of the general use of the spaces or every type body are point set, Iractions or 
leaders it is often necessary to use rule, and this innovation, which multiples of points, they can be used for this justification 

| enables the compositor to have accurate line without the use of paper as well. This feature is of the greatest importance in job 
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| One of the most important changes is our lining system. A glance One of the most important changes is the new lining 
| at the specimen sheets issued during the past few years will show that a system. A glance at the specimen sheets which have 
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SUPERIOR STANDARD LINING SYSTEM SUPERIOR STANDARD LINING SYSTEM 

One of the most important changes is our new lining One of the most important changes is our system of 

system. A glance at the specimen sheets issued during lining. A glance at the specimen sheets issued during 

the past few years will show that the increasing demand the past few years will show that the constant demand 
for something of this description has led to ever recurrent for something of this nature has led to ever recurrent 

attempts to solve the problem; but ae eee attempts to solve the problem; but these efforts have 
eens sporadic aid eee and tailure to take Hea been sporadic and inconsistent, and the failure to take 
account all the conditions has rendered results anything . ars : 

i ; : ; into account all the conditions has rendered the results 
but satisfactory. All our type, including Romans, Italics A i 3 
and all job faces, is cast “Standard” Line; therefore all _ anything but satisfactory. All our type, including the 
faces of one body line with one another. The advantages Romans, Italics, Titles, Antiques, Gothics, and all other 
of this system are many, and it would be difficult to here job faces, is cast on “Standard” Line; hence all faces 
enumerate all of them. Amongst others which might be of one body line with one another. The advantages of 
mentioned are: That it is now possible to line any Italic this system are so many that it would be difficult to 

ee enumerate all of them. But among those which may 
railroad work; to have but one set of figures in German Ma on phe AES peg se ee to pes 
offices where Roman is also used; but one lot of leaders line any Italic or Title with any Roman; to use heavy 
need be purchased for each body, etc., etc. Not only are job letter, figures or characters with different faces on 
all the faces of each body on the same line, but faces of the same job, as in railroad work; one kind of leaders 
different bodies justify in line with one another by using only need be purchased for each body used in an office 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ& ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
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One of the most important changes is the improved lining One of the most important changes is our new system 
system. A glance at the specimen sheets issued during the of lining. A glance at the specimen sheets issued during 
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STANDARD LINING SYSTEM STANDARD LINING SYSTEM 

One of the most important changes is our One of the most important changes 
new lining system. A glance at the specimen is our lining system. A glance at the 

sheets issued during the past few years shows specimen sheets issued during the last 

that the constant demand for something of this few years will show that the constant 

character has led to ever recurrent attempts to | demand for something of this kind has 

solve the problem; but these efforts have been 

} sporadic and inconsistent, and failure to take | Pe to ot, dre tay oe to es 

into account all the conditions has rendered the the problem; these efforts have been 
results unsatisfactory. All our types are cast sporadic and inconsistent, and failure 

on “Standard” Line, including Romans, Italics to take into account all the conditions 
and all job faces, consequently all faces on one has rendered the results anything but . 

body line with one another. The advantages : : : 

of this system are so many that it would be oe li All i, es ee 

difficult to enumerate all of them. It is now omans, Italics, [it os othics, an 
possible to line any Italic or Title with Roman all job faces, is cast on “Standard” Line 
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| One of the most important changes is our new One of the most important changes 1s 
lining system. A glance at the specimen sheets our lining system. In glancing at the 
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THE STANDARD LINING SYSTEM THE STANDARD LINING SYSTEM 

One of the most important changes is our lining system. A One of the important changes is our lining system. A | 

glance at the specimen sheets issued during the past few years glance at the specimen sheets issued during the past few | 
will show that the constant demand for something of this kind years will show that the constant demand for something of 

has led to ever recurrent attempts to solve the problem, but this kind has led to ever recurrent attempt to solve this 
these efforts have been sporadic and inconsistent, and failure B < 

: ee) vexing problem, but these efforts have been sporadic and 
to take into account all the conditions has rendered the results f a dsthe fal ee ll 

unsatisfactory. All our type is cast “Standard” Line, including anconseea and the failure to take into accounE all the 
Romans, Italics, Titles, Antiques, Gothics, and all other job conditions has rendered the results unsatisfactory. All 

faces, therefore all faces of one body line with one another. The our type, including Romans, Italics, Titles, Antiques and 
advantages of this new system are so manifold that it would be Gothics, and all other job faces, is on * Standard” Line, and 
difficult to enumerate all of them. Amongst those which can h { lt f Dod ith fe 1. 
be mentioned are: That it is now possible to line any Italic or therefore all faces of one body line with one another. The 
Title with any Roman; to use heavy job letter, characters or advantages of this system are so many that it would be 
figures with different faces on same job, as railroad work; to difficult to enumerate them all. Among those which may 
have but one set of figures in German offices where Roman be mentioned are: That it is now possible to line any Italic 

Bette oie at onty are all Uae faces cheese pony on eS ee 
the same line, but faces on different bodies justify in line with petra ak My Sag pois Fe faces ae same job, as in 
one another by the use of 2-Point or 1-Point leads, the latter size railroad work; to have but one set of figures in German 
being necessary only on the smaller bodies. As the spaces of offices where Roman is also used; that it is unnecessary 
all bodies are point set, fractions or multiples of points, they to purchase more than one lot of leaders for each body in 
can be used for this justification as well. This feature is of the the office, etc. Not only are all the faces of every body on 

eee apo rence an Jp) pore and by eoapboe Coe the same line, but faces of different bodies justify readily 
o use the caps of the next smaller size of the series for sma sata a Poi aes 
caps, results in the saving of much material. Not only will all ic ae peo One apg ete the use of 2 eee nm 1-Point 
faces line with standard leaders, but the line has been placed eads, the latter size being necessary only on the smaller 
in such position on the body that in every case the face will line bodies. As the spaces of all bodies are point set, fractions 
with 2-Point rule by the use of 2-Point or 1-Point leads. In spite ~ and multiples of points, they can be used for justification 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ& 
12345 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS 67890 12345 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORS 67890 

One of the most important changes ts our lining system. A _ One of the most important changes ts the system of 
glance at the specimen sheets issued during the past years will lining. A glance at the specimen sheets printed tin the 
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8-POINT OLD STYLE NO. 9 Cone 9-POINT OLD STYLE NO. 9 

THE STANDARD LINING SYSTEM | THE STANDARD LINING SYSTEM 

One of the most important changes is our lining One of the most decided changes is our lining 

system. A glance at specimen sheets issued during system. A glance at the specimen sheets issued 
the past few years shows that the constant demand during the past few years shows a constant and 

for something of this kind has led to ever recurrent growing demand tor somethin of this kind, aac 

| attempts to solve the problem; but these efforts have a Bi 1a ie eet pene nT neS tS ie 

| been sporadic and inconsistent, and failure to take | : P 
into account all the conditions has rendered results the problem; these efforts, however, have been 

| ont onan All = . cast * care a sporadic and inconsistent, and failure to take into 
| including Romans, Italics, Titles, Antiques, Gothics | { sys J 
| and all job faces, and therefore all faces of one body | sett av the es has Sina eu 
| line with one another. ‘The advantages of this system unsatisfactory. our type, including Romans 
| are so many that it would be difficult to enumerate | and Italics, Titles, Antiques, Gothics, and all job 

all of them. Amongst those which can be mentioned | faces, is cast on “Standard” Line, consequently 
are: That it is now possible to line any Italic or Title | all faces of one body line with one another. The 

| with any Roman; to use heavy job letter, figures or advantages of this system are so many that it 
| characters with different faces on the same job, as | would be difficult to enumerate all of them, but 

| for sarond work, to have but one set of Bxres in | _qmong the advantages it is now possible to line 
one set of leaders need be purchased for each body | vi a Title with ae a SS el 

| etc., etc. Not only are all faces of each body on the job letter, figures, etc., with different faces on the 
same line, but faces of different bodies justify in line | same job, as in railroad work; to have but one 

| abcdefghijklmnopqrstuywxyz | abedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ& | ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ& 

12345 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS 67890 12345 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR 67890 

| One of the most important changes is our lining One of the most important changes ts our lining 
} system. A glance at specimen sheets issued durin system. A glance at the specimen sheets issued now | cy. & iP S yy 
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10-POINT OLD STYLE NO. 9 11-POINT OLD STYLE NO. 9 

THE STANDARD LINING SYSTEM STANDARD LINING SYSTEM 

One of the most important changes is our One of the most important changes is 

lining system. A glance at specimen sheets our lining system. A glance at specimen 

issued during the past few years shows that 3 : | 
: oe 5 sheets issued during past few years shows 

a constant demand for something of this kind . 
! : that a constant demand for something of 

has led to ever recurrent attempts to solve the he kj | 

problem; but these efforts have been sporadic the kind has led to ever recurrent attempts 
: cee : ee to solve the problem. ‘These efforts have 

and inconsistent, failure to take into account di : 5 : 

ll the conditions having rendered the results ee eS aes a edated — me 
ae 8 : take into account all the conditions having 

unsatisfactory. All our type is cast on the ASted “Et It sistice O 

improved “Standard” Line, and all the faces of pe See ee te Lae of 
one body line with one another. Among the type, including OE Italics, Titles and 
advantages of this system which may here be all job faces, is cast on! Standard” Line, all 
mentioned are: It is now possible to line any faces on every body lining together. The 
Italic or Title with any Roman; to use heavy advantages of this system are many, and it 
job letter, figures, etc., with different faces on is difficult to enumerate all of them. But 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz abcedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ& ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWX 
12345 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPOR 67890 12345 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPOR 67890 

One of the important changes ts our lining One of the most important changes ts our 

system. A glance at the specimen sheets issued lining system. A glance at the specimens 
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Segntosa'ere hate fr these fea BOOK Sq: FACES 

oe 16-POINT OLD STYLE NO. 9—CAST ALSO ON 18-POINT 

STANDARD LINING SYSTEM SYSTEM OF LINING 

jets} i tant ch | : One of the most important changes (Sree ii acne important 
is our lining system. A glance at the i 

specimen sheets issued during the past changes 1S our new system 

few years will show that the persistent | of lining. A glance through 
demand for something of this kind has | the specimen books recently 

| led to ever recurrent attempts to solve : ehues at tnt 
| the problem. These efforts have been issued SHOWS Ulat a constail 

sporadic and inconsistent, and failure to demand for something of this 
take into account all the conditions has kind has led to ever recurrent 
rendered the results unsatisfactory. All tt f § I a : 
our type is cast on “Standard” Line, and attempts to soive the vexing 
faces of one body line with one another problem; but all these efforts 

| abedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz have been most inconsistent 

| ARSDEFCHUETAINOFORSEUV —_aedeihifklmnopgrstuvwxz 
: ce ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP 

One of the most tmportant changes ts 
our lining system. A glance at specimen L23 QRSIUVWAYZ 456 
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6-POINT OLD STYLE No. 10 Qo se 8-PornT OLD STYLE No. 10 | 

THE STANDARD LINING SYSTEM THE STANDARD LINING SYSTEM 
) Onejot the most ambgstant- changes is our new system of | ‘One of the most important changes is our new 

lining. A glance at the specimen sheets issued during the inthe socten Av clance atthe cnccumenvehcetrs {| 

past few years shows that a constant demand for something | oe) aK. 8 SP. : i 

of this kind has led to ever recurrent attempts to solve the issued during the past few years will show that | 

vexing problem; but these efforts have been sporadic and the constant demand for something of this kind { 
inconsistent, and the failure to take into account all the has led to ever recurrent attempts to solve the \ 

conditions has caused the results to be unsatisfactory. All eA en ae cece ero cen b di { 
our type, including Romans, Italics, Antiques, Gothics and ie z eee es : © 2 es ee 

all job faces, is cast on “Standard” Line; therefore all our and inconsistent, failure to take into account all 
faces of one body line with one another. The advantages conditions having rendered the results anything | 

of this system are so many that it would be quite difficult ; : is ‘ j 
to enumerate allof them. We could mention among others but eee All Cue a being cast on ine | 
that: It is now possible to line any Italic or Title with any new tandard” Line, including Romans, Italics I 
Poe oe use Bee job Loe as or cea ae and all job faces, all faces on one body line with \ 
ifferent faces on the same job, as in railroad work; to have 5 

but one set of figures in Gouna offices where Roman is one a The eta a system are 
also used; that but one lot of leaders need be purchased for so many that it wou e difficult to enumerate | 
gach hody, oe Not only ate all us — oleae Body on all of them. We could mention among others 

e same line, but faces on different bodies justify in line ‘ ae et 5 . : : | 
with one another readily by the use of 2-Point and 1-Point ee It a possible - ay oe a Title 
leads, the latter size being necessary only on the smaller with any Roman; to use heavy job letter, figures 

bodies. As the ehaces of all bodies peo set, Eacton: or characters with different faces on same job. as 
or multiples of points, they can be used for this justification 5 i ‘ : 7 
as well. This fen is of the greatest importance in job an epiteat aoe ts tee but eos ie of a ne 
work, and by enabling compositors to use the care of the in German offices where Roman is also used; but 
next smaller size of the series for small caps, results in the one lot of leaders needed for each body, ete. Not 

abcedefghijklmnoparstuvwxyz abedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ& ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ& 

12345 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORST 67890 12345 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORST 67890 

One of the most important changes ts our system of One of the most zmportant changes ts our lining 
lining. A glance at the specimen sheets issued during | system. A glance at the specimen sheets issued now 
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9-POINT OLD STYLE NO. 10 10-POINT OLD STYLE No. 10 

STANDARD LINING SYSTEM STANDARD LINING SYSTEM 

One of the most important changes is our new One of the most important changes is our 
lining system. A glance at the specimen sheets lining system. A glance at the specimen 

issued during the past few years will show that | sheets issued during the past few years will e 
the constant demand for something of this kind | show that a constant demand for something 

has led to ever recurrent attempts to solve the : ae 
: of this description has led to ever recurrent 

problem; but these efforts have been sporadic tt “at ee Sion ek 4h 
and inconsistent, failure to take into account all BELELID EP) CORSO Ve EDS Ein Sue ERE 
conditions having rendered the results anything efforts were sporadic and inconsistent, and 
but satisfactory. All our types being cast on the | failure to take into account all conditions 
new “Standard” Line, including Romans, Italics has rendered results unsatisfactory. Our 
and all c ae pe or be is oe with types are cast “Standard” Line, including 
Oe OES eae oo Vane ee OFS Ove | Romans, Italics, Titles, Gothics, Antiques 
so many that it would be difficult to enumerate d all other iat t soe If 
all of them. We could mention among others oe ee Oe ere nC eats 
that: It is now possible to line all Italic or Title on one body line with one another. The 
with all Roman; to use heavy job letter, figures advantages of this system are so many that 

: or characters with different faces on all jobs, as it would be difficult to here enumerate all 

abedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz abedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXY 

12345 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORST 67890 | 12345 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORS 67890 

One of the most important changes ts our new One of the most important changes 7s our 
lining system. A glance at the specimen sheets . | lining system. A glance at the specimens ts 
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ARD ie 
| ; gy Lips j 

| INVITATION SCRIPT oq: 1 

| wn ei 
} 20a 8A, $7.50 24-PoOINT INVITATION SCRIPT L. C. $3.75; C. $3.75 | i 

| OQ eA 3 Vy : j 
j CUM creel , ACES UKE COS L,0 7 sysle We als Cc | 

3 

| tn CS AN A MP Hb cl, hehe alt Che olher hy pre | 
¢ | 

amade by hhe Ms A Supe eas dry, | | 

| , | | ° . ly i . | 

} hen Ce 7 a Mhece ts. ful CSS) UKE fo BW KS upicrt On ip 
| : | | 

| lo lhe Serippli:of Uh CLO bhew Vz nA 005i f SF | 
if 

CARD FONTS, 10a 4A, $4.25—L. C. $2.15; C. $2.10 | j 

| 
i 25a 9A, $6.00 18-POINT INVITATION SCRIPT L. C. $3.00; C. $3.00 

“se . (/» 

| ee palihom Ay, lhe adofilion i f Standard Lorie 

i) : G eG ees : BE 
i and iit Cos. Y Uh CCAS lin ep of Vhes eC onal , olhex | 

desirable fealures are wuorlhy of Sp count mole, buch 

os : 2 i] 
abyoun cd apcstrofhe,and 5, b, the log ly pe,ce, deulle s : 

) é ¢ 

i} : be conning and ending sleokes/ t, ty ON, cell hy a hoone } 
| Ate 4 - or | 
i} added, which add considerably le Mi afi prea nance J ! 
i ¢ | 

1 CARD FONTS, 12a 4A, $3.25—L. C. $1.65; C. $1.60 / 

} 35a 10A, $5.00 12-POINT INVITATION SCRIPT L. C. $2.70; C. $2.30 { 

Another exellent feature incur Seripls may be noted inMhe Pigures 

cchich, instead of straggling abowe and below the bine arecul uniform | : 

! enisize and cast, regular in Mine Mhe Sane as, cur popular lining figures | 

I BOW Siyle fonts: In the fellouing 4 fogs. cae eahilsl: the use’of,the | 

} | Sactatone Soul lon samples:of society work showing Me lalest usages i | o a oe - ee 
| Jf fesheon, which now stamps with ity igh approval this sty le,of bller 

| CARD FONTS, 18a 5A, $2.80—L. C. $1.60; C. $1.20 

. SPACES AND QUADS ARE INCLUDED IN ALL SCRIPT FONTS. 
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regs lhe hener. of your presence | | | 

wh Nhe marriage of Vern daughler 

| ne | 
fe ; | 

? Mr August Rankin, \ | | 
vow Monday evening, Newember Me tig hth | 

wig hleen hundred and nindy-seuen, | 

at half past aight celeck | 

3501 Clinton Blace, \| 
H) 

te Home | 
fier December the firsl, ii 

$204 Pobinsoné Boulenaiich \ 

| 1 
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Miss Ophelia Capulel, \ 

| ts Hone 

| Sine Ridge, | 
|. Hills Point, Méssourt | 

| Dancing RSID | 

| 

|
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| i Ow Wednesday, Gugust lhe feurlh, | 

; : : i) 
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The sample on page 51 is the correct form for a Wedding Invitation. 1 i F 

It is set in 24-Point, 18-Point and 12-Point INVITATION SCRIPT, and 1H ; 

should be printed on the first page of a folio sheet; size of page as indi- | q 

cated. It should be folded once and put in an envelope. 1 

i If it is a church wedding, an Admission Card, size 2 by 312 inches, li 
bearing in the centre the line “ Please present this card at the Church,” ii 
printed in 18-Point Invitation Script, may be enclosed. i 

The hour of ceremony is often announced on a separate card, size 1H 
2 3-8 by 8 1-4 inches, the word “Ceremony” being set in 24-Point, and q 
the line “at five o’clock” in 18-Point Invitation Script, immediately 1 
below it, separated by a 6-Point slug; printed in the centre of the card. | | 

For those whose presence is desired at the reception after the cere- 1 4 
mony the card at the bottom of page 52 is enclosed. | } 

The Announcement, size and style as on this page, should be printed, | 

folded and enveloped the same as a wedding invitation. With it should ] 

be enclosed an At Home Card, size and style of the one on page 54. | 

| 
| 
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Shersdays te Chex \ 

1 

3970 Cleusland Lnenwe, , 
2] a ° 

i i 

. ae P ae Cine 

e } & 

| } 
i} f ; 

| Mrs: W. Ee | e asloni The card at the top | 

| . of page 52 shows the | 

correct size and form 
: ‘ % of an Invitation to a | 

| i dance at a private res- 

| | idence. 
| The smaller cards | 

on this page are the j 

| correct sizes for gen- | 

j 
tlemen, married and | 

ae, > 4692 Ws 5 Loo A single ladies. 
} eral 

. i 
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| ‘@: COMMERCIAL SCRIPT | 
| 4, OS) : 1 

WoO oa) | 

20a 7A, $7.50 24-POINT COMMERCIAL SCRIPT L. C. $3.75; C. $3.75 

a Big PM = 
AM. : Uheke Heil paces A tthe caaV on | 

uUnye WW, Line, enabling Me. CO mfied Lot 

, a. ; / YQ / , Zo I p/h Oy fe ] te yuslyy : pol ile, singlet ww thi | 

: led, we pooslte W®, I Ly Line, ACCU sally in | | 

blank woth, Wt ding card. boatd’ oe | | 

. CARD FONTS, 10a 4A, $4.26 —L. 0. $2.10; C. $2.16 } 

25a 9A, $6.00 18-POINT COMMERCIAL SCRIPT L. C. $3.00; C. $3.00 

D sues, ea ae 9 | | 

Wb egulav Plandad Fun Sob Faces wan be 
; 

used ww 0 MW bin atic W MWA Wi 4 Wh Deinpla, WH, cases! whe te | 

special emphasis i considered destiable, Nhe pushifroa- | 
hi WOW WM COMMON tine bung sadly ace plished Ly | 

i MtAVE of« idinary Vi nt syste WY, beads a and) slugs. FSO 

CARD wae 12a4A, 83.55 L. C. $1.65; C. $1.60 

36-POINT AND 48-POINT SIZES OF COMMERCIAL SCRIPT IN PREPARATION. 

SPACES AND QUADS ARE INCLUDED IN ALL SCRIPT FONTS | 

PDD RK 

J POON ee AG | 

| CJ 1} 

10a GA, $3.50 24-POINT ROYAL ITALIC L. C. $1.70; C. $1.80 | 

Y j SeAG ~ > 
/ / 4 HANDSOME DESIGN | 

Popular Attractions Found opular Attractions Foun 
GQ e a) ° YD =~ 

> > | Right Types Noticed 35 | 
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CALEDONIAN ITALIC SERIES GQ: 

| ae 7 
| 26a 10A, $3.00 14-POINT CALEDONIAN ITALIC L. C. $1.75; C. $1.25 ii 

VM id ee 
| Sixty Days after .......we will pay 

| the INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY, at St. 
| outs, th Cash, oo. Dollars, for 

tnvoice of Standard Line Type, Inland ; 

| Art Ornaments, 144 feet of Borders and 

sixteen fonts of Labor-saving Rule. 

| Prosperous Printers 
i 4 

| 28a 12A, $2.80 12-POINT CALEDONIAN ITALIC L. C. $1.55; C. $1.25 if 

| ROS OSE fod Taye Gondar, B. C. 56 

| MO VROUSORUA SV COrs Often ie ts, 
I promise to pay to some Type Foundry that : 
makes Standard Line Type, 5,927.21 Dollars; | 

| if more time is required note will be made to 

suit; a complete catalog must be furnished not 
i] later than Decemoer.........., A. D. 189... 

| MO ree Wise King Solomon 

| 34a 14A, $2.50 10-POINT CALEDONIAN ITALIC L. C. $1.40; C. $1.10 

| JOYOUS GREETING! Age of Invention, 1895 | 

Be. vt known Chat on Cee AGY Of oocsceccvecrecny 18....... 

appeared before ws The Inland Type Foundry, inventors 

of Standard Line Type, and submitted proofs that no 

i special leaders are required for their Caledonian Italic | 

| series; it lines with all their other faces on like bodies. | 

(Seal) Printing Fraternity 

| nee eee AA 
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(: MODERN ITALIC SERIES 

4 ag o 

Pn 
32a 12A, $2.80 12-PorInt ITALIC NO, 20 L. C. $1.55; C. $1.25 

STANDARD LINE TYPE 

| Ts the only material for the progressive printer, and 

its advantages are acknowledged everywhere. Both 
H in finish and exactness our type is far superior to all | 

\ others, will wear better and satisfy all requirements 

which arise in legal blank work as well as general 16 | 

38a 14A, $2.50 10-PoINT ITALIC NO. 20 L. C. $1.40; C. $1.10 | 

ALL OUR OLD STYLE FIGURES | 

Are uniform in height and line, and all small cap letters liable 

to be confused with the lower case characters have an extra nick 

j near top of body. Old Style type has one nick more than Roman 

| and our standard job faces are more uniform in face and in the j 

; finish, accuracy and durability are far superior to all others 47 | 

z 44a 16A, $2.25 8-PoInT ITALIC NO. 20 L. C. $1.30; C. $0.95 

ALL FACES OF ONE BODY LINE PERFECTLY 

And faces of different bodies are made to line by use of 1-Point or 2- Point | 

leads, without the use of card or paper. Throughout the old style series the | 

Jigures are uniform in size and line, while retaining the old style design, thus | 

adapting them to all uses. In all respects our type is the best, and being cast | 

on point bodies will match those of all other type foundries in this respect 58 | 

50a 18A, $2.00 6-PoInT ITALIC NO, 20 L. C. $1.20; C. $0.80 | 

STANDARD LEADERS AND STANDARD LINE TYPE 

| Lining perfectly and labor-saving, thus adding to the profits while making pleasing effects in 

| progressive and practical printing. In spite of the general use of leaders it is often necessary 

to use rule, and in this connection our standard line system will be appreciated, enabling | 

the compositor to have accurate line without the use of cardboard, thus saving much time and | 

| labor. Not only will the adoption of our system save enormously in labor and produce better | 

results, but as our material is more available for diferent classes of work there is an actual | 

| 

coved HA... HHA A Han... eHAL...... 
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| FRENCH O, S. ITALIC SERIES ’@p: 1 
ee > 

| Figures are Uniform in Size and Lining 

/ 36a 12A, $2.80 12-POINT FRENCH OLD STYLE ITALIC L. C. $1.60; C. $1.20 

ee } 

OUR: TYPE IS SUPERIOR TO ANY 

| These are excellent faces for circulars and being cast 
on our new system line with all job faces and Romans 1 
All faces on different bodies can be made to line with 
one another by the use of regular leads. Standard Line 

rownill dn ith ¢ ] ty Jos Leaders will line with all Romans and Old Styles 360 
] | 

| | 
40a 16A, $2.50 10-POINT FRENCH OLD STYLE ITALIC L. C. $1.45; C. $1.05 | 

ii s F 
| SUCCESSFUL, PRUDENT PRINTERS. WHO 

| Used Standard Line Type will have nothing else. Our book and 

| newspaper faces are now shown complete from 5- Point to 12- Point 

Printer will note that the Old Styles have lining figures throughout 

Our Leaders are also cast on point set and line with all faces. A 

glance at the specimen pages shown in this catalog will prove an | 

| 48a 18A, $2.25 8-POINT FRENCH OLD STYLE ITALIC L. C. $1.30; C. $0.95 

IT FILLS A LONG FELT WANT AMONG PRINTERS } 

Hy Do not be imposed upon by the representations of other concerns who intimate that | 

|) the advantages of our system are not as great as we claim. The great saving 

| accomplished by Standard Line can be demonstrated by a practical test. We 

I} will gladly extend to you every facility for making such a test, and are willing 

! to abide by the results. In finish and accuracy our type ts superior to others 78 | 

; i 55a 20A, $2.00 6-POINT FRENCH OLD STYLE ITALIC L. C. $1.20; C. $0.80 

i } IT IS NOT THE NUMBER OF POUNDS OF TYPE YOU PURCHASE 

} i} Which counts, but the amount of material which is actually available. Look at the small amount 

| i of type you have set up in jobs and compare it with the large quantity which is lying idle in the 

i cases. By adopting our system you can make the minimum quantity of type do the maximum 

| amount of work, as it is available under any and all circumstances, while the old stuff can only | 

i | be used for some particular purpose. Figure out the amount you pay yearly for labor. A saving 

| of 5 or 10 per cent. will go a long ways toward purchasing the type actually used in your shop 492 

HW weed] Ha... HHA Han... aHHA.. 
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6.24 Heat? 7 7 2G: OLD STYLE ITALIC SERIES 
aD S. 

Figures are Uniform in Size and Lining 

32a 14A, $2.80 12-POINT OLD STYLE ITALIC NO. 9 L. C. $1.45; C. $1.35 

WELL OLDES PYVEE FIGURES: ARE. 

Uniform in size and line. In our system each figure 

not only matches rts fellows tn width, but ts a multiple 

of one of the spaces. As this makes them multiples of 

points, they well justify with all other spaces, quads, | 

leads, slugs and brass rules. Send for our catalog 68 

| 
38a 15A, $2.50 10-POINT OLD STYLE ITALIC NO. 9 L. C. $1.40; C. $1.10 

IN ALL LTHE (OLD STYLES PHBRTAG URES: 

Above and below the line have been abandoned, and while they 

still retain thetr Old Style characteristics they have been made 

untform in appearance, and thetr legibility increased. What 

has been said of the figures applies as well to the points. In 

all cases these will be found to justify with spaces and point 42 

40a 15A, $2.25 8-POINT OLD STYLE ITALIC NO. 9 L. C. $1.30; C. $0.95 

IN CONNECTION WITH OUR LINING TYPE 

But one set of Leaders is necessary for each body, since these Leaders 

will line with our Roman, Old Style, Job and patented faces with 

perfect results. Either the saving of original outlay or composition 

alone will go a long way towards making you a good profit in your | 

composing room. The round-dot leaders are made on all bodies up to iH) 

and including........18-Point, and the fine-dot...............up to 14- Point 

45a 18A, $2.00 6-POINT OLD STYLE ITALIC NO. 9 L. C. $1.15; C. $0.85 | 

THE IMPROVED STANDARD LINING SYSTEM 

One of the most important changes ts our lining system. A glance at specimen sheets 

tssued during the past few years will show that the constant demand for something of 

this kind has led to ever recurrent attempts to solve the problem; but these efforts have 

been sporadic and inconsistent, and fatlure to take into account all the conditions has | 

rendered the results unsatisfactory. All our types are cast Standard Line, including 

Romans, Italics, Gothics, Latins, and all other Job faces, and line with one another 364 

joo AAA nH a HA 
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Moprrn Roman SERIES GE BY, 
a ae 

Card Fonts inpeNTER GSS 

32a 14A, $2.80 12-POINT ROMAN NO. 20 L. C. $1.55; C. $1.25 

| OUR PERFECT SYSTEM OF LINING 
x . SranpaRD Lint LEADERS DESIRABLE 

i) 

One of the most important changes is our lining 
| system. A glance at the specimen sheets issued 
i : a K 
| during the past few years shows that constant 258 

| ; 

| 40a 16A, $2.50 10-PoInT ROMAN No. 20 L. C. $1.40; C. $1.10 

| ROMANS, GOTHICS, ITALICS, TITLES, AND ALL 
; 

| JOB FACES ON THE SAME Bopy LINE PERFECTLY 
}) * . ge 
i} One of the most important changes is our lining system. A \ 

| " : is 7 
| glance at the specimen sheets issued during the past few years | 

7 . a . . | 

i shows that a constant demand for something of this kind 360 | 
i | 

| 45a 16A, $2.25 8-PointT ROMAN No. 20 L. C. $1.30; C. $0.95 | 

HANDSOMELY CUT FACES ON STANDARD LINE SYSTEM 

Eacu Face WIuL LINE PERFECTLY WITH EVERY OTHER | 

One of the most important changes is our lining system. A glance at 

the specimen sheets issued during the past few years will show that the 

constant demand for something of this nature has led to ever recurrent 

| attempts to solve the problem; but these efforts have been sporadic $492 

| 50a 20A, $2.00 6-POINT ROMAN NO. 20 L. C. $1.20; C. $0.80 

FAVORITE OLD AS WELL AS ORIGINAL FACES ON IMPROVED LINE 

i SupERIOR LABOR-SAVING FEATURES APPLIED TO PRINTING MATERIAL 

i One of the most important changes is our lining system. One glance at the specimen i 
j | sheets issued during the past few years will show that the constant demand for something | 

of this kind has led to ever recurring attempts to solve the problem; but these efforts have | 

j been sporadic and inconsistent, and the failure to take into account all the conditions 635 | 

| 
| 42a 16A, $2.00 5-PomnT ROMAN No. 20 L. C. $1.15; C. $0.85 

{ STANDARD LINE LEADERS CAN BE USED FOR OTHER THAN ROMAN FACES 
i} USEFULNESS OF LEADERS IS GREATLY AUGMENTED UNDER OUR SYSTEM 

| One of the most important changes is our lining system. A glance at the specimen sheets that 

i were issued during the past few years shows that the constant demand for something of this nature 
1] has led to recurring attempts to solve the vexing problem; but these efforts have been sporadic and | 

| inconsistent, and the failure to take into account all the conditions has rendered the results very 480 

| SMALL CAP FONTS: 12-POINT, 94, 50C, 10-PoINT, 124, 50c. 8-PoINT, 144, 45¢, i; 
i ] 6-POINT, 154A, 400. 5-POINT, 10A, 400. EXTRA, F 
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Ye BN, Op STYLE ROMAN SERIES | NUL 

Card Fonts 

22a 12A, $3.20 16-POINT OLD STYLE NO. 9 L. C. $1.60; C. $1.60 | 

LAR OLD STYLE | 
Improved with Standard Line Feature 

Surpassing in Utility its Rivals 36 | 
Cast also on 18-Point body to order. | 

| 
34a 14A, $2.80 12-POINT OLD STYLE No. 9 L. C. $1.55; C. $1.25 

OUR FIGURES ARE UNIFORM IN SIZE 

JUSTIFY WITH REGULAR SPACES OR QUADS 
One of the most important changes is our system 

of lining. A glance at the specimen sheets issued 950 

40a 16A, $2.50 10-POINT OLD STYLE NO. 9 L. C. $1.40; C. $1.10 

OUR TYPE IS BY FAR THE MOST DURABLE 
GIVING SUPERIOR RESULTS IN ELECTROTYPING 

One of the most important changes is our lining system. A 

glance at the specimen sheets issued during the past few years 

shows that the constant demand for something of this sort 486 

45a 16A, $2.25 8-POINT OLD STYLE NO. 9 L. C. $1.30; C. $0.95 

STANDARD LINE TYPE THE GREAT SAVER OF LABOR 

TWENTIETH CENTURY TYPE SURE TO PLEASE PRINTERS 

One of the most important changes is our lining system. A glance 

at the specimen sheets issued during the past few years will show that a 

constant demand for something of this nature has led to recurrent $372 

50a 20A, $2.00 6-POINT OLD STYLE No.9 L. C. $1.20; C. $0.80 

ALL OUR OLD STYLE FONTS ARE CAST WITH AN EXTRA NICK 

READILY DISTINGUISHED FROM SAME SIZES OF MODERN FACES 

One of the most important changes is our lining system. A glance at the specimen 

sheets issued during the past few years shows that a constant demand for something 

of this kind has led to ever recurrent attempts to solve the problem; these efforts 465 

SMALL CAP FonTS: 12-Portnt, 9A, 50C. 10-PoINT, 124, 50. 
8-POINT, 12A, 45c. 6-POINT, 15A, 40C. EXTRA. 

LARGER SIZES OF THE OLD STYLE NO. 9 SERIES ARE IN PREPARATION. 

HAs H A 
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FRENCH OLD STYLE SERIES oO: | 

(rnate Face ~ 

FURNISHED 

| First-class Slugs 

f. PROFIT-MAKING 
Reduced to a Science 

NIVIBLE PRINTERS 

Produce Annual Results



KROARD 77, 

| | 
'@p- FRENCH OLD STYLE SERIES | 

ere Figures of this Series are Uniform in Size and Lining | 

15a 8A, $3.30 20-POINT FRENCH OLD STYLE L. C. $1.65; C. $1.65 

; Ornaments the Superior Work | 

26a 12A, $3.20 16-POINT FRENCH OLD STYLE L. C. $1.70; C. $1.50 

This Believed a Reasonable Request 52 | 

36a 15A, $2.80 12-POINT FRENCH OLD STYLE L. C. $1.60; ©. $1.20 

si | 
LINING FIGURES AND HANDSOME FACES 

ARE DELIGHTS: TO ARTISTIC PRINTERS: GENERAELY 

Fast Compositors Praise Standard Line 10 

40a 16A, $2.50 10-POINT FRENCH OLD STYLE L. C. $1.45; C. $1.05 

BEST METAL COMPOSITION YET PRODUGED 

PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATION WARRANTS THIS ASSERTION 

Investigate the Merits of Standard Line Type 843 

8-POINT FRENCH OLD STYLE 6-POINT FRENCH OLD STYLE | 

50a 18A, $2.25 L. C. $1.30; C. $0.95 5ba 2OA, $2.00 L. C. $1.20; C. $0.80 | 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED | 

ENABLING US TO PRODUCE BETTER | WITH POPULAR FACES ON STANDARD LINE 

And More Durable Goods 23 | Business Constantly Increasing $75 

SMALL CAPS: 12-POINT, 9A, 50C. 10-PoINT, 10A, 50c. 
8-POINT, 12A, 45¢. 6-PoOINT, 16A, 40C. EXTRA. 

| H wn HH H Hun H | 
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SS 
Perfect 6 | | 

S ESIGN | 
| Combine 18 

INCREASE | | | 
Specimen 34 | 

FILED AWAY | 
Bettering Values | 

Improved 25
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| 
Gp: Ext. OLD STYLE | 
iineenge Original | 

12a 6A, $3.20 18-POINT EXTENDED OLD STYLE L. C. $1.65; C. $1.55 I 

| MODERN SYSTEM | 
e e e e 

Fine Printing Material 
e (3 i 

Superior Types 12 | 

18a 10A, $2.80 12-POINT EXTENDED OLD STYLE L. C. $1.40; C. $1.40 

COMPARE THE PRICES 

Respond to Your Best Interest | 

Profitable Supplies 43 

20a 14A, $2.50 10-POINT EXTENDED OLD STYLE L. C. $1.20; C. $1.30 | 

WRITE FOR ESTIMATE NOW | 
Stock of Printers’ Goods is Complete 

Every Department Filled 95 

22a 14A, $2.25 8-POINT EXTENDED OLD STYLE L. C. $1.10; C. $1.15 

s FURNISHED FINE PRODUCTIONS 

STANDARD LINE, TYPES 

Extended Old Style Face Outranks its Class 

Advance of the Procession $76 

} 28a 165A, $2.00 6-POINT EXTENDED OLD STYLE L. C, $1.00; C. $1.00 

SPECIAL SMALL CAPS ARE UNNECESSARY | 

IMPORTANT FOR COMPOSITORS | 

Being Cast on Standard Line any Size Caps can be Used | 

as the Small Caps of the Size Next Larger 180 | 

| 

HHHHuH | 
1 
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| FULL-FACE SERIES @: | 
| re 

22a 14A, $2.80 12-POINT FULL-FACE No. 1 L. C. $1.40; C. $1.40 ‘ 

IMPROVED PLAIN LETTERS 
Old Stand-Bys and Favorites Bettered 

We Cast All on Standard Line 250 

28a 16A, $2.65 11-POINT FULL-FACE No. 1 L. C. $1.30; C. $1.35 { 

FULL-FACES BROUGHT INTO SYSTEM 

Types for Titles, Side-Heads and Emphatic Words ; 

Lining Accurately with Our Roman Faces 316 

28a 16A, $2.50 10-POINT FULL-FACE No. 1 L. C. $1.25; C. $1.25 

DESIRABLE FOR TABULAR WORK 

i Figures Altered and Cast Systematic in Thickness 

| Are Fitted to Point Sets in All the Sizes $48 

| 30a 16A, $2.40 9-PoInT FULL-FACE No. 1 L. C. $1.20; C. $1.20 

| BECOMES CONSTANTLY MORE POPULAR 

Advantages of Our Standard Line Meriting Appreciation 

Those Once Using Our Type Want No Other 279 

| 30a 16A, $2.25 8-POINT FULL-FACE No. 1 L. C. $1.10; C. $1.15 

| PRODUCES LABOR-SAVING MATERIAL 
| Modern Methods Introduced by the Inland Type Foundry 6 

| Outclassing the Sleeping Old-Fogy Concerns 158 

i 38a 22A, $2.00 6-POINT FULL-FACE NO. 1 L. C. $1.00; C. $1.00 

ij IMPORTANT FACT WHICH SHOULD NEVER BE FORGOTTEN 
Single and Dotted Two-Point Brass Rule Lines with Every One of Our Faces J 

Easily Justified to Line by Use of Point-System Leads and Slugs $369 

} 32a 18A, $2.00 51g-PoInT FULL-FACE NO. 1 L. C. $1.00; C. $1.00 } 

MAKING THINGS COMFORTABLE FOR THE COMPOSITOR 1 
ii) Vexatious Chopping-Up of Paper and Cardboard Now Relegated to the Past 

i Setting of Legal Blanks and Similar Forms is a Pleasant Work 815 

26a 15A, $2.40 9-POINT FULL-FACE No, 2 L. C. $1.20; C. $1.20 

| POINTER FOR THE PROFIT-SEEKERS 4 

| Investigate the Merits of Our Standard Line Type 

| Makes Earning of Money an Easier Task 290 
4 

| HHH HAHAHA Hae 
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. od: CONDENSED NO. 1 SERIES 

wr | 
) 26a 16A, $2.80 12-PoOINT CONDENSED NO. 1 L. C. $1.40; C. $1.40 | 

OUR FACILITIES FOR MAKING 

Type are of the Very Best and Cannot Fail to 

Please the Most Fastidious Person 374 

32a 20A, $2.65 11-PoInT CONDENSED No. 1 L. C. $1.30; C. $1.35 | 

x OUR STANDARD JOB FACES ARE MORE 

Uniform in Face and Justification Than any Other Make 

Ornaments and Borders of all Kinds in Stock 45 | 

32a 20A, $2.50 10-POINT CONDENSED NO. 1 L. C. $1.25; C. $1.25 | 

ALL PRINTERS SHOULD EXAMINE I 

Our System and Then Compare it With That of Others | 

It Always Stands the Tests Satisfactorily 984 | 

38a 22A, $2.40 9-POINT CONDENSED NO. 1 L. C. $1.20; C. $1.20 

WE MANUFACTURE A COMPLETE LINE OF BRASS 

Rule and our Jobbing Department is the Most Complete in the West 

Superior Printing Material of all Kinds Quickly Supplied 62 

36a 20A, $2.25 8-POINT CONDENSED NO. 1 L. C. $1.15; C. $1.10 | 

ALL FACES ON EACH BODY, ROMANS, ITALICS, 

Antiques, and all Job Faces Line With One Another at the Bottom | 

Our Figures Need no Special Justifying in Tabular Work 
| 

42a 26A, $2.20 7-POINT CONDENSED No.1 L. C. $1.10; C. $1.10 

ALL OUR JOB TYPE CAN BE SET SOLID AND THE LIABILITY 

Of the Descending Letters Breaking Off is Entirely Overcome and all Printers Can See | 

| That this in Itself is a Very Important Money-Saving Feature 295 | 

44a 26A, $2.00 6-POINT CONDENSED No. 1 L. C. $1.00; C. $1.00 | 

THIS CONDENSED SERIES WILL LINE WITH OUR ROMAN 

Without the use of Cardboard and can be Used in Sub-headings and in Tabular Work | 

Our Leaders Will Also Line With it as Well as With the Roman 790 | 

HinnnnHH Hann | 
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CONDENSED No. 2 SERIES @: 

| we 
14a 7A, $3.50 24-POINT CONDENSED NO. 2 L. C. $1.80; C. $1.70 q 

ye 7 ye 6 Popular Among Printers 92 

| DEMANDS FOR MODERN SYSTEM | 
Now Constantly Increasing 56 

| INTRODUCING A UNIFORM METHOD 

| Product of Inland Type Foundry 35 

| SAVING IN BOTH TIME AND LABOR 

| Users of Standard Lining Faces 40) 4 

| 24a 15A, $3.00 14-POINT CONDENSED NO. 2 L. C. $1.50; C. $1.50 

} IMPROVEMENTS IN ORDINARY STYLES 1 

Enhancing Their Usefulness Greatly: 76 | 

: 30a 18A, $2.80 12-PoInT CONDENSED NO, 2 L. C. $1.40; C. $1.40 

| REMODELING COMMON FACES THROUGHOUT 

| Manifest Faults in Founding Remedied $34 ! 
| 

4 

1 34a 20A, $2.65 11-POINT CONDENSED NO. 2 L. C. $1.30; C. $1.35 

| REPRODUCING POPULAR HANDSOME OLD-TIMERS d 
Supply Improvement in Many Essential Details 98 
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oy Neat? 7) a | , Gy: CONDENSED No. 2 SERIES ! 

i D C. i 

we | 
; 34a 20A, $2.50 10-POINT CONDENSED NO. 2 L. C. $1.25; C. $1.25 | 

TAKING ADVANTAGE OF YEARS OF EXPERIENCE i 

| Errors of Former Type Making are Corrected 50 | 

38a 22A, $2.40 9-PoInT CONDENSED No. 2 L. C. $1.20; C. $1.20 

CAREFUL CONSIDERATION GIVEN TO THE PRINTERS’ WANTS 

Best Labor-Saving Material the Result of Particular Study 49 | 
| 

, | 
38a 22A, $2.25 8-POINT CONDENSED NO. 2 L. C. $1.15; C. $1.10 t 

STANDARD LINE AND UNIT SETS A DESIRABLE COMBINATION | 

| Perfect Justification in Every Direction Easily Secured $82 

D 38a 24A, $2.20 7-POINT CONDENSED NO. 2 L. C. $1.10; C. $1.10 | 

REFORMS MADE THAT HAVE HITHERTO BEEN CONSIDERED IMPOSSIBLE | 

Obstacles Found to be Not so Insurmountable as Claimed by Founders 175 

40a 25A, $2.00 6-POINT CONDENSED NO, 2 L. C. $1.00; C. $1.00 

| 
HINDERED BY NO PRECEDENTS OR TRADITIONS IN OUR TYPE FOUNDRY | 

Our House is Not Obliged to Follow the Old Methods and Systems 360 

wn HHA A At | 
| \ yy 7 Ty) VQ | HALF-TITLE SERIES | 

28a 16A, $2.25 8-POINT HALF-TITLE L. C. $1.15; C. $1.10 | 

t ALL OUR FACES LINE WITH ONE ANOTHER } 

Attaining Perfect Accuracy Without Use of Cardboard | 

Our Brass Rule Department is Very Complete 46 
) 

i 

30a 18A, $2.00 6-POINT HALF-TITLE L. C. $1.00; C. $1.00 

IT WILL BE TO YOUR INTEREST TO BUY OUR TYPE 

| Standard Line Type is the Only Material for Wide-Awake Printers | 

Elements of our Metal Combine Toughness and Hardness | 

i 28a 16A, $2.00 512-POINT HALF-TITLE L. C. $1.00; C. $1.00 

| LINING SYSTEM WILL SAVE LABOR IN JUSTIFICATION | 

x We Buy and Sell Second-Hand Machinery, and can Often Offer you | 

Bargains in These Goods. Send for Illustrated Catalog 28 | 
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| 
CONDENSED TITLE No. 2 op: 

| re 

| INCREASE USEFULNESS 16 

| STANDARD LINE RECOMMENDED 
| PRINTERS INVESTIGATE 78 | 

MATERIAL MEETING THE DEMAND | 

| THOROUGHLY REMODELED $840 . 
| 156A 14-POINT CONDENSED TITLE No. 2 $1.65 

} LATEST IDEAS IN TYPE FOUNDING 
| PROGRESSIVE INSTITUTION 95 

SUPERIOR IN WEARING QUALITIES TO 

\ EVERY OTHER IN THE MARKET $48 { 

i) 20A 10-POINT CONDENSED TITLE NO. 2 $1.40 

METAL COMPOSITION THE BEST EVER USED 

| OURS GUARANTEED MOST DURABLE 63 } 

| INTERESTS PRINTERS THAT WORK FOR PROFITS 

| MOST PERFECT MATERIAL EVER OFFERED 25 

| MORE Sea LEADERS | EXCELLENT ee PLEASE ¥ 

LINE WITH ALL FACES 70 | SUPREMACY APPRECIATED 914 

| | mitt HHA HA ann |
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6 Sif Yeufa 2G: IONIC ax» CLARENDON 
- . - 

16a 8A, $3.20 18-POINT IONIC L. C. $1.65; C. $1.55 | 

| 

LEADING PRINTERS | 

Getting our Superior Type 28 | 
24a 15A, $2.80 12-Pornt Iontc L. C. $1.40; C. $1.40 | 

Setting the Pace for Our Competitors $30 

| 
34a 20A, $2.20 7-PoOInT IONIC L. C. $1.10; C. $1.10 } 

MONEY-SAVING TYPE MADE FOR SUPERIOR JOBBING 

1 Great Possibilities in Having Systematic Material to Produce Fine Work 

Point Bodies, Standard Line, Unit Sets and Most Useful Faces 279 

| 
| 34a 20A, $2.00 6-POINT LONIC L. C. $1.00; C. $1.00 

| WE SUPPLY ALL FIGURES ON UNIFORM POINT SETS 

| They are also Multiples of and Justify with Our Regular Spaces and Quads 

Advantages Inherent in the Unit-Set System of Casting Type 456 

| 
| 
| 25A 7-POINT CLARENDON TITLE $1.20 

} ENDLESS VARIETY OF ORIGINAL BORDERS AND ORNAMENTS 

L MANY OF OUR BEAUTIFUL BORDERS ARE MADE FOR TWO COLORS 

| SPECIMEN SHEETS WILL BE FURNISHED ON APPLICATION $25 

\ 22A 6-POINT CLARENDON TITLE $1.00 

ALL OUR TYPE CAN BE SET SOLID AND THE LIABILITY OF 

? THE DESCENDING LETTERS TO BREAK OFF IS ENTIRELY OVERCOME 

| OLD STYLE FIGURES MADE UNIFORM IN SIZE AND LINE 360 

| 40a 24A, $2.20 7-POINT CLARENDON L. C. $1.10; C. $1.10 

PRINTERS ARE ADVISED TO BE CAREFUL IN BUYING TYPE 

Bungling Imitations of Standard Line Type are Now Being Put on the Market 

Not Made to Agree with our Accurate Dies and Measurements 487 

K 

BSa 22A, $2.00 6-POINT CLARENDON L. C. $1.00; ©. $1.00 

OUR STANDARD LINE SYSTEM MEETS ALL REQUIREMENTS 

a Every Possible Use of Type Has Been Carefully Considered and Years of Earnest 

Study Were Devoted to Bringing It to the Acme of Perfection 19 
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ANTIQUE SERIES ‘o: 

Products 5 | 

| DEHSIGNS | 

_ Excellence 18 

Seer 
Style Hsthetic 1,2 | 

Problem Finds Solution 

Standard Perfect 80 /



| go Lips 

Lh @ : ANTIQUE SERIES 
Cae ced 

16a 9A, $3.20 18-POINT ANTIQUE NO. 1 L. C. $1.65; C. $1.55. 

Standard Lining System Has 

No EKqual in the Market 

26a 14A, $2.80 12-POINT ANTIQUE NO. 1 L. C. $1.40; C. $1.40 

OUTFITS FOR NEWSPAPERS 

Furnished on Short Notice and Estimates 

Most Cheerfully Submitted 85 

} 30a 16A, $2.50 10-PoINT ANTIQUE NO. 1 L. C. $1.25; C. $1.25 

} SUPERIOR WORK AND LARGE PROFITS 

Are a Natural Result of Using Standard Lining Type 

Enterprising Printers all Recommend It 74 

| 32a 16A, $2.25 8-POINT ANTIQUE NO. 1 L. C. $1.15; C. $1.10 | 

i BRASS RULE IN LABOR-SAVING FONTS 

} Circles, Ovals, Octagons and Many Other Special Shapes Are 

Made to Order in the Shortest Possible Time 62 { 

34a 20A, $2.20 7-POINT ANTIQUE NO. 1 L. C. $1.10; C.. $1.10 \ 

COMPLETE OFFICES ALL ON STANDARD LINE SYSTEM | 

Number of Faces Cast on Uniform Line now so Large that the Printer | 

i Need no Longer Buy the Old Money-Wasting Material 84 

34a 20A, $2.00 6-POINT ANTIQUE No. 1 L. C. $1.00; G. $1.00 | 

REMEMBER, WE ARE AT ALL TIMES PREPARED TO | 

Prove Every Claim as Regards the Finish and Accuracy of our Product | 

In Type Making we Propose to Stay at the Very Top 36 1 

| HHH H HHHH | 
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LATIN ANTIQUE SERIES O- 

Cashiers 2 

| NEATEST 

~~ Ornaments 38 

~ MONEY SURE _ 
Return Profits 40 

* ABEAUSTIFIED 
Point Set Figures With 

Regular Spaces 75



eg . Gh: LATIN ANTIQUE SERIES . 
Cire Fo 

15a 9A, $3.20 18-PoInT LATIN ANTIQUE L. C. $1.60; C. $1.60 | 

Face Available for Date Lines | 
| 

Use With 2-Point Rule 
| 22a 14A, $2.80 12-POINT LATIN ANTIQUE L. C. $1.35; C. $1.45 | 

EXPERT COMPOSITORS DESIRE 

Superior Material Wherewith to Execute | 

Commercial Work Most Rapidly | 

26a 14A, $2.50 10-PoInT LATIN ANTIQUE L. C. $1.25; C. $1.25 

PROVED FINISH AND EXACTNESS | 

Of our Type Far Better than that of any Other | 

All Faces of One Body Will Line 58 | 

28a 16A, $2.40 9-POINT LATIN ANTIQUE L. C. $1.20; C. $1.20 

OLD STYLE FIGURES PERFECTLY UNIFORM | 

They Agree With One Another in Height and Line, and 

Cast to Point Sets, Justify with Spaces 210 

28a 16A, $2.25 8-POINT LATIN ANTIQUE L. C. $1.15; C. $1.10 

FINEST DESIGNS IN ARTISTIC JOB FACES 

Extensive and Splendid Exhibit of Original Ornaments 

Foremost of High-Class Productions 79 

. 7-POINT LATIN ANTIQUE | 6-POINT LATIN ANTIQUE 

30a 16A, $2.20 L. C. $1.10; C. $1.10 | 30a 16A, $2.00 L. C. $1.00; C. $1.00 

STANDARD LINING TYPE WE ARE AGENTS FOR ALL 
Obviates Numerous Vexations | Kinds of Printing Machinery of 

Keeps Temper Smooth 50 Latest Improved Styles 46 

. HHuHu HHHH 

w#HHHA Haun: | 
I 
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LATIN SERIES Oo: 

Accurate Faces 16 

| IMPROVEMENTS 

Original Type Designs 

| Appreciated 23 

, ~ POINT SYSTEM BOTH ~ 
| Ways far Superior to the Old 

Method of Justifying 45 | 

PERFECT JUSTIFICATION 
Without Cardboards Thereby Saving 

Large Profits to Printers 386



Sa DS 
} oqp: LaTIN SERIES 

Crean gs FS | 
28a 16A, $2.80 12-POINT LATIN L. C. $1.45; C. $1.35 

ESTIMATES FURNISHED TO PRINTERS 
ea, fs { 

Brass Rule, Labor-Saving Fonts, Circles, Ovals 

Other Special Shapes Made to Order $65 

32a 20A, $2.50 10-PoInT LATIN L. C. $1.25; C. $1.25 

HANDSOMEST ART ORNAMENTS AND BORDERS 

An Endless Variety to Select From, Largest Assortment | 

Most Highly Finished Collection in the Market 240 

32a 20A, $2.40 9-POINT LATIN L. C. $1.20; C. $1.20 

HIGHLY IMPROVED TYPE FACES DESIGNED 

Material Supplied for Every Kind of Artistic Job Printing 

Profits Assured on Work of Any Description 75 

34a 20A, $2.25 8-POINT LATIN L. C. $1.15; C. $1.10 

GOOD WORK, LARGE PROFITS AND PLEASURE TOURS 

Some of the Many Advantageous Results of Standard Line Type 

Enterprising Printers Must Investigate this System 938 

36a 24A, $2.20 7-POINT LATIN L. C. $1.10; C. $1.10 

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF FACES NOW CAST ON STANDARD LINE 

Entirely Unnecessary for the Progressive Printer to Buy Type Not Systematic 

Every Style We Produce is Up-to-Date and Every Font is Useful 210 

36a 24A, $2.00 6-POINT LATIN L. C. $1.00; C. $1.00 

ALL SMALL CAP SORTS LIABLE TO BE CONFUSED WITH THE 

Same Lower Case Characters Have an Extra Nick, Thereby Obviating Errors 

Common in Distribution and Composition; Another Advantage 756 

oan HA A Ape 
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Oe 

CoNDENSED Lavin SERIES 
wr Ceres! 

Sa 5A, $5.00 48-POINT CONDENSED LATIN L. C. $2.40; C. $2.60 

Beautiful ORNATE Art 

SUPERIOR AS TO DURABILITY 
Accuracy and Finish of Our Products 25 

I| 
ii 30a 18A, $3.20 18-PoOINT CONDENSED LATIN L. C. $1.60; C. $1.60 

| ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT INNOVATIONS 

|| Is our Lining System and Printers Should Investigate 30 

i 40a 26A, $2.80 12-PoINT CONDENSED LATIN L. C. $1.40; C. $1.40 

| QUR STANDARD JOBBING FACES ARE MORE UNIFORM 
/ In Design, Justification and Finish than any Others in the Market 62 ! 

REMEMBER THAN WE INVITE CAREFUL AND CRITICAL EXAMINATION 
And are at all Times Prepared to Prove our Claims for Standard Line System $48 

Hitawnat HHH Attu H 
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, (p: BRUCE TITLE SERIES | 
y C. 

trea PATENT PENDING | 

BA 24-POINT BRUCE TITLE $2.50 

6A 20-PoInT BRUCE TITLE $2.25, 

} 

EXCELEENCE, | 

TA 16-POINT BRUCE TITLE $1.80 10A 12-POINT BRUCE TITLE $1.50 

12A 10-POINT BRUCE TITLE $1.40 144A 9-POINT BRUCE TITLE $1.35 

ENGRAVERS LODGE WORK 

CHOICE PART 70 | NICE/PROGRAM 92 

16A 8-POINT BRUCE TITLE NO.2 $1.25 18A 6-POINT BRUCE TITLE NO.1 $1.00 

UNIFORM MATERIAL NEAT SOCIETY PRINTING 

MODERN ENTERPRISE 86 DELICACY AND SIMPLICITY 35 

204 6-POINT BRUCE TITLE NO.2 $1.00 204A 6-POINT BRUCE TITLE NO.3 $1.00 

STANDARD LINE FACES TWO-LINES CALLED TITLES 

REMARKABLE PROGRESSION $74 OUR METHOD OF NAMING SERIES 612 

EACH SIZE CAST ON SIX-POINT HAS A DIFFERENT NICK 

8-PorInT NO. 1 AND 6-POINT NO. 4 OF THIS SERIES IN PREPARATION 

ha. Het win HH HH 
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| | 

| SKINNER SERIES Op: | 
| Patent Pending 

| fue started in the most disas- | 
| trous period that the type-founding 

trade has ever experienced, the success 
| of the Inland Type Foundry is nothing 

| less than phenomenal. To-day, at the 
| expiration of a little over three years, its : 
| business has many times exceeded that | 

Pe | 
| 6 XI S35 | 
| INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 9 | 

Supplier of 

PRINTERS’ MATERIAL OF EVERY KIND 3 
Manufacturer of 

| &F STANDARD LINE TYPE C 
Cast to Unit Sets Hea 

: Art Ornaments and Borders gq J ' 
Brass Rule, Dashes, Circles, Etc. 

BN SAINT LOUIS — | 

| 5 ; yCoe | 

o* Seed | 
which any other type foundry has ever 
acquired in the most prosperous times. 
This is largely attributable to Standard 

Line, Unit-Set, and many other innova- 

i tions which we have introduced in the 
! type, making our productions the most 

| desirable the practical printer can find. 
| INLAND ORNAMENTS, SERIES NO. 25— displayed above — Per font, $2.00 i 

| INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 80 St. Louis, Mo., U.S. A, 
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op: SKINNER SERIES | 
Patent Pending | 

6a 4A, $4.30 30-POINT SKINNER L. C. $2.05; C. $2.25 | 

E | 
Neatest Faces 5 | 
Ta 4A, $3.50 24-POINT SKINNER L. C. $1.75; C. $1.75 | 

| 

| FUN Tee Pes | 

Program Enrich 14 | 
10a 6A, $3.20 18-POINT SKINNER L. C. $1.60; C. $1.60 | 

| HLEGANT MODELS 
Finish Chaste Design 30 

16a 10A, $3.00 14-POINT SKINNER L. C. $1.50; C. $1.50 

BING OF THe ConA UERY 

Material Suited to the Time 26 

12-POINT SKINNER 10-POINT SKINNER NO. 1 

20a 12A, $2.80 L. C. $1.40; C. $1.40 22a 14A, $2.50 L. C. $1.25; C. $1.25 

DAINTY WORK LEADING. STYLE 

Finest Obtained 15 Exquisite Display 48 

8-POINT SKINNER 6-POINT SKINNER 
26a 15A, $2.25 L. C. $1.15; C. $1.10 30a 18A, $2.00 L. C. $1.00; C. $1.00 

STANDARD LINING SYSTEMATIC PRODUCTS 

Modern Plan Introduced 36 | Standard Line Type the Best $90 | 

10-POINT SKINNER NO. 2 AND 9-POINT SKINNER IN PREPARATION. 

oe HH | | bbe ee | 
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WOODWARD SERIES So: 
Patented Aug. 4, 1896 ad 

BORDER 
Specimen 8 | 

Money Saved 12 

BEST METHOD | 
Fixing Standards 20



| | ‘ ops WOODWARD SERIES | 
y Patented Aug. 4, 1896 | 

9a GA, $3.50 24-POINT WOODWARD L. C. $1.60; C. $1.90 | 

UNIFORM FIGURES | 

| Casting Systematic 36 | 
15a 9A, $3.20 18-POINT WOODWARD L. C. $1.60; C. $1.60 | 

| 
ORDERS LINING TYPE | 

Exhibit of Common Sense 98 | 
18a 12A, $3.00 14-POINT WOODWARD L. C. $1.40; C. $1.60 : 

STANDARD LINE PRODUCTION 

Notice Constant Increase in Faces $15 

22a 15A, $2.80 12-POINT WOODWARD L. C. $1.35; C. $1.45 

INVESTIGATION RECOMMENDED 

Recognize Advantages of Standard Line 24 

26a 16A, $2.50 10-POINT WOODWARD L. C. $1.25; C. $1.25 } 

SUPERIOR MATERIAL FOR PURCHASERS 
Handsome Faces and Lining System Combined 16 

| 28a 20A, $2.25 8-POINT WOODWARD L. C. $1.05; C. $1.20 | 

ALL PRINTERS’ SUPPLIES ALWAYS IN STOCK 

Thoroughly Equip Printing Establishments with Best Type 38 | 

34a 20A, ag Peet ose3 0) C. $1.10 34a 20A, shoo ee Get oe: C. $1.00 

RIGHT QUALITIES IN TYPE STANDARD LINE SYSTEM } 

Obtains Supply of Lining Faces 70 Type for the Up-to-Date Printer 12 | 

| AHHHHA 
| H H HHHnan H H H H | 
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WOODWARD OUTLINE 
Patent Pending 

I ba 4A, $7.25 48-PoINT WOODWARD OUTLINE L. C. $3.10; ©. $4.15 

| BORDIEIK 
| Speci | PDECliMMeN | 

LINING TYPE 
I } 

| Momey Saved 12° | 

| BEST METHOD | 
| Fixing Standards 20



op WOODWARD OUTLINE 
we Patent Pending 

9a 6A, $3.50 24-POINT WOODWARD OUTLINE L. C. $1.60; C. $1.90 

UNIFORM FIGURES 

Casting Systematic 36 

| Regular in Widths 
15a 9A, $3.20 18-POINT WOODWARD OUTLINE L. C. $1.60; C. $1.60 

ORDERS LINING TYPE 

Exhibit of Common Sense 98 

Keeping Up to Times 

18a 12A, $3.00 14-POINT WOODWARD OUTLINE L. C. $1.40; C. $1.60 

STANDARD LINE PRODUCTION 

Notice Constant Increase im Faces $15 

Enterprising Young Foundries 

| "INVESTIGATION RECOMMENDED 
Recognize Advantages of Standard Line 24 

Introduce Labor-Saying System 

HHH Hi Hh 
| bie Hine 
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ia a oO: 

— Face Lined 10 
BUYER LIKES 

Modern Prints 49 

Finest and Best Made 960 

Saving Compositors’ Labor 24



, go Lig 

: @- CONDENSED WOODWARD 
Cite Patented Aug. 4, 1896 

12a 8A, $3.50 24-POINT CONDENSED WOODWARD L. C. $1.70; C. $1.80 

Furnish Every Face on Unit-Sets 78 
16a 10A, $3.20 18-POINT CONDENSED WOODWARD L. C. $1.60; C. $1.60 

DOTTED BRASS RULE IN BLANK WORK 
| Easily Adjusted to Line with all Type Faces 26 

22a 14A, $3.00 14-POINT CONDENSED WOODWARD L. C. $1.50; C. $1.50 

LEADERS LINE WITH ALL ROMAN AND JOB FACES | 
| Abolish Buying Special Leaders for Many Display Fonts 40 | 

| 28a 18A, $2.80 12-POINT CONDENSED WOODWARD L. C. $1.40; C. $1.40 

PROOF THAT THE IDEA OF UNIFORM LINING WAS FEASIBLE 

| Refusal of Older Founders to Cast Systematic Type Proving Stupidity 35 
Desires of Progressive Printers Based on Experience 

34a 22A, $2.50 10-POINT CONDENSED WOODWARD L. C. $1.25; C. $1.25 

ELEGANT CONDENSED DISPLAY FACE FOR NEWSPAPERS IS OFFERED : 
Handsome and Attractive Ornamentation of Headlines and Announcements $92 | 

Suitable for Use in Every Specimen of First Class Typography 

860254, 8825 Ln. 81,10; 0.81.15 | 489304. 92.00 1. 0.81.00; 0. $1.00 
} PERMITS PRINTERS TO SECURE PROFITS USEFUL MODERN FACE FOR SMALL BOX-HEADINGS | 

Labor-Saving Features of Standard Line Type 680 | Condensed Letter for Crowding Matter into Little Space 475 | 
Notice the Quicker Results Obtained | Very Suitable for Time-Tables and the Like | 

AA | 

Hl HH ettinn Hel i 
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EXTENDED WOODWARD Oo: 

SAMPLE 

Charmer 8 

PERFECT  - 
Good Form 6 

- BROAD FACE _ | 
Extend Letter I2 

Mrodern Plant 4 

|



gS hy 

) if R | £Gh: EXTENDED WOODWARD 
Stearate” Patented Aug. 4, 1896 

9a 5A, $3.20 18-POINT EXTENDED WOODWARD L. C. $1.65; C. $1.55 

Regularity Found 60 

Improved Lining 

14a 8A, $3.00 14-PoOINT EXTENDED WOODWARD L. C. $1.50; C. $1.50 

NEAT MODELS USED 

Artistic Jobbing Letters 93 

Useful and Desirable 

16a 10A, $2.80 12-POINT EXTENDED WOODWARD L. C. $1.40; C. $1.40 

ECONOMICAL PRINTERS 

Selecting Profitable Material 25 

Buy Standard Line Type 

18a 10A, $2.50 10-POINT EXTENDED WOODWARD L. C. $1.25; C. $1.25 

SETTING TYPE MADE EASIER 

Annoying Hindrances Abolished $18 

Introduced Improved Systems 

22a 1 fx eae, Se oe a ee $1.15 28a te anon pees eae Oe $1.00 

MUCH SIMPLIFIED QUICKER COMPOSING 

Justification Perfected With Standard Line System 

Unit Set Types 34 Improved Methods 62 

60-Point Extended Woodward in preparation. : 

"HHA AT 
MAW. 
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GOTHIC No.1 SERIES Oo: 

Advantage 6 

Improved Type 

| COMPOSING 
| Standard Lining 3 

~~ PRINTER FINDS _ 
Chance to Save Work 18 

LINING TYPE PAYS BIG _ 
| Dividends to Careful Buyers 50



Gy: GOTHIC No. 1 SERIES 
Care” FD 

20a 12A, $3.00 14-PorInT GoTHIc No. 1 L. C. $1.40; C. $1.60 

Made from Combination Metal 26 

25a 14A, $2.80 12-PoInT GorHic No. 1 L. C. $1.40; ©. $1.40 

ORIGINAL AND UNIFORM FACES 

Characteristics of Standard Line Type 80 

26a 14A, $2.50 10-PoIn? GorHIc No. 1 L. C. $1.25; C. $1.25 

GOTHICS AND TITLES IMPROVED 

Standard Line Justifies Without Cardboard 3 

30a 16A, $2.40 9-POINT GOTHIC No. 1 L. C. $1.20; C. $1.20 

LABOR-SAVING TYPE BODIES ARE PERFECT 

No Trouble to make Leaders Line with Every Face 913 

34a 18A, $2.25 8-Pornt GoTHIC No. 1 L. C. $1.15; C. $1.10 

OUR TYPE METAL IS OF A NEW COMPOSITION 

Guaranteed to be Superior in Finish and Durability to all Others 

Highest Quality and the Best Workmanship 86 

38a 20A, $2.20 7-POINT GOTHIC No. 1 L. C. $1.10; C. $1.10 

EVERY COMPOSITOR APPRECIATES STANDARD LINE TYPE 

Annoying Complications Peculiar to the Old Style Justification are Obviated 

Vexatious Troubles Incident to Type-Setting Abolished 315 

38a 2O0A, $2.00 6-POINT GOTHIC No. 1 L. C. $1.00; C. $1.00 

PRINTERS SHOULD INVEST IN LABOR-SAVING SYSTEM 

Modern Improved Material Designed for the Use of Enterprising Craftsmen 

Desires of Progressive Typographers Have Been Met 26 

| HHHHHHAHHHan : 
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TITLE GOTHIC No. 5 O- 

GRINDERS | 

SAVE MATERIAL 

| BUY STANDARD LINE 

NOTABLE INNOVATION 

I OBTAIN MODERN FACES 18 

| " JUSTIFICATION SIMPLIFIED _ 
BEST SYSTEM OF WIDTHS 26 

. STAN DARD ORIGINAL GOTHICS = 

MOST ACCURATE IN THEIR LINING 5



DARD 

am . Be ey ? ue Bu TITLE GOTHIC No. 5 4 i 
4 
Clipe is FD 

16A 9-POINT TITLE GOTHIC NO. 5 $1.35 

18A 8-PoInT TITLE Gorutc No. 51 $1.25 

OUR BODIES ARE ACCURATE AND PERFECT 

UNIFORM FACES AND FIGURES ARE SECURED 56 

22A 8-POINT TITLE GOTHIC NO. 52 $1.25 

GOOD WORK, LARGE PROFITS AND PLEASURE 

ARE RESULTS OF OUR NEW STANDARD LINE SYSTEM 32 

20A 6-POINT TITLE GOTHIC No. 51 $1.00 

OUR LEADERS LINE WITH ALL BODIES BY MEANS OF LEADS 

BRASS RULES, BRACES, DASHES, CIRCLES AND OVALS IN STOCK 

EVERY COMPOSITOR APPRECIATES OUR SYSTEM 43 

24A 6-POINT TITLE GOTHIC NO. 52 $1.00 

ALL FACES ARE MADE TO LINE BY USE OF LEADS AND SLUGS 

COMMERCIAL PRINTERS READILY SEE THE MANY ADVANTAGES SECURED 

MONEY-MAKERS INVEST IN LABOR-SAVING MATERIAL 28 

28A 6-POINT TITLE GOTHIC NO. 53 $1.00 

WE ARE AGENTS FOR ALL MAKES OF PAPER CUTTERS AND PRINTING PRESSES 

OUR STOCK OF CASES, CABINETS, STANDS AND ALL OTHER WOOD GOODS IS COMPLETE 

USEFUL AND DURABLE TYPE ADMIRED BY PRUDENT PURCHASERS $915 

BOA 6-POINT TITLE GOTHIC No. 54 $1.00 

PUT IN STANDARD LINE TYPE IN PLACE OF WHAT YOU ARE USING AND OBSERVE THE 

ADVANTAGE YOU HAVE OVER COMPETITORS; NO CARDBOARD OR PAPER NEEDED WITH OUR TYPE 

LABOR SAVED 1S MONEY EARNED AND CAN BE DONE WITH OUR MATERIAL 478 

each SIZE CAST ON SIX-POINT HAS A DIFFERENT Nick 

6-POINT TITLE GOTHIC NOS. 52, 53 AND 54 WILL ALSO BE CAST TO ORDER ON 5-POINT 
BODY, IN FONTS OF 10 POUNDS AND OVER, AT SECOND CLASS PRICES. 

HHHHHan : ] : : I i wHHHHHAA 
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GOTHIC No. 6 SERIES oq 5 
Original 

10a 5A, $3.50 24-POINT GOTHIC NO. 6 L. C. $1.80; C. $1.70 ) 

Modern Patterns 25 | 
16a 7A, $3.30 20-POINT GoTHIC No. 6 L. C. $1.75; C. $1.55 

COMMEND PERFECTION | 
‘| Believed Admirable 63 | 

| 25a 12A, $3.20 16-POINT GOTHIC NO. 6 L. C. $1.65; C. $1.55 

DESIGNING ELEGANT FASHION | 
i | Neat Standard Line Products 14 
| | 26a 12A, $3.00 14-POINT GOTHIC NO. 6 L. C. $1.60; C. $1.40 

| SCIENTIFIC METHOD OF FOUNDING 
i | Furnish Most Accurate Material 82 

i! 32a 16A, $2.80 12-POINT GOTHIC NO. 6 L. C. $1.50; C. $1.30 

i] LEADERS MADE MORE USEFUL THAN EVER 
i | Upon our System they Line with all Faces 36 

il 34a 16A, $2.50 10-POINT GOTHIC NO. 6 L. C, $1.30; C. $1.20 

i | NUMEROUS ADVANTAGES OF OUR STANDARD LINE 
| | Recognized by all Intelligent Type Buyers $75 | 

36a 20A, $2.25 8-PoINT GoTHIc NO. 6 L. C. $1.15; C. $1.10 Loa 

ENDORSING INNOVATIONS IN THE MANUFACTURE OF TYPE | 

| Our Various Improvements Give Pleasure to all Printers 18 

40a 22A, 200° Scott et; C. $1.00 | 42024, da00 Seta) s: 00) C. $1.00 

PROFITS SURE IN STANDARD LINE ACCURATE INTERLINING IS READILY ACCOMPLISHED | 

} Labor-Saving Ideas Proved | Cardboard or Paper Rendered Useless 

Remove Doubts as to Expediency 35 | These Troublesome Adjuncts to Justification $69 

e4HHHHH = H H HHHHen. 
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, op: TITLE GOTHIC No. 7 
Original 

9A 20-POINT TITLE GOTHIC NO. 7 $2.25 

: 10A 18-POINT TITLE GOTHIC NO. 7 $2.00 ) 

14A 14-POINT TITLE GOTHIC NO. 7 $1.65 

MODERN SYSTEMS OF LINING ) 
SUPERIOR PRODUCT 48 | 

16A 12-POINT TITLE GOTHIC NO. 7 $1.50 

EVERY SERIES ON STANDARD LINE | 
PRINTERS’ MONEY-SAVER $50 

204A 10-POINT TITLE GOTHIC NO. 7 $1.40 

AVOIDS CUTTING CARDBOARD AND PAPER 

ONLY METAL LEADS NEEDED 63 

9-POINT TITLE GOTHIC NO. 7 8-POINT TITLE GOTHIC NO. 7 
20A, $1.35 24A, $1.25 

FOUND TO SAVE LABOR. SYSTEM IN FIGURE WIDTHS ! 

BETTERED TYPE 45 OBTAIN UNIFORMITY 98 

6-POINT TITLE GOTHIC NO. 71 6-POINT TITLE GOTHIC No. 72 
22A, $1.00 28A, $1.00 i 

CAST TO MULTIPLES OF SPACES | STANDARD LINE TYPE WITHOUT A RIVAL 

FIGURES AND POINTS $60 NO OTHER CAN SURPASS IT 35 | 

6-PoINT TITLE GOTHIC No. 73 6-POINT TITLE GOTHIC No. 74 
30A, $1.00 365A, $1.00 | 

USEFULNESS OF SYSTEMATIC TYPE APPRECIATED — COMBINATIONS OF VARIOUS SIZES AS CAPS AND SMALL CAPS 

OUR INNOVATIONS IN LETTER BOUNDING) 22 EASILY MADE WITHOUT INTRICATE JUSTIFICATION $479 

each SIZE CAST ON SIX-POINT HAS A DIFFERENT nick 

| 
i 
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ARD > Lis | 

CONDENSED GOTHIC No. 1 SERIES =. JI 
Ori \ean eS) | riginal Lp NTEM OS 

5a 4A, $10.00 72-POINT CONDENSED GOTHIC NO. 31 L. C. $4.10; C. $5.90 

, 

THIS SIZE IS CAST ON STANDARD TITLE LINE 

| 

ba 4A, $8.75 72-POINT CONDENSED GOTHIC No. 1 L. C. $3.50; C. $5.25 | 

| 6a 4A, $7.00 60-POINT CONDENSED GOTHIC NO. 1 L. C. $3.40; C. $3.60 | 

| 
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ELEGANT MODES 
Perfected Letters 28 
IMPROVED GOTHIC 

Largest Series Gast10 
ARTISTIC DESIGNING 

Cut and Finish Superb $6 
TYPE LINING SYSTEM 
Appreciated by Printers 54



Le 

CONDENSED GOTHIC No. 1 SERIES so: 
Original ippenren 

12a 7A, $3.50 30-POINT CONDENSED GOTHIC NO. 1 L, 0): $1.80; 0: ne 

Display the Greatest Assortment 12 
20a 10A, $3.20 24-POINT CONDENSED GOTHIC NO. 1 L. C. $1.65; C. $1.55 

DEPARTMENTS ARE ALL EQUIPPED 
| With Latest and Most Improved Machinery 83 

26a 16A, $3.00 18-PoOINT CONDENSED GoTHIc No. 1 L. ©. $1.50; C. $1.50 

FULLY INVESTIGATE OUR STANDARD LINE TYPE 
| Grand System Long Desired by Progressive Printers 45 
j 38a 20A, $2.80 14-POINT CONDENSED GOTHIC No. 1 L. C. $1.40; C. $1.40 

Hi WE ARE AGENTS FOR VARIOUS PRINTING PRESSES 
Hl Our Stock of Printers’ Supplies is Complete in Every Particular 160 | 

i 440244, $2.50 -  L.C.81.25, 6.91.25 | 440254,82.50 - L. 0. $1.25; 0.81.25 
! ANOTHER IMPORTANT FEATURE | STANDARD LINE GIVES YOU PROFITS 

Unit Sets Simplifying Composition 79 | Labor and Money Saved with Best Type 82 

40a Aeee UR Aare ati a6 or 1.15 45a BER GR OD ne Lee TeL0 Or 1.00 

UNIT SET SYSTEM HELPS COMPOSITORS SMALL SIZE CONDENSED GOTHIC DESIRABLE 

Manner of Casting Type in Respect to Width $36 | Useful for Box-Headings and Railway Time-Tables 540 

For Specimens of Larger Sizes See Preceding Pages 

HH Heh Hu HH vant | 
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x 
i oq: GoTHIC ITALIC SERIES | 
od) Cintenrengo” Original 

12a 7A, $3.50 24-POINT GOTHIC ITALIC NO. 1 L. C. $1.70; C. $1.80 

Elaborate Lining Effected 12 | 
| 

18a 10A, $3.20 18-PoInT GOTHIC ITALIC NO. 1 L. C. $1.60; C. $1.60 ) 

Beautiful Designs in Decorative Art 5 | 
} 

28a 16A, $3.00 14-PoIn?t Gornic ITALIC No. 1 L. C. $1.50; C. $1.50 “ff 

| 
ALL FACES SHOULD LINE PERFECT | 

Lining System will Save Labor in Justification 13 | 

34a 20A, $2.80 12-PoIn?t Gornic ITALIC No. 1 L. C. $1.40; C. $1.40 

PRINTERS BUY STANDARD LINE TYPE ALWAYS 

Attaining Perfect Accuracy Without the Need of Cardboard 

36a 24A, $2.50 10-POINT GOTHIC ITALIC NO. 1 L. C. $1.20; C. $1.30 

THE ANTI-TRUST TYPE FOUNDRY OF THE WEST 

The Elements of our Metal Combine Toughness and Hardness 218 

42a 265A, $2.25 8-Porint GOTHIC ITALIC NO. 1 L. ©. $1.10; C. $1.15 i 

OUR BRASS RULE DEPARTMENT IS THOROUGH AND COMPLETE } 

Borders and Ornamentation Devices in Most Elaborate and Endless Variety 83 | 

46a 26A, $2.00 6-POINT GOTHIC ITALIC NO. 1 L. C. $1.00; C. $1.00 

IN BUYING AN OUTFIT IT WILL BE TO YOUR INTEREST TO SEE US 
Standard Line Type is the Only Material for Wide-Awake Printers to Handle and it Pays 45 | 

Hitt wnhHh HH bn wntHHH 
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Hi c CONDENSED TITLE GoTHIC No. 3 SERIES oqp* 
Carp \nees 

ae 

4A 72-POINT CONDENSED TITLE GOTHIC NO. 3 $6.00 

BA 60-POINT CONDENSED TITLE GOTHIC NO. 3 ~ $5.00 

i 5A 54-POINT CONDENSED TITLE GOTHIC NO. 3 $4.00 

6A 48-POINT CONDENSED TITLE GOTHIC No. 3 $3.75 

6A 42-POINT CONDENSED TITLE GOTHIC NO. 3 $3.25 | 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 100 St. Louis, Mo., U. S.A. 
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| 

Uy lr 
is ITF ag CONDENSED TITLE GOTHIC No. 3 SERIES 
al) Cerarene Ca | 

aa 36-POINT CONDENSED TITLE GOTHIC NO. 3 $2.75 | 

| PROFITS CAPTURED 18 
8A 30-POINT CONDENSED TITLE GOTHIC NO. 3 $2.50 

24-POINT OE aed GOTHIC NO. 3 20-POINT eae Lea UG GOTHIC No.3 | 

SPEEDY WORK 2 LABOR IS EASIER 64 = | 
} 
| 

16-POINT CONDENSED TITLE GOTHIC NO. 3 12-POINT CONDENSED TITLE GOTHIC NO. 3 | 

20A, $1.80 24A, $1.50 

STANDARD LINING POPULAR INVENTION 
PRINTERS ADMIRING $60 GIVEN HEARTY WELCOME 73 

10-PoINnT PoNpeNeeD ae Goruic No.3 9-POINT Cae te Gornic No.3 

GREATER STEP IN ADVANCE IMITATION 1S MOST FLATTERING 
SECURING SYSTEMATIC TYPES 85 SEE RIVALS COPYING OUR METHODS 92 

8-POINT Soo ee GOTHIC NO. 32 6-POINT See sated one GOTHIC No.3 j 

BEWARE OF POOR COUNTERFEITS NOT ALL FOUNDERS KNOW OUR PLANS 

FAULTY LINING METHODS ARE BEING USED 74 OUR STANDARD LINE SYSTEM MOST ACCURATE $125 

i l 4 cot HAH Ht. y i 4 
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BOY 

GOTHIC SPECIMENS Cp: 
= 

5A 36-POINT CONDENSED TITLE GOTHIC No. 2 $2.50 

30a 16A, $3.00 14-POINT CONDENSED GOTHIC No. 4 L. C. $1.55; C. $1.45 

FIGURES OF ALL FACES CAST ON POINT-WIDTHS 

Being Also Exact Multiples of Our Spaces 46 
ere Ke ————_ 

GoTHic TITLE ITALIC No. 2 
| CD 

10A 20-POINT TITLE GOTHIC ITALIC No. 2 $2.25 

] | 
} 16-POINT Seo ar BO ITALIC NO. 2 | 12-POINT Sere areo ITALIC NO. 2 

| CARDBOARD _— JUSTIFICATION 
H | NOT NEEDED 38 MUCH SIMPLIFIED 40 

-PoInT TITLE GOTHIC ITALIC No. 2 8-POINT TITLE GOTHIC ITALIC NO. 21 | 

20A, $1.40 24A, $1.25 

UNIFORMITY PLEASES | STANDARD LINE SYSTEM 

HIGHLY SATISFACTORY 25 | CANNOT BE IMPROVED ON 198 

PINACLE “OF PERF: ECTION SHUN tien by TATIONS 

| MOST CORRECT LINING DEVISED 74 STANDARD LINE SYSTEM BEING COPIED 50 

wn HHH wnhHh HH Ht | 
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| 
: @: TITLE GOTHIC SLOPE | 
| Cites! Improved Series 

lela 24-POINT TITLE GOTHIC SLOPE $2.50 

8A 20-POINT TITLE GOTHIC SLOPE $2.25 

STANDARD LINE | 
10A 16-POINT TITLE GOTHIC SLOPE $1.80 

INVESTIGATION 82 | 
| 

12A 12-POINT TITLE GOTHIC SLOPE $1.50 | 

} 

TITLE GOTHIC SLOPES ARE 

BEST IN THE MARKET 15 

15A 10-POINT TITLE GOTHIC SLOPE $1.40 

OUR ARTISTIC PRODUCTIONS WILL 

DELIGHT THE PRINTERS 348 i 
} 

16A 8-POINT TITLE GOTHIC SLOPE $1.25 j 

MONEY SAVED BY USING STANDARD LINING 1 

TYPE FOR FINE COMMERCIAL WORK 70 

6-POINT TITLE GOTHIC SLOPE NO. 61 6-POINT TITLE GOTHIC SLOPE NO. 62 1} 

20A, $1.00 22A, $1.00 

SUPERIOR ART NOVELTIES SAVE MONEY BY INVESTMENT 

FOR ARTISTIC WORK 18 IN STANDARD LINE $920 

6-POINT TITLE GOTHIC SLOPE NO, 63 6-POINT TITLE GOTHIC SLOPE No. 64 
24A, $1.00 25A, $1.00 | 

FORTY TO FIFTY PER CENT SAVED HAVE YOU TRIED STANDARD LINE, THE 

. BY USING STANDARD LINE 47 | BEST LABOR-SAVING MEDIUM? 5 

EACH SIZE CAST ON SIX-POINT HAS A DIFFERENT nick 

wnnhHHtH i 1] 1 FAH HH baa 
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Cosmopolitan Series Oo: 

Charmed — 
‘ | 

Displays 8 
| ba 3A, $7.50 ie Domne GosnoeonrnaN mo eaahe alco | 

Artist B uy 

—— Neat Faces5 

| Standard Line 

Heeting Demands — 

| Original 7 peltivs = 

Svery Letter Useful 72



| 

ne Lips | 

f Ori Ney ° ° | 
) “dp: Cosmopolitan Series 

Coenen 7 Patented April 14, 1896 | 

10a 5A, $3.80 24-POINT COSMOPOLITAN L. C. $1.80; C. $2.00 

° qD Your Compositors Pleased 
Superior Material for Rapidity | 

Tri Srand S, Yriumph of Grand System 40 | 
} | 

12a 5A, $3.30 18-POINT COSMOPOLITAN L. C. $1.50; C. $1.80 

Roman and Display Letters | 
c= 2 ‘ | 

Perfect Faces Line with One Rnother 
° ° Cm } 

Improvement in Jobbing Types 18 | 
| 

22a 7A, $3.00 14-POINT COSMOPOLITAN L. C. $1.60; C. $1.40 | 

Having been most carefully thought out, and all | 

possible ways of using type considered in advance, 

not a single objection can be made to the system 25 | 

| 30a 8A, $3.00 12-POINT COSMOPOLITAN L. C. $1.75; C. $1.25 | 

Being cast on Standard Line, the Cosmopolitan, aside from 

its usefulness as a letter for circulars, is specially available for 

date-lines and blanks that require an J$talic letter, on account 

of the fact that dotted rule can be readily lined with the face 56 

10-POINT COSMOPOLITAN | 8-POINT COSMOPOLITAN 

34a 9A, $2.75 L. C. $1.60; C. $1.15 | 36a 10A, $2.25 L. C. $1.25; C. $1.00 | 

All faces on any one body cast Four new sizes here shown, the GO-Point, | 
on the Standard Line system line 14-Point, 10-Point and 8-Point, are recent 

: | additions to this very popular series and will 
accurately with one another, and all | ; = 

. 5 . augment its usefulness greatly. The demand 

faces on different bodies are easily for the 14-Point body is increasing, and it will 

combined as caps and small caps 4 be ineluded in every new series we make $78 

Mmmm Wi mmmm 

mom MINA THEN Min mmm 
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Se SERIES oe | 

New Models 2 
PRINTS NICER 

Artistic Design 48 
EXTENSIVE SELECTION - 
Cast on Standard Line 92 

System has Popular Esteem 39



| 
‘ | "y @: CONDENSED STUDLEY SERIES 
y Cire Patent Pending } 

amt eaeento 24-POINT CONDENSED STUDLEY L. C. $1.70; C. $1.80 

Thoughtful Printers Now Delighted 24 | 
18a 12A, $3.20 18-POINT CONDENSED STUDLEY L. C. $1.60; C. $1.60 

MEDIUM WIDTH FACE OF THIS STYLE 
| Wider Series Named Studley in Preparation 60 

24a 16A, $3.00 14-POINT CONDENSED STUDLEY L. C. $1.50; C. $1.50 } 

BEAUTIFUL CONDENSED LETTER JUST PRODUCED 
First Display of this Novel Face Shows Complete Series 79 | 

30a 20A, $2.80 12-POINT CONDENSED STUDLEY L. C. $1.40; C. $1.40 | 

COMPLETE STANDARD LINE PRINTING OFFICES POSSIBLE 

Large and Elegant Collection of Systematically Cast Types Now Offered $82 | 

Specimens of Most Useful and Desirable Faces Supplied | 

B4a 22A, $2.50 10-POINT CONDENSED STUDLEY L. C. $1.25; C. $1.25 | 

FITTING CLOSE OF THE PRESENT CENTURY OF THE TYPOGRAPHIC ERA 
Reaching the Pinnacle of Perfection in the Art of Manufacturing Printing Type 36 

System Established Regulating Bodies, Faces, Lines and Widths 

peusGhe Gulab 3. ses te enicne giten | Memeod cenye te ee ci co ceadnn 
STANDARD LINING TYPE A MONEY-MAKER | LEADERS LINE WITH ALL OUR ROMAN AND JOB FACES 

Greatly Expedites Work in the Composing Room 75 | Forget Not this Reiterated Statement of a Very Important Fact 12 | 

Worries of Justification Now Obviated | Usefulness of Leaders is thus Greatly Augmented } 

“HHH tl ti Hi 1 i HHHe 

HHriine rane 
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spheric O 

«Grace & 
LBARER 
Elegant tle 
 _BEAUTEOUS 
Novel Style 388 

MADE USEFUL | 
Each Lettering I2 |



| 

.) Re ) 

I > Cp: INLAND SERIES | 
ay Cera Patented Oct. 29, 1895 | 

8a 4A, $3.50 24-PoIn?T INLAND L. C. $1.75; C. $1.75 | 

UNIQUE STYLES | 
Ornate Bold Faces 40 
10a 6A, $3.20 18-POINT INLAND L. C. $1.60; C. $1.60 

STANDARD LISE TYPE 

Appreciated by Printers 95 | 
15a 8A, $3.00 14-POINT INLAND L. C. $1.50; C. $1.50 | 

REGOGNIZER SUPERIORITY 

Base of Justification Remarkable 938 | 

20a 10A, $2.80 12-PoOINT INLAND L. C. $1.45; C. $1.35 | 

BEST FIGURES FOR TABULAR WORK 

Ours are All Gast to Multiples of Spaces $12 

20a 12A, $2.50 : 10-PoINnT INLAND L. C. $1.25; C. $1.25 

LEARERS LINE WITH ALL JOB FAGES 

Provided Only Standard Line Type is Bought 641 

28a 16A, $2.25 8-POINT INLAND L. C. $1.10; C. $1.15 

HANDSOME DESIGNS SHOWN FOR MODERN PRINTING | 

| Supplied to Leaders of Fashion in Neat and Elegant Typography 73 

| 32a 18A, $2.00 6-PoIn?T INLAND L. C. $1.00; C. $1.00 \ 

QUIGK WORK POSSIBLE WITH OUR SYSTEMATIG MATERIAL i 

Labor-Saving and Ornamental Faces and Borders for Artistic Gompositors $58 H 

| i “HHA Hi Hi 

HH tin. | 
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| 

EDWARDS SERIES Oe | 

SHAPE | 
Finest o — 

 Enépave?! — 
| PRINT DARK 

Made Black 16 

~ UNIFORM LINE | 
Larée Demand 30



j 2p EDwarps series | 
we Se Patent Pending | 

8a 4A, $3.50 24-POINT EDWARDS L. C. $1.75; C. $1.75 

PERFEGT LINING | 
Accurate Features 72 ) 
10a 6A, $3.20 18-POINT EDWARDS L. C. $1.60; C. $1.60 

SYSTEMATIG FIGURES 
Uniform Width in Points 30 
15a 8A, $3.00 14-POINT EDWARDS L. C. $1.50; C. $1.50 

EXGELLENGE GUARANTEED 

Perfection in Standard Line Type 62 i 

20a 10A, $2.80 12-POINT EDWARDS L. C. $1.45; C. $1.35 | 

MORE EXTENDED USE FOR LEADERS 

Found Possible by Our Method of Gasting 85 

20a 12A, $2.50 10-POINT EDWARDS L. C. $1.25; C. $1.25 

PAGE-MAKERS IN LETTER DESIGNING i 

Supplying Models for Rival Goncerns to Gopy 90 

28a 16A, $2.25 8-POINT EDWARDS L. C. $1.10; C. $1.15 

SOME FEATURES WHIGH MUST NOT BE OVERLOOKED j 

Figures in Old Style Fonts are Made Uniform in Size and Line $82 

| 32a 18A, $2.00 6-POINT EDWARDS L. C. $1.00; C. $1.00 1 

EXTRA NIGKS DISTINGUISH OUR OLD STYLES FROM ROMANS | 

Small Gaps Letters Similar to the Lower Gase are Likewise Specially Nicked 48 \ 

witttt | 
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| | 
KELMSCOTT SERIES | 

| 
Popular Series 3 

| ANCIENT FACES | 
Excellent in Design 2 

| GRACEFUL INITIALS 
| Those used by Radtolt are 
| very ellective models#F14 

YE OLDE PERIOD LIKED 
Copies of the ancient book faces 

He OT eR eae



a! 
| 

oat | 
va | 

— oR KELMSCOTT SERIES : 
ey wre . i 

18a 9A, $3.20 18-POINT KELMSCOTT L. C. $1.60; C. $1.60 | 

Y i UNIQUE MODEL IS HANDSOME 
Earliest faces of type revived and given a 
cordial reception by artistic printers $F 70 
24a 12A, $3.00 14-PoINT KELMSCOTT L. C. $1.50; C. $1.50 | 

COMBINING OLD AND NEW FANCIES } 
s In type designs we aim to suit the tastes of each 
; school and individual, hoping to please all with i; 

an extensive variety of useful productions s¥ 32 ' 
| 

30a 15A, $2.80 12-POINT KELMSCOTT L. C. $1.40; C. $1.40 ii} 

READY TO SUPPLY THE CRAFT’S DEMAND | 

Owing to a large number of inquiries if we could furnish 
Mr. Morris’ famous style of letter cast on Standard Line, 

) we have concluded to do so, and herewith show specimens 
| of the type used on the books of the Kelmscott Press 9¥ 24 

} 

30a 16A, $2.50 10-POINT KELMSCOTT L.C $1.25; C. $1.25 | 

| IMPROVEMENTS ADDED WITH STANDARD LINING 
| As the matter set in this style of type is generally set solid, printers 

will be glad to know that the Kelmscott Series is decidedly unique 
in its class, because of the fact that in none of its sizes is there to be 
found a single letter that kerns, either at head, foot or sides s¥ $18 

35a 18A, $2.25 8-Pornt KELMSCOTT L. C. $1.15; C. $1.10 | 

SOME WORDS OF WARNING TO THE PRINTING FRATERNITY | 

Reports have come to us that the travelling salesmen of some of the foundries, in 
the trust as well as out of it, who have not yet adopted the Standard Line system, | 
are claiming that the houses they represent are casting Standard Line type. s¥s¥ i 
We would caution printers to be on their guard against any spurious product 350 fl 

aA 4 
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RADTOLT INITIALS 

SESE SE 

fl ATA fIE have copied these [fy fe HESE Initials are useful 
) i i Initials from books el i) Be etre 

A Alp rintedby Radio T ae 
who is said to have effect be used to embellish pages | 

been the first to print Initials set in other old style body letter 

Per Single Letter, 50c. 60-POINT RADTOLT INITIALS Font of 26 Letters, $10.00 

Ca Roe aay 2 5 | 

>) - f c oe 7 \ 

| EG | (Be LN HO | 
Per Single Letter, 40c. 48-POINT RADTOLT INITIALS Font of 26 Letters, $9.00 

| WAY Re RA Woe ae i a n D GIN) 

: | Per Single Letter, 35c. 36-POINT RADTOLT INITIALS Font of 26 Letters, $8.00 

| — 7 ts Pl PS fea ren | 
| B yee) iS ae 2 ie N | oy Ho | : ey MIN 

| DERE ER A BB BP AK 

i ——ta| VERY printer will be pleased ee | 
x |p Cs to see that the ancient style of S35 
x | BAT letter which was revived and @Sx | 
BX ipy ad) made so noted by Mr. Morris Rik 

weeweee and his Kelmscott Press, may | 
now be procured cast on Standard Line. eee | 

ELEPRPLVVPP LDP LRRD LAGE 
PRD BREE RR RB DR RS I I 
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; si 
Saint John Initials 

stl Per Single Letter, 50c 72-POINT SAINT JOHN INI! "| F f 26 Letters, $ | ul & 4 » . ie a SAID JOHN INITIALS ‘ont of 26 Letters, $11.00 

fn = --~C GS 5) 2 q ie) ages \ KG a O 6 @) 4 5 x 

che G4 RC a) % X ‘ \) | 

a 
q ya PB ‘ o LO \! BN Bi i 

= . ze } 
4 

joie e 
(Gc » Vg, 

4 3) */ } 

G 5 a ce | 

a Per Single Letter, 40c. 48-POINT SAINT JOHN INITIALS Font of 26 Letters, $9.00 | 

8 i 
( oN ews i by ca | 

\ oe oe ae 
: | 
M ») h zl. GC ES 6) 

F | 
: eS Py eC es | 
i =a) Y a a ck 7 CCU : mi | 

}



sin rinses | 

PRINTED — 

Bold Quaint 

 QORIGIDATES — 
Unique Models | 

 PODERN STYLE 
Beautiful Products 28 

Enterprising System



ee 
ii d @: Saint John Series | 
of) Cerne Patented Oct. 29,1895 
at 12a 5A, $3.50 24-POINT SAINT JOHN L. C. $2.00; C. $1.50 

STADDARD LIDING TYPE | 
Desired by Quick Compositors 17 : 
Speediest in Results Achieved | 

16a 6A, $3.20 18-POINnT SAINT JOHN L. C. $1.80; C. $1.40 

CUSTOMERS OF PRINTERS 
Novel Types Have Pleased Very Highly 36 | 

Secure Patronage of Tasteful People / 
5 | 

25a 9A, Pats PONE St Sane ©. $1.25 | 30a10A, wee Sa Rien: C. $1.10 

SERIES NOW POPULAR | BOvCOTT THE IMITATIONS i} 

Since the Saint John Series was i 
Encouraged bya very large first brought out by us, several i] 
demand two new sizes are other foundries have advertized i 

: added of this fine letter 15 | poorly executed copies of it $20 
ee ' 

34a 12A, urea See OEE G: ©. $1.00 40a 1DA, $2 Gene oar Guenor: ©. $0.90 | 

FOR MONEY-SAVING PRINTERS | ECONOMICAL STANDARD LINE BENEFITS 

The gain in the time it takes to set up | You oy diecard in your oes hans satriet 
St | d Li a d a it $ t ty purchase a bran new OUtTIE oO! andard Line 4 

amounts tomo than enough none MP Ser ting md a sd | 
year to pay for the total cost of the | outfit, find that your composing-room shows a 
type: throw away your old type 63 | larger profit than it has ever shown before 48 } 

All sizes of this series from 8-Point to 24-Point will be furnished to order t 

in fonts of 25 pounds and over, at second-class prices. i 

He aE 
: “ann HEA Hittin 
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Saint denn Oot | 

PRINTED 
—s« Bold Quaint 

ORIGINATES 
nique Models — 

| “TODERD' STYLE 
Beautiful Products 28 

Enterprising System  —



6 ASOD | 

pe Saint John Outline 
we Patent Pending 

2a 5A, $3.50 24-POINT SAINT JOHN OUTLINE L. C. $2.00; ©. $1.50 | 

STANDARD LINING TYPE 
Desired by Quick Compositors 17 | 
Speediest in Results Achieved | 

16a6A 
| 

» $3.20 18-POINT SAINT JOHN OUTLINE L, C. $1.80; C. $1.40 i 

CUSTOIMERS OF PRINTERS | 
Novel Types Have Pleased Very Highly 36 | 

. Secure Patronage of Tasteful People | 

MOST ARTISTIC OF OUTLINE STYLES 
Encouraged by a Large Demand Two Sizes are Added j 

) Appropriate Letter for Exquisite Job Work 15 | 

| 
| "COMBINING ART, BEAUTY AND wTiLITY Pi | 

; Enjoys Greatly the Success Achieved by the Inland Type Foundry | 

Modern Printer Gets the Benefit of Our Inventions 29 | 

oT pan 

) hes aM



Tudor Black Series O- 
Improved ene | 

i y 

Lining Type — 
| 

y | 
Mesirable 8 | 

Weekly Bargains — 

} Line System 5 | 

Easier “Boney Saving 
| Profits Assured 36 | 

oe Investigate “ievits ! 

Rnottiest Problems Solved 

Standard Line Type 12 |



i 

&) i 

NY oqp Tudor Black Series 
Wy ibang Improved ! 

ons 22a 8A, $3.20 18-POINT TUDOR BLACK L. C. $1.75; ©. $1.45 

( Pevtect Justification Made | 

UWlitbout any Cardboard or Paper 

| Thereby Saving Large Protits 

32a 10A, $2.80 12-PorInT TUDOR BLACK L. C. $1.60; C. $1.20 

Estimates Furnished on Application ; 

' Hrass Rule in Strips and Labor-Saving Fonts 

: Circles and Special Shapes to Order | 

9 
36a 12A, $2.50 10-PoInT TUDOR BLACK L. C. $1.40; C. $1.10 i 

Beautitul Art Ornaments and Original Borders | 

An Endless Variety to Select From tor Mewspapers 

Magazines and Finest Artistic Fob Work 14 

44a 14A, $2.25 8-PoInT TUDOR BLACK L. C. $1.30; C. $0.95 | 

t Finest of Work, Largest Profits and Pleasure Fourneys 

™, Are Some of the Many Advantageous Results of Standard Lining 

Enterprising Printers Mvestigate this System 23 

50a 15A, $2.00 6-POINT TUDOR BLACK L. C. $1.10; C. $0.90 | 

, All Small Cap Sorts Liable to be Confused With the Same Lower Case 

Characters thave an Extra Wick, Thereby Obviating Errors Common in Composition or 

Distribution; Anotber Advantage to Proprictor and Compositor 68 

Ge bce tyne ate eal ie weg ete ponte 

) mast CYAN a9 21s. | 

Mumma mmm MN | 
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POSTER voneh OLD STYLE oe j 

SUPREMACY 
That the type of J 
the Inland Type | 

i «636 Foundryisfinest = | 
h 6oallwilladmit2O Jf 

SCEE RIGURES ff 
#  NotethatallourOld § 

Style 12Ules are cast =| 
uniform in lining andy 

| eiicemsizeonecvery | 

ees



— SQfe® = POSTER FRENCH OLD STYLE 

STOTEMATIC: LINE | 
The value of our method | 
of lining every type face | 

1 has been acknowledged | 
: by all leading printers 36 | 

| SIMPLIFYING WORK | 

By means of our Standard Line 
| and Unit Set type printers can | 

secure a great saving of labor in | 
| the composing departments 49 

PROGRESS OF TYPOGRAPHY 
The Standard Line system is the greatest | 
step forward that has been made in the 

present century of type founding, and it | 
is very doubtful whether any additional 
improvement in the lining is possible 70 |



| 

POSTER palayiclaen No. 6 Oo: | 

| KNOWING MINDS 
Printers no longer allow 
dealers to sell them type F 

| that is cast by the moss- | 
backs on any old line 48 , 

I POINTS AND LINES i 
i = : ‘ 

1 lt is true that there is no real 
Hi value in any system of bodies 

I unless it forms a basis for an | 
1 ideal system of lining faces 15 | 

| WHEREIN THE MERIT LIES | 

| Even with point bodies the vexations 
| incident to the use of cardboard and | 

|| paper for justification cannot be done | 
| away with unless the faces are cast 
| on a truly uniform lining system $26 | 

ALL POSTER FONTS CONTAIN A DUE PROPORTION OF SPACES AND QUADS. |



| | By | ¢ 4) nt 

| 
Sw, QR POSTER GOTHIC No. 6 i 

We 4. iS | 
wy <4 irene So GyY | | 
Pound + 

25 pounds and over 14-POINT POSTER GOTHIC NO. 6 52c. per pound i 

MODERN STYLE OF GOFRIC i] 
N Not only are all our faces cast on Standard 

Line but they are all of the most approved | 
e modern cut, even the old stand-bys being | 

remodelled and improved in appearance 30 | 
\ il 

25 pounds and over 12-POINT POSTER GOTHIC NO. 6 54c. per pound i 

Hi 
3 BUY OUR STANDARD LINE LEADERS | 

They are made in four styles from 18-Point down to | 
g 5-Point; they will line not only with the Romans but ! 

also with all our job and display faces, a statement i 
which none of the old out-of-date houses can make 

| 25 pounds and over 10-POINT POSTER GOTHIC NO. 6 65c. per pound 

5 MANIFOLD ADVANTAGES OF OUR SYSTEM 

Printers recognize them at a glance, but were there no other 

] reason the fact that perfect justification can always be had 

: without cardboard or paper, and that no repeated trials are 

) necessary to obtain good results, is enough to satisfy all 65 | 

25 pounds and over 8-POINT POSTER GOTHIC NO. 6 80c. per pound 
id : 

OUR INNOVATIONS IN THE MANUFACTURE OF TYPE 

Such instant recognition and warm reception have been given to our | 

new methods that all doubts as to their expediency and success have 

been removed. There is not a single printer to whom these improve- 

| ments have been explained who has not heartily endorsed them $79 | 

25 pounds and over 6-POINT POSTER GOTHIC NO. 6 $1.00 a pound 

DO NOT CUT SPECIMEN BOOKS UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES 

This book is issued to our patrons to help them in making selections, and we would 

remind them that it is only necessary to give the Size, Name and Number, if any, of 

the Type, or Number of the Border, Cut or Rule desired, to insure the correct filling 

of any order. It is unnecessary to send lines, cuts or rules clipped from the book 315 

ALL POSTER FONTS CONTAIN A DUE PROPORTION OF SPACES AND QUADS. 
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POSTER a No. 1 oF | 

PHREHCT : 
Our Standard /f| 
Line meets all 

| lining needsG 

| § IMPROVED | 
i} $Lhefavorite plain } 
| faces are bettered | 
| on this system 12 | 

No imitations can reach | 
Standard Line in giving’ 

universal satisfaction 8
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Gj “Gy: POSTER ANTIQUE No. 1 
ww “ew! Fx i 
pound 25 pounds and over 18-POINT POSTER ANTIQUE No. 1 52c. per pound } 

The type system that enables 
printers to economize in work | 
e ° e | 

is sure to give large profit 53 | 

25 pounds and over 12-POINT POSTER ANTIQUE NO. 1 54c. per pound 

MONEY MADE BY LINOTYPES 

Some is made by help of the noted machine, | 
but there is another which is not so limited 
in its capacity for general usefulness, and is | 
recognized as our Standard Lineo’type $47 

25 pounds and over 10-POINT POSTER ANTIQUE NO. 1 65c. per pound 

SPECIALLY PROMINENT FEATURE 

Do not overlook the fact that 2-Point single or dotted i 
brass rules can be quickly justified in position to line | 
with every one of our Standard Line faces, and makes i 
the setting of legal or other blanks a pleasant work 38 

25 pounds and over 8-POINT POSTER ANTIQUE NO. 1 80c. per pound | 

AUGMENTED USEFULNESS OF OUR LEADERS 

Not only do the Leaders of each body line with every face we i 

make on the same body, but they can very readily be used in | 

connection with any Standard Line face cast on other bodies, | 

the justification for accurate lining being simplicity itself 216 i 

| 
25 pounds and over 6-POINT POSTER ANTIQUE NO. 1 $1.00 per pound | 

SPURIOUS IMITATIONS OF STANDARD LINE TYPE i] 
The perfection of our system was achieved only through many years of i 
patient study and experiment, and the type we cast is made to agree it 
with an elaborate, thorough and exact series of minute measurements I 
and steel dies, none of which are in the hands of the pirating houses 90 il 

ALL POSTER FONTS CONTAIN A DUE PROPORTION OF SPACES AND QUADS. { 

| 
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| 
POSTER LATIN ANTIQUE oO , 

FASHIONS | 
No better type | 

: ( 

designscanbe — 
— foundthanour | 
_  houseshows9 |. 

| DURABILITY | 
| Of ourtype willin 

all cases give the | 
Art Printer entire J 
satisfaction. Give | 

_ athorough trial 3
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4 @: POSTER LATIN ANTIQUE 
¥ Si QA | 

| LABOR-SAVING 
Printers will save their | 

 §=money by purchasing ! 
e Standard Line type to 
' expedite their work 48 

90a 20A 18-POINT POSTER LATIN ANTIQUE $12.50 | 

( OUR POSTER TYPE | 
All our type is cast Standard | 

. Line and all faces will line by 
the use of regular leads and | 
slugs. This letter is specially 

N available for poster work $15 
| 

e 160a 32A 12-PornT POSTER LATIN ANTIQUE $12.50 | 

| BOOK BINDERS INVESTIGATE 
t Our metal is a new composition, making i 

type more durable; it prints better and | 
gives finer results in electrotyping and 

C stereotyping, and embossing, than any 
other. This interests book binders, as 

3 our faces will resist more pressure 612 |
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Same POSTER IONIC qh: i 
FD %, teres ie ¥ 

90a 20A 18-POINT POSTER IONIC $12.50 

Not only will the adoption of | 
our system save enormously | 
in labor and produce a better | 
result, but as our material is | | 
more available for all classes 

| of work a great saving of $25 | 

| 150a 380A 12-POINT POSTER IONIC $12.50 

} : IS STANDARD LINE A SUCCESS? 

| i On January 1, 18938, we commenced doing . 

Hi] business; in February, 1895, we issued our Fy 
Hii first small specimen book, and to-day the 

Hi Inland Type Foundry is doing a business i ' 
HH] larger than any other foundry.ever worked 
i up in ten years. To what is this due if not 4 

| to our superior system of lining faces? 36 BE 
ith 

| I} | 
HI 25 pounds and over 6-PornT PostER IONIC $1.00 per pound 

USEFULNESS AND WORTH PROVED BY IMITATORS 

al The American type founders’ trust, while not willing to acknowledge its 

| indebtedness to a younger concern for the idea, has announced that it is i 

| making its new faces on a lining system. If it is a good thing for the new 

| productions does it not follow that it is better still for the standard Full- 

dat Faces, Antiques and Gothics? Next, after having ridiculed the idea, a 

| large Chicago foundry with almost unparalleled effrontery advertizes that | 
i its new faces are cast on ‘‘our’’ lining system, which it claims as original. 
} But neither of thestolen systems is correct. Standard Line is the result of 
| ten years of patient study and experiment, and when put into practice was 
| found perfect. The imitators do not seem to know all the requirements 40 

ALL POSTER FONTS CONTAIN A DUE PROPORTION OF SPACES AND QUADS. 
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r POSTER WOODWARD 

7 DELIGHTED 
» There is not one 
‘printer that has 
* no kind word for 
» Standard Line 8 | 

: UNIFORMITY | 
« Systematic material 

| can always be relied | 
- upon to secure best 
= results and give the 
= most satisfaction I5
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POSTER WOODWARD sO: 

STYLISH SERIES | 
For posters the printer | 
will not be able to get a 
more useful letter than 

| this Woodward face 20 

| PERFECT METHOD 

| Our Standard Line system is 
Hi the only one that can possibly 
Hi be devised to meet every one 
i of the many requirements the 
i true system has to satisfy 93 
| 

| SHUN FAULTY IMITATIONS | 
As there can be but one perfect lining 
system, we caution printers to beware 

| of so-called ‘“‘lining’’ faces put on the 
| market by the old foundries; they will 

be found to be a vexatious delusion 46
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a 
Cre Nexfo) ‘f op: POSTER WOODWARD 

Wy Patented Aug. 4, 1896 
Der pi 25 pounds and over 12-POINT POSTER WOODWARD 54c. per pound 

y 
) SECURE IDEAL IMPROVEMENTS 

For many years intelligent printers have felt 
ter and voiced the need of a systematic method 

of lining all the various type faces, but until 

t a the Inland Type Foundry came into the field i 
their calls for a reform in type-making have 

al fallen on the unwilling ears of old fogies 78 

2( 25 pounds and over 10-POINT POSTER WOODWARD 65c. per pound 

FOLLOWING US AFTER A FASHION 1 

ma Realizing at last the futility of ignoring further the | 

demand for a uniform lining system, the trust and | 
other founders have begun to experiment in this i] 

' direction, and are now offering abortive results to 
118 the printer, under the claim that their type is cast i} 
bl) in accordance with their new “lining”? system $10 | 

iy 
i 

ne 25 pounds and over 8-POINT PosTER WOODWARD 80c. per pound i 

h WHY NOT GET THE RIGHT KIND AT THE START? | 

Judging from their productions, these imitators are either too } 

9} ignorant to understand or too careless to meet all the require- i 

ments of the printer, and consequently their type has not the i] 

advantages possessed by ours. If you buy their type you will i 

soon have to throw it away and get the genuine Standard Line i 

" and Unit Set type. Our trade mark is on every package. 635 i 
| 

j 25 pounds and over 6-POINT POSTER WOODWARD $1.00 per pound | 

Ing DO THE IMITATIONS COMBINE THESE QUALITIES? l 

are The following are but a few of the features of our type: All Standard Line 

faces on any one body line with one another; they line with all our faces on } 

the other bodies with easy justification; the leaders of each body line with all 1] 
the Job as well as Roman faces on that body; the leaders can be readily 

il justified to line with all faces on other than their own bodies; 2-Point 
NI single or dotted brass rule is quickly lined with every face; every letter is 

df Unit Set. ‘‘Why buy the Second-Best when the Best costs no more?’’ 94 } 

ALL POSTER FONTS CONTAIN A DUE PROPORTION OF SPACES AND QUADS. 
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POSTER KELMSCOTT { 

Unique series caston 
true lining system for 

| first-class job letters5 | 

MORRIS’ STYLE 
| Peculiar type face revived 
| by the noted poet’s famous 
| Kelmscott Press books 30 

| MADE MORE USEFUL > 
| By reason of its being placed on | 

| Standard Line this face is better 3 
| than the other similar styles 16
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gj > Cp POSTER KELMSCOTT 
Yew FD | 
= 25 pounds and over 18-PoINT POSTER KELMSCOTT 52c. per pound 

The number and variety of faces that are | 
cast on Standard Line enable every printer | 
to buy the systematic type exclusively 24 

CHOICE COLLECTION OFFERED 
) In our specimen book may be found the cream | 

of the old familiar faces as well as the best and | 
| most stylish creations in original faces, borders | 

and ornaments suitable for every purpose s€ 71 

25 pounds and over 12-POINT POSTER KELMSCOTT 54c. per pound 

{ ONE VERY PLEASING FEATURE 
| The changing from the old systems to the point system of 

type bodies caused confusion and trouble in all cases, but i] 
( no such vexations follow the introduction of our Standard | 

Line type into printing offices now using point bodies $38 HI 
1] 

| 25 pounds and over 10-POINT POSTER KELMSCOTT 65c. per pound 

WORKS READILY WITH OTHER MATERIAL | 
While the most profit can be gained from Standard Line type by H 
using it exclusively, the printer will find advantages in it even in i 
the use of a single series, no trouble whatever being experienced in i 
working it in jobs with the ordinary type of the older foundries 50 

t 25 pounds and over 8-PoOINT POSTER KELMSCOTT 80c. per pound i] 

MAKING ATTEMPTS TO MEET THE INEVITABLE i| 

{ Finding that the general call for systematic lining type cannot be ignored, several | 
of the old foundries, unwilling to come to a young concern for the perfect system, | 
are now endeavoring to palm off ill-contrived “lining” systems of their own. Do i 

j we need to use strong language in putting you on your guard against them? $96 i 

ALL POSTER FONTS CONTAIN A DUE PROPORTION OF SPACES AND QUADS. | 
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Miland Type Foundry °@: STANDARD LINE TYPEWRITER 

Leads the Procession So wl 

ves Standard Line Typeox» | 
St. Louis, Mo., U. %. A. 

February 1, 1897 

TO THE PROGRESSIVE PRINTER: 

Dear Sir--We call your especial attention to our Type Metal, 

the result of years of careful research and experiment. This new 

composition we GUARANTEE to be harder, tougher and to wear longer 

than any other. Our equipment is the finest and most complete in 

the country, enabling us to turn out type, brass rule, etc, most 

accurately and promptly. All our tools are of our own design and 

built in our own shops, our casting machines being of an entirely 

new model capable of producing harder and more accurate type than 

those of other concerns. Remember ours is the only type foundry 

in the South and west of the Mississippi outside of the Trust. 

12-PoOINT TYPEWRITER Very truly: yours, 

90a 20A, including Spaces, $6.40 

L. C. $4.10; C. $2.30 INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 136 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. j
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z Cri Ney z Fraktur-Schritten 2G: » Moderne Garnitur 
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6-POINT GERMAN NO. 1 oT ret 8-PoInT GERMAN No. 1 

THE STANDARD LINING SYSTEM THE STANDARD LINING SYSTEM 

Gine hochit wichtige Neuerung in der Schrijtaieserei ijt da von Cine Hichft wichtige Neuerung in der Schvriftgieferei 
Be eel ate eu ccIae bee CLAD ae ee ae rte nee ift da8 von uns erfundene und guerjt in der Inland 
obigen Namen eingefiibrte Syitem gleicher Linie aller verfchiedenen Ty. RF ane als i n t es 

Schriften gleicher Groge gegenieitig unter einander. Gine fliichtige et) pou Cun unter : emt DO TOE omer eingefiihrte 
Ueberficht der verichiedenen Schriftproben der lesten Jabre seigt, Syftem gleicher Linie in allen verjchiedenen Schriften 
dag von allen Seiten die Nothwendigteit fiir die Uebereinjtimmung einer Grife gegenjeitigq unter einander. Cine fliichtige 
der verichiedenen Schriften in Linie erfannt und viele dDabingielende * : S : xe 

Verjuche gemacht worden find, die aber leider fammtlich als nicht pie: der es gaehera rie ae 

gureichend fich berausgeftellt haben. Alle unfere Schriften find auf aetgt, da bon allen Seiten te othiven HBLeL itr 
Standard Line gegofien und deshalb balten alle Schriften auf Uebereinftimmung der verjchiedenen Schriften in Linte 
felben Regel, jowobl Frattur wie Antiqua, ebenjo Curfiv und alle erfannt, und viele dabin gtelende Verjuche gemacht 
go. ieee otras ee ees oe worden jind, die aber leider alle als mor aureichend 
Sto DiClee OU e Ube IMO LOST BUS TGs 0A ce eee fich Herausgeftellt haben. Alle unfere Schriften find fie alle angufithren, und wollen wir nur dte folgenden erwabnen: . : , 
Man fann alle Schriften der verichiedenen Gattungen, ebenjo die aut Standard Line gegofjen und defhalb Halten alle 
bec piebeneat Sifiern obne alle el a ee in Schriften auf denjelben Kegel, jorwoh! in Fraftur wie 
eutimen Dructereten tonnen oeshalb fur veuticben uno erglichert in Antiqua, ebenjo Curfiv und alle fetten, halbfetten 

Sag diejelben Ziffern gebraucht werden. Lewteres ift bejonders bei por ye : : erie ‘ 
Tabellen ir Gijenbabnen, wo verichiedene Biffern in Wnvendung und Sierjehriften mit einander genaue Linie. Die 
tommen, von grogem Bortbell, elie - beriebiedenem Voraglige diejes Syftems find jo mannigfaltig, dak e3 

EE RUSTON TEL Yoh TLD aera CIC UE BET AVe atte unmiglich ijt jie alle angufiihren, und wollen wir nur gebracht werden, und da unfjere Spatien genau auf Bunkt-Syitem : nae < ’ . 
gegofien find, tOnnen diejelben bei nicht comprefien Sag leicht als die folgenden erwahnen: Man fann alle Schriften der 
Ee a Dap heyetone peas out biele Weife — 3 8. verjchiedenen Gattungen, ebenjo verjchiedene gilee 
pen Ee be RCS eae nt Dey Sencar ener Diet | at One ohne alle Miihe verwenden und defhalb bejonders in 

jtimmen alle Schriften in Qinte mit SrANDARD LEADERS, fondern - ps Ce ie 
find ebenfalls in genauer Uebereinitimmung mit den einfachen oder den deutichen Dructereien finnen fiir deutjchen und 
puntticten Ctiiettinion in dem ee ober as englijchen Sag diefelben Siffern gebraucht werden. 
eads und Normal-Quadraten. Tro der prattijehen Anwendung i 7 ; ii ; 
von leaders wird es hinwieder nothwenbdig, punttirte Stiiclinien Legteres Hui as bet ce fir oo 

| 3u gebrauchen, und dieje Neuerung, welche den Seger ermiglicht, | wo verjehie ere Biffern in mivendung fommen, von 
genaue Linie 3u halten ohne das Flicen mit Rartenpapier, wird grofem BVortheil. Selbft Schriften von verjchiedenem 

abcbefabijtimnoparstuvwry3 | abedefghijflmnopaqrstuvwrys 
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fraktur-Schritten Sq: Moderne Garnitur | 

4 a | 
9-POINT GERMAN No. 1 10-POINT GERMAN NO. 1 | 

THE STANDARD LINING SYSTEM | STANDARD LINING SYSTEM | 

Cine in der Schriftgieberei Hichft wichtige Cine bejonders wichtige Meuerung in Der 
Neuerung ijt das von ung erjundene und guerit Sehriftgieheret ift Das von uns erfundene und 
in Der Inland Type Foundry unter dem obigen 3uer{t in Der Inland Type Foundry unter | 

Namen eingefiihrte Gyftem derjelber Linie aller | Dem obigen Namen eingefithrte Syjtem gleiher | 
merieitenenes Sepiiten yee oe ares Linie aller verjhiedenen Schriften derjelben 

ee Ca as ae | Grope gegenjeitig unter einander. Cine flichtige | 

daf von allen Seiten die Nothwendigfeit fiir eine | Hebertiegt der oe ee 7: 
Uebereinftimmung der verjchiedenen Schriften in | fegten Sabre geigt, Daf von allen Seiten Ddie 
Linie erfannt, und viele dabin gielende Verjuche Nothwendigtert fitr die Uebereinjtimmmung der 
gemacht torbden find, die aber leider fammtlich | verjchiedenen Schriften in Linte erfannt, und 
al nicht gureichend fich erwiefen haben. Alle viele Dabin gielendDe Verjuche gemacht worden 
unjere Schriften find auf Standard Line gegojfjen find, die aber leider alle alS nicht zureichend 
und deshalb balten alle Schriften auf felben Kegel fich erwiejen haben. lle unjere Schriften find 
fowobl Sraftur wie Antiqua, ebenjo Curfiv und auf Standard Line gegofjen und daber balten 
alle fetten, halbfetten jowie auch Bierfebriften mit alle Schriften auf jelben Kegel jowobl Frattur 

einander genaue inte. Die Vorgiige des nenen wie Antiqua, Curfiv und alle ‘etten halbjetten 
Syftems jind fo mannigfaltig, DaB es unmiglich baer qi bi ferterel it ej , 5 
ijt, fie alle angufiibren, und wollen wir nur die und verfchiedene Zier}chriften mit einander genaue 
folgenden erwabhnen: Man fann alle Schriften | Linie. Die grofen Vorgiige diejes Syitems find 
Der verjchiedenen Gattungen, ebenjo verjchiedene jo mannigfaltig, dab e8 fat unmiglich iit, fie alle 
Biffern ohne alle Miihe verwenden und deshalb | angufithren, und wollen wir nur die folgenden 

abcbefabijf(mnopqrstuvwry3 | abcdefqbijflmnoparstuvwry3 
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Jraktur-Schriften 2p Moderne Garnitur 

ete 11-PoInT GERMAN No. 1 are 12-POINT GERMAN NO. 1 

STANDARD LINING SYSTEM STANDARD LINING TYPE 

Cine bejonders wwichtige Nenerwung in der Cine Hochit wichtige Neuerung in der 
ShrijtgieRerei ijt Das von ung erfundene und Schriftgieferet ift Das von ung erfundene 
guerft in der Inland Type Foundry unter und Zuerft in Der Inland Type Foundry 
dem obigen Namen eingefithrte Syjtem gleidjer unter obigen Namen eingefithrte Syftem 

Linie aller vericbiedenen Sebriften derjelben gleicher Linie der verfchiedenen Schriften 

oo sea es ae ae | einer Grdge gegenjeitiq unter einander 
eberfi er verjchiedenen Schriftproben der | le ; ee 

febten Sabre geigt, Da} von allen Seiten Die .. fliiehtige Ueberficht dev ver}chiedenen 
Nothwendigkeit fiir die Uebereinftimmung der Sehriftproben lester Jahre zeigt, dak 
verjdiedenen Schriften in Linie erfannt, von allen Seiten die Rothwendigfeit fiir 
viele Dahin zielende Verjuche gemacht worden ie Mebereiniti ut ie 
find, Die aber feider alle al nicht gureichend fich ote Veb Beet ‘9 Der ver)chi denten 
evtviejen haben. Wile unjere Schriften find auf | Seriften A ary uae rete 
Standard Line gegoffen und daber halten alle Pe gee ret eae: wee 
Schriften auf jelben Kegel, jowohl Fraftur wie fim , Ole aber leter alle a ungureichen 
Antiqua, Curfiv und alle fetten, halbfetten und fich herausgeftellt haben. tle umjere 
verjchiedene Rierfchriften mit einander genaue Schriften find genau auf Standard Line 
Linie. Die grofen Vorgiige diejes Syftems find | geqofjen und deBbhalb halten jammmtliche 

abedefgbijflimnopgrstuvwry; | abedefqbijflmnopaqrstuvwry; 
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| 24a 8A, $2.80 12-POINT GERMAN NO. 1 L. C. $1.60; C. $1.20 | 

1 Syjtematifche Buch- und Accideng-Schriften ausgeftellt I 
| Groge Auswahl der allerbejten Sorten $25 
it 

y i 30a LOA, $2.50 10-POINT GERMAN No. 1 L. C. $1.50; C. $1.00 , 8 

a} | Sindet moderne Verbefferungen in dem Gebiete der Typographie 1 

ai Erleichterte Arbeit fiir heutige Nachfolger Gutenbergs 36 

y i} 30a LOA, $2.40 9-POINT GERMAN No. 1 L. C. $1.45; C. $0.95 a 

| | Cleqantejte und (esbarjte Fraftur-SGchvift fiir Biicher und Beitungen x 

i Cin Triumph in der Kunjt des Stempelfehneiders 95 
5) ) z 

i i 36a 12A, $2.25 8-POINT GERMAN NO. 1 L. C. $1.40; C. $0.85 I 

| | Bujfriedenheit aller Dructer mit dem von uns eingefiihrten Linien-Syjtem | f 

1] Allgemeines Lob dex Schvriftfeber geigt defjen qrofen Werth 48 

42a 14A, $2.00 6-POINT GERMAN NO. 1 L. C. $1.20; C. $0.80 i 

Alles Flicfen mit Bapier-Spabhne im Fujtiven aweier Kegel mit cinander ift jest unndthig ; : 

Genaue Stimmung der Linien erziehlt ohne betannte Schwierigteiten 70 £ 

DDD GCKK< : 
, 

German Sull-Sace Spectmens 
| aK 

| 30a 10A, $2.50 10-POINT GERMAN FULL-FACE NO. 2 L. C. $1.45; C. $1.05 : 

HiHhft eracte Uchereinftimmung der Linien unferer Schriften S 

| Keine Wunsnahmen in dem gefanunten Sortiment 38 

H | 30a 10A, $2.40 9-POINT GERMAN FULL-FACE No. 1 L. C. $1.40; C. $1.00 | 
Hl 

Machfrage der modernen Drucfer fiir jyftematifehes Material 1 

| Gfonomie mit qutem Produft ijt ihy Wunfeh 95 | 
| 

| 

H | 38a 14A, $2.20 7-POINT GERMAN FULL-FACE No. 1 L. C. $1.25; C. $0.95. : 

| Die Vorgiige unferes SHftems find fo mannigfaltia, day es unmiglich ift fie alle 

angufiihren; eine ftrenge Unterfuchung ift dem VBuchdructer empfohlen 26 

38a 14A, $2.00 6-POINT GERMAN FULL-FACE No. 1 L. C. $1.15; C. $0.85 

Fndem fie in gleicher Linie ftehen, finnen in dentidhen Dructereien diefelben Siffern 1 

| fiir denticen und englifhen Sas fehr vortheilhaft qebraudht werden 40 } 

| INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 140 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. 
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@: Schwabacher Series 

“ 30a 10A, $2.80 12-POINT SCHWABACHER L. C. $1.70; C. $1.10 | 

lt Hdchft wichtige Wenerung ift dem Buchdrucker vorgeleat 
Das fyftematifche Giegen aller Cypenforten 28 

| 

Ms 40a 12A, $2.65 11-PoInT SCHWABACHER L. ©. $1.60; C. $1.05 | 

ih Alle unfere Schriften auf felben Hegel, obgleid) Untiqua, Kurfiv i 

oder Fraftur, ftehen miteinander in genauer Linie $93 1| 

" 40a 12A, $2.50 10-PoInT SCHWABACHER L. ©. $1.50; C. $1.00 } 

ia Hiffern und Jnterpunftion ftimmen in der Breite mit den Spatien 

Sind gleich dem Kegel auf Dunft-Syjtem gegoffen 46 

" 42a 14A, $2.40 9-POINT SCHWABACHER L. C. $1.40; C. $1.00 | | 

si Eine Ueberficht der verfchiedenen Probe-Blatter der lejten Jahre zeigt, daf 1 

die Mothwendiafeit der Linien-Uebereinftimmung erfannt war 510 | 
| 

; 42a 14A, $2.25 8-POINT SCHWABACHER L. C. $1.35; C. $0.90 

oe Doch haben fich die vielen dahingzielende Derjuche bis jest als nicht zureichend 

hergeftellt; die Ldfung des Problems ift uns nun gelungen 372 

2WaD Gc j | 

| 
Condensed German Yo. | | 

Qayo> | 

€ 42a 14A, $2.40 9-POINT CONDENSED GERMAN NO. 1 L. C. $1.40; C. $1.00 

et SAHrijten von verjhicdenem Kegel und von jeder Gattung fonnen mittels Cin- 

und Swei-Punft Durdhfidlug leidht in genaue Linie gebradt werden 36 | 

fn 42a 14A, $2.25 8-POINT CONDENSED GERMAN NO. 1 L. C. $1.30; C. $0.95 | 

il Ginjadhe und punftirte Meffing-Linien auf Zwei-Punkt Kegel ftimmen genau in i 

Linie mit unjeren Sdrijten im Gebraud von Normal-Durdjdlug 45 | | 

se 50a 15A, $2.20 7-POINT CONDENSED GERMAN NO. 1 L. C. $1.30; C. $0.90 | | 

ic alt Trok der praftijdhen Anwendung von punftirten OQuadraten wird ed dfters nothwendig, punttirte i 

f Meffing-Linien gu gebrauden, deren Qujtirung unter unjerem Sytem erleidtert ijt $70 | | 
| 

qs 50a 15A, $2.00 6-POINT CONDENSED GERMAN NO. 1 L. C. $1.20; C. $0.80 

fe Die Aufmertfamfeit der Buchdrucer ijt verlangt fiir die Proben unjerer Frattur=Sarift, welde 1 

Gattung wir fiir die feinfte und lesharjte halten, die nod je gejdnitten worden ijt 98 | | 

| 
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Journalist | 

— fnnoncen 3 

| Druckercien 
Dene Schrift ls — 

——Kraiftige Lettern 
Cagliche Zeitungen 36 

Schwartz-Kitinstler |
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( 2qp Preetorius Series 
w Cirarrsn S Patented Oct. 29, 1895 

“ 12a 5A, $3.50 24-POINT PREETORIUS L. C. $2.00; C. $1.50 

Moderne Weisen cingefiibrt 
Systematische Linie fiir Typen 10 

. Elegante verbesserte Schriften 
16a 6A, $3.20 18-POINT PREETORIUS L. C. $1.80; C. $1.40 

| Eine béchst wichtige Deuerung 
Nothwendigkeit der Webereinstimmung 24 

Guss der Schriften auf gleicher Linie 
25a 9A, $3.00 14-POINT PREETORIUS L. C. $1.75; C. $1.25 

Mannigfaltige Vorziige des neuen Systems 
Gelobt von jedem der mit demselben bekannt wird 96 

Alles Flicken mit Kartenpapier ist jetzt abgethan 

30a 10A, $2.80 12-POINT PREETORIUS L.C $1.70; C. $1.10 

Schriften von verschiedem Kegel ksnnen mittels 

Ein- und Zwei-Punkt Durchschuss in Linie gebracht werden 175 

Unsere Spatien sind genau auf Punkt-Breiten gegossen 

; 34a 12A, a deiaes ee olen C. $1.00 40a 15A, Ceol Su maeet ak: C. $0.90 

In deutschen Druckereien Kann man ice tee ie a se a - 
fiir Fraktur und Antiqua Satz die- | Linte mit standard Line Leaders, sondern sine 

slbenZitferngcbrausben, daunsere eugenics Mesa 
sdmmntlichen Schriften selben Kegels | in dem Gebrauch mit 2-Punkt oder 1-Punkt 

( auf gleicher Linie gegossen sind 48 | Durchschuss und Normal-Quadraten. $3579 

mM aman im Mmmm omm MM 
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D nh Sami 
Onsz eu) CONDENSED GOTHIC NO. 4 °@ a | 

ON GC. ‘ 

Manufactured by the Standard Type Foundry nae | ’ 

10a 6A, $4.75 36-POINT CONDENSED GOTHIC No. 4 L. C. $2.25; C. $2.50 : 

12a 8A, $3.35 30-POINT CONDENSED GOTHIC No. 4 L. C. $1.60; C. $1.75 

TIN TOYS for Grown Babies 7 
| 16a 10A, $3.05 20-POINT CONDENSED GOTHIC No. 4 L. C. $1.50; C. $1.55 

| SURE FAITH CURE for Unbeli I | 
20a 10A, $2.60 18-POINT CONDENSED GOTHIC No. 4 L. C. $1.40; C. $1.20 

| AMERICAN PATRIOTS Great Trouble 4 | 
ii 

Wa 

ii ' 30a 16A, $3.00 14-POINT CONDENSED GOTHIC No. 4 L. C. $1.55; C. $1.45 

ait . | 
Hill GOLDEN INDUCEMENTS Offered to Mechanics 96 
iit 
Bi ht 

i 12-PoINT CONDENSED GoTHIC No. 4 10-PoInT CONDENSED Gorutc No. 4 ( 
it 20a 15A, $1.85 L. C. $1.00; C. $0.85 40a 25A, $2.60 L, C. $1.25; C. $1.35 

| _ HANDSOME Proprietors 13 MANAGE MUSIC Equal as Well 9 

i } 8-POINT CONDENSED GOTHIC No. 4 6-POINT CONDENSED GOTHIC No. 4 
iy i 50a 380A, $2.30 L.C. $1.15; C. $1.15 50a 380A, $1.95 L. C. $0.95; C. $1.00 

Hi YELLOW FEVER IS Coming this Year 11 | COMPETITION SEASONED with Experiences 645 ; 

| CONDENSED LINING GOTHIC 
{ Manufactured by the Pacific States Type Foundry 

382A 12-POINT CONDENSED LINING GOTHIC NO. 5 $1.75 

ENERGETICALLY SPIN WITH BLOOMER GIRL DIPLOMATICALLY 1234 | 

10-POINT CONDENSED LINING GOTHIC No. 4 8-POINT CONDENSED LINING GOTHIC NO. 3 4 

| 40A, $1.50 BOA, $1.45 

| EMPHATICALLY MOUNT MY WHEEL 82 | THEORETICAL PROBLEM FOR THINKERS 198 

6-POINT CONDENSED LINING GOTHIC No. 2 | 6-POINT CONDENSED LINING GOTHIC No.1 
| 60A, $1.25 | OG6A, $1.25 

CLOUDS MAY FROWN AND THE WINDS MAY TWIRL 4563 | YEARS MAY COME AND THE YEARS MAY GO AND THE PLANETS 978 | 

\ 
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(j 2G CLARENDON and IONIC 
We coed Original 

£5 one 16A, $2.50 10-POINT CLARENDON L. C. $1.20; C. $1.30 

JUSTIFYING OF RULES IN LEGAL BLANKS 

Heretofore a Most Troublesome Part of Composition 12 

Resembles Child’s Play With Our System 

3 35a 20A, $2.25 8-POINT CLARENDON L. C. $1.10; C. $1.15 

] EVERY LETTER MADE USEFUL FOR SIDE-HEADS 

Restrictions of Choice to Special Faces Are Now Done Away With 36 

«i Standard Line Permits the Use of Any Series Selected 

OTHER SIZES OF THIS SERIES ARE SHOWN ON PAGE 71. 

| 
30a 18A, $2.50 10-POINT IONIC L. C, $1.20; C. $1.30 

4 PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL VARIETIES 

4 Large Assortment of Faces Made on Standard Line 40 

Refurnish Complete Up-to-Date Printing Offices | 

Qf 28a 16A, $2.40 9-PoInT TONIC L. C. $1.20; C. $1.20 

POINT SYSTEM IN EVERY DIRECTION 

Covering Bodies, Widths, Shoulders and the Lining 16 | 

rT Inland Type Includes Every Desirable Reform | 

35a 20A, $2.25 8-PoInT IONIC L. ©. $1.10; C. $1.15 

i LEADERS CAN BE USED WITH EVERY JOB FACE 
i. They are Not as Usual Restricted to Line Only With the Romans 82 

Wider Range of Usefulness Given on Standard Line System 

OTHER SIZES OF THIS SERIES ARE SHOWN ON PAGE 71. 

. Hux HAassssnH HHH 

15A 11-POINT DATINGTITLE $1.50 | 

3 ADHERENCE TO CUSTOM 

. DATE-LINE AND HEADING TITLES 

HOLDING TO THE FITTEST 98 
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MACFARLAND SERIES oy i 
Patent Pending Cremer } 

da 8A, $14.00 72-POINT MACFARLAND L.C eheer acc 

da 3A, $10.00 60-POINT MACFARLAND L. C. $3.80; C. $6.20 } 

Ba 8A, $9.00 54-PoInT MACFARLAND L. C. $3.75; C. $5.25 | 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 146 St. Louis, Mo., U.S. A.



( oe Seca point SERIES 

PRINTER 
3 Charmed 20 

MODERN > 
Enterprises 36 

) IMPROVING | 
Every Product 75 

| Better Appliances 98



BOR é 

MACFARLAND SERIES SG 

Desirable Feature Used 18 
14a 7A, $3.30 20-POINT MACFARLAND L. C. $1.65; C. $1.65 

PERFECT STANDARD 

| Meeting all Possible Demands 76 | 

I MODERN SYSTEM DEVISED 

| Printing Types are Highly Improved 40 | 

Wl 
| ' 20a 10A, $3.20 16-POINT MACFARLAND L, C. $1.50; C. $1.70 ; 

i SUPERIOR TYPOGRAPHY | 

| | Spoiled by Imperfect Lining Letters $52 | 

. i| 24a 12A, $3.00 14-POINT MACFARLAND L. C. $1.50; C. $1.50 

| ALL OUR TYPE ON UNIT SETS 

Thus Making Correct Spacing Easy Work 39 

| STANDARD LINE MAKES PROFITS 

Best Material for Money-Seeking Printers to Use 62 

Recognized by all Intelligent Type Buyers



| | 

a 
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My | 
N Cre Koy oe MACFARLAND SERIES 

We a é 
We aA Patent Pending II 

” 36a 16A, $2.50 10-POINT MACFARLAND L. C. $1.40; C. $1.10 
. 

j TWO CLASSES; THE BEST AND THE REST 

Our Products Embrace the First, All Others the Second 40 

q Supply Handsomest Faces on Lining System 
) 

10a 16A, $2.40 9-POINT MACFARLAND L. C. $1.30; C. $1.10 

‘ SYSTEMATIC TYPE PLEASES COMPOSITORS 

Greater Quantity of Work Accomplished by Using Our Make 95 

Immense Profits Assured on Any Kind of Work 

= 

i 14a 20A, $2.25 8-POINT MACFARLAND L. ©. $1.15; ©. $1.10 | 

FACTORS THAT MAKE UP THE TRUE POINT SYSTEM 

To Point Bodies Add Standard Line, Unit Sets and Well Cut Faces $83 

' Each Progressive Printer Should Investigate this System | 

| | 
18a 22A, $2.00 6-POINT MACFARLAND L. C. $1.05; C. $0.95 | 

4\ ALL OUR JOBBING AND DISPLAY TYPE CAN BE SET SOLID 

; Liability of the Descending Letters to Break Off is Overcome with Our Superior System 375 | 

Printers Can See that This in Itself is Quite an Important Feature | 

The 11-Point, of which this is a specimen, and the 7-Point, 

printed below, make the MacFarland the largest and most 

‘ complete series ever made for book and job printing. 
a The 7-Point and 11+Point sizes of the MacFarland Series are supplied only in fonts of 25 | 

pounds and over, at poster-font prices. All other sizes, from 24-Point to 6-Point, may 

also be had to order in multiples of the same quantity, at the same prices. 

SMALL CAPS’ SUPPLIED TO ORDER FOR THE 6-POINT, 7-POINT AND 8-POINT WEIGHT FONTS. 

: HHHH H HHHu H H | 
yHHHHH H 

H H H 
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| 
He \4 iH | MACFARLAND ITALIC oq 
i Patent Pending \s 

4 i)| 28a 14A, $2.50 10-POINT MACFARLAND ITALIC L. C. $1.30; C. $1.20 | 

| iH BE AMBITIOUS FOR AN ENTIRE OUTFIT 
} 5 FR : | 

| The variety of faces cast on Standard Line is now so 1 
: large that a complete printing office can be selected from 
é our specimen book. It is wise to have no type but ours in i 
ai your establishment, as the very best results are obtainable ; 

i) when no inferior material interferes with our system $25 

i Hh ; 

i | 34a 16A, $2.25 8-POINT MACFARLAND ITALIC L. C. $1.20; C. $1.05 

i NO EXCUSE FOR PURCHASING INFERIOR TYPE 

i Though the variety of type series cast on Standard Line and Unit : 
i it Sets is now sufficiently large to stock all printing offices with the best } 

i} | exclusively, we are constantly adding new faces to please printers and i 
! il | their patrons who desire novelties in this line, so that none need go to i 
TY the purveyors of the second-best for additions to up-to-date plants 60 i 
Hi eye) j 
i iil OTHER SIZES OF MACFARLAND ITALIC SERIES IN PREPARATION. 

ayHT| DDD Kccc ! 

FRENCH OLD STYLE 
BH oi 

| i Completes this Series. 9-POINT FRENCH OLD STYLE See pages 41-43, 62, 63 ] 

| SUPERIOR STANDARD LINING SYSTEM i 

| 1 One of the most important changes is our lining system. A glance ' 

} i at the specimen sheets issued during the past few years will show that i 

| a constant demand for something of this nature has led to ever recur- | 

i | rent attempts to solve the problem; but these efforts have been sporadic ; 

Wi and inconsistent, and failure to take into account all the conditions has 

rendered the results unsatisfactory. All our types are cast on “Stand- ; 

i iH ard” Line, including Romans, Italics, Titles, Antiques, Gothics, and 4 
! } all job faces, hence all faces on one body line with one another. The | 

i} advantages of this system are so many that it would be quite difficult to j 
| enumerate all of them. But among those which may be mentioned are: y 

bi That it is now possible to line any Italic or Title with any Roman; to i 
} use heavy job letter, figures or characters with different faces on the 

same job, as in railroad work; to have but one set of figures in German j 

} abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz i 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ& 

12345 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP 67890 | 

| | INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 150 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. 
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Or Neufa wajes a 

Gp Additions to Series | 
i Ke | 

ey tees! PATENT PENDING \| 

% 24a 15A, $2.50 10-POINT SKINNER NO. 2 L. C. $1.25; C. $1.25 | 

SIZES MADE TO COMPLETE SERIES 

0 Elegant Letter for Neat Menus and Circulars $28 

" Beautiful in Design and Superior in Finish 
M | 

le | 
5 24a 15A, $2.40 9-POINT SKINNER L. C. $1.20; C. $1.20 | 

THIS USEFUL BODY NOT OMITTED | 
Nine-Point Sizes Destined to be More Desirable 16 

: Are Included in the Majority of Our Series | 
THE OTHER SIZES OF THIS SERIES ARE SHOWN ON PAGE 81. 

it | 

' a ee ee | 
d | 
0 15A 8-POINT BRUCE TITLE No. 1 $1.25 | 

y OUR STANDARD TITLE LINE FONTS 1 

WE FURNISH NO LOWER CASE FOR THEM 30 i] 

TITLES SAME AS THE OLD TWO-LINES | 

204A 6-POINT BRUCE TITLE NO. 4 $1.00 | 

STANDARD TITLE LINE FACES HAVE UNIFORM SHOULDER AT BOTTOM | 

" | ON ALL SIZES FROM 6-POINT UP TO 14-POINT THE BOTTOM SHOULDER IS ONE POINT 

WHILE ON ALL SIZES FROM 16-POINT UP TO 60-POINT IT IS TWO POINTS $45 | 

- THE OTHER SIZES OF THIS SERIES ARE SHOWN ON PAGE 79. 

al | 
| 

c 30a 16A, $2.00 5-PoInT FULL-FACE No. 1 L. C. $1.00; C. $1.00 | 

s ALL OUR DISPLAY FACES ARE SUITABLE FOR SIDE-HEADS 

. Printers are Charmed to See Them Line With all Our Romans and Italics 20 

j Commend the Excellent Features of Standard Line Material | 

; THE OTHER SIZES OF THIS SERIES ARE SHOWN ON PAGE 66. | 

262 10A, $2.50 10-PoInT FULL-FACE SCHWABACHER L. C. $1.45; C. $1.05 

, Bedeutendse Kortichvitte int Giejzen Ser Schrift | 

Reauldves Sytem fiiv Cinien und Dicken cinacfiihrt 45 

Viele widsviae Wrbeit ijt jetzt Semt Setzer evfpahrt 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 151 St. Louis, Mo., U. S.A. | 
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HH COMMERCIAL SCRIPT op. 
| | a | 
i | HH 9a 4A, $12.00 48: POINT COMMERCIAL SCRIPT L. C. $5.75; C. $6.25 | 

i) Oteganl Lrutings | 
Hi | ; ie 

| ; 
\ i : t 

| bw Liige G ted y | 

Hh Or : oy ; is | 

| a winishe Qupwited Dy fes 

| A@utandi Doduch 9¢ | 
| eae ) /)e f) © : 

Diplo WV fer C COMOMIG OLS | 
; LOT ff J Pee f° 7 Yj 

| His face, bhke all bess 

| made by Ua Mouse, tb vast — 

| en uniform tne Yuntl IM | 

| ee cee eg CS as vcs on suave
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| 1 
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— | 

se a Fy mast? at | “(Dp lp BRANDON SPECIMENS 
Seam Es PATENT PENDING SanENTER 

EACH SIZE OF 

BOTH FACES HAS A i 

DIFFERENT NICK i 

FIGURES FOR | 

6-PoINT BRANDON i 
Nos. 2 anv 3 
25C. PER FONT ; 

; Mr. JAMES R. LITCHFIELD | 

INDIANAPOLIS | 

i 
BRANDON 

6-PoInT No. 3, 16A, $1.00 

Mrs. BENJAMIN Scorr HAMPTON CARD LETTER 

6-POINT NO. 2, 20A, $1.00 

LIKE ENGRAVED | 
6-PoInT No. 1, 22A, $1.00 i | 

I 

THURSDAYS THIRTY-EIGHT ELGARD PLACE 

BRANDON GOTHIC | | } 

6-POINT NO. 2, 20A, $1.00 | 

NEAT ADDRESSES i 
Miss ISABELLE FORESTER 

6-POINT No. 1, 24A, $1.00 } 

FOUR Sizes 12-POINT 
“BRANDON UNDER WAY 

648 SUNFLOWER AVENUE | 

Me Shee 
i 
} 

RICHARD K, BREWSTER 

AGENT 

ELZEVIR PRINTING HOUSE Gas UV RNOOTPE ELGAR: 
326-328 MARINE ST. 

CINCINNATI KANSAS CITY 
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Records 2 
PRINTER 

Save Work 5 
LINING TYPES 
Help to Printer 16 

~ QUICK SETTING — 
Material for Speed 38



) Sams 

k Oy. STUDLEY SERIES 
y \eatterense® Patent Pending } 

ae $3.50 24-POINT STUDLEY L. C. $1.60; C. $1.90 

e 

Best on Standard Line 40 
| 15a 9A, $3.20 18-POINT STUDLEY L. C. $1.60; C. $1.60 

ENHANCE USEFULNESS | 
| Our Methods of Casting Type 25 

18a 12A, $3.00 14-Pont STUDLEY L. C. $1.45; C. $1.55 

WIDTH OF FIGURES IS UNIFORM 

Are Multiples of Spaces and Point Set 63 | 

22a 15A, $2.80 12-POINT STUDLEY L. C. $1.35; C. $1.45 

COMPOSING ROOM YIELDS PROFITS | 
Through the Medium of Standard Line Faces 72 | 

26a 16A, $2.50 10-POINT STUDLEY L. C. $1.25; C. $1.25 

USE OF DOTTED BRASS RULE SIMPLIFIED 

Secures Quick Justification of Same in Blank Work 58 | 

28a 18A, $2.25 8-POINT STUDLEY L. C. $1.05; C. $1.20 

SCIENTIFIC GRADATION OF NEWLY-CUT TYPE FACES I} 

| Possible Only When Designed for the True Standard Line System 46 

a pide THE ES i ecee es OF TYPE hee 

Desires of Printers Considered Exclusively in the Production of Our Material 30 

— HAS HHH nHHHH H H H H H 
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GOTHIC No. 8 SERIES ii y 

Original ae” 

Coins 5 

Benefits 4 

Good Result 6 

NEW DESICN 

Latest Offering 12



] 
| 

| Kms 

t o> GOTHIC No. 8 SERIES 
) | Cae Original 

9k 5A, $3.50 24-POINT GOTHIC NO.8 L. C. $1.75; C. $1.75 

Desirable Product 98 
14a 8A, $3.20 18-POINT GOTHIC NO.8 L. C. $1.60; C. $1.60 

4 } 

| Remodel Popular Gothic 15 
20a 12A, $3.00 14-POINT GOTHIC NO.8 L. C. $1.50; C. $1.50 | 

| LARCE SIZES ON POINT SETS 

Most Complete Series of Gothic 36 

12-PoInT GOTHIC NO. 8 10-PoInT GoTHIC No.8 

25a 15A, $2.80 L. C. $1.40; C. $1.40 28a 16A, $2.50 L. C. $1.25; C. $1.25 

UNIFORM SETS HANDSOME FACE 

Widths Regulated 18 | Useful Gothic Recut 72 

Best System Nicely Graded 

9-POINT GOTHIC NO. 8 8-PoINT GOTHIC NO. 8 

30a 18A, $2.40 L. C. $1.15; C. $1.25 34a 20A, $2.25 L. C. $1.10; C. $1.15 

DESIRABLE BODY CRUDITIES REMOVED 

Nine-Point a Good Size 24 | Heavy Design Very Graceful 46 

Proven Necessary Irregularities Avoided 

6-POINT GOTHIC NO. 8 5-POINT GOTHIC NO. 8 

38a 22A, $2.00 L. C, $1.00; C. $1.00 34a 20A, $2.00 L. C. $1.00; C. $1.00 

FIGURES CAST ON POINT SETS UNIFORM THROUGHOUT THE SERIES 

Modern Feature of this Gothic Series 50 Largest, Smallest and the Intermediate Bodies 

Are Point System Each Way 5-Point Exact Copy of 60-Point 

42-POINT, 54-POINT AND 72-POINT SIZES IN PREPARATION. 

HG HH 
HH H ~aHtHH Hf 
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TITLE GOTHIC No. 9 O: \ 

ORIGINAL Caner” 

HANDSOME 

FINE GOTHIC 48 

USEFUL SERIES 
LIKED FOREVER $10



| Ts 
m ¢ ‘O- TITLE GOTHIC No. 9 

| rere ORIGINAL | 

t oor 16-POINT TITLE GOTHIC NO. 9 $1.80 

12A 12-POINT TITLE GOTHIC NO. 9 $1.50 

BODY, LINE AND WIDTH | 

METHODICAL ARRANGEMENT 26 | 

| 16.4 10-POINT TITLE GOTHIC NO. 9 $1.40 

| STANDARD TITLE LINE GOTHICS 

FURNISHED WITHOUT LOWER CASE $18 

16A 9-PoInT TITLE GoTHIC No. 9 $1.35 

FAVORITE OLD-TIME TYPE RECUT 

GREATLY IMPROVED A POPULAR DESIGN 30 

8-POINT TITLE GOTHIC NO. 91 8-POINT TITLE GOTHIC NO. 92 

18A, $1.25 224A, $1.25 

PLENTY OF SIZES UNIFORM STANDARD 

| FIFTEEN ARE SHOWN 45° SYSTEM ON BEST BASIS 72 

6-POINT TITLE GOTHIC No. 91 6-POINT TITLE GOTHIC NO. 92 

22A, $1.00 24A, $1.00 

LARGEST SERIES OF COTHICS PERFECTION IN EVERY DETAIL 

} MOST COMPLETE EVER ISSUED $90 UNIFORMITY RULES THROUCHOUT 36 

| 6-POINT TITLE GOTHIC No. 93 6-POINT TITLE GOTHIC NO. 94 
24A, $1.00 25A, $1.00 

| LINING AT TOP AND AT BOTTOM ELEGANT ADVERTISEMENT GOTHIC 

ONE FEATURE OF THIS SUPERIOR FACE 28 SERVICEABLE SERIES FOR BOLD DISPLAYS $14 

EVERY SIZE OF 6-POINT IS CAST WITH A DIFFERENT NICK 

36-POINT, 48-POINT AND 60-POINT SIZES IN PREPARATION. 

HA by Be 
Hie PH 
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Inland Page Ornaments if 
Electrotyped on Solid Metal Bodies | 

Ne Sig 

t y “4 

j BR: Seer 
COE & 

| a 5 | 
SEA MENS Oe. | 
SS KY | 
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| op: SHERIDAN ANTIQUE 1 
Manufactured by the Standard Type Foundry 

Sa 4A, $3.50 24-POINT SHERIDAN ANTIQUE L. C. $1.75; C. $1.75 | 

| Are Lining Faces 32 | 
I 

12a 6A, $3.30 20-POINT SHERIDAN ANTIQUE Cs $1.60; C. $1.65 | | 

Lining Without Trouble 6 | 
1] 

16a 8A, $3.20 18-POINT SHERIDAN ANTIQUE L. C. $1.70; C. $1.50 | 

COSTS YOU NO MORE 
| 

Another Reason for Buying 493 

28a 18A, $2.80 12-POINT SHERIDAN ANTIQUE L. C. $1.35; C. $1.45 | 

STANDARD LINING TYPE ALWAYS 1 
| Better Looking Printing will be the Result 920 1 

1 
28a 16A, $2.50 10-POINT SHERIDAN ANTIQUE L. C. $1.25; C. $1.25 

THE MOST BENEFICIAL INNOVATION | 
} 

Ever Introduced in the Printing Trade for Years 876 I] 

| 
8-POINT SHERIDAN ANTIQUE 6-POINT SHERIDAN ANTIQUE lf 

| 36a 20A, $2.25 L. C. $1.15; C. $1.10 | 36a 24A, $2.00 L. C. $1.00; C. $1.00 1 

A BOON TO PRINTERS ALL SIZES MADE TO LINE || 
Is the Standard Lining System 90 | Wonderful Accuracy is Achieved 29 | 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 241 St. Louis, Mo., U. S.A. 
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CONDENSED OLD STYLE 5G: i} 

Manufactured by the Standard Type Foundry Cine 

Rie LY PE 
HH 

| Finest Product 53 
Hil 

6a 4A, $3.90 12-Fomw Coxpanexn um Smvix No.1 1, 6.81.45; 0.98.15 | 

| MODEL LINING 
Hy : at J 

| Printers Charmed 96 rinters Charmed 96 

SY SIEM LIKED / 
| , | 

| Standard Material 48 
| INLAND TyPE FOUNDRY 242 St. Louis, Mo., U. S.A.



| 
| 

| oy CONDENSED OLD STYLE | 
eee! Manufactured by the Standard Type Foundry 

12a 6A, $3.75 30-POINT CONDENSED OLD STYLE No. 1 L. C. $1.85; C. $1.90 

LEADING EXAMPLES | 
Perfected Methods are Found 
20a 10A, $2.45 18-POINT CONDENSED OLD STYLE NO. 1 L. C. $1.30; C. $1.15 

STANDARD LINING SYSTEM 
Greatest Advance of Present Century 86 | 
40a 25A, $2.90 12-POINT CONDENSED OLD STYLE NO. 1 L. C. $1.45; C. $1.45 

TWENTIETH CENTURY TYPE NOW AT HAND 

Establishing a Lining System for the Coming Generations 68 

40a 20A, $2.15 10-POINT CONDENSED OLD STYLE No. 1 L. C, $1.15; C. $1.00 

HERALDING THE TRIUMPH OF PRACTICAL IDEALS 

Progressive Men Overcoming the Influences of Stupid Conservatism 45 

| HHH i HHH 
EXTRA CONDENSED No. 2 

Manufactured by the Standard Type Foundry 

20a 12A, $2.45 18-PoOINT EXTRA CONDENSED NO. 2 L. C. $1.25; C. $1.20 

| PARIS NOW SURPASSES ALL CITIES in Publishing Daily Newspapers 4 
| 26a 15A. $2.25 14-PoINT EXTRA CONDENSED NO. 2 L. C. $1.10; C. $1.15 

GOLD GRABBERS FROM FOREIGN LANDS are Jubilant over Future Interest 82 

200208, 82.35 E.0.81,10;6. 81.95 | 40n25A,82.05 L-C.81.35; 0. 81.30 
1 REMEMBER YOUR DAYS when Fortune Smiles 3 | APTER WINTER'S BLASTS Sweet Spring Appears 6 

INLAND TYPE FounoRy 243 St. Louis, Mo., U.S. A. |



IROQUOIS SPEGIMEN oq. 
Qe treme es) 

NO tyes 
6a 3A, $6.50 36-PornT IROQUOIS L. C. $3.25; C. $3.25 

8a 4A, $5.50 30-Porn?T IROQUOIS L. C. $2.80; C. $2.70 

10a 5A, $4.50 24-Pornt? IROQUOIS L. C. $2.40; C. $2.10 

| NIGEBST Beauties 
12a 6A, $3.30 18-PorInT [ROQUOIS L. C. $1.75; C. $1.55 

> GOLUMBIAN — 
ty e 

i Great Gelebration 1893 
itt 

i 18a 10A, $2.40 12-PornT IROQUOIS L. C. $1.30; C. $1.10 

Hy STANDARD LINE TYPE 

AIT) Saves Both in Time and Money 32 4 

yl i 20a 14A, $2.35 10-POINT IROQUOIS L. C. $1.25; C. $1.10 

iI FINEST PRODUGTIONS 

Ever Given to the Printing Fraternity 
Hy 

I] 30a 15A, $2.10 8-PoInT IROQUOIS L. C. $1.20; C. $0.90 

ELEGT TRUSTY PUBLIG SERVANTS 

Honored Aldermen and Gounty Gommissioners 756 

40a 20A, $2.40 6-POINT IROQUOIS L. C. $1.35; C. $1.05 

NOTHING SUGGEEDS LIKE SUGGESS 

Only High Glass Material Used in Manufacturing this Type 

4 
innHHl rH Hi Hi HAs: 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 244 St. Louis, Mo., U. S.A. | 
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| | 

| O- CONDENSED IROQUOIS | 

Three Beginners 5 

| GLADLY FURNISH | 
Free Specimen Books 

| ALL BODIES POINT 
: All the Faces Standard Line | 

Stylish in Design 48 | 

| GHEAPEST WORK QUIGKEST —S—| 
Obtained by Use of Standard Line | 
Grand System Saves Labor 87 | 

Attell |



Vn 

CLEVELAND SERIES 
Manufactured by the Standard Type Foundry Cerrene 

| SENATOR CARLISLES 
i GOLD BEARING 
li THE MINUETTE DANCE INTHE 
| COURT OF WASHINGTON 

I 20A 12-POINT CLEVELAND $2.30 

| MONARCHS BREATHE HARD IN THE 

BRAZILIAN REPUBLIC SURE 

SOMETHING PLAIN AND DURABLE FOR HIGH CLASS 
DESIGNS FOR SECULAR OR RELIGIOUS USE 

we MUST ALL FILE ae Fhe cue NARROW hice 4 

OF PAIN--FEAST AND YOUR HALLS ARE CROWDED j



| | 

ARD | 
Sel I 

Coe): Key | 

oq: CLEVELAND SERIES | 
d S. 

Manufactured by the Standard Type Foundry | 

} 380A 6-POINT CLEVELAND NO. 4 $1.50 } 
14 

YOU MUST DRINK LIFE’S GALL--THERE IS ROOM IN THE HALLS OF | 

PLEASURE--FOR A LONG AND LORDLY TRAIN--BUT ONE BY ONE 

B0A 6-POINT CLEVELAND NO. 3 $1.25 | 

\ BE GLAD AND YOUR FRIENDS ARE MANY--BE SAD AND YOU ‘LOSE THEM ALL-- ' | 

THERE ARE NONE TO DECLINE YOUR NECTARED WINE--BUT ALONE 

\ B30A 6-POINT CLEVELAND No. 2 $1.25 

} SING AND THE HILLS WILL ANSWER--SIGH AND IT'S LOST ON THE AIR--THE ECHOES Wy 

! BOUND TO A JOYFUL SOUND--BUT SHRINK FROM A VOICING CARE | 

BOA 6-POINT CLEVELAND NO. 1 $1.15 

LAUGH AND THE WORLD LAUGHS WITH YOU--WEEP AND YOU WEEP ALONE--THIS GRAND OLD EARTH | 

MUST BORROW ITS MIRTH--IT HAS TROUBLE ENOUGH OF ITS OWN 

1234867800 1234567890 1234567890 1234567890 1234567890 } 

RL | 
N NEN Niece H H | 

| 
| 

HAYES SERIES 
Manufactured by the Standard Type Foundry 

8a 6A, $5.60 30-Pornt HAYES L. C. $1.90; C. $3.70 | 

3 o-9X | 

Grand and Beautiful | | 
| ; | 

| 12a 8A, $4.80 20-PoInT HAYES L. C. $2.00; C. $2.80 

iF j Employment of the Bankers | 
| 

| | 
16a 14A, $3.55 14-POINT HAYES L. C. $1.50; C. $2.05 | 

f : ue ‘ | They Appreciated a Grand Article | 

20a 16A, $3.75 12-PoINT HAYES L. C. $1.75; C. $2.00 

. " 7 o , n ~ Have You One of Our New Stoek Catalogs? 
| 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 247 St. Louis, Mo., U.S. A. |



DONNA JANET FRANCES 
| -henriCingue of trance 

| GRAND COLUMBIAN INSTITUTION 
| Spanish Catalonia Milanese | 

| GOVERNMENTAL RAILROAD CORPORATION 
| India Empress and Queen of Britain and Ireland | 

INGLOMANIACS ON ANGLICISMS AND ENGLISH DUDE DUDEENS 
Germanic Confederation Kaizer Wilhelm Emperor of Germany | 

Haeattl HHtsoattl 7



| 
| 

» | 2@p: ARTHUR SERIES 
eee” Manufactured by the Standard Type Foundry 

BA 48-POINT ARTHUR $6.75 

BA 36-POINT ARTHUR $5.00 

4A 24-POINT ARTHUR $3.25 } 

HUN Le ax | 
5A 18-POINT ARTHUR $2.75 

8A 12-POINT ARTHUR $2.25 

MHeAM LD CL ees 

10A 10-POINT ARTHUR $2.00 

= {> Sj) 0 Se I Sy 2 0 SS 

12A 8-POINT ARTHUR $1.75 

RAMPANT. @GoMnM1 Uy Nise s 

15A 6-POINT ON 8-POINT ARTHUR No. 1 $1.50 

HE CosmMoOroLllrAN -F- AMY TING: 

} 

| womb | 
| INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 249 St, Louis, Mo., U.S. A. |



1 
| @LDUS ITALIC SERIES @: 
\| Manufactured by the Pacific States Type Foundry | \ 

| 15a 7A, $3.25 24-POINT ALDUS ITALIC L. C. $1.75; C. $1.50 

i INLAND FOUNDRY 

Carries full stock of Type, | 
| : 
| Presses and Supplies of all 
it 
Hl) ° e ° 

| kinds for up-to-date Printing 
| j 20a 8A, $2.50 18-PoOINT ALDUS ITALIC L. C. $1.25; C. $1.25 | 

TRIUMPHANT STANDARD 

| Line continues to meet with approval 
i! : 
| of Printers Who Work for Profit. It 
i . 

i has come to stay ano enrich 1234567 

| 30a 12A, $2.00 12-POINT ALDUS ITALIC L. C. $1.10; C. $0.90 i 

i FINE POINTS IN STANDARD LINE 

| dre too many to admit of adverse criticism. €ny | 
| one using it is charmed with its utility, and never 
} fails to recommend what is considered 1234567890 

| 40a 10A, $2.00 10-POINT ALDUS ITALIC L. C. $1.25; C. $0.75 

ARTISTIC COMPOSITORS CHARMED 

: Aldus Italic Was designed to furnish Printers with a neat, 
tasteful letter for Circular and Blank Work. Those who 
handle it are delighted with its adaptability $9078764328 

i] 2 AABBDDEEFJ UMN NPPRRdalIthngch x 

| HAwe ant 
| INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 250 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. 
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{ 
| 

| Orsi Keusa | Gp: VICTORIA ITALIC | 
Manufactured by the Pacific States Type Foundry | 

8A 30-POINT VICTORIA ITALIC NO, 2 $3.75 

| 
8A 30-POINT VICTORIA ITALIC No. 1 $3.25 

GOLD. PA Fees | 
8A 24-POINT VICTORIA ITALIC $3.00 | 

12A 18-POINT VICTORIA ITALIC No. 2 $2.50 | 

THE SIANLARD 2inNes | 
12A 18-POINT VICTORIA ITALIC NO. 1 $2.25 

14A 12-POINT VICTORIA ITALIC $2.00 

ELEGANT TYPE NOW DISRLAY ED 

16A 10-POINT VICTORIA ITALIC $1.75 

GRANDER ASSORTMENT OF DISPLAY TYPE 

24A 8-POINT VICTORIA ITALIC $2.00 

ARTISTIC JOB FACES THAT MAKE FINE PRINTING 

6-POINT VICTORIA ITALIC No. 22 6-POINT VICTORIA ITALIC NO. 23 

24A, $2.00 24A, $1.75 

LATEST PRINTING MACHINES | EXCELLENT SPECIMEN PRINTING 

6-POINT VICTORIA ITALIC NO, 24 | 6-POINT VICTORIA ITALIC NO. 25 
BOA, $1.75 | 30A, $1.75 

ORIGINATE BORDERS AND ORNAMENTS | MATERIAL FOR LARGE COMMERCIAL JOBBING 

EACH SIZE ON 6-POINT HAS A DIFFERENT NICK. 

H wHHA AHA AA aaa ‘ H 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 251 Sr. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. 
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Sam 

| SPECIMEN OF SIERRA 2@p ‘ 
} Manufactured by the Pacific States Type Foundry eens 

5a 4A, $7.50 48-POINT SIERRA L. C. $3.00; C. $4.50 

Sa 5A, $5.50 36-POINT SIERRA L. C. $2.75; C. $2.75 

SURGBASE 

lik 10a 8A, $3.50 24-POINT SIERRA L. C. $1.50; C. $2.00 

i 

GOLUMBIAN BRAS 
i} 

| Turn Bverybody Out 2 
| 16a 10A, $3.50 18-POINT SIERRA L. C. $1.60; C. $1.90 | 

KEEP TONGUB HOME | 
e 

| When the Mouth is Glosed 8 | 
i 

ii) 20a 16A, $2.75 12 POINT SIERRA L. C. $1.25; C. $1.50 | 

i SEE DOGTORS AND PRBAGHBRS 
| Gycle Together and Grow Healthier 42 

| 26a Niue Sista ee aimee itad/Cuais 30a Heian eerie Oeine 

lt MAY DBGBSNBRATE BRAGGING ANCESTORS 
| Antedates Greatly $60 | There is Such Reversion 713 

36a 24A, $2.15 6-POINT SIERRA L. C. $1.00; C. $1.15 \ 

STANDARD LINB SUPERIOR 

| Hi Display Type Supplied Printers 56 Hi 

Fl Hit, onnHH th | 
INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 252 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. |



\| 

| oqp: GRACILIS SPECIMEN | 
Manufactured by the Pacific States Type Foundry | 

Ta 4A, $6.00 48-POINT GRACILIS L. C. $2.50; C. $3.50 | 

8a 4A, $5.00 42-POINT GRACILIS L. C. $2.50; C. $2.50 

10a 5A, $4.00 36-POINT GRACILIS L. C. $2.00; C. $2.00 | 

HUNDRED Miners 25 
30-POINT GRACILIS 24-POINT GRACILIS 

12a 6A, $3.50 L. C. $1.70; C. $1.80 16a 8A, $2.85 L. C. $1.50; C. $1.35 | 

: 
Grand Time 9 Hand Pet Aims 30 | 

18-POINT GRACILIS 14-POINT GRACILIS | 

24a 12A, $2.75 L. C. $1.50; C. $1.25 30a 15A, $2.75 L. C. $1.50; C. $1.25 

MODEST BLONDE MARK ATTENTIONS 
Bounds Entranced 75 Each Charmer Thanked 32 

12-POINT GRACILIS 10-POINT GRACILIS | 

30a 15A, $2.40 L. C. $1.25; C. $1.15 42a 20A, $1.90 L. C. $1.00; C. $0.90 

SEEK ANGELIC QUEENS ——~POLICEMEN PEACEFUL THINGS 

Attire Belles of the Evening 90 | Guests Become Gentle and Hilarious 54 | 

50a 24A, $1.80 8-POINT GRACILIS L. C. $0.95; C. $0.85 i 

LOU FLAHERTY MARRIED MARY MURPHY | 

4 Attended Wedding Proved a Crowning Success 86 H 

HHH wat HHH 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 253 St. Louis, Mo., U.S. A.



| | 

GARFIELD SERIES 

| Manufactured by the Standard Type Foundry 

ii 4A 48-POINT GARFIELD $5.25 | 

| MERIDEN — | | 
il 

4A 36-POINT GARFIELD $3.00 | 

| 1 ; | 

. Byer HOR | 

| 6A 30-POINT GARFIELD No. 2 $2.75 | 

Br Pr AN SERIES 3 | 
| | | SA 20-POINT GARFIELD $2.25 | 

CHRONIC ANTIQUARIAN | 
14A 14-POINT GARFIELD $2.00 

| THE GENESIS OF THE CREATION | 

QUEEN MARGARET OF SCOTLAND REX : 

| 
| ett tT Hie: 
| INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 254 St. Louis, Mo., U.S. A. 
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| 

| 
s 

TYPE CALENDARS | 
These Calendars are so —— ———eeEEEE—E—E—E—E—_—_—____ | 

arranged as to prevent the |) | 

occasioned by the use of 
ordinary letters, figures cS pee RE 8 eS 
and rules. All changes | | | | | 
are easily and instantly M T W Th F S } ae Su Mo Tu We r Sa 

The Month and Year | | | | i 
line require spacing. The = a, ie al a | 
line containing the Days ih 

} of the Week is supplied in | 1 3 
! one piece. The Figures | | | | 

for the Days of the Month i 
are so cast that in connec- | | | 
tion with the brasa rules || 5 | 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 | 

: supplied they require NO 
SPACING OR JUSTIFICA- f 

! TION. Sufficient letters, j 
figures, rules and spacing i 
are supplied to set up any | 
month in any year from { 
1896 to 1900, inclusive. 
Put up as shown in these || Suias 19 20 21222324 | Made by the Standard 
Type Foundry. 

~ee 1262728 29 3031 | 
TYPE CALENDARS: | i} 

NO! 2401.23 = 8. DOUE| 
No. 8408) 0-321 8:60 i 
NO; S00) 52. -icccccus DUO) | 

re \ 
i 

EE No. 2401 | 
With Clarendon Figures. | 1896 JANUARY 1896] °° ** | i 

sree oe 23dDD SEE i 

| | | | i 
| I 

Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa} FERRY | 
Il il ll a I mee 8 I \ 

i 

1:2 3 4] SEPTEM | } 
== ! 

5 6 7 8 91011} OCTO | | 

12131415161718] DECEM | 

26 27 28 29 3031 979899 | 
2DDD}eCce 

No. 2402 
| With Gothic Figures. 

__}_|J___{/_____||______{’|_____'_____ Shown at side. | 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 255 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.



| TYPE CALENDARS | 

= | 

1896 JANUARY 1896 | 
SU'MO TU WE TH FR SA | 

: ae | 4 | 3/4 | 

9/6/7/8/9 1011 
| 12131415161718 | 

| 19202122232425 | 

| 262728293031 — | 
ee | | | 

| HANDY CHAPS | 

| nn000® ow I @ov..... ! 

|



CUBS, SCROLLS, BIKES 
Manufactured by the Pacific States Type Foundry 

Paciric CuBs— Per font, $2.00; Single character, 25c. 

: | 

Be a Kee s es | Ome e Cnag A if un ey: 

Le yc? wey: GT &y ge YH OS AE 
ee ao eS me SS ees oe 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

| a, “a, Go 4 e) Ske Z 

Gye Se & FRY xe q (PR 2) Noe » | ys be. Ss yo Sed y eer q Al tas r t Gy a Peas ES } \. SF 

a 8 9 10 i 12 

: PACIFIC SCROLLS — Per font, 75c. | 

2 4 3 

, Sai EE: G) a ee 
5 1 6 

PACIFIC BIKES — Per font, $2.00; Single characters, 25c. 

eh 7, ae ESN 
Ce C i} ae ian Py PS aN mh f tak 

= GyP 
1 3 10 4 12 

PACA A eR a : 
ee) ee aah Z\, SS} W ai 

NANI? e- Ws a 4 
SSAA Vd Vs \ ae % s 

; Coe a G9 Ds ve ee (YH " 

8 7 6 

& ae (= “do 

CP OR OD GS 
id 2 5 9 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 257 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.
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i i 

' Mnland Art Ornaments 
iI Original 

i 
| Single Ornaments may be ordered separately from any Series, at prices under the different characters. 

/ INLAND ART ORNAMENTS, SERIES No. I 
Hl 

i| } PER FONT, 80c. Se 
il > KO 

| Sahin ee CEE | | mn, wt" NY lip» er “y COIS 

Ih i q y i SAY 
1 \ Y Da Lb OP 
| Z, Se oe (eo 

NIA cecete é Ves oe y/ | 
! 48001 — 20c. 48002 —20c. 36001 —1dc. 48008 — 20c, 48004 —25c. i 

1\| = sos it 

| INLAND ART ORNAMENTS, SERIES No. 2 

| | PER FONT, 80c. 

. oi WalZ7 
mate Wg Qj ye NWR, 

aM i 3 34 ta 

ET Sore “bce Sieh 
| oe ae SETS LEARNS 

48005 — 20c. 48006 — 20c. 36002 — 20c. 48007 — 20c. 48008 — 20c. 

| sos 
| INLAND ART ORNAMENTS, SERIES No. 3 

| y) PER FONT, 80c. 

y )) C ae bpp = a> im 
ff Ha XX 4 {i 

x CX Nae Ve) ALL f ~— f 

a we Ne \y U we 
NENG Sou. et J ISG 

i, ea MS. «6 A 

48009 — 20c. 48012 —20c. 48011— 20c. 48010— 20c. 48013 — 20c. } 

sos | 
INLAND ART ORNAMENTS, SERIES No. 4 } 

i PER FONT, 75c. 

gerry | @WMacg @ & } NY VW : 
} 30002—10c. 24002—10c. Dy oe 30004—10c. 30005 —10c. 

36003 —1b5c. 

| LE ; Ornaments Nos. 30002A and 24005A are made 
} to face corresponding numbers here shown. re 

Price the same for each ornament. 4 

24001—10c. 24005—10c. 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 258 St. Louis, Mo., U.S. A. 

| 
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| 

| 

Mnland Art Ornaments | 
| Original | 

{h 

k Single Ornaments may be ordered separately from any Series, at prices under the different characters. | 

INLAND ART ORNAMENTS, SERIES No. 5 

PER FONT, 7T5c. I 

y | 

ROS | Bip So Gr 2 4 ao | 
: 30006—10c. 24006—10c. 24009—10c. 24010—10c. 30003—12c. 24008—10c. | 

Ornaments Nos. 24008A and 30006A are made to face corresponding numbers above. | 
; Price the same for each ornament. | 

. 
| 

| INLAND ART ORNAMENTS, SERIES No. 6 } 

PER FONT, T5c. | 

— + WR YY | 
18013 —6e. 18009 —6e. 18029—8c, 18029A—8c. 18008—6c. 18010—6ce. 

wee FF yw | 
18034 —6c. 18002—6c. 18030—8c. 18001—6c. 18032—6c. 

OOO 

INLAND ART ORNAMENTS, SERIES No. 7 

PER FONT, T5c. 

Cc Wem we AR SF 
18038—8c. 18024—8c. 18039—8c. 18035 —6ce. 180387—8c. ! 

i 
# as } 

> Pie oy 
18006—6c. 18012—6c.  18023—6c. 18036—6e. 18033 —6ce. 18005 —6ce. I 

O08 
I 

INLAND ART ORNAMENTS, SERIES No. 8 t 

PER FONT, 7bc. i 

| cee te OE KB Bt | 
| 12025 12034 12029 120294 12033 12030 | 
| j 

2 eS : 
12005 12001 12006 | 

12035 12031 12026 12036 12032 | 

Single Ornaments, 5c. each. i 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 259 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. 
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Wave Ornaments 
FD 

| Single Wave Ornaments may be ordered separately, at prices given under the different characters. 

| WAVE ORNAMENTS, SERIES No. 9 

i PER FONT, $1.50 

| We We 
i Dore tee Van 
i 36004 —20c. 

| ae awe 
24013—10c. 18014—10c. 

ES yes 

| ae Ta ! 18016—10c. 36005 —1ic. 24014—10c. 

| — : a i 
| Sa A SS 
| 18018—10¢. 12014—6c. 18017—8ce. 

—>——_— 
— 

i a 

————— 

| WAVE ORNAMENTS, SERIES No. 10 

| PER FONT, $1.50 

| We Wwe i - (E\ —~ yi 

1 iE =~ 24015—1bc. 
f 36007 —20c. eatge 

ally 

| TS01b S10c. 24016—10e. i 

A= ae I SSS SS 
| Le Soa 

24017—10c. 36008—1be. 18019—10¢. | 
i 

al —— = ee 

| ea ae =Saz= 
i 18020—Se. e, : 18021—10¢. 

i \ (\) \\ Wy yp Wy WZ, { 
we =AOR = AK Z j 

MN ZIWNS 
| 
| INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 260 St. Louis, Mo., U.S. A, 
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Mnland Art Ornaments 
Original I 

; Single Ornaments may be ordered separately from any Series, at prices under the different characters. 

INLAND ART ORNAMENTS, SERIES No. II | 

PER FONT, 60c. | 

i 18040 18041 18042 18043 18044 18045 18046 18047 | 

Single Ornaments, 7c. each. | 

} 

> o@e | 
INLAND ART ORNAMENTS, SERIES No. 12 | 

i) PER FONT, 60c. & | 

VW om c= =, ) | 
Y BS SS SS = | 

] ix 18048 18049 18050 18051 18052 12043 R 

/ Single Ornaments, 7c. each. | 

5c = aU | 
| SHES — Sore = SKE | 

o@~e | 

INLAND ART ORNAMENTS, SERIES No. 13 

; PER FONT, 75c. 

i SSO) ' w 

7 — = V4 Fe 
24020 24022 24023 24018 24019 24024 24021 | 

Single Ornaments, 9c. each. 

\ we Ld J Ly | 

an . “Gp 

o@e 

INLAND ART ORNAMENTS, SERIES No. 14 : 

| PER FONT, 75c. 

te => a SJ KE | 
i, 24025 24027 24028 24029 24030 * 240381 24026 

Single Ornaments, 9c. each. 

—_———— = = 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 261 ST. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. 
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gr accel : 

i Inland Art Ornaments 

| | Original 

jj Single Ornaments may be ordered separately from any Series, at prices under the different characters. i 

it INLAND ART ORNAMENTS, SERIES No. 15 

I PER FONT, 90c. 

| | 

HT < @ 

| => se * 
Hl 30008—10c. 30014—10c. 30011—10e. 30007 —10c. 30010—10c. 

i 1 
! , a 

Mt i 7. 7 
30009 —10c. 30012—10c. 30013—10e. 

i WG (, 

) am WN 

| INLAND ART ORNAMENTS, SERIES No. 16 

i | PER FONT, $1.00 

ii 
SN 

See EK 
36010—1bc. ors —15c. 36013—1bc. 36014—1bc. 

i) 

f Ke & 4 

| 36009 —15c. 36011—1bdc. 

| yee SOO< , 
| E70 | oG 

Wh | 

| INLAND ART ORNAMENTS, SERIES No. 18 

| & ve PER FONT, 90c. & 

| —_ R3) SY 

, @ecry & > & j ‘ Ms < d | YM wa f 1 & 

| WAS x Bs oi ) p 
| 48004A — 25c. 48014—20c. 48016 —20c. 48015 —20c. 48009A —20c. 

| INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 262 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. 
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Mnland Art Ornaments 
Original | 

Single Ornaments may be ordered separately from any Series, at prices under the different characters. 

INLAND ART ORNAMENTS, SERIES No. 19 

PER FONT, 80c. 

4 ) ee 
( Se NIH | 

—— mR. “BES 
b 18005 —20c. 48001A —20c. 36001A—15c. 48013A—20c. 48005A —20c. 

INLAND ART ORNAMENTS, SERIES No. 20 | 

PER FONT, 75e. 

\( y 2 Ye, 2 i 

24005A—10ce. 24008A—10c. 24008 —10c. 24005 —10c. 

30006A — 10c. 30002 10c. 30002A — 10c. 30006 — 10c. 

j 

INLAND ART ORNAMENTS, SERIES No. 21 

PER FONT, 7Tdc. 

gis JP 

18053—8c. 18053A—8c. 12053—5c. 12053A—5c. 18057—8c. 18057A—8c. 

WOES) LS 7 f 

ow | (EE OSH oe 
12042—be. 18054—8c. 18054A—8c. 6040—3¢ 

INLAND ART ORNAMENTS, SERIES No. 22 

CY 6 PER FONT, $1.00 

ee) Ms Ry ei 
@ \ y ) \ = = | 
A > 4) DBs 1, REA ? ASIA a 

> ) eS Y SEN Ie sey pV 2 CN ZL 

ALY, Q NS iv yARUN » KSX (>) 

(ce eo ay fe Sy Wg” ge RE VOT , 
Ba NS S ie ; ¥ 2 3) | 

48004 —25c. 48009—20c. 48013A—20c. 48013—20c. 48009A—20c. 48004A—25c. : 
i 
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<a ee 

| 
| Wreath Ornaments 
| | Original 

| 
| BUY THE 4**&\, BORDERS | 
i ay, BEST ¥ jg97 Sb MADE 4* . 

i ‘b wv 
i ‘NL Y | 
i Nie oa yy 4] 

1 é WREATH ORNAMENTS, SERIES No. 17 TK, 

| Madein8 | 
| | | s YW) bi GE Suctana valk NV % “) | 

| @ y) will make various \ } i 

a combinations, all ip 

| | WF ae a Net | 

j co. Sena ep | 
i Ob with every font. i 

| YY Oe $1.00 We K, | 

Vi x & US § y 

y Is cast with our NEW STYLE Capable of Many | 
i Superior Metal a Combinations 

i 4 _Made in 7 ‘\ y 

iH oe | 
| | FAY (Eee | ¢ JE | 

2. mos readily # 

. | When ‘ igs y You | 

il| You ‘t y Get 
iM | “ bg No. 23 of a { 

i et °. Per font, 75c. e bi 

i) Our aw cate VOY i 

i | Type RP IS se Best g j 
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“ew Art’? Ornaments | 
Patent Pending | 

Yy 

a a a 7 a 
ay ay ay ay ay 

Be we 4S BS Se AX Se BE | 

Bel eles | 
% 

Be se we oh ae 
. 2 , 2 
& SERIES No. 24 & | 

ALL CHARACTERS CAST ON 24-POINT BODY | 

E Va Fonts, measuring 30 inches, $2.50 E Va | 

EN ~~ 

Se .t.. A 
ay aS SS she Se aly | 
4 » aa ee ei an 4 > 

Ss : NS 

SL H—te-w FP: 
} ap aa the rate of 6 inches for we a» 

N Le Pere lean \e No 
4 4 4 4 4 

we Pe 4 Rowe we 1 we 2 | 
% Ly ij £ : 

$i 86\|#18!|¢ | 
Be Gg ze Gg ze Gg ze |G BE G 
Qxe Pewee Powe Pw Y oe | 

WW hie | | Nel Ue | | Nel 
) 2 | Hi ye | Hi ye | PH 

Same Game G ae |G Ze | Ze | 
Bee Fw FF ee FY wee F se 7 

y U y U ‘| 

| Bs Bs Bs Bs as 
f Our 2-Point Brass Rule No. 100 matches the line running through these Ornaments, and can readily 
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CRO ee eee i 

| | 
i Latest Mland Ornaments 

Patent Pending 

| ; ® \ 

ORNAMENTS, SERIES No. 25 

| CAST ON 12-POINT AND 24-POINT BODIES 

Price per font, $2.00 

eM S902 -_ 9 ~@_) Ka, 

i 

| MOOD 

| poe 3c ° ey 

! 19 17 16 18 

| Ca, at I pac fs | 
| See page 80 for display of these Ornaments in connection with the Skinner Series. | 

Hi = 

| oe ee eT FD | 
| INLAND ORNAMENTS, SERIES No. 26 

| CAST ON 12-PoInT Bopy 

Price per font, $1.20 

| f 2 9 U9 9 «ed Mae, 
| { 

| Single characters of Ornament Series Nos. 25 and 26 may be ordered separately. { 
12-Point body, 12 inches, 60c.; 24-Point body, 6 inches, 50c. 
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Wewest Inland Ornaments 
Original i 

Single Ornaments may be ordered separately from any Series, at prices under the different characters. 

SERIES No. 27 SERIES No. 28 SERIES No. 29 

Per font, 80c. Per font, 80c. Per font, 80c. 

ey // | ES yaw \ 1 RSS 
Choy ry MN) E> rae wp 
RS) CORNEA) RAS es 
eset bs) iis Sy 
7) WY 36017—1b5e. = eke SEN ie ! 

48017—20c. 48018—20c. fl WYN PGR PRR 

fly SN SN 36018 36019 
b Ui J] XW 20c. 20c. 

= aN Uff = Z KW» 

Ay ( ) eee 

RAIN \ 30017 30018 wr” f 
ai) Ibe. 1c. ys Infaie : 

es MISS 

i yee" Na | 

| I Lay in 

f 36020 
1be. 48019—20c. 

30019—1bc. LRA vy 
30015—20c. 30016—20c. ee 3 Eo’ 

a ek Sena 
@ 

2g Se Cae 
We Sy a A SSF We 

Wd Je each} (Cs 4 

SG 

36015—1b5c. 36016—1bc. 42001 —20c. 30020—15c. 30021—15c. 

SERIES No. 30 

ay Per font, 80c. ® 

AER ee we pS) S 
CS » OF nr eS oy) , ee ads ( Ce 

A QDy) AY yes (CAA 
GA, e's... >) ISS) 

48021—25c. 36021—1bc. 36022—1bc. 48022 —25c. 

SERIES No. 31 

== eS Per font, $1.00 S) 

cy Y AN S n\ Spy) 7 
i AG Ve VQ 

i: fl )) ( e- Vee Y 

y SD) 4 vie 
Wy J B d xy (O 

, y yy aR a7 WA A 

ee | er > ” Win 
a : WAS GT | 

y NX | 
36023 —2bc. 42002 —25c. 48020 —25c. 54001—30c. 36024—25c. | 
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1 F - oot ie 3 { 

Inland * Rugbys”’ and “Industrials ’”’ 

it Original 

| Single Ornaments may be ordered from either of these Series, 
i at the price given. Fonts contain one of each. 

\ ORNAMENTS, SERIES No. 32 
| EACH, 25¢. PER FONT, $2.00. 

| 48023 

60001 

ih , 

rm @ i Ss / 7 a) 
i &. ay a) n t | VA 

H 

| a = b 

| 72001 72002 720038 72004 60002 

i e cae Re 
‘ il LS Baha) a3 

» oO b a, pp | Xd \ IP, 
| ‘) r i 

| | > PS) i a 
<< GYXHS> = & MX a SA, 

| 72005 600038 72006 

| 

i ORNAMENTS, SERIES No. 33 
EACH, 25¢C. PER FONT, $2.00. 

| y a _, fos 
: ss y f 7 ¥ 

| SY e ie 3 =<) cL, 

Viy)  SpAis 
iH | Tr \ 4 ‘ 

) | 60004 60005 60006 60007 60008 

| 5 os £ Qa 

| | or) 

{iol 
| MO §i 1 CEs sy WY 

Ni \ere i 5 Ti] 
HH i Ros eyld 4 | pay OTT fa! | at RA ; ty 
i ae M Ma e v ; l . f 

72007 72008 72009 72010 72011 72012 

} 
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Kkelmscott Ornaments 
Original 

KELMSCOTT ORNAMENTS — In fonts of 6 inches each, at the prices given. 

CECE ESS CEES seewrrsrersreriese 
10-POINT — 80c. 12-POINT—30c. 8-POINT—30c. 

Ye Yn Yep MMM EN II IE 
aioe dib a 14-POINT—40c. 

24-POINT—50c. 

30-PoOINT— 50c. 36-POINT —60c. 48-POINT—75c. 

DD DERG — 

Inland holiday Cuts 
Original 

Hea <a PY, ‘nD \ 
C g NOFA | / I we 

ce SF eg / / og Pa ) "ales a, ies NY, 

Mie ete WPS Sey 
72101—30c. 72102 30c. @a108 B30c. 72104—30c. 

| 

EVEN > <A ATi, een 
fp Ke win Se We) | 

KS f | Dy Pa Stee Paw ie | 
N || eed BN | AP eae 1 pel od j 

a BY Bae Fan | 
ee J /S) 4 on A oN age A | 
Ke, uy vy : t= TW y = — 

72105 '30c. 72106 30c. Pas ae BOc, oa —380c. 

| 

SA < n | 
RIA 6 > i si : y X 2 D ay) 

x kK a t2, C : fe] = | 
Vi AN ger tat Pp Si , \ Se i bree ee E } 

gen ” "oe eee i He, & 
eS et a Wiay SO NR > 2 

72109 3O0c. 72111 30c. 72112—30c. 72113 30c. 
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| Inland holiday Cuts 
Original 

' ? en im 4 _ pL 
i a A 4 ya om aI 5 “ | (Cee 

hi ws, JAMES Sa A a Bry) 
I as q ae “Ze I Ahh AS Rees 

ik e ARs =e" SG OIG) hig. se 

i Lee; oo VSR 
ih SS) 

A 48101—30c. 

i 72110—30c. 72114—30c. 72115 —30c. | 
i { ii } 

; as | 
i) 4 She zt a, Lie. - | 

i} SOAS se ig. => i ) ay Ke ma) fr oe | 

it RAY. 3 ip-=y aie 4 FS ya) mt x 
i} gir Fails ibe: y oe > ‘- De | 

Hi | Ree ee sare Ey ad o> 

i | 72116—30c. 72117—30c. 72118 —30c. 72119—30c. 

it 
He 

| | 

tH ‘WS ~ \ 
j Wf iY a <i) 

| 3 a i; Oy 7," g i RE 

| bs ee | ee: je 
i ) 2 Ze a aa’ 8 | 

<t Ota pe Sy us SAIS a a ; 

> See 2 Geese 

i 72120—30c. 72121—30c. 72122 —30c. 60101 —30c. 

| | 

| 
i 

} oe ¥ Foy > 

Hh ee oe ane Cebexe’ “I po Nea 
! eS oe a rae LE 
| Patt apg \ aaa Bs ) eo y, 

| pane ear PA Ne 
| % A ee ALY Oe ae el ay bMS \AN 

| WRN aes li te 
it FS An 5 LORS ag Wid am ofl” “ce. 
il} HY le \ ee ae ele i Ni \ 

i ed Soe” «la 
i m 3 Ren 
| 108101*—50c. 108102—50c. 108103*—50c. 

| | *Cuts marked * are electrotyped on wood or metal bases as desired. 

il 
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Inland holiday Cuts 
Original 

' S~Tn SEG 

NCO aoe AMIN PED a N 
AGA Sill ae ( N34 

baw a ROI f | ead a JAS 
Ro he VAN Le “ONS ee SAI) 
eh E ee Ws, Ls Zp 

we GR VS Shp e oS Mes Ee 

a ie, fi 
84101*—50c. 84102*—50c. 84103*—50c. | 

6 NN Zig Go & FW 204 | 
} Sh) aoe (Ze LPF IE rom LVS | 

Be = Ea 
Sines | PES 48102—25c. “QYy, ASP: 
23 eR ‘ X : Ged LA) 

TO AVP Oe \ me SPY L . 
SOT RST Q Ares = : 3 WS ONG ie sea (AS G “e 

90101*—50c. y) $ en 90102*—50c. 

fm) 
ris MY) y yi »S \ y) ro) CP e Bie A 
os" ay. Wh (VN yy A& a: 

~ NQNRVW/Z ORS ay 
AY =W/) Le 2p Dene: 

Ree "" 2. ZZ (GES 
Di ad aa “GY K&R 

Pe 120101*—7be. SL ~) 

72123 —30c. as oa ie =a0e | 

. ROR 18101—20¢. Cees 3 

feels (by VIE OMT 
Nagne we Sl 
Sse 7° 7 iPr a) ig 

pee eA 2 qe ey Ne | SS y A WO es 4 oN ow] + ! 
Ae UN NR Pi ‘ey Pr AW al | 

ee y We On “S | ip | SS : 

aw | e #2 | 
/ ore SSSA” Ep 
96101*—60c. 78101—50c. 96102*— 60c. I 

* Cuts marked * are electrotyped on wood or metal bases as desired. 
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a. cS Ne Se | 

Inland Borders ) 
I Original 

1 Oe ree 
1 18-POINT BORDER NO. 1803; fonts of 24 inches, each, $1.00 ae . 

I 

i CE 
iB Fonts of 24 inches, each, 75c. 

| : - Reteeeteete rete ety S S 

1 # - i Hp ti ee sor i IR 
ill + eries No. + 

oe ? Cac - ne 
| o 6-PoINT BORDER No. 603 _ x 

1 | oon oS Fonts of 48 inches, each, $1.25 me vw 

I ae RELL EEL BER ide 

AEEEEEEE EER 
| 

| yebteeeteoy 
| . gtttteeta betty = 

| as prrvssannwncsennentg Ep 
| jeged f MAND BORDERS F OF yy 
| % oe ¢ Series No. 4 = ae aK 

: . Leesreesereeeeeenel . q 

} oe tect ae Stee aon ab we 

: RE PEED EEE PEER . 
i | 18-PoINT BORDER No. 1804; fonts of 24 inches, each, $1.00 

LEPEEEEEEEEEE EER 
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| | 
| Inland Borders 

Original | 

e BORDER SERIES No. II J | 

! ‘e 12-PornT BORDER No. 1211 4 | 

} ¢ 4 _ 6-PornT BoRDER No. 611 d © e | 

e \ ¢ Fonts of 48 inches, each, $1.25 ¢ 4 J | 

¢ Perea, 
e 18-POINT BORDER NO. 1811; fonts of 24 inches, each, $1.00 | 

| 

9 BORDER SERIES No. 22 ) j 

‘oO Oo 12-POINT BORDER NO. 1222 
, « « (PDI VDITIY 2) G | 

) ( Oe) p) ¢ 

N Fonts of 24 inches, each, 75c. O 

Oo ! 
, a 18-POINT BORDER NO. 1822; fonts of 24 inches, each, $1.00 } 
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Inland Borders 
| Original 

a 

i : 
i Cer TAGGING GAG GO GAG GAG 

i C enemy ep 

; mo Inland Rorders 6 ‘ S 
| 3 S Series No. 27 a 3 
i @ @ eries Hl. 2 a @ 

i GQ senses © 
| | x «6 & = | 

@ @ Sizes and Prices S @ 

| XE Bix 
. BQ) @ 48-PornT Borper No. 4827 @ Bi | 

| oN & Fonts of 12 inches, each, $1.50 & a 

Hh | @) & 36-PoINT BORDER NO. 3627 a @. | 
a # Fonts of 18 inches, each, $1.60 & ax 

| B e 24-POINT BORDER No. 2427 B B Be) 
\f iG Fonts of 24 inches, each, $1.60 a 

i Be 18-PoInT BoRDER No. 1827 a 2 
Ge) Bee Fonts of 24 inches, each, $1.26 ALI) Ge 

| pt 12-POINT BORDER No. 1227 Ss 
ie | e Fonts of 24 inches, each, $1.00 a 

| a 6-POINT BORDER No. 627 a | 
i@ Fonts of 36 inches, each, $1.20 @& 

Hy 
‘ 

| B Bae | 
| SRR SDE EEMSemEINS 

| | a The corresponding sizes of Border a \ 
| @ Series Nos. 27 and 28 fit accu. B) 

| @ rately over one another for & 
eB use in two-color work. B 

| PIANC 

| 
BESegeeeses | 

| | 

i 

| 
1a 

y 

HH GAGPaBaaae 
I| 

| 
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| 
| 
| 

| Inland Borders 
Original | 

) | 

| | 

AAAS GA) AIA IGA) I) 
| 

—e 

Inland Borders a 
Series Io. 28 a | 

a) { 
RENAE NANA A AANA ANA AAAI & 

ts ; 
eS Sizes and Prices ie 

| (AVA = 48-POINT BORDER NO. 4828 S | 
| 2 Fonts of 12 inches, each, $1.50 3 

| iz 36-Pornt BorpEr No.3628 & | 
eS Fonts of 18 inches, each, $1.60 eB 

- @ 24-POINT BORDER NO. 2428 io a | 

«Fonts of 24 inches, each, $1.60  & (B) | 

&) iS 18-POINT BORDER NO. 1828 { es) | 
BIBS Fonts of 24 inches, each, $1.25 BORIGA) | 

eS (12-POINT BORDER No. 1228 S | 
ms Fonts of 24 inches, each, $1.00 ms | 

& 6-POINT BORDER NO. 628 ' | 

(Z) & Fonts of 36 inches, each, $1.20 & | 
i ta es 3 | 

The corresponding sizes of Border ‘Z) | 
Series Nos. 27 and 28 fit accu i 

a use in two-color work. 

Oe &) 
} 
} 

St Se | 
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Inland Borders | 

oe | 

IN PEKKKKKEEDDDDDDDDY A | 
IN A gucqnet Malnee heel etveG: A . 

A A A Inland Rorders A A a | 

y y y Series (0. 47 y y y 

VY y ae y VV 

W BKK DDD DOD OY | 
| LV 18-PoINnT BORDER NO. 1847; fonts of 24 inches, each, $1.25 V 

HLS SSS SSS“ | 

st # = Inland Rorders § fs 3 | 
fs if : Series Ilo. 48 : i? sf 

s}s i Fonts of 36 inches, each, $1.20 i ej: | 

els 18-PoInT BORDER NO. 1848; fonts of 24 inches, each, $1.25 ° °
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| 

i 7 ~ Mnland Borders 
j 
| 
| Original 

, 

Bl 24-POINT BORDER NO. 2466; fonts of 24 inches, each, $1.60 

| 12-POINT BORDER NO. 1266 

i Fonts of 24 inches, each, $1.00 

; INLAND BORDERS 
| E Series No. 66 

bith the hs ths the he she the ihe didreDdiahas desde diode diode 

i 6-POINT BORDER No. 666 
Hy Fonts of 36 inches, each, $1.20 
Hi) 
| 

nl 
| 1 

iH 

Ha 18-PoINT BORDER NO. 1866; fonts of 24 inches. each, $1.25 
i | i 

Hy Mh 
iH | 
i 

} 

18-POINT BORDER NO. 1867; fonts of 24 inches, each, $1.25 

i 

| 12-POINT BORDER NO. 1267 

i Fonts of 24 inches, each, $1.00 
Ht 

| ESS 

1 : 
| | INLAND BORDERS 
ii | 

1} i i Series No. 67 
I ! 
| baat id 

i | 6-POINT BORDER NO. 667 
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Inland Band Borders 
RI | 

Fonts of 12 inches, each 42-POINT BAND BORDERS Per font, each, $1.25 j 

1 

: 
I 

No. 4223 : i 
' 

| Fonts of 12 inches, each 48-POINT BAND BORDERS Per font, each, $1.40 i 
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| No. 4809 1 

Fonts of 12 inches 54-POINT BAND BORDER Per font, $1.55 
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‘i No. 5404 

Fonts of 12 inches 60-POINT BAND BORDER Per font, $1.70 

V VW 

Fonts of 12 inches 72-POINT BAND BORDER Per font, $2.00 
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| | 
| MAILING-LIST MATERIAL oq: i} 

een | 
| 10-POINT MAILING-LIsT TYPE 48c. per pound 

| W H Woodward 1299 Th L DeVinne 2298 Inland Printer x 
ST LOUIS MO NEW YORK N Y CHICAGO ILL 

JohnAThayer 23297 KeystonePress5=96 TW Thomas 31298 
PHILADELPHIA PA WELLSTON OHIO TOLEDO OHIO j 

WH Wright 26202 HolbrookPtgCo3297 F J Pierson 15204 | 
PITTSBURG PA NEWARK N J FLINT MICH | 

it Thad B Mead 30798 Henry R Boss 8399 Little&Becker7297 | 
} NEW YORK N Y CHICAGO ILL ST LOUIS MO 

ED Wesoott 20297 Alb W Dennis 7297 DB Landis 12298 | 
| READING PA LYNN MASS LANCASTER PA } 

CTHenderson 23201 WH Bevis 8202 EL Wepf 21201 
| TOULON ILL PAWTUCKET R I DENVER COLO 

Press & Printer x WA Donnelly 7298 LGraham&Son 31298 
BOSTON MASS ROCHESTER N Y NEW ORLEANS LA 

DorseyPtglo 23397 Chas Collier 2298 Gazette x 
i DALLAS TEX SHREVE 0 ST JOSEPH MO 

i Every character of this face is cast on en-set, and as the spacing is done solely with en quads, it 

; may be readily seen that mailing-lists are set up very quickly and changes and corrections easily made 

with this type. It runs no wider than ordinary 10-Point Romans. Measure of composing sticks 

should be a multiple of 10-Point. | 

MAILING-LIST LOGOTYPES | 

| Supplied in any quantity, and assorted according to purchaser’s desire, at the prices given. | 

\ 10-POINT EN-SET MAILING-LIsT LOGOTYPES 48c. per pound | 

t : 3 i c | 
9-PoINT EN-SET MAILING-LIST LoGoTyPEs Oc. per pound } 

9-POINT EM-SET MAILING-LIST LOGOTYPES 50c. per pound 

| Jan Feb Mat Apr May Jun Jul Aug = Sep = Oct «Nov ‘Dee 

8-PoINT EM-SET MAILING-LIST LOGOTYPES 53c. per pound 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec | 

| We also supply other fonts assorted to order for mailing-lists. Mailing galleys, slugs and reglets | 

| supplied on short notice. We are agents for all makes of mailing-machines, and will furnish them at 

| the manufacturer’s terms. | 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 306 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.
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Orsi Weusa) Gp: TIME-TABLE FIGURES 
‘ y) C F 

, Ceiiraeren oS) CD NATE 
Being cast on Standard Line, these Figures will line with all our Roman and Job faces cast on the i 

same bodies, consequently the printer is enabled to use any one or more faces he may select for station i 

names or other reading matter. All our styles of Leaders also line with these figures. . 

Light-Face Figures are ordinarily used for A. M., and the Heavy-Face for P. M. time. 

Supplied in any quantity, and assorted according to purchaser’s desire, at the prices given. 4 
Per pound : 

8-POINT SPECIAL LIGHT-FACE TIME-TABLE FIGURES— EN SET $1.00 i 

L2s456 7690 j 

8-POINT SPECIAL HEAVY-FACE TIME-TABLE FIGURES—-EN SET $1.00 ; 

1234567890 I 
! 6-POINT SPECIAL LIGHT-FACE TIME-TABLE FIGURES— EN SET $1.28 H ; 

1234567890 i 

6-POINT SPECIAL HEAVY-FACE TIME-TABLE FIGURES—EN SET $1.28 } 

1234567890 | 
ih 

512-POINT SPECIAL LIGHT-FACE TIME-TABLE FIGURES—EN SET $1.60 i 

1234567890 

51'2-POINT SPECIAL HEAVY-FACE TIME-TABLE FIGURES— EN SET $1.60 | 

1234567890 : 

5-POINT SPECIAL LIGHT-FACE TIME-TABLE FIGURES — EN SET $2.00 i 

1234567890 ha 

5-PoOInT SPECIAL HEAVY-FACE TIME-TABLE FIGURES— EN SET $2.00 1 

1234567890 i 

6-POINT FRENCH CLARENDON FIGURES— EN SET $1.28 | 

y $1234567890 } 

SPECIMEN OF 6-POINT SPECIAL TIME-TABLE FIGURES IN USE. 1 
DEE EE es i 

1 19 | 23 | 3i 37 14 | 48 | 22 | 34 | 38 
roe Ex. Sun Daily | Daily | Daily STATIONS Ex. Sun| Sunday|Ex. Sun| Daily eon i 

6451150 315 630 1145 Lv.St.LouisU.D. Ar. 630) 1030 1235 8 20 10 40 
6 52) 11 57) 3 22) 6 37| 11 52)......Grand Avenue......| 6 21) 10 21) 12 26) 8 11) 10 31 
655 1159 325 640 1155 Vandeventer Avenue 6 18 10 18) 12 23 8 08 10 28 
6 58) 12 03, 3 28) 6 43) 11 58)... Tower Grove ....... 6 15) 10 15) 12 20)* 8 05 *10 25 
7 01) 12 06) 331) 6 46) 12 O1)..........Howard’s...........| 6 09) 10 11) 12 16)* 8 01/*10 21 
7 03) 12 08 3 33) 6 47) 12 03)........ Cheltenham ...... 6 07; 10 09) 12 14\* 7 59\*10 19 i 
7 05) 12 10) 3 35) 6 48) 12 05)... Clifton Heights ....| 6 05) 10 07; 12 12,* 7 57/*10 17 } 
7 07] 12 12} 37) 6 51) 12 07/............ Benton............|. 6 03} 10 05) 12 10) 7 55) 10 15 i 
7 09/ 12 14) 3 39) 6 53) 12 09)......... Ellendale .......... 6 00) 10 02) 12 07\* 7 53/*10 13 ie 

* 7 11/*12 16) 3 41) 6 55/*12 11)... Maplewood ........\* 5 58] 10 00)*12 05)* 7 51/*10 12 } 
* 7 12/*12 18) 3 43) 6 57\*12 12)... Sutton .............* 5 57) 9 58)*12 03/* 7 49\*10 10 f 
* 7 13/*12 19) 3 44) 6 59/*12 13)......... Bdgebrook.........| 5 55) 9 56/*12 01)* 7 47/*10 09 
* 7 14/*12 20) 3 45) 7 01/*12 14).....Lake Junction......| 5 54) 9 55/*11 59)* 7 45/*10 08 
* 7 16) 12 22) 3 57) 7 04/*12 16)... Tuxedo Park......... 5 52) 9 63) 11 57/* 7 43)*10 06 

7 20) 12 25) 3 60) 7 08) 12 20)... Webster .........._ 5 50) 9 50} 11 55) 7 40) 10 04 
* 7 23] 12 28) 3 63) 7 12/¥*12 23/...........Glendale...........* 5 46] 9 46/*11 51)* 7 36/*10 00 | 
* 7 25/*12 30) 3 55) 7 15/*12 25)........... Oakland .........../* 5 44) 9 44/*11 49)* 7 34)* 9 58 

7 27| 12 32) 3 57) 7 17)/*12 27)._....... Woodlawn.........)* 5 42) 9 42) 11 47/* 7 32/* 9 57 | 
7 30| 12 35 400) 7 20 12 30.Ar....Kirkwood...Lv. 5 40) 9 40 11 45 7.30 9 55 } 

‘| Being cast on Point-sets and to multiples of spaces, the figures of every one of our Roman and Job j 
faces are available with easy justification for all classes of tabular matter. I 

: 
, INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 307 St. Louis, Mo., U.S. A. | 
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The following specimens of tabular matter show the superiority of our system of casting Figures 
| and Punctuation Marks on Point Sets, or widths, and also give the printer a large variety from which 
| | to select. 

6-POINT FIGURES, VARIOUS SETS 

a eae tis | | 5 BAL 8 

| 7.50AM| 8.15PM) 8.40AM| 8.30PM| Lv. St. Louis..Ar.| 11.08 | 210 | 10.40 | 11.30 
| 8.27 9.00 9.17 9.05 .... Barracks .... 10.30 | 1.32 | 10.00 | 10.55 

8.51 9.15 9.41 9.27 | Kimswick ....... 10.04 | 106 | 9.85 | 10.36 
{ MRO i ese. ---eae|™ 9:40). |txa-s. ao | OULD OUY SpEme S|. 008 | 12.58 1* 9588 —|.. 
. 9.13 9.38 | 9.56 | 9.39 seesss F OVOLY -| 943 | 1242 | 9.25 | 10.15 

9.51 9.49 | 10.28 | 10.05 |Ar...DeSoto..Lv.| 9.05 | 12.04Pm) 8.36 | 10.00 
956 | 854 | 1032 | 7020 |Lv..DeSoto.Ar.| 900 | 1158 | 8.28 | 9156 

Hil * 10.08 | 10.28 | 10.44 |*70.22 Vineland ......| 8.48 | 1145 | 8.16 |* 9.44 1 
| 10.17 10.82 10.52 | 10.29 .. Blackwell... 8.39 1h.36>|'-8..10-| 9:35 

10.41 | 11.00 | 11.13 | 10.53 |...Mineral Point 8.18 | 15 7.48 | 9.12 
} 14.15 11.35 11.45 11.20 | Ar.. Bismarek..Liv.) 7.45PM 10.40AM) 7.25PM 8.50AM 
| 
| 1. ROMAN NO. 23 Figures 6. CONDENSED WOODWARD, 

} 2. ITALIC No. 23 a Parnt sat Figures 24-Point set, Period 2-Point set. 
| 8. OLD STYLE No.9 ‘ aie: OE 7. LATIN, Figures 4-Point, Period 3-Point set. 

4. OLD STYLE ITALIC NO. 9 J Period 8. BRUCE TITLE No. 2, } 
5. CONDENSED GOTHIC No. 1 2-Point set. Figures 44-Point set, Period 2-Point set. 

| 
j 6-POINT FIGURES, 4-POINT SET 

ive Rowe pat 122) aes 15 16 

1 St. Louis. te 1.40AM) 2.104M| 1.054mM; 1.554 12.55PM| 1.45PM) 72. 25PM 12.40PM 
Benton.........- 1.53 2.23 1.18 | 2.04 1.00 | 2.00 12.38 1,02 
Kirkwood ......), 2.14 2.44 | 2.35 2.26 1.28 | 2.18 1.20 1.30 

i Eureka............*% 3.06 |* 3.32 | 2.56 SAO? |* 2018 Foo 1.56 2.22 
1 Pacific.| 4.17 | 4.42 | 8:54 | 4:35 | 3.33 | 4.28 | 2:40 | 3.35 

| Washington...|. 4.38 5.00 4.00 | 4.48 3.40 | 4.48 3.58 | 3.46 
!|] Chamois........| 6.25 | 6.48 | 5.50 6.36 5.36 | 6.28 | 4.05 | 5.40 
i Jefferson City} 8.20 | 8.35 | 7.42 8.09 | 7.25 8.24 | 5.27 Tas2 

| Tipton...........* 9.36 |*...........| 9.16 | 9.42 | 8.67 | 9.40 POOR en eS 
i Sedalia............ 10.52 | 10.44 | 10.09 | 10.68 | 10.00 | 10.58 | 8.32 | 10.05 

1 Holden .....Ar.) 12.00 | 11.56 | 11.85 | 12.00 11.26 | 11.55 | 10.50 | 11.30 
i } 

1 i 9. ROMAN NO. 20, Period 2-Point set. 12. GoTHIC NO. 6, Period 3-Point set. 
t 3-Point set Period cast to order if wanted. 13. FULL-FACE NO. 1, Period 8-Point set. 
t | 10. FRENCH OLD STYLE, Period 2-Point set. 14. CONDENSED NO. 1, Period 3-Point set. 
i}| 3-Point set Period cast to order if wanted. 15. Goruic ITALIC NO. 1, Period 3-Point set. 
| 11. CONDENSED NO. 2, Period 3-Point set. 16, TUDOR BLACK, Period 3-Point set. 

wi 6-POINT FIGURES, 5-POINT SET 
} 7 7 ' 

i| Poe PS eeero | eoo 2122s 25 
{ | | | 

Ghicago 8 4.35 $s 8.75 $10.25 $ 8.50 $ 6.00 $ 9.75 $12.60 
| | Peoria ............ 5.60, 9.05) 10.95 | 10.25 | 6.50 10.50) 13.80 

Springfield .. 6.10, 9.60 13.60 13.75 7.25| 12.50) 15.00 
Alton......5.....- 8.15| 10.25) 15.75) 14.30 9.30) 15.60 18.35 

i Saint Louis... 9.20] 10.90 }..............| 16.95] 10.75| 18.25 | 20.75 
Pacific ............|...............| 22.00| 20.35 | 18.50} 12.00| 20.45 | 25.40 

| Sedalia........... 14.75 | 26.35 | 31.40 29.95) 15.00 28.30 31.380 
1} Kansas Gity.... 16.00 30.45 35.30) 32.25 20.65 82.75 |... 

a | Topeka ............| 28.70| 42.30 | 46.80 44.10) 33.40) 48.15 53.65 
| Salina ............ 386.25 56.10) 60.25 538.00 41.35 50.00 68.45 

Denver. 48:10, 62.40 75.00 | 60.80 54:50 68.10 79.00 
17. HALF-TITLE, Period 3-Point set. 21. WOODWARD, Figure 1 cast either 3-Point or 

18. GorHic No. 1, Figure 1 cast either 3-Point 5-Point set, Period 3-Point set. 
| or 5-Point set, Period 3-Point set. 22. EDWARDS, Period 212-Point set. 

| 19. SKINNER, Period 2-Point set. 3-Point set Period cast to order if wanted , 
3-Point set Period cast to order if wanted. 23. IONIC, Period 3-Point set. ¥ 

20. ANTIQUE NO. 1, Period 3-Point set. Do NOT ORDER BY THESE INDEX NUMBERS. 

ill INLAND TyPE FOUNDRY 308 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. 
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y | Carre 7 For Time-Tables, Tariffs, Etc. 

6-POINT FIGURES, 6-POINT SET, AND MIXED DISPLAY 

24 25 26 27 28° |) 25 

Chicago ._... $ 5.75 $10.50 |$ 8.80 $12.30 $14.50 $12.60 
FReoniann ere 5 i. 8.00 15.75 12.75 | 16.60} 18.90| 20.35 
Springfield ..... 10.50 | 20.35} 18.20] 20.75 | 23.50} 25.75 
Alone cn 2s ..| 16.95 | 24.60 | 20.50] 25.50] 28.75| 30.45 
Saint Louis......... 22.35 | 32.70 | 29.95] 30.20 | 82.40| 36.20 
Pacific oe ..| 81.60 | 38.80 | 37.40] 36.80 | 40.25| 42.25 
Sedalia - : .| 35.80! 41.45 | 40.60 | 42.35 | 48.40; 52.80 
Kansas City ..| 40.25 | 44.65 | 42.25 | 46.95 | 50.35) 54.65 
Topekal......2:.-::.. 52.75 | 53.00} 50.00! 52.60| 56.75| 58.85 
Salina........... ..| 58.20/ 66.05 | 62.80 | 58.20 | 61.80} 66.30 
Denver............... 65.00 | 72.50 | 68.20| 62.25 | 65.50| 74.25 

24. EXTENDED OLD STYLE, Period 3-Point set. 27. Mixed Column, showing a variety of 4-Point 

Figure 1 cast 312-Point or 6-Point set. set Figures, illustrating how they agree in 
25. EXTENDED WOODWARD, Period 3-Point set. justification. Special lines in tables may 

Figure 1 cast 4-Point or 6-Point set. thus be easily emphasized or differentiated 
26. LATIN ANTIQUE, Period 3-Point set. by the use of heavy-face Figures. 

Figure 1 cast 4-Point or 6-Point set. 28. Mixed 5-Point sets. 29. Mixed 6-Point sets. 
See also SPECIAL LIGHT-FACE and HEAVY-FACE TIME-TABLE FIGURES, on page 307. 

8-POINT FIGURES, 4-POINT OR EN SET 

30 31 32 33 34 35 | 

12.00am) 7.05pm) 6.20am Le... Atchison.Ar. 5.05 11,25 5.20 
12.23 7.26 6.40 = ee Shannon: 4.46 11.04 5.02 
12.52 7.58 Zils anne EVGleSt i... |e Fel. 10.35 4.30 
1.32 8.36 7.56 |........iawatha........| 3.38 9155 3.53 
2.16 9.22 8.48 re RAS: City overlie 00 9.13 3.21 
2.55 9.50 Ges Nek anne EDN Arcee z eh ae 8.35 2.40 
3.30 10.25 10.00 Se ae AUDUMD es ole eae 8.00 55 
4.50 11.22 10.54 ..... Wyoming ........| 12.36 6.32 12.50 

k 5.05 17.88 11.02) An... Union ..Le. 72.23am) 6.20pm) 12.38pm i 

30. ROMAN NO. 20, Period 3-Point set. 34. Ke~Mscorr, Period 2-Point set. i 

31. ITALIC NO. 20, Period 3-Point set. 3-Point set Period cast to order if wanted. } 
32. OLD STYLE NO. 9, Period 3-Point set. 35. SAINT JOHN, Period 2-Point set. Hl 

33. OLD STYLE ITALIC NO. 9, Period 3-Point. 3-Point set Period cast to order if wanted. 

| 
8-POINT FIGURES, 5-POINT SET | 

36 37 38 39 AOw A | 2d Sipe A | 

Pittsburg.....$ 9.35 $ 8.25 $ 9.45 $10.75 $12.20 $73.35 $14.00 | 
Cincinnati... 10.25) 9.60) 10.10) 14.60) 16.45) 77.50 18.80 
Indianapolis ..... 13.60) 12.40 13.25 18.20) 20.00 22.45 24.75 | 
Saint Louis) 21.45 | 18.75) 19.95, 24.25) 26.80 28.00) 30.10 
Sedalia 28.75 | 25.80] 27.50| 30.95| 32.25) 35.20| 36.80 | 
Kansas City) 36.20 30.20) 33.20 39.15) 41.25 44.75 | 45.20 
Atehison......| 40.15) 38.45| 39.30] 42.70) 46.50) 48.25) 50.35 
Lincoln ....| 47.90| 42.90) 45.35) 48.85| 50.85) 52.80) 53.60 | 
Omaha... 52.00 50.10 51.75 54.40 55.75 56.60 57.25 i 
36. ROMAN No. 20, Wide Fig. 39. LATIN. 42. Mixed Column, displaying | 

37. CONDENSED NO. 1. 40. GOTHIC NO. 6, these Figures in combina- { 

38. CONDENSED NO. 2. 41. Gornic ITALIC No. 1, tion under one another. 
y Periods of all these fonts are 3-Point set. See note for column 27 above, 

Do Not Order by these Index Numbers. 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 309 St. Louis, Mo,, U. S.A. | 
: | 
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8-POINT FIGURES, 6-POINT OR 3-4 EM SET | 

43 44 45 46 Atl 460 | 49 | 50 | 
‘ aay e | 

10.25 | 25.30 | 9.75 | 24.65 15.20 | 8.40 12.45 23.50 
32.40 | 15.65 | 23.60 9.45 | 23.50) 27.85 | 24.65) 6.80 
4.75 | 39.00 18.40 | 16.80 6.25 38.35, 9.00 85.00 

62.15 8.25 | 30.25 | 38.40 | 32.90} 16.20 | 40.65 | 21.85 
33.80 | 41.85 62.15 41.30 | 16.40) 48.50 17.75 16.50 
16.35 | 26.10| 5.35 | 63.66 | 57.95 21.75 | 38.40; 8.95 
7.50 | 52.75 | 34.20 7.35 | 72.15) 9.39) 63.50 | 86.75 

24.60 | 20.60 17.55 36.10) 8.00) 30.00 | 29.85 15.25 4 
48.30) 5.50 82.00 | 64.50 26.75 | 62.45) 8.60 52.10 

| 43. LIGHT-FACE NO. 1, Period 3-Point set. 47. HALF-TITLE, Period 4-Point set. 

44. FULL-FACE No. 1, Period 3-Point set. 3-Point set Period cast to order if wanted. 
45. SKINNER, Period 2-Point set. 48. GOTHIC NO. 1, Period 3-Point set. 

3-Point set Period cast to order if wanted. Figure 1 cast 4-Point or 6-Point set. 

} 46. WOODWARD, Period 3-Point set. 49. ANTIQUE NO. 1, Period 3-Point set. 

Figure 1 cast 3-Point or 6-Point set. 50. EDWARDS, Period 3-Point set. 
See column 58 for mixed display of 6-Point sets. Figure 1 cast 312-Point or 6-Point set. 

8-POINT FIGURES, VARIOUS POINT SETS 

| SI 52 53. | 54 | 55 56 57 58 

| 20.35 | 9.80) 14.55 6.75 8.50) 23.60 26.30 364.75 
| 15.25 | 24.50 | 28.75 | 24.60 24.95) 1 0.40: 34.95) 96.45 
| 36.40 | 15.00. 9.30} 38.40/| 32.75 | 45.25 | 25.45 | 240.30 
| 8.75 | 32.65 | 31.40| 16.95| 13.80 6.35 | A8.69 | 798.50 

rt 48.45 | 6.25 62.25|44.70, 7.20} 20.15| 32.50 539.65 
1 10.60 | 27.75; 6.10| 9.80| 46.35 | 57.20| 57.95 | 928.35 

} 6.30 10.60 22.70. 82.45) 21.45 5.80 72.60 | 49.84 
{| 21.85 | 52.90| 43.65| 26.35 | 52.00) 31.45 | 64.25 | 326.70 

tH 34.00 | 48.35, 13.00, 76.00 | 37.60 62.00 9.30 84.20 ¢ 

j 51, CONDENSED WOODWARD, 55, EXTENDED OLD STYLE, 

Figures 8-Point set, Period 2-Point set. Figures 8-Point set, Period 3-Point set. 
i 52. CONDENSED GOTHIC No. 1, Figure 1 cast 5-Point or 8-Point set. 

| Figures 34-Point set, Period 2-Point set. 56. EXTENDED WOODWARD, 
53. TUDOR BLACK, Figures 8-Point set, Period 3-Point set. 

Figures 53-Point set, Period 3-Point set. Figure 1 cast 4-Point or 8-Point set. 

j 54. LATIN ANTIQUE, 57. Mixed Column, displaying lines of Figures } 

Figures 7-Point set, Period 3-Point set. on 8-Point set under one another. 
bi Figure 1 cast 4-Point or 7-Point set. 58. Mixed Column of Figures on 6-Point set. 

Do Not Order by these Index Numbers. 

5-POINT FIGURES 7-POINT FIGURES 

ROMAN NO. 20 ............Figures 212, Period 2 ROMAN NO. 20..............Figures 312, Period 212 

ITALIC NO. 23..............Figures 3, Period 2 ROMAN NO. 20, Wide__...Figures 412, Period 242 

ROMAN NO. 20, Wide.....Figures 342, Period 2 ITALIC NO. 20..............Figures 312, Period 212 

! GorTHIc NO. 6 ..............Figures 342, Period 212 OLD STYLE NO. 9_._._....Figures 312, Period 212 

TITLE GOTHIC NO. 72...Figures 4, Period 3 OLD STYLE ITALIC NO.9 Figures 342, Period 212 

TITLE GOTHIC NO. 52...Figures 5, Period 3 CONDENSED NO. 1........Figures 4, Period 3 

CONDENSED NO, 2........Figures 4, Period 3 

5lo-POINT FIGURES LATIN .............-.---.-----Figures 4, Period 3 
| im CLARENDON .................Figures 412, Period. 212 
| ITALIC NO. 238..............Figures 3, Period 2 ANTIQUE NO. 1............Figures 5, Period 3 

| ROMAN NO. 238, Wide.....Figures 312, Period 2 GorHic NO, 1 ..............Figures 5, Period 3 

| CONDENSED NO. 1........Figures 4, Period 3 NOWIG |<. -- cou s..5-s--asl.chaperes &, -Peried 3 7 

| FULL-FACE No. 1.........Figures 4, Period 3 WOODWARD .................Figures 5, Period 3 

| HALF-TITLE...........-.....Figures 5, Period 3 LATIN ANTIQUE ...........Figures 6, Period 3 1 

| INLAND TYPE Founpry 310 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. 

|
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} JUSTIFIERS AND LOGOTYPES ON POINT SETS 

i Special Justifiers, or Spaces cast the same set as Figures or Periods, will be cast to order on any 
i body and width desired, at same prices as ordinary spaces. But all our regular spaces, being cast 
| on point sets, can be combined and used for the same purpose. Special-width Quads also furnished. 
tl Logotypes for Time-Tables and other special work made to order. Prices on application. See 

page 321 for Logotypes for which we have matrices on hand. 

i 9-POINT FIGURES, VARIOUS POINT SETS 

ROMAN No. 20 .....--.. Figures 412, Period 3 LATIN «....5..:......-.......t.. Figures 6, Period 3 

i ITALIC NO. 20 ...............Figures 442, Period 3 FULL-FACE NO. 1 ...........Figures 6, Period 3 

| OLD STYLE NO. 9............Figures 442, Period 3 FULL-FACE NO. 2 ...........Figures 7, Period 312 

OLD STYLE ITALIC NO. 9..Figures 412, Period 3 3-Point set Period cast to order if wanted. 

3 CONDENSED NO. 1...........Figures 5, Period 3 LATIN ANTIQUE..............Figures 7, Period 3 : 

if CONDENSED NO. 2...........Figures 5, Period 3 GOTHIC NO. 1............-....Figures 8, Period 3 4 

10-POINT FIGURES, 4-POINT AND 5-POINT SETS 1 

i 59 60 61 | 62 GSP Gare | 6S 66 67 68 

: 20.35 15.00 9.45 31.75 2.60 48.30 12.45 27.65 24.25 15.75 
15.75 | 4.85] 26.25) 9.25] 712.85) 13.90) 26.50| 8&.85| 26.00) 21.50 | 
8.00 21.65 13.80 | 18.60 30.00 82.65) 7.75|36.20\15.95| 6,80 

| 47.05 | 30.80, 8.60) 41.10 26.30) 6.50) 32.00) 4.90 8.85) 42,25 
| 39.45 | 52.50| 36.80) 6.35|52.25|28.35| 9.30] 23.35| 32.40/ 17.40 | 

62.70 3.25 61.75 | 22.90| 7.50|54.25| 25.65|47.25| 7.10| 38.35 
5.30 18.70) 28.00 | 14.50) 15.80) 7.00 43.60 27.00, 49.05) 4.10 

10-POINT FIGURES, 6-POINT AND 64-POINT SETS | 

q 

co | io at 72 73 74 75 | 76 | 

~ | _ y 

, 10.65 | 8.75 | 28.50|13.85| 6.40| 70.25 | 20.15| 4.35 { 
| . NM» 

32.75 29.380) 7.80 30.00 33.90 358.00) 8.75 | 28.60 
8.40 14.40 16.25 |26.50| 74.65) 6.90| 35.00) 15.20 

| 2 | > ~ H 
21.25, 6.25|39.75| 8.75) 27.30| 27.75 | 16.25 | 37.75 
53.30 42.80) 9.40'41.15 9.25 46.55 42.80| 8.90 

. 16.00 | 12.00 | 42.85 | 24.40 | 47.00) 69.90) 7.385| 92.15 
~ ¢ © ie, i 

48.15 57.35 53.00 62.65 76.20 75.85 59.45 21.25 | 
j 

i 4-Point Set 6-Point Set i 
f 59. COND. WOODWARD, Period 2-Point set. 69. CONDENSED NO. 1, Period Sia-Point eet: | 

60. Cond, GoTHIC NO. 1, Period 2'2-Point set. 70. CONDENSED NO. 2, \ aa iF es eat a ad i 

61. Conv. LATIN, Period 212-Point set. 71. LATIN, if iat. is ol ny ies 
For above three faces Periods will becast 72. GOTHIC No. 6, ae 

either 2-Point or 242-Point set to order. 73. Goruic ITALIC NO. 1, Period 342-Point set. i 

: Figure 1 cast 4-Point or 6-Point set. H 
5-Point Set S rolatedt Vecladeast eo orderde wanted. i 

62. ROMAN No. 20, Rana 74. COSMOPOLITAN, Period 2'2-Point set. i 

63. ITALIC No. 20, ai eoite ae 3-Point set Period cast to order if wanted. | 

85. Oup Srvum NO.0, will be caat on 61-Point Set 
} 66. OLD STYLE ITALIC NO. 9, = ee 75. CALEDONIAN ITALIC, Period 312-Point set. 

67. FRENCH OLD STYLE, See 3-Point set Period cast to order if wanted. 
| 68. KELMSCOTT, Period 212-Point set. 76. ANTIQUE NO. 1, Period 312-Point set. 

yr 3-Point set Period cast to order if wanted. 3-Point set Period cast to order if wanted. 

Do Not Order by these Index Numbers. 
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| es Bt | POINT-SET FIGURES -@: | 
| ee & 
! For Tables, Rate Sheets, Calendars, Etc. pbenren S9 | 
i ¥ | 

i 10-POINT FIGURES, 7-POINT, 8-POINT AND 9-POINT SETS | 

at 78 79 80 81 82 83 | 

| S 
10.60 2.75 34.90 25.35 32.00 9A0 24.30 | 

> | 
9.40 31.55 21.75) 8.75' 21.60 86.25 7.45 

24.75 18.20 8.65 32.50 6.25 25.80 46.05 
| 49.50 46.35 40.00 46.30 53.75 7.30 31.20 | 

> 
| 16.65 6.90 62.15 1545 4.10 41.65) 58.00 

8.35 22.00 7.25 68.00 18.45 53.00 9.15 | 
: 53.00 63.25 51.60 9.15 49.95 84.15 24.40 

10-POINT FIGURES, 10-POINT SET, AND MIXED DISPLAY 

i 
| 84 85 86 87 88 89 

27.50 | 24.00 62.70) 25.80 46.30) 35.95 
| 52.85 6.25 19.45 62.25) 34.85 26.90 

9.65 | 52.70 23.75 | 91.30 53.75 28.60 
| 10.00 31.80 48.90 83.90 82.60 6.70 

38.15 | 49.G5 | 37.60| 27.85| 26.50| 44.35 
| 5.25 12.85 53.55 54.65 45.80 8.24 
lil 46.80 68.50 10.30) 37.45 27.25 45.50 

7-Point Set 10-Point Set 

77. FULL-FACE No. 1, l Period 312-Point set; 84. EXTENDED OLD STYLE, Period 312-Point. 
| 78. TUDOR BLACK, ¢ will be cast to order Figure 1 cast 6-Point or 10-Point set. 
| 79. Woopwarp,* ) on 8-Point set. 4-Point set Period cast to order if wanted. 
| j *Figure 1 cast 4-Point or 7-Point set. 85. EXTENDED WOODWARD, Period 312-Point. A 

> ; _ 4-Point set Period cast to order if wanted. 
| 8-Point Set Figure 1 cade DOPUIRE OHIO-Point set. 

80. SKINNER, Period 2'2-Point set. ’ 
hy UE Sint der eriodlcaatite order ii-wanted. Mixed Display 
| 81. LATIN ANTIQUE, Period 412-Point set. 86. Display of various 6-Point set Figures used 

i 4-Point set Period cast to order if wanted. in combination in the same column, illus- 
82. EDWARDS, Period 4-Point set. trating the agreement in justification of 

For above three faces the Figure 1 is cast the different styles. Special lines in tab- 
i either 5-Point or 8-Point set. ular matter may therefore be emphasized 4 
Tay : by use of different Figures, without any 

i 9-Point Set trouble whatsoever. 
| | 83. GoTHIC No. 1, Period 312-Point set. 87. Mixed display of 7-Point set Figures. 
} 4-Point set Period cast to order if wanted. 88. Mixed display of 8-Point set Figures. | 

Figure 1 cast 6-Point or 9-Point set. 89. Mixed display of 10-Point set Figures. 

Do Not Order by these Index Numbers. 
| 

FIGURE 1—COMMA AND PERIOD—LEADERS 
i} 

} In a number of fonts the Figure 1 is ordinarily cast thinner than the other Figures, being easily 
| justified by means of our spaces to occupy the same space as the other figures, if necessary. When a | 
} large quantity of Figures is ordered the 1, ir REQUESTED, will be cast the same width as the others. i 

The Comma in all fonts is cast the same set or thickness as the Period. ) 
Being cast on Standard Line, our Leaders can be used on tabular work in connection with every 

i style of face and figure shown in these specimens. We make Standard Line Leaders in four styles: 
I No. 1, Round, 2 dots to em, from 5-Point to 18-Point, in en, em, 1!2-em, 2-em and 3-em widths. 
| No. 2, Fine-dot, from 6-Point to 14-Point, in en, em, 1!2-em, 2-em and 3-em widths. 

} No. 3, Round, 1 dot to em, from 6-Point to 12-Point, in em, 2-em and 3-em widths. “ 
No. 4, Hyphen, from 5-Point to 12-Point, in en, em, 142-em, 2-em and 3-em widths. 

| Leaders of special styles and widths made to order. i 

| INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 312 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.
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r OSH Neuf q| °@: POINT-SET FIGURES 
| For Tables, Rate Sheets, Calendars, Etc. 

| 12-POINT 12-POINT 

rf CONDENSED WOODWARD, Figures 412, Period 3 GOTHIC NO. 6 Figures 7, Period 3 

| $12,345,678.90 $12,345,678.90 
} CONDENSED GoruHic NO. 1, Figures 5, Period 3 CALEDONIAN ITALIC Figures 7, Period 3 

i: Period cast 4-Point set to order. 
} 

eS coed $12,345,678.90 
| CONDENSED LATIN Figures 5, Period 3 c 

GorTHic ITALIC NO. 1 Figures 7, Period 4 
I $42,845,678.90 Figure 1 cast 4-Point or 6-Point set. 

ROMAN NO. 20 Figures 6, Period 4 $72, 345, 678. 90 

13,915 6.207. POT as nene 
ITaALic No. 20 Figures 6, Period 4 $ 12,545,678.90 

i $12,345,6 78.90 FULL-FACE No. 1 Figures 8, Period 4 

f OLD STYLE No.9 Figures 6, Period 4 $12,345,678.90 

$12 ) 345 5678 90 IONIC Figures 8, Period 4 

} OLD STYLE ITALIC NO.9 Figures 6, Period 4 $12,345,678.90 

} $12,345,678 .90 TUDOR BLACK Figures 8, Period 4 

| FRENCH OLD STYLE Figures 6, Period 4 $ 1 2,345,678. 90 | 

| $12,345,678.90 ae igus 1 oadt S-PekiG tr €-Potat ack. 
| FRENCH OLD peice ITAL., Figures 6, Period 4 $12,345,678.90 

$12,345,678. 90 ANTIQUE NO. 1 Figures 9, Period 4 
Figure 1 cast 6-Point or 9-Point set. 

CONDENSED NO. 2 Figures 6, Period 4 $12 845 678 90 q 

9 IX P7Q OC ? ’ | 

$12,345 ,6 ‘ 8. 90) EDWARDS Figures 9, Period 4 i 
Sonwinacnnn Waures(ei Period 4 Figure 1 cast 5-Point or 9-Point set. 

$12,545,678.90 SSA G2 Se 
fi SKINNER Figures 9, Period 3 

li KELMSCOTT Figures 6, Period 3 Period cast 4-Point set to order. i 

\ Period cast 4-Point set to order. Figure 1 cast 5-Point or 9-Point set. i 

t | | $.12,345,678.90 $12,345,678.90 | 
t Saint JOHN Figures 6, Period 3 Goruic No. 1 Figures 10, Period 4 | 
Hl Pariod-caah 4- Point wet to order: Figure 1 cast 6-Point or 10-Point set. | 

Figure 1 cast 4-Point or 6-Point set. $1 2 34 5 6 7 8 90 | 

| 3 b ” 

$12,345,678.90 EXTENDED OLD STYLE Figures 11, Period 4 | 
GONDENGED NOW Wigures 7, Period 4 Figure 1 cast 7-Point or 11-Point set. i 

| 

| $19: 845 OSM | ee 
i EXTENDED WOODWARD Figures 12, Period 4 
i LATIN Figures 7, Period 4 Figure 1 cast 6-Point or 12-Point set. 

b 

$12,345,678.90 $1,234,567.89 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 313 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. 
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DARD ! NOANY 7, 
a 

POINT-SET FIGURES A a 
a A 

For Tables, Rate Sheets, Calendars, Etc. UypeNTED. ESS 
‘YPE 

14-POINT 14-POINT ' 

CONDENSED WOODWARD, Figures 6, Period 3 EXTENDED WOODWARD Figures 14, Period 5 

} Period cast 4-Point set to order. Figure 1 cast 8-Point or 14-Point set. 

$12,345,678.90 $123,456.78 
i CONDENSED GOTHIC NO. 1, Figures 6, Period 4 

} 18-POINT $12,345,678.90 : : | ! CONDENSED LATIN Figures 6, Period 4 

I KELMSCOTT Figures 7, Period 3 

Period cast 4-Point set to order. 19 b45 678 9() 
3 ) J ? } 

| $12, 45,678,90 CONDENSED Goruic No. 1, Figures 7, Period 4 | 

q SAINT JOHN Figures 7, Period 4 
' Figure 1 cast 5-Point or 7-Point set. 12 345 18 90 

$12,345,678.90 ase a | } ? , - CONDENSED WOODWARD _ Figures 7, Period 4 

i | CONDENSED GOTHIC No. 4, Figures 7, Period 4 |? 345 678 9() 

° | $12,345,678.90 ae 
1 - < CONDENSED No. 2 Figures 8, Period 4 

COSMOPOLITAN Figures 8, Period 3 

} Period cast 4-Point set to order. 12 34, @ 
} © e . 

$72,545,678.90 ; : 
KELMSCOTT Figures 9, Period 4 | 

} CONDENSED No. 2 Figures 8, Period 4 Period cast 5-Point set to order. 

12,345,67 | $12,345,678.90 (345,678. 
} Goruic ITALIC No. 1 Figures 8, Period 5 ’ eee ena he 
| Period cast 4-Point set to order. ee Rete ar eer es = 

1 | Figure 1 cast 6-Point or 8-Point set. Oe eae LU Bee, 

| $72, 345,678.90 12,345,678.90 
tf 
il GorHic No.6 Figures 9, Period 4 LATIN Figures 10, Period 6 | 

| Period cast 5-Point set to order. 
| | 12,345,678.90 | | $12,345,678.90 | ’ ’ . 

| WoopwWARD Figures 9, Period 5 | GorHic ITALIC No. a f Figures 11, Period 6 | 

Figure 1 cast 6-Point or 9-Point set. Figure 1 cast 7-Point or 11-Point set. 

i $12,345,678.90 12,345,678.90 
} 

SKINNER _ Figures 11, Period 3 | yonro Figures 12, Period 6 
| Period cast 5-Point set to order. 

| Figure 1 cast 7-Point or 11-Point set. 1 9345 6 78 90 

| $12,345,678.90 ; ’ 
| , ’ , = ye . 
| | Doric Figures 12, Period 6 

| EDWARDS Figures 11, Period 5 
Figure 1 cast 7-Point or 11-Point set. 1234567890 

| $12,3.15,678.90 | 5 Oy z WODDWARD Figures 12, Period 7 

; ce Period cast 6-Point set to order. 
Goruic No. 1 Figures 12, Period 5 mae aie aereet i yeas eee 

Figure 1 cast 9-Point or 12-Point set. Bee are eeu SHO or 1a Point see. 

$1,234,567.89 12345,678.90 
! 

| INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 314 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. | 
} 

| | j 
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DARD 77, 

i GSH yey 
© Ue au POINT-SET FIGURES 

yN C. | 
A, 4s 4 
SNRENTER, SSS For Tables, Rate Sheets, Calendars, Etc. 

~2 Tyre © 

18-POINT 24-POINT | 

TUDOR BLACK Figures 12, Period 4 CONDENSED LATIN Figures 9, Period 5 | 
Period cast 6-Point set to order. Figure 1 cast 8-Point or 9-Point set, 

Figure 1 cast 8-Point or 12-Point set. 5 i 

12,345,678.90 0K, | 
COSMOPOLITAN Figures 12, Period 4 CONDENSED WOODWARD Figures 9, Period 4 | 

Period cast 6-Point set to order. Period cast 5-Point set to order. 

Figure 1 cast 8-Point or 12-Point set. | 9 345 678 90) | 

12,545 ,678.90 040,010. | 
LATIN ANTIQUE Figures 18, Period 6 LATIN Figures 12, Period 6 i 

Figure 1 cast 7-Point or 13-Point set. 

1,234,567.89 678. 5 5 = ; 

ANTIQUE No. 1 Figures 13, Period 5 | SATNT JOHN co ee te cea ! 
Period cau GoPoiat set tolorder. Figure 1 cast 8-Point or 12-Point set. i 

Figure 1 cast 9-Point or 13-Point set. | 

1,234,567.89 15, . : ? ? ij 
jonah eee a or KELMSCOTT Figures 12, Period 5 
REINNER eee wat ied & Period cast 6-Point set to order. 

Period cast 6-Point set to order. 
Figure 1 cast 8-Point or 14-Point set. 23 5 78 90 

1,234,567.89 12345,678. ’ ’ : ; 
CONDENSED No. 2 Figures 12, Period 5 

EDWARDS Figures 14, Period 6 Period cast 6-Point set to order. 
Figure 1 cast 8-Point or 12-Point set. l 93 5 a 78 

GoTHIc No.1 Figures 14, Period 6 COSMOPOLITAN Figures 13, Period 6 

Figure 1 cast 9-Point or 14-Point set. Figure 1 cast 9-Point or 13-Point set. 

123,456.78 7,954,567.89 
BATASDED OLD SE SEE yp ieuree Dh) bertod © ol Gomede tmaLid Nord Figures 14, Period 6 

Figure 1 cast 9-Point or 15-Point set. Figure 1 cast 10-Point or 14-Point set, 

123,456.78 193456789 
a 

EXTENDED WOODWARD Figures 18, Period 6 
Figure 1 cast 10-Point or 18-Point set. Tunoe BLAGE Figures 14, Period 5 i 

Period cast 6-Point set to order. ! 

9 e 

24-POINT 123 1,56 / 89 i 

CONDENSED GOTHIC NO, 1, Figures 8, Period 4 FRENCH OLD STYLE Figures 14, Period 6 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 315 St. Louis, Mo., U.S. A. j
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POINT-SET FIGURES | 3 
oe’ 4 SS € 

For Tables, Rate Sheets, Calendars, Etc. atneren SSS 

= eat 

24-POINT 380-POINT 

WOODWARD Figures 15, Period 8 CONDENSED WOODWARD, Figures 11, Period 5 

} Figure 1 cast 11-Point or 15-Point set. Figure 1 cast 7-Point or 11-Point set 

9 8 9 9 e 
7 LATIN ANTIQUE Figures 16, Period 7 

Figure 1 cast 8-Point or 16-Point set. KELMSCOTT Figures 15, Period 6 

) 12 3 , 3 * / 
Goruic No. 1 Figures 18, Period 6 

Figure 1 cast 10-Point or 18-Point set. LATIN Figures 16, Period 7 
Period cast 8-Point set to order. 

GorTHic No.6 Figures 18, Period 6 9 ° 

1 Figure 1 cast 10-Point or 18-Point set 
WoopWARD Figures 16, Period 8 

| : ) ; 4 5 6 7 Figure 1 cast 12-Point or 16-Point set. 

\ 5 . 

1 SKINNER Figures 18, Period 4 l 2 345 6 / 
| Period cast 6-Point set to order. 9 e 
\ Figure 1 cast 12-Point or 18-Point set. 
| TuDOR BLACK Figures 16, Period 8 
{ le : : } A 5 - 76 Figure 1 cast 12-Point or 16-Point set. 

i 9 e 

EDWARDS Figures 18, Period 8 $ e 
i Figure 1 cast 12-Point or 18-Point set. 

| COSMOPOLITAN Figures 18, Period 6 | 
* Figure 1 cast 14-Point or 18-Point set. 

} | 
| EXTENDED OLD STYLE Figures 20, Period 6 
} Figure 1 cast 12-Point or 20-Point set. e 
. I 

| 
SKINNER Figures 22, Period 5 

} 9 e Figure 1 cast 14-Point or 22-Point set. 

EXTENDED WOODWARD Figures 22, Period 8 
. Figure 1 cast 12-Point or 22-Point set. 

. e 

} I 234.56 EDWARDS Figures 22, Period 9 
} Figure 1 cast 12-Point or 22-Point set. 

eae I 231 06 i CONDENSED GOTHIC NO. 1 Figs. 10, Period 6 nm 

1 ? 345 678 9() All Figures and Points of faces on 

y y i larger bodies are also on Point sets. 

| 
. INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 316 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. |
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} Fractions are not supplied with Roman fonts unless especially ordered. In ordering, be particu- 

lar to state the No. of the Fractions wanted, as well as the body and quantity. Fractions are sold at 

| the same prices as Roman; see page 11. They are also put up in 1-pound fonts, at following prices: 

6-PoInT No. 1—En set 64c. 6-PoInT No. 3—Em set 64c. 

ae a e428 8 3 AnnnnnnKNE YM 

| 7-PoInT No. 1—En set 56c. | 7-PoInt No. 3—Em set 56c. 

beara sb Soe ce ae AnANKAKKKRKN EY 

8-PotnT No. 1—En set 53c. 8-PornT NO, 3— Em set 53c. 

x L 3 te Be eee ee AnRARKRKKKKY 

9-PoInT No, 1—En set 50c. 9-PoInT No. 3—Em set 50c. 

Poa ted 37 fae Ahhnwnnnp keh 

10-PoInT No. 1—En set 48c. 10-PoInT No. 3— Em set 48c. 

3 5 : 5 2% - 3 hk 2 t, 3 5 7 44 249 64-8 2 §.| AARARAA BS 

| 11-PoInT No. 1— En set 46c. 11-Point No. 3—Em set 46c. 

& £ ® 5 L i 3, x 2 2 3 5 7 4-92 4.8.3 8 § 2A AA AAR SA 

12-PoinT No. 1—En set 45c. 

é e 8 6-PoINT No. 9—Em set 64. 

| iA & “LnAnkK BKK KK 

5-Point No. 2—Em set $1.20 8-PoIntT No. 9—Em set 8c. 

Meee ee ee ARK KAKREE YM 

51y-PornT No. 2—Em set TA4c. 
i 9-PorInT No. 9—Em set 50c. 

Tada 8g 982 9598 88) 8. 8 

A DTA 8 8 IS ee 
6-PoInT No. 2—Em set 64c. 

Mm 4g 1g 95 6 23 SS % 10-PowT No. 9—Em set 48c. 

L 5 
7-PoinT No. 2—Em set 56c. My % 34 ¥ % % ¥% ¥% V3 % : 

Tier oi a gre igi Sa. oie ; 
| 11-Point No. 9—Em set 46c. 

8-PoInT No. 2—Em set 53c. 1 tL I 2 1 | setae | Ae A ae Mee 
qa gs SO ee Sat te 46 he 76 

12-PoInT No. 9—Em set 45c. 
| 9-PoInT No. 2—Em set 50c. 

Teed te ey 1 at 
| day los Saretgeerer 1898 88 | UUUAKAKKKKY 

| INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 317 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. 
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tt MISCELLANEOUS AUXILIARIES 
i 

Hi | i ED 

Hei PIECE FRACTIONS ARITHMETICAL SIGNS | 

i Put up in 1-pound fonts, at the prices given. Prices of fonts. ‘ | 

ii} 8-PoINT $3.60 5l2-POINT $2.00 f 

| 1234567890 _ _ 1234567890 +—- xX + = 

Wi 276 380 419 
i B58 927 460 6-POINT $1.50 | 

Hi 10-Pomnt $2.80 ree 
han y 
iH 1234567890 _ _ 1234567890 Peocaw $1.50 
Wa 132 546 709 Gets ti Bit 873s v40 iS Nee 
| i 12-PoINntT $2.00 | 8-PornT $1.25 
it 
IY 1234567890 (1234567890 + -—- X + = 

i 168 257 430 a 
a 457 372 916 | 9-PoInT $1.20 

| 4) ,  11-PornT also cast by us; per font, $2.40 SP le eo 

i : | > 5 | SUPERIOR AND INFERIOR — 1°Po!sT wa-00 ' 

i LETTERS AND FIGURES | +- xX += 
ii | 

ha The following Superior and Inferior Letters | 11-Powr $1.00 

| and Figures are put up in 1-pound fonts, at the | 
I} prices given. Letters and Figures are in sepa- + oa} Se =a =o 
| rate fonts. | 
} ! 6-POINT $2.00 | 12-PoInT $1.00 

i} mgdabedefghijkimnoparst mgd 1234567890 ey ee x Bae en 

! F mdgabcdefghijklmnoparst ™mdg1234567890 | 

Hi 7-PoInt $1.80 | SUPERIOR AND INFERIOR 
| | i mgdabedefghijkImnopqru mgd 1234567890 | FRACTIONS 

1 | Mdabcdefghijkimnoparu MAg1234567890 Superior and Inferior Fractions are put up in \ 
q 1-pound fonts, at the prices given. 

i 8-POINT $1.60 \f 

He mgdabedefghijkimnopars yy gq 1254567890 ele $2.00 | 
ve 821/43 55/9 1234567890/) 934567890 63/5 729/61 | 
Hit MAadcdefghijkimnopars MA1234567890 = 

}! 7-PoInt $1.80 
i ig co oe 13562 /yy59 1234567890 /y 934567890 42739 /g395 
i Tcl Caer NT atop mn 1294567800 i ee ee ose 

| 8-P $1.60 Li Mdgabcdefghijkimnop MA1234567890 ees ee ( 
! T8748 /y05 1284567890) os 4567899 90232/6s3 } 
1 Bil 10-PoInT. $1.30 \f 

141) megd@redetghijkimnw — yyy 1234567800 9 Powe $144 \ 

i 5456 [ong5 1284567890 1934567890 63°" / 4802 | 
aii MG Oy bedetehijkimnw Md 211234567890 | / ae ‘ / | ! 
ya | 
1 11-PoINt $1.22 | 10-Pornr $1.30 

| 9 99245K7 7 

I Hi Megderedefshiskimnt yy or¢)1234067800 | 2 1394 / 57 1284567890 / 153 4567890 90247 / 366 
HI ti 

ai MN. peaseghijimnt MA 1234567890 SEN cee \ 
1 i RS 3456 34 { 

io pou $1.16 | (a), 306 PS 1234567890 86) 4 L679 | 

i nl 9245 
| meg dabedefghijkn mgd 1234567 12-PoInT $1.16 | | 

es 56789 SAK AT: é } MAadedefghijkn MAgi934567 | 48/75 1234567890/ 034567890 23/26 

| INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 318 Sr. Louis, Mo., U.S. A, | 
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MISCELLANEOUS AUXILIARIES 

arr 

COMMERCIAL MARKS | ALGEBRAIC AND GEOMETRICAL SIGNS 

Prices per pound. | Prices per pound. 

5-PoInt $1.20 10-POINT $1.00 

HOUR Ase +—-XK SHH +00 
, -P T4c. | € 512-POINT co 74 | uN = Ve 2 

6-POINT 64c, | 11-PorT $1.00 | 

8B @ bh ¢ ¢ +—XK FSH tO’ | 
7-POINT 56c. 

B@h se % ¢ Ay Vee 
cpa sac, | 12-Pomnt $1.00 

® @ th &@ % ¢ }+—X eS H# tr tO 
| 

9-POINT 50c. | ie aX <— We v ae SY 

» @®@ b & % # | 
10-PoInT 48c. MEDICAL SIGNS 

Of, Prices of fonts. 

® @ i G %e p 6-POINT 50c. 

11-PoInT 46c. Bo Dies 3 
uy @, th or Y g 6505 6506 6507 6508 | 

| é | 7-Point 0c. 
12-PoInT 45c. | R Dd 5 s 

@ tb % % g | 7505 7506 + 75077508 

| 8-PormnT 50c. 
B @ | | 

ALGEBRAIC AND | BB 65 | 
| 8504 8505  8506.——8507 

I GEOMETRICAL SIGNS | 
| 9-PoINnT 50c. 

Prices of fonts. | 

512-POINT $2.00 | RK Do 3 S 
pie eare aRe  rg ie pesiys 4 9504 9505 9506 9507 

1 Poe | 10-Pont 5Oc. 

6-POINT $1.50 | R a 5 a 

yeah tae Ce ee EN ee tal Oe 10504 10505 10506 10507 

<> te | 11-PorInT 50c. | 

7-POINT $1.50 | R a 5 a q 

Ofer ca ae eee eine sie ee a | 11504 11505 11506 11507 | 

Dee aye ses 12-PorsT Oc. | 

8-PoINT $1.25 B vd 5 3 | 
+ ws Ke ee tt it oO 1X a 12604 12505 12506 12507 | 

Ve Sa Following Recipe Marks are sold singly. 

9-PoINT $1.20 R R R 

AK ee ee i, - 
24506 18507 14501 12504 

ee | 10c. 10c. 6c. Be. 
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MISCELLANEOUS AUXILIARIES 

| RD 

NEW QUOTATION MARKS HEAVY QUOTATION MARKS | 

AND DASHES NEW IDEAL QUOTATION MARKS 

IMPROVED DASHES AND The following is another style of Quotation 

DOUBLE QUOTATION MARKS Mark, intended to meet the ideas of many prin- 
ters who do not like the customary method of 

For explanation of the special merits of these | quoting used in English typography and yet are 
new Dashes and Quotation Marks see page 16. not satisfied to adopt the French marks. These 

The Improved Dashes are put up separately in | may be likened to the German marks, yet will be 
1-pound fonts, at the prices given. found to be quite different. They will be made 
The Double Quotation Marks are also put up | for all bodies in addition to the following. Sold 

in 1-pound fonts, containing an equal number of | at second-class prices. 
each, at the prices given. e i 

| zFast Express: 2+ Democrat= 
5-PoInT $1.20 | 

— "” Hunchback of Notre Dame”—Hugo. | e 
| | 

5lg-POINT 4c. | y 4 I oe 

— * ” “David Copperfield”—Dickens. | Fr 

6-POINT 64c. ry r 
| : : 2 - a 

— * » “Huckleberry Finn ”—Mark Twain. | a Saint or a David or 

7-POINT 56c. Hither of the above styles of Quotation Marks 

_ *» King Lear”—Shakspeare. | will be cut and cast to order for Roman fonts. 

8-PoInt B3c. ACCENTS 

1 —*” “Daniel Deronda”—Eliot. Nore: The German, French, Spanish and 
| Swedish Accents are supplied to order in the 

9-POINT 50c. | lower case of all our Roman faces. For the ma- 
| jority of our Job faces we can furnish Spanish | A y 

Heh —“” “Wandering Jew”—Sue. | lower case Accents. 
Ken | Accents and all styles of Marked Letters will 
} 10-Pomnt 48c, | be cut to order, the cost of making each matrix 

ty i being from $2.00 to $5.00; type cast from same 
i —*” “Ben Hur”—Wallace. | at prices given on page 11. 2 
Ht We furnish no quantity for less than 25c. net. 

i 11-Pornt 46c. 
ee hue PIECE ACCENTS 

i — Ivanhoe ”—Seott. 
Hay | For use with Job Faces. Prices per font. 

i 12-POINT 45c. 3-PoInT 50c. 
we | | 99 CON 9 . PONT PAIN A eee OO 
i} = Moths”—Ouida. 12a 45678 8 10 
| Vy 4-POINT 0c. 

| 
it} AINA A: ar ae! La) (O, 

Ny HEAVY QUOTATION MARKS 11 12 13 14 18 16 17 18 19 
i ‘ a Pp, BOc 

| | GUILLEMETS, OR FRENCH QUOTATION MaRKs | 6 POINT 50c. 
ih | EMEA AOE 
Ht The following style of Guillemets, for use with & S Fe US neck cai ar ak 
HE heavy job faces, will be furnished for all bodies. Va 
hh Sold at second-class prices. aa ! 

| 29 30 31 32 

Hy ec eo C@ OO us BB OO | «New Model» (RecOord)) SEMA lol old Ll allies 
ity 
pee ®@ 10-POINT 50c. 

(( D e V l | ) ) Be fe i 
b 14-POINT 50c. 

| Bind» «Mail ad | «Bind» «Mail fe cs 
} 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 320 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. j 
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MISCELLANEOUS SIGNS IMPRINT LOGOTYPES ; 
| ; 
; AND LOGOTYPES ELECTROTYPED IMPRINTS, each, 25 to 50c. 

Prices per pound. No. 52 
5-POINT $2.80 CARSON-HARPER PRINT. | 

Oe EC SY einen ote Sane F 
| sean 92.40 | WALLE & CO., NEW ORLEANS. ' 

OG en ieok. doe | No. 54 y 
GREAT WESTERN PTG. CO., ST. LOUIS. i 

6-POINT $2.00 t 
deg tatce 1 | No. 71 

H Z Se ; Ae MOE A ao Es Ome BUXTON & SKINNER PRINT. ; 
via am pm AM PM Ar. Le, Ar. Le. am pm : 

No. 72 ; 
do do No. . + ae ROM ; See eS F. J. SCHUSTER, PRINTER. : 

| 7-POINT $1.80 | No. 73 LY 

} Bae On aa | KEYSTONE PRESS, WELLSTON, O. } 

8-PoINT $1.60 | No. 74 

R. P. STUDLEY & CO., PRINTERS, ST. LOUIS. i Oa ea see me nr SG i 

| ‘ TYPE-METAL IMPRINTS i 

|| 9-PoInT $1.44 Imprints will be cast in Type-Metal, in any ; 
1 Oo 4 An | | length under 72 points, and in any quantity over 

| 50 of each, at following prices: 
| ; 

| Ae eee 100 of any one style, $8.00 net. 7 
| LOS eee oreo 50 of any one style, 5.00 net. it 
i Oe aes / If Imprints are wanted longer than 72 points, 

they will have to be made in two or more sec- i 
: : tions, and $3.00 per 100 will be charged for each ; 

\ 11-PoInT $1.22 | extra section. i 
° ¥. \ / | | 

| JOB FACE CENT MARKS ; 
12-PoInT $1.16 | i 

CNL / | ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢g i, 

Other Miscellaneous Signs will be cut to order, ae oe iaete miaie 
the cost of making each matrix being from $2.00 : ; 
to $5.00; type cast from same at prices given on : i Body Each Per pound i 
pheei it, No. 12510 ...... 12-Point......... Be.........-$1.16 

We furnish no quantity for less than 25c. | No. 14602 ...... 14-Point......... 5e.......... 1.12 ? 
No. 18510 ...... 18-Point......... 6c.......... 1.00 f 
NoO.24618 «:... 24-Point...... :..106.....0%. 90 ik 

SPECIAL LOGOTYPES i 

i LOGOTYPE SPECIMENS | ELECTION TICKET SIGNS 4 
! i 
i = : : : 

| The Evening Tribune 
| minimum rising snow storm & : 
| change has moderate Sunday P 

¥ tee : 20802 18509 ; 
| Alabama Arizona Erie Upper rie a , 
|| barometer districts Nebraska Body Each 

| Wo, 16800 .........2...38-Polat 2.2.08. Be: 
: Special Logotypes of every description will be | No. 20502 ...............20-Point.................. 6e. j 
r promptly cut and cast to order. Prices of such | No. 42502...............42-Point...............-..15¢. 

work sent on application. | BO. 49508 ses 14S Pott... -csenaes LBB. | 

i INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 321 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. 
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1h a Cigienerseceeia ee eae ee = 
mii \ We i 

aid 
HI | ' 

' | 
ti IMPROVED METAL BRACES 

) ee 
Si RD i 

| i } IMPROVED METAL BRACES— ALL CAST ON 6-POINT BODY ! 

| Cast in following lengths from 32-Point to 72-Point — Price, 5c. each. 

| i Put up in fonts of 2 of each length; including sectional pieces; per font, $1.00. if 

| Wii ee — a —_ a | 

0 72 12 12 12 56 ; 
a i | | ( 68 6 12 24 36 52 

Hi eee a ee pe Gaara eet ee | 
| H 64 82 B6 48 \ 

| | 
i SO a— — 

Hi" 
| Mt 60 40 44 

Hi ooo 

i SPACE RULES 
a 

1h FD 
Veh 

ij Metal, cast on 2-Point set, on all bodies from 6-Point to 24-Point; per pound, $1.60. 
ih Brass Space Rule is supplied on any body and any length. | i 

ji Brass, 2-Point.........per pound, $2.00 to $2.50 

| Brass, 1!2-Point......per pound, 2.75 to 3.25 | \f 
i Brass, 1-Point.........per pound, 3.50 to 4.00 1 

i | | | | | | 
ty 6 % 8 9 10 11 12 16 18 20 24 30 36 

! 1 ee 

iH MISCELLANEOUS CUTS | 
1 

} Cast in Type Metal. With a Few Exceptions all our Cuts are Multiples of 6-Point in Body and Width | 

Ve ‘ i} BR tf «~ oR 
| 12504—be. 12508—5c. 12509—5c. 14501—6c. 

HH EP) Yl WU G rz 

i DS 
I} 18506—10c. 18507—10c. 18508—10c. 18511—10c. 18512—10c. 18513—10c. 18514—10c 

i 2 ——— ACs —— 

Sead CW SEAL ( \ —S 
Ces O Ss ©o Wr Y) Y Tero 

ti 20501—10c. 24504—15c. 24505—10c. 24506—12c. 24507—10c. 24508—1b5c. | 
! 

re lly, Vi ZZ 

ity) Ky RS — Mo LO WM 
! ZL rie Ait BATH sj] | 

24509—10c. 24510—1b5c. 24511—15c. 24512—10c. 24514—10c. 24515 —20c. 

a AN Rx Boxe 6 ¢ Wee | <= Jl . Sa iy) Uf > we, frome Grip CID LS ait 
See oe : x Vy A—— SK a — 

| | Tee BY CZ) Se : 
cal - = - <oiim ee * 

} | 24517—1bc. 30504—15c. 30505—15e. 30506—2b5c. 30507—15c. | 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 322 St. Louis, Mo., U. S.A. 
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| 
MISCELLANEOUS CUTS | 

Cast in Type Metal 

LR i, oF er or i 

AH KR mG tl | > ff Ze ei) ee oA y fF a & eS 4 As 
MY 1S RS . he SS 

36504—20c. 36505 — 1Bc. 36506 — 1bc. 36507—10ce. 36508— 15c. 36509 — 15e¢ { 

f (Zea y if ye AS 
aro" AY aRA Vom fj " 

a Sy PD yy of ; if S " aul y : fv Q ZA \ y WANE, 

Pe = A FINIS® | eae 
36510—20c. 36511—20c. 36512—25c. 36513 — 15c. 36515 —15c. 

Wy, ec aN és rs ; 

Saag — COMO By Ls j ow 
Men — EO — BOUT” YN: eer Te cn SIENA We ee 

36517—20c. 36518—25c. 36519 —25c. 36520 —35c. 

BZ FE MR = : a \i ee eA). ae. 
Li . a | BB itt HIE ¢ gO 

Lae eee ——i«i ft 2? We 
SU Ny <7 ke SCSI ee | 

36521—40c. 36522 — 25c. 36523 — 25c. 30508 — 20c 

___/_ a pe NAT EE, 
<— as | VS } : We VS BS ie = 

= 7 ee r E> ' FOR Ae Me Boe Soe atl ae 
ay We OY rls = GR oe \ ieee terre rene | 

es oes’ a ae. 
42501—1bc. 42504—35c 42505 — 25c. 42506 —35c. ; 

| ais . =o GaN . 
f Ase wy AG 2 ae. Grae \WS el I 

(eae) ff RG \ Wee fF a <( V 2 | 
DIF a ty v ~ ea 2 } | 

V/ ACL UX KN) oe = AN wz - \ | 
VY NIX VAX Seg 1 OE aS St DD Ks 

ey \ iNearartil 
42507—35c. 42508 — 25c. 42509 — 25e. 42510—25c. 48508 — 25c. } 

Pili - — — 

Zee fe 
Zo Sod ie Se a € 

48504 —20c. 48505 — 20c. 48506 —30c. 48507 —35c. 

€ ; “py y So, i be Tile BS 

| 7 |||) Gag Zw) EA 
Coa NALIN, daa ges Ves oe JO? > REO 

eH Ah ARE) CVS FINK WAN he 
ee Ney ZO VE EE AG Dae 

Si Ney eee 
54501— 20c. 54502 — 25c. 54503 — 25c. 54504 —25c. 54509 — 25c. \ 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 323 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. 
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MISCELLANEOUS CUTS 
| Cast in Type Metal 

“ 5 AMT Te : 

-_— /* fl a» 
ae iene) PENNA (||| ag Scie 

\ ae HO I tise gS 

| <I pad io awake ~ 
ree & ni WW 7 \ a T ey 

PRES Fy We) AWS See NESS) 
| ADIN PAY W Cs NU £ N CE XEAY ¥ es 

60504—40c. 72504—25c. 72505 —40c. 72506 — 40c. 

| i i 3 EN cian a ee Uh) 

| i a Ds : (TaN ; | 
Ui da a, Ey ‘i it Foe LL) 

i 72507—40c. 72508—50c. 72509 — 40c. | 

i Ue RS | Maa a | a ee le 
| ts ” shat re Deepa Be | 
i a er A aa Sas Sa 

| i 72510—50c. 72511—50c. 72512—50c. ‘ 

i ae fi. aN WWI \ Bh Ps 
! erm iI) » a ge” 
ij Em! li YE 7 Sf | oc : dé Sil 

ii eh ae ea Z ( a aK : A 
Ht} fy = Cikee a es Saw oro ZA, ‘®& wy, yi Se 
| | (ts Fe A FAL <a 7 an ~, 

i VU VW > _—_—4 P- \Fli os 
i ait tin + UYU SS 

| . 72513—50c. 72514—50c. 72515—50c. 

i) eu) a eg il a ST 
HH] Alay . Tatiana aa i EN aot 
1 S Bee’ Y/Y Ri ci i ih STFC 
| x \ Fa, / a A i ua \E ee vin lash 

| CO F OSes SS i); He 
oh, ey 0 i eepres- (‘a2 = BS = | ! SS a pe MT al 

| AA T/Z NZS ae = | iS Tt ba | 
i Sea SSS CO pee 2 I 

72516—50c. 72517—50c. 72518—50c. | 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 324 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. 
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MISCELLANEOUS CUTS 
Cast in Type Metal | 

I NP i Ba RY STA oo | Vy. ZA fii 7 AWE BL 
Al er FSC EP. , oc | 

via BW A Vo _ eR eS ee ae 
“QAI Gree MSL Lh 
TUE me (FSERCS Qa RI eee 

LS ey \\ Ue mane: (a) TT “ONS a ii 1B | 
LPL fey We \)  ~ TRRIS Le  iie) | SLA OSS ih) A CMa Pol Al 

@ 2) GF Nc _Iy4 = ———— 5 s (a ny A | ya 

72519—50c. 72520—50c. 72521—50c. } 

Qh, 4 ores | Wi. 7 
al ‘ae x es \ 4 » ie Sill \" 

Ah / EX. La eh ia FF A \\ Vil — ee | \) ae Hy eB 
Wap ar ss 2 i ead 
Cette C} .. &) mats 
a eZ OE AO 

72522—60c. 72523 —50c. 72524 —50c. 

= ee a i ——> } 
| Tel Kat BA \\\ Vii Sieh : St ——— i? 
| ae \\\ 4 | Sf Sy rt ia pp 
| Ce W | iff hr & a 
1 if =E\\\\ | if fh IBY ER S Lh Siac | 

Is SE A 6a > Sa | 
7/2) == \ asl eeC‘“‘CSN 

72525 —50c. 72526 —50c. 72527—50c. } 

. al al WF Ss ~ ff \ ; It} Ey ‘ qj ~~ | [> 1 

Coal Wi A. | eae ee 
}) i NG) Soi (See < = re |g tee P. 

eters, 0 ae eae | 
Sra “pial ae. 

72528—50c. 72529 —50c. 72530—50c. } 

pee it, inns DW geo 

Ag iy eis oH Ss) 

CY am NX pb. 2 i aa ae 
[=] tie VS oy x ee ef { ” ei 
</ Lea) 2 aw | , bia | Wa 

: CR TSB NS [=e @, 
\r dx Mb ATES 

j 78501—50c. 90501 —50c. 90502 —50c. 96501 —50c. 
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BLACK FIsTs are put up in fonts containing two of each size; per font, $1.75 

wes A “Aa; “aa 
ge 6501—5c. 8501—5c. 8502—5c.. 6502—5c. “ae 

} 
i 

36501|—l15¢ 36502—15c. 

18505—10c. 10501—5c. 10502—5c. 18504—10e. 

Ri Was 
AN ~ \ 
| q i ta aa 
SS = BV Waa 

30501—15c. 24501—10c 24502—10c. 30502—15c. 

12501—be. 12502—de. | 

W e = “a é 

48501 —20c. 18501—10c. 18502—10c. 148502 —20c. 

Singe BLACK FIsTs are sold separately at the prices given under each 

22355 Kk Ge<c< 

BLACK STARS are put up in fonts containing four of each — excepting Nos. 48503, 

60503 and 72503, which are sold separately. Per font, $1.00. 

‘ kk eK kK kk Ok kkk 
6503—4c. 6504—4c. 505 : oy 

é Sat 8603 — 4c. 9503 —4e. 10508 —5e. 12508 —Ee. 

36503— 10c. 30503—8c. 24503—8c. 18503 —8c. 
| 
| 

48503—15c. 
60503 —20c. 

72503 —2bc. 4 

Single BLACK STARS are sold separately at the prices given under each. 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 326 St. Louis, Mo., U. S.A,
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ELECTROTYPED DATE-LINES | 
| 

CS 

24-POINT COMMERCIAL SCRIPT DATE-LINE—75c. 

Hi. Hours, Abc., SONG rk Geen | 
| 

18-POINT COMMERCIAL SCRIPT DATE-LINE—75c. 

Ss Q ie, 

Budianapolis, Gnd, i. Sioa eae Oe A 

is 24-POINT INVITATION SCRIPT DATE-LINE— 75c. | 

Ypringfcld M:, aye eee AOD 
i 

4 
18-POINT INVITATION SCRIPT DATE-LINE—75c. i 

1 
— i 

Fert Soot, Ka : Sot OT caged skh eee een ree | 

12-POINT INVITATION SCRIPT DATE-LINE— 5c. 

<Aadcagad Mie: ee oe cs Namie Sete en eee ee eee Om 
| 

24-POINT STATIONER SCRIPT DATE-LINE—75c. 

Bee beg tte, ee Os Be ea Ree ee eens LT EEG / 

| 
24-POINT COSMOPOLITAN DATE-LINE— 75c. 

C0nUR, Bowd, oS ee | 
{ 

{ 18-POINT COSMOPOLITAN DATE-LINE—T5c. 

Sal: Ti 789 | GIDCEION, POX, = ee as i” 
| 

| ia 
| 14-POINT COSMOPOLITAN DATE-LINE—T5c. 

| i | Little Rock, R litle StOck, Jb Rig = ee GOD } 

I 
12-POINT COSMOPOLITAN DATE-LINE— 7b5c. i 

i Kansas City GRO: = a OO i) \ HH 
| it 

Be N. B.—In ordering Date-Lines be particular to state what length you desire the dotted rule line i 

| to be. Unless otherwise ordered, we will make it 9 ems 12-Point. Dotted line will be added after H t 
i the figures 189... only when so ordered, and the length of this rule stated. | 
q) i 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 327 St. Louis, Mo., U. S.A. 
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SPECIMENS OF FACES FOR HEADLINES 

MUCH ASTONISHED! 1289 1X THE REAR CENTURY OF PROGRESS e 
Old-Time Founders Unable to Catch the 

A : Step of the Procession’s Leaders ' : 
A Leading Printer Whose Ledger Showed ' Greatest Advance in the Art of Making Type 

He Was Actually Making Money  =-FIN DE STECLE TYPES CAST Brought About in Its Closing Years 
Progressive Young House Setting a Pace Hard for 

the Decrepit Conservatives to Understand 

ALMOST BEYOND BELIEF ! and Much Harder for Them to Follow NEW METHOD IN LINING TYPE 

Further Investigation Develops the Cause of G@U!ICK COMPOSITORS LIKED  Gjisinal Inventions and Innovations Which Enlarge 
His Establishment Giving Large Profits | our Point-Set Romans Help Them Greatly the Money-Making Features of Typography 

in the Production of Lengthy Strings 

REMARKABLE DISCOVERY MADE vist oF Faces For HEADS MOST USEFUL FACES CAST BY US 

Matter of Great Importance to the Names and Sizes of the Display Letter in Favorite Styles of Newspaper, Book 
Printing Trades, Which Have the Veadings Shon non tils Rake and Jobbing Series Now Made 

Had a Hard Row to Hoe Bast CCN aa 2 Condensed on Systematic Principles 
oodward, and 8 and 6-Poin voodward. 

SECOND CoLUMN—1. 12, 10, 8 and 6-Point Condensed 

WIDESPREAD SATISFACTION PROBABLE}  , 82.25 ¢ point Gotmic xo. 2. STANDARD LINE AND UNIT SET POPULAR 
3. 8 and 6-Point Woodward. 

Strange History of a Printer Who Bought Txixp Corumy— 24, 18, 14, 12 and 10-Point Condensed Printers Everywhere Recognize the Merits 

an Outfit of Standard Line Type— What , Gog ae: 2 gue oH Cee No. me E and Advantages Possessed by the Greatly 

He Thinks of Its Money-Making Possi- eee etoies Sade eee tae eae Improved Products Manufactured by the 
bilities— Advice to Buyers of Material. and over. at poster font prices Inland Type Foundry, of Saint Louis. 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 328 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.
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SPECIMENS OF FACES FOR HEADLINES 

PRINTERS CAUTIONED! FO | \ ) RELLEF QUICK GROWTH OF A BEGINNER 

Spurious Pirating of Standard Line Rapid Progress of a New Type 

System is at Present Going On : : Foundry Causing Remark 
. es A Prominent Printer on the eae a 

IMITATIONS MOST WORTHLESS Yerge of Closing Shop ATTENTION 70 PRINTERS’ REQUIREMENTS 
Inability of the Copyists to Comprehend Our : Why the Inland Type Foundry Made 

System—Futile Efforts Made to Devise 1 Such a Great Step to the Front 
Passable Substitutes for the Best BUSINESS OUTLOOK a Problem Easily Explained oF p 

7 1 1 ‘ 4 oe oe LENT Y MyPRG 
WELCOME NEWS TO PRINTERS Most Discouraging Prospects of NINETEENTH CENTURY TYPES 

The Number and Variety of the Inland Type Bankruptey Threaten Him Standard System for Coming Generations 
Foundry Products is Ever Increasing oe of Printers Has Already Appeared 

= = a 

THE STRIFE For PROFITS PROSPERITY VISIBLE  movernizen aips provipep 
Printers Aided in the Contest by Use ‘ j on pus Y , Artistic Printers Helped Greatly in Composing 

of Standard Line Unit Set Type His Attention is Directed to a Medium Fine Work by Perfected Lining Faces 
—————— by Which He Can Prevent Large ee 

STRONG PROOF OF ITS POSSIBILITY Losses in His Type Setting THE VALUE OF SYSTEM NOTED 

Confounds the Opposers of Improvement in the eB Undeniable Advantages of Standard Line 
Casting of Type as to Lining and Width MAKE RIGHT BEGINNING Type on Point Bodies and Unit Sets 

First CoLuMN—1. 12, 10, 8 and 6-Point Latin. By Replacing Worthless Out-of-Date Material fe atee ene te and noua Condensed Latin, 

SOT Ge en ice Patti Clakd with Our Standard Line and Unit Set Types | , ‘dS and 6-Point Latin Antique. | ace 
sxcors Covsun Bt, 16,14, 12, fore asd Cfoim:| He Will Quickly be Cheored by Big igures | ¢,"j'™ Codemed No. and OPotst Putl-Fac 

Condensed No. 2. on the Profit Side of His Ledger Accounts. 3. 8 and 6-Point Gothic No.6. 4. 6-Point Ionic. 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 329 St. Louis, Mo., U. S.A.



ELECTROTYPED NEWSPAPER SUB-HEADINGS 

DAILY LEADER BLUEFIELD HERALD BUGKNER SUN 
MorTON EXPRESS Bi ACKFORD TELEGR ipa Morrison EAGLE 

Morning Courier ; oe : Gartield Patriot 
g | Moniteau Advertiser ae 

EADE os BOSTON L ADER caine Roorning Review 

Norwich Democrat piyewoop Morne Gazer 27222 Fass apdoanee 
JOHNSON DISPATCH sedatia Evening Chronicle Zttchison Blade 
Mound City Republican Sunday anorning Tribune Uleekly Transcript



ELECTROTYPED NEWSPAPER HEADINGS 

Prices of Headings given on application No.1. 48-PomInT NEWSPAPER TITLE, CAPS ONLY Special styles will be engraved to order 

@ @ 

Kirkwood YGntelligencer 

Little Rock Democrat 
INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 331 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.



No.5. 60-Point WOODWARD, CAPS 

No.6. 60-PoINT WOODWARD, Caps AND LOWER CASE 

No.7 48-PorInt WoopWARD, CAPS 

2 No.8. 48-PoInT WOODWARD, CAPs AND LOWER CASE : 

Belleville Champion 
INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 332 St. Louis, Mo., U.S. A. 
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BOSTON ADVERTISER 
Terre Haute Chronicle 
THE HOWARDS REPUBLICAN 
Weekly Allenton Independent



No. 13, 60-PoINT EDWARDS, CAPS 

No. 14. 60-POINT EDWARDS, CAPS AND LOWER CASE 

Vv Vv 

No. 15 48-POINT EDWARDS, CAPS 

~~ No.16. 48-PoINT EDWARDS, CAPS AND LOWER CASE 

Doniphan Journal 
INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 334 St. Louis, Mo., U.S. A. 
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SIMITHTON GLOBE 

Daily Sedalia Record 
THE LINCOLN GAZETTE 

Weekly Pacific Messenger



\} 
} 

CD 

The 2-Point Single, Dotted and Hyphen Rules—Nos. 27, 111, 113 and 117—line with all our 

STANDARD LINE Type Faces with easy justification by means of point system leads and slugs. | 
The following Rules are sold in strips of 2 feet each. 

No. BODY Per foot No. Bopy Per foot 

1 1-Pornt $0.05 29 1-POINT $0.16 } 

2 112-POINT .06 ‘ , 
30 5-POINT 20 

3 2-PoInT 08 
ee 31 6-Pomnd 28 

4 3-POINT «12 

a a ee aE 
32 7-POINT 182 | 

5 4-POINT 16 | 
a A SE 

| 
33 8-Pornt .B5 

6 5-PoInt 20 oot 208, 

Ee RA 

t 6-POINT .28 34 9-POINT B88 

S 7 ROUNE see any 10-PoInT 10 

9 8-PoInT 35 

ao os ee as | 
10 9-POINT 38 | 

Bae ees age i 
1 10-PoINT -40 

39 2-POINT 0 
12 12-PoInT Baia ee eee oe APN re eet US 

| 
40 3-POINT 12 

13 14-POINT 55 | 

Bea ae ; ae = 
42 5-PonT 20 

| 14 16-POINT .58 EE 

ee ee 25 cane x 

15 18-POINT 60 

aaa os — — 

i rr 

| 101 3-POINT 12 
errr 

25 1-POINT -05 

102 4-POINT 16 | 
26 142-PoINT -06 re 

103 5-PoInT 20 

ous 2-POINT 08 ——_— 

104 6-POINT .28 | 
28 3-POINT 222 eee] | 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 336 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.
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| 
BRASS RULES ii 

i The 2-Point Single, Dotted and Hyphen Rules—Nos. 27, 111, 113 and 117—line with all our ii 

STANDARD LINE Type Faces with easy justification by means of point system leads and slugs. | 

The following Rules are sold in strips of 2 feet each. | 

: No. Bopy Per foot No. Bopy Per foot i} 

- 45 112-POINT $0.08 70 2-PoINT $0.10 | 

0 46 2-PoInT -10 72 3-PoInT a 

47 3-POINT 14 ! 
a 73 4-POINT 18 

48 4-POINT 18 i 

2 74 5-POINT +22 / 

(Se ee ee | 
49 5-POINT 22 i 

5, E 75 6-POINT .28 |} 

50 6-POINT -28 eS SE SEE i 

8 Th 8-POINT .B5 it 

52 8-POINT Bd SE ES | 

78 9-POINT .38 ih 
53 9-PoINT .38 i a eT 

| 
BA 10-PorInt 40 79 10-PoInT 40 j 

a SCT CM A SEAT ETE, TVS TER ERT { 

| 
| 

55 12-PoINT .50 80 12-POINT -50 
i am anes 

| 56 2-PoInT .10 85 2-POINT 10 | 

; } i 

57 3-POINT 14 86 3-POINT -14 | 
a ss 

| ae j 
58 4-POINT 18 87 4-POINT 18 | 

ey ‘cnc, ac i] 

1] 
59 5-POInt +22 88 5-POINT .22 | 

fe ee (pre. sa a Se Be a t 

i 
60 6-POINT 28 89 6-POINT .28 ii 
——— mm | 

| 
| 

| 62 8-PoINT 35 90 8-POINT BD i 
} 

SS eee SS = aoe See ee ee | 

63 9-POINT .38 91 9-POINT .38 | 

—_—_—_—_—— { 
DE RACE RS MES nS ee er i 

64 10-POINT 40 92 10-POINT 40 | 

EEE 6 TENSES] oT ; 

65 12-POINT -50 93 12-POINT .50 

SR a PE [SPSS ts SE ee eee 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 337 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. 
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{ | 

| a) 
The 2-Point Single, Dotted and Hyphen Rules—Nos. 27, 111, 113 and 117—line with all our 

STANDARD LINE Type Faces with easy justification by means of point system leads and slugs. 

The following Rules are sold in strips of 2 feet each. 

/ j No. Bopy Per foot No. BopY Per foot 

i 110 142-PoInt $0.08 150 1-POINT $0.05 
| Lae Saath 

111 2-PoInT -10 152 2-POINT 08 

153 3-POINT 12 

112 142-POINT 08 SS 

Hi 154 4-PoINT -16 
HH 113 2-POINT 20) SS oooort—S 

| 155 5-POINT +22 

116 142-PoInT .08 Eee 

156 6-POINT er} 117 2-PoInT 10 we ____ es 

118 3-POINT 14 

. ee ee a 160 2-POINT .08 
! —_—_—_—_———!!.... eee 

| 120 2-POINT .10 162 3-POINT -12 

ri 121 2-POINT 0] 163 4-POINT 16 
| | seeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeseeneaneneeaeeesaeueneeeaeenensaenee (|e 

122 2-POINT 12 164 5-PoInT .22 My svau sau seneuseeseeseeseneeneeseneeeseeneeneneenenennennen 

| Pes ae as oe 
i i 123 142-POINT -10 

Hi ee eee eee eee eee 165 epouee 98 

H) 124 2-PoIntT eS 1 Sec oeeSes See eeeoeeessamna= 
il Bee Soe CLe 16 900 6-POINT .30 
| A SERRE EREReee 

1 ————————— 

| | 126 4-PoINT .20 } 
| SESSRSRRRERERRERRRR eee Ol 8-POINT 40 

Prieta s Se ee EO RAG 6-PoINT .30 
a 

he 131 2-POINT 12 Ser Ganes = Se ST a 
| weer is S-Porer ae 

| 132 : 2-POINT OO — —— ——_—_—_ | = ——=— = 

Hh } 133 2-PoIntT 12 220 6-POINT 30 
\ } eee ae eee eee rere eres 

q TEN TR Te 

i | bs 221 8-POINT -40 
Wh 140 1-PoInT ES i] = Sa . seeennene= = _ 

| h | 142 2-POINT 08 
| | | el 

Vee | 143 Spout 12 302 4-POINT .24 
Hee! | z £ me MAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

| ed 

| 144 4-POINT .16 311 4-POINT 24 

| AS Bender alte cite linac at ate Ree biendl ne te iaebtn it S 

| 145 5-POINT +22 321 4-POINT +24 

} mm” ROD i SB 6 IS BS IRS (OB LD SE. IED LI, 
{ 

146 6-POINT +28 333 6-POINT .B4 

| INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 338 St. Louis, Mo., U. S.A. |
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BRASS RULES | 

QKv>> | 
i 

HEAD RULES | 

Hither Double, Parallel or Single. Cut also from any other number of Rule made by us. | 

| No. 49—5-Pomnt {| 
| SS SES SES SS Sa SS ES ————— ae ee i 

No. 50—6-PoInt ii See 8 | 

No. 60—6-POINT | ey | 
os i 

No. 75—6-POINT | 

eee ii 
i 

No, 89—6-PoIntT i 
RSS RN EDR ST {| ee | 

5-Point 6-Point 5-Point 6-Point | 
4-Column—9 inches or less........80.20.....80.25 7-Column—16 inches or less......80.30.....80.40 | 
5-Column—12 inches or less....... .25...... .830 | 8-Column—18 inches or less....... .35..... 45 ! 
6-Column— 14 inches or less....... .30...... .85 9-Column—20 inches or less....... .40..... .50 

COLUMN RULES | 
6-POINT | 

7-POINT 

8-POINT | 

6-Point 7-Point 8-Point 6-Point 7-Point 8-Point 
12 inches or less .........80.30.....80.38.....80.40 22 inches or less .........80.52.....80.65.....80.70 
16 inches or less......... .40..... .50...... .50 24 inches or less ca BD eLt Oba ca aa 
18 inches or less.......... .45...... .55...... .55 26 inches or less.......... .60...... .70..... .80 
20 inches or less Sie .60...... .65 

CROSS RULES AND DASHES 

These Rules and Dashes are the ones most commonly used. Other faces and styles cut to order. 
Cut to suit any width of news column, usually 13 ems, Send WIDTH of column and LENGTH of face. 

Single Dashes Single Cross Rules 

No. 27, face 6 ems, 6c. No. 27, 4c. 

No. 39, face 6 ems, 6c. No. 39, 4c. 

No. 100, face 6 ems, 6c. No. 100, 4c. 

; Parallel Dash Parallel Cross Rules 
No. 48, face 6 ems, 8c. No. 48, 6c. I 

Double Dashes Double Cross Rule 
NO. 57, face 6 ems, 8c. No. 57, 6c. | ee eeeeeeeereaetaisl a an er ee a | 

| 
No. 58, face 6 ems, 8c. No. 58, 6c. | 

No. 72, face 6 ems, 8c. No. 72, 6c. | y 

No. 78, face 6 ems, 8c. No. 73, 6c. | 
A —— | 

Wave Dashes Wave Cross Rules | 
No. 130, face 6 ems, 6c. No. 130, Be. } 

No. 131, face 6 ems, 6c. No. 131, Be. 

No. 133, face 6 ems, 6c. No. 182, Be. 
ae ee Annee eee eee 

INLAND Type Founpry 339 St. Louis, Mo., U. S.A,
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ik Bil | 

fy | Hh | Hii | 
iN 

i 

i BRASS DASHES 
Hie i | 

I | i QA | 

| i ‘These Dashes are most commonly used. Other faces and styles will be cut to order. Cut to suit } 
| any width of newspaper column, usually 13 ems. Send width of column and length of face. 

| Price, Nos. 1 to 20, each, 10c.; Nos. 21 to 56, each, 15c. 

} 1 1 29 
ae + ee 

I |} 2 30 
Hi a) gg 

j 3 31 
i ——a ee —————_+- 62-2 

i i 4 32 
it ———— ———>+oo—4t+______ 

|| 5 33 

| oem +09 —~—m> 0+ 
Ha | 6 34 

Egret ee _o— 

i) iE 35 
Ny ee a 
in | 8 36 

i ————_e—_____ ee 
1 9 37 
Halt ————eo— — ————>+00__ 

i) 10 38 
eee. ey —_ apy pee 

hin | 11 39 
Hin oe ————xc@o14e 

| 12 40 
! tS aoe Se 

| 
| 13 41 

} +. ______ oe 
He 14 42 

1 ———___——_#-@-e—__ —__ —————+ > —__"__—_- 

| 15 43 
i Oi 2 a 

| 16 44 
{ i a ee oe 

Hh | 17 45 
| eee eee ee ee a? 
i 18 46 

Ht ——_—_—_+000—_____ ee ae 
iy 19 47 

; SO SS OE OS ee 
} } 20 48 

a ee 

| 21 49 
+> 0-44 a POP 

| 
eh 22 bO 

I es  -O 

th 23 51 
} { —_o>—~<e—______ ef 

: 24 52 
! OS SS SS EEE 

| 25 53 
HE | i ee ee 0b Gt 0: 

i} || 26 b4 
—————_—___—_¢o—oe—_________ a ge 

Lh 27 55 
1} —_—_—_————_>+9>+___—_ re 0 
} 28 56 

/ See eS 0 

| | | MONKEY DASHES | 
) 

NO. 27, face 8 ems, 6c. NO. 39, face 3 ems, 6c. No. 100, face 3 ems, 6c. | 

i 

INLAND TYPE FounpRy 340 St. Louis, Mo., U.S. A. 1 
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| | BRASS BRACES 
QF 

7 Made in any length. 4-em to 36-em 12-Point kept in stock. 
ij 

5-em—12c. | 

————— i 

I] 

T-em—12c. | 
tl ' 

| 
9-em—12c. 

ne i 

11-em—1b5e. i 

= | 

13-em— 15c. | 

} 
| 15-em— bc. 
| a 

| 
17-em—18c. | 

— SS ee | 
{ 

19-em—18c. 
_———ssan 

21-em—2b5ce. | 

nn NN 1H 

23-em—25c. 
ee 

22-em—25c. ; 
—_—— 

20-em—2bdc. 
_—annn Nn 

18-em—18c. 
Wr 

16-em—15c. | 

_—annn | 

| 14-em—15e. | 
I — | 

| 
12-em—15c. | | 

OWE iit 

10-em—12c. Hi il 
= il 

8-em—12c. ilk 

See 

6-em—12c. } 

] Seer | 

| 4-em—12c. 
w= eer oo 

! INLAND TyPE FOUNDRY 341 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. i 
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Labor-Saying Brass Rule 

| RID 

The 2-Point Single, Dotted and Hyphen Rules—Nos. 27, 111, 113 and 117—line with all our 
STANDARD LINE Type Faces with easy justification by means of point system leads and slugs. 

The following Labor-Saying Rules are in stock in 1-pound, 2-pound, 3-pound and 5-pound fonts. 

No. 27 2-PoInT Per pound, $1.75 

] 

) 

} 

| 

No. 48 4-POINT Per pound, $1.60 

| 
| 

' 5 

Vi 
Vie No. 73 4-POINT Per pound, $1.60 

| 

We | ————— | 
| —<—<—<—<<<<_ —_ —_—— 

i | ih} —— ee ee 

a sameeren! 

$$ —a | 
hile — a 

a} it | 

fet 
No. 75 6-POINT Per pound, $1.50 

| r - a 

Vth a ee 
A ia) = 

al | ER a 
RS | ——e hit 

| a | if ee EE | —ees | | — : 
| | NC EEE STEERS SST 

| See aa aaaiaceiaeedeseeeaennanamemeee| moat 

rca = 
a | 

Labor-Saving fonts of any other Rules, excepting Nos. 120 to 133, and 302 to 333, cut to order. 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 342 St. Louis, Mo., U.S. A. 
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Labor-Saving Brass Rule 

CD i 

The 2-Point Single, Dotted and Hyphen Rules—Nos. 27, 111, 113 and 117—line with all our 
STANDARD LINE Type Faces with easy justification by means of point system leads and slugs. 

The following Labor-Saving Rules are in stock in 1-pound 2-pound, 3-pound and 5-pound fonts. 

No. 111 2-POINT Per pound, $1.75 | 
é } 

aes i 

| | 
No. 113 2-PoINT Per pound, $1.75 ] 

ee | 

: et t i A ea E | 

~ : : | 

Labor-Saving fonts of any other Rules, excepting Nos. 120 to 133, and 302 to 333, cut to order. | 

Brass Ovals 
yl 

| 
if — j 

- s. a ' 

> 7 P — SS — 
7 a | 

ye é Re 
/ Ve ‘ \ | 

/ Y } 

e ( Style D 

4 4 Ye 

NS ee 7 : 4 | 

; 10 a | 

SS 
Sek ea j 

| 

=e j 

18 | 
] \ 
} 
} Styles A, B, C and D kept in stock. See Circles for style. Other shapes and styles will be made 

to order. 
Ovals 1 to 4, each.. $0.80 Ovals 11 to 12, each......$1.00 Ovals 15 to 18, each $1.50 j 

Ovals 5 to 10, each......... .90 Ovals 13 to 14, each... 1.25 

| 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 343 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. | 
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Hi ! 
aie . i i Labor-Saying Brass Leaders i 

Wie |i! 
HF Standard Line (| 

Hi i f 12-PoInT DorrED BRASS LEADERS Per pound, $1.40 

Th ey ae ee iz 
| li ee ass Leaders ee | 
Hii) 
Ht Pe ee te ALOLTNO UPSET ONO, 2.50 esac sd. 
ai 

Hy |) eee ed OY iS .. 
ah a 

1 ae 

WAY 

1 | i 

| | 
| ) 10-PotntT DoTTEeD BRASS LEADERS Per pound, $1.50 

| | LS Se EG UOT DEE TA eS | 
1 | eee 99 7  BOUIeS IN SLOCK IN. eas. 

| ee ee 7 po and 5 pounds eos 
| { eee tnt) eet cael ON LSE Rereaeter te PS | 

| 
i 9-PoInT DoTTED BRASS LEADERS Per pound, $1.50 

Me tee ee cee tere RAS IOV AEE LL CRMOI SS Cand NRC AP gee eos Bes | 

Wt Pee ee ee ee crane WithtallOUPe sc Fe 
i ee eh og eee Romans, Olde StyleSen wee Nes | 

i ST eg Se Sa a ae OSS ee eo 17 PU ACT Re en ea } 
nt! 

wt 

I ! 
! } Special line Labor-Saving Brass Leaders, other than Standard Line, are made to order to match 

i any face made by other foundries. Send new samples of H and m for line. i) 

i 
t INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 344 St. Louis, Mo., U.S. A. ' 
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al : i: 

‘| i] | 
i 

4 Labor-Saving Brass Leaders 
| | 
} Standard Line . 

a 8-PoInT DOTTED BRASS LEADERS Per pound, $1.60 

~2sesie suey acta cae se gee UO ORO OLS 5 eee ee 
Liohseieedis oie lig ORD SPS LUCIE UTA ICO TILT Sig a te A ae 

! # EES ee cal aS ee OLOM SEV GG ANG JOM ait ee eat ae 

wen Ge Re eh OL ieee OOS ied ks eh ersemtnes Soe ] 

| 

| 6-POINT DOTTED BRASS LEADERS Per pound, $1.60 } 

Toda iis Bebe OSs Mathes cet ee seo PD ESO OS tAROATG: VINO ons ae cic. eet ne eee eee adel no | 

dace snctecedecereheJntesa! teat Mak Jos. se eaeed OAC OMS MING WAU N tea see. cot Be os, lec | 

is «cctv aS cas aaa oe gis Oe ew ng eee om See ack seek tanus GEE OUNe INOMPGING <0 oot cet meen, Doh tran cesar 

cbse as Bes DNs 5a SAR eae eT ere cee ee eee / 
seine sobnan bntny thant ince ge ite UR Regs Siew ASS 7 Si Rae Spee raat ieee CSN o,= ap eee eee ee ee | 

I 

| | 
8-PoINT HYPHEN BRASS LEADERS Per pound, $1.60 / 

i : 
| -t-------------- a ae ee 

| Jee yells Dieigc- 6 UB AA Ond tocRointe 2 eo os ea ee 
i SSE ee eos ot BOGIES eins Stress Sates aes 

cio! ee Se Bee Sang b-pOUund bons... core nee ee 

/ ‘ 

: SSE oe Eth a ieee ire Nm pata et SSS Dee eer oS rt ene ee are ea 

; Special line Labor-Saving Brass Leaders, other than Standard Line, are made to order to match & 

i any face made by other foundries. Send new samples of H and m for line. 

| : 

j INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 345 St. Louis, Mo., U.S. A. 
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| | 

o- cam sS 

; SS NX 

Y x N N 
‘ \ 

/ y N N \ 
/ \ \ \\ \ 

/ / y/ \ \ \} \ 
i fee YW WW) 

i | | \ \ | 

if fi ) P| 
\ i oy | | | 

\ 4 \ i! 
\ \ \ Jy) 

\ XY y /y | 

\ SS - lh) 
| Se x 

we 7 J 

| \ iy ! 

} Milnor =e 

| 

i ue 

FI | 
| 

a 
fl DIAMETERS AND PRICES 

1 
| Styles A, B, C and D are kept in stock 

Fl} in the following sizes. Other sizes and 
: styles will be furnished to order. / : 

| 34-inch ee 80.60. \ | 
1h} Z-inch : 40 \ 

| 1 -inch P : .50 ae 

| 1%-inch : = .50 \ 

| 1%-inch..... ee 60 \ ' 
| 1%-inch 50 | 

1%-inch ft 50 
| 1%-inch...... : -60 | 

i} 14-inch = 260 | 

i} 1%-inch = 75 ‘ | 

i Syn oe 4 15 
1} 2%-inch ad .80 

2%-inch ier ae l00) A 
2%-inch..... i teers, 00 B 
3. -inch.... ees Z 1.00 
3%-inch.... : 1.25 ; 
3%-inch Y = at 180 A 

The Circles shown aboye are made from Solid SEAMLESS Hard Brass, and are far more accurate | 
and durable than the ordinary make. ! 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 346 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.
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WHAT THEY SAY OF STANDARD LINE 

Ce 

| The following testimonials are unsolicited, and we have therefore, to save 
space, in many cases omitted extraneous matter. The originals, and many 

other similar letters, are on file in our office. 

LONGMONT, COLO., April 4, 1895. | ST. ALBANS, VT., Dec. 5, 1896. | 
You are onthe right track; every foundry | I purchased my entire outfit from you when 

in the country will have to come to it. | [could have bought for less closer at hand. 

C. W. BOYNTON, | I like your type very much, and any inquiries 

LANCASTER, PA., July 5, 1895. from this section refer to me. 

; : ys C. W. BUCKLEY. 
Your STANDARD LINE idea is something 

printers should have had years ago. St. ALBANS, VT., Feb. 10, 1897. 

D. B. LANDIS. I am entirely satisfied with my type and 

SAVANNAH, TENN., Nov. 7, 1896. know there is a big sir GP nt 

I am delighted with STANDARD LINE and | UE ELEY 
Unit SET. See order on another sheet. BALTIMORE, MD., Mar. 22, 1895. 

C. L. HEFNER. We are much pleased with your system of 

STAUNTON, VAL Dee, 0) 1896: | lining, and, being more fully in the job line, 

[amen ecdnrsome newGne andinenne | can perhaps more thoroughly appreciate it 

en ‘ . | than some others. 
ARD LINE, UNIT SET is the thing to save time TGHN SeBaIGGHS CO 

and make money. P. A. Ross. | z . 

READING, PaA., Jan. 5, 1895. | ADRIAN, MICH., Jan. 6, 1897. 
I am glad you have made another step to- | I like your STANDARD LINE, having the 

ward perfection. The point system was one; 8-Point No. 23. STANDARD LINE is ica 
this-is even greater. E. D. Wescott. and no mistake; also the UNIT SET, as it 

saves a great deal of time. 

PUEBLO, COLO., April 20, 1896. F. W. NICHOLS. 
We assure you that when we purchase new £ 

supplies it will be STANDARD LINE of Inland MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., April 20, 1896. 
manufacture. RIVERSIDE PTG. Co., | We are very much pleased with the type 

per M. D. PENNEBAKER. | and highly elated that we chose it in prefer- 

i ence to the “ Oliphant” and “ Livermore.” 

| BARNESVILLE, O., June 8, 1896. UNIVERSITY PRESS OF MINNESOTA, 
We like your new series of borders very | T. H. COLWELL. 

much, and trust to be able to send you more 

business, especially in STANDARD LINE type. PLESSIS, N. Y., Dec. 26, 1896. 
HANLON BROS. PAPER Co. | I admire your STANDARD LINE. I have 

| some of it, bought from Golding & Co., and 

BRADFORD, Pa., July 19, 1895. | must say I like it exceedingly well. Whata 

I am greatly pleased with your STANDARD lot of bother it saves in my work. 

LINE, and the original ornaments and borders U. E. BRown. 

are marvels of beauty. Wishing you suc- RIDGEWAY, ILL., July 6, 1895. 

eae SSO EE The bill of type we ordered on the 20th 
GREENUP, Ky., Nov. 7, 1895. ult. was received in good shape, and to say 

I just want to say that during my experience | wearestuckon your material does not express 

of fourteen years in the printing business I it. Accept thanks for promptness. 

have never worked with material equal to Curry & BLAIR. 

a Sees PAWTUCKET, R, I., Feb. 28, 1895. 
DENVER, COLO., Mar. 18, 1896. Your system of type-making is certainly a 

I like your system, not only as to its lining great improvement over the common way, and 

feature, but the making of figures for old we have no doubt but that the type will pay 

style type all above the line and of the same for itself in the amount of time saved. 

height. E. L. WEPF. H. H. BEVIS. 

INLAND Type Founory 347 Sr. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. 1
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| WHAT THEY SAY OF STANDARD LINE | 
HW 

Hi ; 

i} CARTERVILLE, ILL., Jan. 6, 1897. find order for series of your Saint John—to | 

iH Enclosed find check for $15.00. Please | our mind the best series for general job work \ | 

i credit my account for that amount. Also find turned out by any foundry this year. ) a 

| i order for some of your borders, which please COPELAND & BUSH. s 

| i ship by express at your earliest convenience. | MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Sept. 30, 1895: | . 

tS ore busess JANDARD LINE pe the: | We have had some of your type and shall y 
| i better I like it. C, Busu. » 

i soon want more. | congratulate you on your ie 

| i HARTFORD, CONN., Mar. 8, 1895. splendid improvements and wish for you that | 

I think your style of making type to line an substantial support which your enterprise so | ; 

aH admirable innovation in the type line. This, | richly merits. I am very much interested in 

\ together with the point system make two of the the developments you are making to place | 

greatest boons that I have known in my thirty | the system of type where it should have been ( 

| | years’ experience in the printing business. I long ago. y 

| | i wish you success in your new adventure. “THE NORTHWESTERN MILLER,” u 

W. H. BARNARD. per HENRY HAHN, foreman. th 

| MACUNGIE, PA., Aug. 13, 1896. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Feb. 24, 1896. . 

I We feel determined to get some, if not all, | Your STANDARD LINE type has given us a 

of our type eventually of your excellent pro- the best of satisfaction. It is all you claim ! \ 

| ductions. We have some of them now, and, for it. The most difficult composition and it 

| as you assert, your STANDARD LINE is the complex justification can be done accurately . 

in best thing out for the practical printer who is and economically. You are so far ahead in " 

| ji working not alone for “glory.” I wish you the race for supremacy that it will require the o 

| Hl success, O. P. KNAUSS. | utmost effort on the part of your competitors } ; 

li} | | { CARUTHERSVILLE, Mo., Sept. 7, 1896. | if they would succeed in closing up the gap. " 

Hh}! © : | THE NORTHWESTERN MILLER,” 9 
Hh i STANDARD LINE has been in use in the | 
ey) per HENRY HAHN, foreman. 
Me) | office now for several months, and to say that i as i 

| | all concerned are more than pleased is putting i‘ [P. oS Nae ORD Mr. cm } 

iy) it mildly. Better results are obtained with it | [4S Sone Into business for himselt, purchas- j 

| 1 i | in both ordinary and color printing, and our ing his entire outfit from us.] s 

i) printers say they like it better than any they MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Nov. 12, 1896. k 

aa have used. LONGGREAR PTG. & PuB. Co., I did not order a line of type from any other : 

a per DEL LONGGREAR. foundry. Mr............., the resident manager I 

in i NASHVILLE, TENN., Mar. 19, 1896. Ofer) was quite exercised to thinks that I i 

Hy | i Our foreman has made a test of the value could Bue in so good an office as I did and Het | ‘ 

ane of your type as compared with other makes along with only your type. I assured him ; 
Hl i and says: “The value of your STANDARD | that I not only could do so, but that I could 

| } | ( LINE type can only be appreciated by using turn out the very best kind of work un your 

HEH ai it.” Your scheme is a good one, and will save STANDARD TINE type. It worried him Hoe < ‘ 

| } i i many dollars in time consumed in cutting little, and I think P had good cause, judging P 

\ Hl leads, cardboard, etc., to force justification. trom) the Se ULeSS tous of the many’ printers 

| } The far-seeing master printer will avail him- who pare visited the office, many of whom 

Hak } self of the STANDARD LINE type without hesi- | a little of the many advantages oF your 

iT HI | tation. We hope to favor you with an order TANDARD LINE. They are beginning. oe 
| i i very soon. MARSHALL & BRUCE Co. Bp uae it now, and I am confident that it 

i will be to your advantage to have such an 

iy 1 it CARTERVILLE, ILL., Nov. 6, 1896. office in the city. Mr. Harmon heard of my f 

| As McKinley has been successful, we feel starting in and we corresponded, with result | . 

Hi that there is sure to be a business boom and | of the firmof Hahn & Harmon. Weare very 

Th believe that it is our duty to prepare for what much pleased with the type and we hope in 

| I is sure tocome. You may rest assured in our the future to do considerable business with } 

| ie purchases the order will call for STANDARD you. HENRY HAHN, 

| it i LINE type—we will use no other. Enclosed of HAHN & HARMON. 

WH | 
i | | INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY é 348 St. Louis, Mo., U.S. A. | 
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WHAT THEY SAY OF STANDARD LINE | 

AWD 

J WACO, TEX., Sept. 14, 1896. | iority that if we were going to buy a new out- 

tk No practical man can fail to see the advant- | fit to-morrow we would not have a single face 

age of your system. It is a wonderful time- | in the outfit that was not STANDARD LINE. 
saver, and time is money. | attempted to Whatever additions we make, in fact what we 

make a combination line recently from 10 and have made since we really became acquainted 

I! i 12-Point type from another foundry, and had | with the merits of your type, we have decided 5 

s i to use cardboard and paper. ’Tis needless to | will be the best type made — STANDARD LINE. 
it say I have not tried it again. In matters As fast as material is discarded we will put in 

1 typographic you have the world by the tail your type also. ' This is not in the least flat- 

1 and a down-hill pull. GEO. C. MARTIN. | tery, but actual fact from knowledge gained 

oe | by experience. PENNINGTON BROS. 
} GLENS FALLS, N. Y., Mar. 14,1895. | 

q One of the most important advantages of | HARRISBURG, PA., Aug. 15, 1896. | 

} your type, and the one which will no doubt | | We have now handled the STANDARD LINE } 
make your foundry rank among the first in | type received from you sufficiently to be able | 

I the land, is the STANDARD LINE. Ithasoften | to make some conclusions in regard to it. 

i been a matter of wonder to me that this idea | There is unquestionably a desirable economy 

; of lining was not given more consideration jn justification, so that the same compositor 
‘an when the point system was introduced. Any | can set more of this type in a day than of the 

job printer who has spent many weary hours | ordinary type. The set of your type bodies 
cutting cardboard, paper of all weights, etc., | would seem to be trifling, and yet our com- 

| with a little swear word here and there, to line positors, who work on the new 10-Point by 

type or different sizes and faces with each | the piece, find they can set more type in a 

other, will fully appreciate your innovation, | day, and the writer who is somewhat of a 
| i which will relieve him of one of his greatest | crank on accurate justification, has much ; 

} composing-room troubles. | more satisfaction in passing his fingers along 
; JOHN CHAMBERS. lines down the side of the galley, for it seems 

DANVILLE, VA., May 7, 1896. almost impossible for a compositor to avoid } 

K I have from time to time been the means of | clean, uniform justification. | 

securing patronage for you from my present | J. HORACE MCFARLAND Co., | 

house, and have been hopeful of sending you by J. HORACE MCFARLAND. 

t at some time a better order than heretofore. HYDE PARK, MASS., May 2, 1896. 

} 1 am’ now able:to do Sut I Soul te male in Yur various shipments of type wer duly and 
change, and take an interest in the business promptly reseived. On the same Monday 

} of E.R. Waddill, and as the selection of some | afternoon I put into a Boston type foundry, 

| additional type, ete., 2 be adied to his pres- | that is eight miles from my door, an order for 

ent plant fell inemy CHOICE, Idecided on VOUS: | sum sorts. At the same time I placed in the 

believing your system of ning the hest n Boston post office three letters, two to differ- 
existence. ‘The order for this willbe mailed | ent firms in New York for special sorts that 

to you to-night, and I hope you ee eeccute | I wanted and the letter 1 sent yu. On the 

and ship pence I merely SEE dae toshow | folloing Saturday morning I herd from one 
| my appreciation of your efforts in giving the | New York foundry. I thought that was wel. 

Dehn of the one something they should | But in the afternoon of the same day the 

i appreciate. Wishing you success with the | expresman deliverd your pakage. That was 

. new system. J.B. THORNTON. | better yet. The Boston firm has not yet sent 
} DECATUR, ILL., Dec. 8, 1896. | the sorts I wanted, altho they repeatedly 

The more we work with STANDARD LINE | Promist to cast them in a few days. I hav 
type the more convinced we are that it is a | SPent a number of years in the west and can | 
big improvement over the old style “stuff.” | @PPreciate western rustling. 

| Figuratively speaking, we have been kicking | A. L. LODER. | 
ourselves for some time because we did not (Mr. Loder iz a hearti advocate oy speling | 
put in our entire outfit out of your STANDARD | reform, hwich accounts for the absens of un- 

LINE. Weare so well convinced of its super- | nesesari letters in hiz communicashun. | 

INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY 349 St. Louis, Mo., U. S. A. | 
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| WHAT THEY SAY OF STANDARD LINE { 

Hit | a) | 

i Hi WILKES-BARRE, PA., Mar. 2,1895. | BROKEN Row, NEB., Aug. 26, 1896, 

1 We admire your STANDARD LINE and shall | We are very much impressed with your 

| | encourage you all we can. lining system. We believe you have the true 

i Rost. BAUR & SON. system of type-founding, and it that should | 

Wai GRAND FORKS, N. D., Oct. 15, 1896, | aPPea! to the heart of ee eae | 
Vay Your STANDARD LINE is a departure which | . | 

} is bound to meet the approbation of printers. WESTERN, NEB., Dec. 31, 1896. 

| | GEO. A. WHEELER, JR. I am in need of some Italic and Script, but | 

i} } am waiting to get them to line at the bottom | 

Wy OxForb, Mass., Dane eT with STANDARD LINE leaders, for use in legal 

Ht | Tammyety much Dleaset ieee SEpaRy blanks. You have the correct solution of the j 
| | oe type, purchased ois va os vexing type problem. I wish you unbounded 

pStOR. ey F success. G. W. FIKE. 

1a Quincy, MAss., Jan, 25, 1897. Los ANGELES, CAL., Mar. 6, 1895. 
nT Ye ieee Ny oo , sa a Your type is all right. I have no fault to 

f i toms patches SteiN ateo an oa a icaK ® | find with it. You show many handsome clear- 

i} | printers. ee i cut faces, and I admire many of your borders 

i | COFFEYVILLE, KAN., Jan. 9, 1897. and ornaments, which have one feature some 

| We believe in the Inland’s style of STAND- other foundries lack. They are up-to-date 

iF | ARD LINE and shall confine our purchases in and harmonize with the strong, heavier faces 

ik the type line to your foundry. of type now in use. ULRICH KNOCH. 

} W. A. BRADFORD PRINTING CO, PuEErOy Coro) .Oe45) 1695) 

i} SOUTH GARDNER, MaSS., Dec. 15, 1896, | We are better pleased every time we use 
ae We desire to express our great satisfaction | STANDARD LINE type. We absolutely would 

Hi with your STANDARD LINE type, which we | use no other. We have yet a few fonts of 

| have just putin. It is perfection. | “cardboard and ledger paper” type for sale, 

ae TRAVERS BROS. and as soon as we dispose of the same we will 

Tf not fail to lay in STANDARD LINE. 
Mi} BEATRICE, NbBin Noy, 16) 1895: RIVERSIDE PRINTING Co., 

\ I think your STANDARD LINE system just | per M. D. PENNEBAKER. 

meh the thing, and hope your innovations meet 

i with as hearty a response as they deserve. | ROCHESTER, N. Y., Feb. 27, 1897. 

BiH W. H. RODMAN. Your estimate is at hand. Mr,............., of 

| Wh RICHMOND, IND., Mar. 24, 1896. the ............... Type Founders’ Co., was also 

Hie The type I purchased from you is the best | ae cone to get my order BOE Ay DE, Dut eu | 
HH Teverusedeol shall’recommend you when= | Pp ace it with you, although their estimate was 

i ¥ considerably lower. STANDARD LINE has 

| et | eye opporinity Ober: won me over, and I believe I will be the only 
| i ISA ENRON man in roentn no has a COMPLETE outfit of 
| Publisher of “The Palladium.” & : ; 

} i your products, and I will make a card of it. 

RT Fort MADISON, IOWA, Feb. 28, 1896. | Geo. N. FORKEL. 
| | We are well pleased with your way of doing | 

, business, and we are more than pleased with REESEVILLE, WIS., Dec. 15, 1896. 
Wil all the type we have purchased from you. | You are producing type on a system that I 

| PYTHIAN PRINTING Co., | have tried to persuade another foundry to } 

Hy per H. W. Dopp, JR., Mgr. adopt some ten years ago, and although I am 

} not familiar enough with your products to 

ve ELLINGTON, CONN,., Mar, 12, 1896. | know whether it is in exact accordance with 

| I have purchased several fonts of yourtype | my ideas or not, I am satisfied that you are 

1h from Golding & Co., and must say that I am | working in the right direction, and hope that 

| very much pleased with it. I am buying | the day is not far distant when the entire out- 1 

. nothing but your type now, so you can see | fit of type in the * Review” office will be on | 

how | like it. Geo. C. BRADLEY. that system. H. L. SNow. } 

INLAND TyPE FOUNDRY 350 St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.
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| ACCENTS | 
We furnish German, French, Spanish and Swedish Accents for the lower case of all our ; 

| Rome eee aha wren ueden Wipe ane ee 
ut 

: ADVERTISING RULES | 

; ; (See Brass Rule Specimens.) ] 

Ml 

ANNEX TYPE BOX 

: Yl U ii a. AScrtoste tie tomes-at eu icgee 
: \ \ e i | a \ i i case. iit 

: mC , iu | WW \. It can be used for holding leaders, } 

| SD) igcrcirccsse | 
ys i il Y especially “it will be found very | 

| ee il Psat | 
i \\ Mi a lf at In distributing it is a handy recep- i 

e » I tacle for odd sorts and Italics until jer see | f proper cases. | 

no | 
We 

AUTOMATIC FASTENERS 
(See Stapling Machines.) : 

| BELLOWS | 

| [= 
| zz } 

| SS  -&:, 

BEN-TRO-VA-TO | 
For dissipating electricity in paper..............-2...--.-..-2-.-.----...-.------.. per 8-ounce bottle, $0.50 j 

BENZINE BRUSHES 
(See Brushes.) }
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ay BENZINE CANS UN i 
ot | 7 ia | 

| 1 Wa dh (ee ! 

Wh UNION SAFE FLUID CAN ca 9 
Wak aT 
Wi On this benzine can the flow is regulated by depressing the cir- (ia 

| i i cular finger-plate which forms part of the patent stopper. The fingers ——3 ] 
Wal need never to come into contact with the contents of the can. The «4 = SP) i 
| IK | stopper is attached by a chain, which prevents it being separated from SF } 
WE the can, and yet admits of the can being filled without interference. —————r i 
vd The stopper is made of heavy stamped sheet brass, and is very dura- | i) | | | 
Wel ble and handsome in appearance. The can itself is made of heavy | NN | 
Wal tinned steel. It is japanned a brilliant red, which makes it conspicu- | ih i 
wt ous and easily found. | i i 

\\ | The Union Safe Fluid Can has been approved and accepted by | \ 
| the principal boards of fire underwriters throughout the country, | i : 

At among which may be mentioned those of Boston, Baltimore, Chicago, 1B) | th Nl 
aa Cleveland, Louisville, Pittsburg, Philadelphia, Montreal, etc. Way it! ii, wl 

Hl | tae Soe gs So ete gece ce ex enue caece ce uataeeadesscte ema a ty i! Mp 
; i \ Rinteetz Oats eh eee UT GN eco ctiectcteetens | Nai) ii 

WAT i MAA | i . | | AA 

| i ! co ; |) i | % i mt | i E 
| cub a) J 

————— “ HA ow } } 4 Sz SN } 

ee ! sm POOLE’S PATENT CAN. 
| lt 7H | | 

| ii Al f This Benzine Can is beyond question equal to 
Ha Hl Hn any other in the market. Its simplicity, economy hs 

i i il | | and entire safety strongly recommend it to those who 
||! Ni ay Il want a perfect benzine can. When the can is at rest i 

iI le) ; | : il the contents cannot evaporate. When held in a 
| . LE'S DATIE Ml horizontal position, or when held at an angle of 
i ‘Au 4 | tye Milli forty-five degrees, with the mouth pointed downward, | 
yf Mill YG. NS SAM the contents cannot escape. The can must be held 
i | le PRe i il HI perpendicularly before the stopper will allow the i 
i | He pe en Ein yi contents to flow out. Ithas no springs. The stopper ’ 
es A Chin BYTH TRS works automatically, and it allows the contents of ‘ 

| ane GO UNDERWRI iil the can to be kept in control of the operator. It may \ 
i i I A AOI i | il ee be used for benzine, turpentine, or any other liquid. 

| | i Ht SSOC ; | CZs uartsize onli. 220 soe SP gk BOLTS 
Hl HE Hl |) ||| | & 

| HF ii 11) | - BB | 
Hl | | ia | ._ > | 

Ht) STZ 

We oa 

i BINDERS’ LIQUID CEMENT i 

{| t (See Tablet Glue.) ! 

|} a 

| BINDERS’ MACHINERY | 
Circulars and prices on application. | 

Hl BINDING MACHINES 
tH (See Stapling Machines.) i 

HI BLANKETING 
j eltpthickso4inchesswidewper yard seco risa vga oath ne dedecen visas geenilennseeccteese PLIOO i 

Felt, thin,-o4 inches wide; per var <-.- <5. on,ccccseseaccc-cecee tote eee tena en OO \ 

Prices on Rubber Blankets given on application; state thickness and size desired. 

| | 
| | i 

| Hh
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BODKINS : 

| 
Nosd sweed bated lee ce i Sea ane coe te be, Ae OLED | 

| 

ea = Ss i 
= a 

No. 2, wood handle 2 <ca eae suc os eee Sle i oe OD 

BODKINS AND TWEEZERS 

(pair. ciao a} 
a — rE Ss —$<$—$$— = = 

a 2 =a { 

Spring........ i : en eee Ae OO HH 

il ia a | 
oe oe i 

—E oo j 

| 
Patent Closing: Sore... 2. goes oececsot weston Bee ee } | 

i 
™ THT Wh = - | 

Gens: | TOUTE A A= i 

eM iin i 

File Back and Points, Small Center.............. ea ae : i $0.60 and $0.75 i 
Smooth Back, 4%-inch “ Sect gedeeet aioe Sa teee seen PaO H 
Smooth Back, 3-inch sees : : Sere ene | 

{ 
a - = sient i 

| Peel a) i 

TTT | : TAA i 

Folding Steel Bodkin and Tweezer.................. E : Can ek. Aco ee } | 

He 

BOOKS FOR PRINTERS i 

/ DIAGRAMS OF IMPOSITION, by Bishop ............-.-.- : (aa oi 80050 i 
JOB PRINTER'S LIST OF PRICES AND ESTIMATE GUIDE eee a oe ae | 

} PHOTO-ENGRAVING, by C. Schraubstadter, Jr........... A 3 Sa pewcenetn dae Oe Ht 

PRACTICAL PRINTER, by Bishop .............-.--- ae eee eee 100 | 
PRINTER'S CALCULATIONS UC sedtStpocecbeetae pepe UNE EN ft Sar eos ae a ao) 
PRINTER’S ORDER BOOK AND RECORD OF Cost, by Bishop... Pe eee See 
SPECIMENS OF JOB WORK, by Bishop ..........-...-.------------- eerie ees et SO 

STEREOTYPING, by C, S. Partridge......... saeebaepscastn cette sc eeeeeseneweae es MOO. 

THE PRINTER’S READY RECKONER, by Bishop ............ aeons soe renoee 50 | 

THE COST OF PRINTING, by F. W. Baltes...............-...----.-- 2 a pO 
WILSON ON PUNCTUATION... ae ot HER EU ER. 5 Po Or | 

YOUNG JOB PRINTER, by Whybrew..........2--2::-2-+000--0--=- eee gees oes SEO) \ 
VeEST-POCKET MANUAL OF PRINTING 3: Ree : OS..dcce ee | 

DIAGRAMS OF IMPOSITION, Inland Printer Co. eee at creat aly Rnaiey VS | 

INLAND PRINTER, per year ; Uipasa ~ 200 

| 

i! 

|
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| | Hi | i BRACKETS b 
it ; d 
i i Pea ee Wp 

| (@ SS oes ‘ 

{i ES ‘ | = i 

i t 
i | ROLLER BRACKET 

HW] For holding 6 rollers, 2 inches or less in diameter, with screws, per pair-.......................$0.50 1 
ii th 

Na | | : i 

iN = — 

\ | 
Hh GALLEY BRACKET 8 

i} Per pair, with screws.................. , volte cree I SOVAO 

| | For Galley Racks see page 379. i 
| { 

| 
| | q 

| vr ~ | 
| | : 

! DOUBLE CASE BRACKET | 

| Per pair (may be screwed to the top of a cabinet, shelf or table)...................................$1.25 : 
Va Single, to hold one case, per pair...........-.......-...------ : r SAPu Se iTS: ‘ 
Hi \ i | } 

BRASS BRACES } 
| (See page 341.) 

¥ | 

BRASS CIRCLES AND OVALS 
| (See pages 343 and 346.) 
| 

BRASS INDENTED TAKE SLUG 

I} | 
Hy This slug is made of solid brass and almost indestructible. The figures are plainly j 

} \ indented in the face of the slug and the line to measure from is unmistakable. It is cheaper | 
| than the ordinary electrotyped slug, and preferable in every respect. i 

Brass Indented' Take Slug, cut to measure, Gach ..-....-...-........---s.seeec2e-c-nae- eee =..$0.20 

| | BRASS LABEL HOLDERS 

iH} Fe : | 
1] ,O>= 8-Point GOTHIC No. 1. = j 

| — —= } 
I SS - 

HI Sa a8 SSS” | 

\} These holders improve the appearance of the office; obviate all liability of the labels \ 
| dropping off; facilitate the selection of lines, and save time, labor and patience in both compo- 
| sition and distribution. Price includes cards and tacks. | 

1} | Pricer pein nunorad alone Inches eran ore teres cesses nace Seoete eee BETO | 

i] 
HH] 

| 

i 
1]
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BRASS LEADERS 

6-Point, per pound - z.-$1,60 10-Point, per pound.................. ...$1.50 | 
8-Point, per pound. s 1.60 11-Point,.per pound......<21.-..2.....1..02. 140 
9-Point, per pound ee OO 12-Point, per pound...................-....... 1.40 

Brass Leaders can be made to line with any desired face of type. Send lower case m for f 
sample. STANDARD LINE Leaders carried in stock, in 2, 3 and 5-pound fonts. Will line | 
with any of our Roman or Job faces. 

| | 
BRASS LEADS AND SLUGS | 

Cut to Column Measure. Labor-Saving. 
1-Point, per pound............... aN. $1.00. eee sii lsoO 
1%-Point (8-to-12-Point), per pound................ .85 pense. Wicd ee aS | 
2-Point, per pound...................- etre eS ¢ ace me ere eS) 1 
6-Point or thicker, per pound.................... Sot ED eae on =e 1.00 | 

BRASS RULE | 
(See pages 336-343.) | 

| 

BRASS SPACE RULE | 
2-Point, per pound.................. er 5 sod. senansnsztzesca 20040 $2.50 | 
1%-Point, per pound ee = 5s ceee lacus BIS 3.25 | 
1-Point, per pound......... sche ey eee pa 3.50 to 4.00 | 

| BRASS THIN SPACES 
(See Spaces and Quads.) | 

BRASS TYPE FOR BOOKBINDERS 
Special specimen book on application. 

it 
BRAYER ROLLERS | 

(See Rollers.) | 
) 

BRONZES | 
Rich Gold, per ounce ..... $0.15 to $0.50 Copper, per ounce.............. 35. 60,50 i 
Pale Gold, per ounce : 1S) t0:> 450 Pound packages...... .-$1.25 to 6.00 . 
Brilliant Fire, per ounce.... - ey! Aluminum, pure, per ounce 2 = OU. 

F Special prices on large quantities. | 
| 

BRONZING PAD | 

EA SO aaa i 

CE i ERR ES SSN i 

NVM, ae SINSSS Sool 
SET Ag ROSS) 

SS See Ro DANN N | 
= NZtn6 TT i i 

Sa Sy vr 
See yr i | 

= | 

| ELM CITY BRONZER | 
| The bronze powder is placed in the top of the pad, closed tightly by a slide (not shown in 

} cut) and is delivered through valves in the center of fine beaver fur at the bottom, passing 
through a sieve before reaching the paper. The quantity of bronze fed can be regulated by 
a thumb-screw at end of pad. 

Large size, 2%x6 inches ........... ename Bee Se OO. | 
I Small size, 3 inches square..................--- a ae eke ke Ma OO 

BRONZERS~—Power 
Special circular on application, 

i
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i RGR ey oe al Mes ae ( 
i | BRUSHES | 

i ! Benzine Brush): Smalls. ..23:.045-.-2 =. eo peas ag FE Ss aeRO j 
Ha Ren zine rush, vedi ee eee 85 
Wat Benzine Brush, Large................... z See See ee ee ee eens 2) 
iW Eee nuSL peh nti pie Ose mene eer een ete he eee mee te Pd eee Se | AS, 8 

| PORES LGM o VV Cit ee, see nOeen tree ee UNC Re Pe tnt Regitecccecengerer-oer 4 OO) 4 
i Lye Brush, Good.............. Be aes eee on eee ee ee ee ee ; 

Lye Brush, Bristle - : See. ere ees OO p 
| | Tableting Brushes .... bs BEA Menor eens = Bike -...$0.30, $0.40 and .50 

| SN | 
/ ee ene ees 1 ° 

CABINETS 3 
iit} TYPE CABINETS \|-ZA ot |» 

| | 12 Cases, % size, flat top...........$15.00 Mts | —— | Ni} 16 Cases, % size, flat top........... 18.00 Lt | i | | x 
i} | i 20 Cases, % size, flat top........... 21.00 | | ll 1 

| 12 Cases, % size, flat top........... 18.00 Hf. is 
| 16 Cases, % size, flat top........... 22.00 | , 
| 20 Cases, % size, flat top........... 26.00 } | 1 | ' 

12 Cases, full size, flat top......... 22.00 A | i 
16 Cases, full size, flat top......... 26.00 | ] ( 

20 Cases, full size, flat top......... 30.00 A 
12 Cases, % size, galley top........ 18.00 | I) | ——--="ea0 = | | : ce aS ys 

| 16 Cases, % size, galley top........ 21.00 | | ee ee 

| 20 Cases, % size, galley top........ 24.00 i i] AD = 1. 

12 Cases, % size, galley top........ 21.00 NR SR | | | a) <—— a Wa} | 16 Cases, % size, galley top........ 25.00 | Mi i SS ; 

i 20 Cases, % size, galley top........ 29.00 i) MW a | ae 
| | 12 Cases, full size, galley top...... 25.00 NU | — 

Way | 16 Cases, full size, galley top...... 29.00 wl NN i 
Wet ol 20 Cases, full size, galley top...... 33.00 Z| WN | SS wc CO. 

|| Other sizes to order. = — | 5, sIMONS& = ZA 
| | = Sih) | 7 = j 

i = | 
f ——————————— =—— 

Hi ——= Mt Coe INeT 
} 1 FW This neat cabinet is filled with blank 
| | SS —— | Wt lt cases, and it is very handsomely made } 

) —= —— | I } ! of polished ash, antique oak finish, with { 
—— } i Wf) bronze case pulls. The cases have ex- ot 

1 SSS ——— hl) | | tension backs. In addition to the ordi- 
1 —— S| \ | il nary uses of the printer, this cabinet can 

SSS) \ Hi | also be recommended to advertisers for | 
I ——S —— = i i] if keeping their wood cuts, etc. Height of | 

} SS See =| i NPT ' cabinets: 12-case, 34 inches; 16-case, 
| = =—S-s SS \ Wilh 42 inches; 20-case, 50 inches. Size of 
| SS ———SS | Hl I WT cases: two-thirds size, 16x21% inches; 
ie =e = =| I | | three-quarter size, 16x26% inches; full 
| | si I | size, 16x32% inches. 
i SS =| | i / ¢ . ie top aly top 

SS SSS) 91 i | 12 Cases, % size......$12.00......$15.00 
SS SS || 16 Cases, % size... 14.00... 17.00 
SS SSS Ah 20 Cases, % size... 16.00...... 19.00 
=| ) Wii) «12. Cases, % size... 15.00. 18.00 
—— ||| WMI, 36 Gases, % size... 18:00." 21-00 | ——=e- =—— h f l WN.» 20Cases, % size... 21.00...... 24.00 

Ih a =| | Well 12 Cases, full size... 19100... 22.00 j 
SS {oun nM = «16 Cases, full size... 22.00... 25.00 

SECO | Meee = 20 Cases, full size. 25.00... 28.00 | 
SS i ee — Boxing extra: 12 and 16-case cabinets, } 

| . $1.00; 20-case cabinets, $1.25 net. 

Hl 
|
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INLAND TYPE FOUNDRY Sou 
ET pes ee fe 

CABINETS _———— 
(fee > ff eae 

POLHEMUS CABINET fi} Se == pe ]7 } 
[ie ee LV A a ey | 

In construction this cabinet is un- —SSaaSS | | 

surpassed in solidity, appearance and A & SS —— SS | | 

finish. It is made of hardwood, nicely See ——— | 

polished. ir _—_—— SS | | 
ne . 5 | i 5 | S| eee cee | The two accompaning cuts show Ne = — SS =] | 

| front and back views of Polhemus == 2 } 
> ; ——— SS Double Cabinet. Front showing sort Sa. oe ==} | 

drawers, galley top, and job cases. SSS | | Se } 

We also furnish this cabinet with | | | (a =) | 

galley cabinet instead of sort draw- _ 7 S_—= S| es S| | 
ers, if preferred, at same price. | | i S| 6S | =| | 

Back of cabinet, showing arrange- Zia / = a 
ment of news cases on patent tilting & te Hal = —< es | 

brackets, allowing compositor to set) ————$—————— Se Ny 

without interuption, and to empty ss Hl 

his stick without leaving the case. ——, 4 PTTL, OT We 
PPITTTT LT, Geer f 

Single Cabinet, with 18 full been Oe nar brrrnee | ik 
size job cases, 1 pair news LEE LEGES, ary ee H) 
cases, galley top, patent tilt- r eae ER =o Cis: | 
ing brackets .....................$35.00 Levies Hi 

Double Cabinet, with 18 full LEZ a SS | 
size and 20 two-thirds job SCT TNE STP TNT RPT | 
cases, 2 pairs news cases, he sa pL tt APNG Uh i 
galley top, galley cabinet | Ri WNT WW WN AT i 1) } 

Preorders and ten 4 AM | tilting brackets.................. 75.00 MM) i mi ii ih i i iy i) ii MH 
Triple Cabinet contains all of | i } thd hi i ve il ihe TA HN) 

the features of the Polhemus Bie hy | yey \ HN | Na i \ | 
Cabinets combined in one, \i H Vi \\ iy, NSU, i MK i I ae | i 
including galley rack and ey i tN | si HN i AN i \ | 

sort drawers. It Is fitted | ee i Ah } a NA | Wi \ } | 
with % job cases, 20 in Ye RA Aa j with 40 74 job cases, 20 in peel | LAN WA hy Vt) ee = 
job casesin center tier. The Lee ere Mi ata Warr ANI Hi AN = i 

- standing galley or dump ex- TUE TON LC fil Ee —— 
tends full length over cases. SSS a | ee 1} 
Three pairs of tilting case s eae i : | 
brackets and three pairs of if 
full-size news cases are eer G i a Hi 
placed on top; complete... i Ta a j 

NT ee 
Hardwood or antique oak finish. a ny Will Sees nL) 

Boxing extra: Single, $1.50 net; | LTH C= ! | 
Double, $2.50 net; Triple, $3.00. | ) | ou! | t 

' HT HN ef | TWN) |) i 
INK CABINET | i HN { | 

MAA TN} 
A great deal of money is lost to job printers | ii iil i) ] a | K i 

in the single item of ink wasted through the HH Mi Wl Hil We Ile i } 

lack of a proper place to keep the cans or | Hl WAN | | | 
; a ; Hi HA ASA | 4) Ih 
jars containing the same. With the Ink Hl HA | Hi il ii] iW 

Cabinet a place may be had for every can or | WA Hi il } mm i | | | 
jar of inks, and with every can and jar inits | HA | — i | i 

! place the loss of ink from such sources would l MN = Tl | 
| cease. Contains four compartments suita- ge fj RATA ro Tl hi | 

ble for inks, etc., with marble slab, 18x24 ll all —— Tl f | 

» inches, on top for mixing inks. SSSA <= i ah ) il ; : Zz STA =H iit Ny } 
Prices.s8c. ee slisstteseeseeeees-s-- 13,00 [a vA {| | | Zs | 

| Boxing, $1.00. === a | | ! 

| |
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ii! ats SS HW | CABINETS | 
I === ae 

| s EN CABINET | —————— yy) (|| i PECIM Ve aa j 
HH] This cabinet is designed for preserving SS | i | | 

i specimens of printing. A specimen cabi- === ee | 

WW net is as necessary a part of a printing | ——— | Wi 
— yw Wet |) 

it office as is a specimen book to a type i —— | I | 

ij foundry. | ——3 ———— l | ) 
i | The drawers in this cabinet have mova- ———— | lil ij 

i ble partitions and are made in two depths, —— | j Wil | 
Wa} 2% and S inches. No. 1 is proper height —SS=S = | | 
i for placing a letter copying press on. == | | | 
I | This cabinet is handsomely made in ash, || ——= | 1 | | i : 
} | and will be an See to any office. \ S—— | | i | \ 

| No. 1, 8 drawers, 26x42x19 SS SS} I Ease 
ih inches over all.....................$14.00 ——S == =| rey 
i No. 2, 12 drawers, 26x50x19 S —_ =~ Mt if ==> 

j inches over all..................... 16.00 [ a eA = 
HY izes i i 39600. So | Other sizes at proportionate prices. a | | is ww = 

i | III! 
i| 
1] ere 

———————————— wr | es YY ) 
TT lll oer | 

SS ZA lil li The slots in the cases of 
| fe Sz peli es this cabinet can be adjusted 

_————— ie, MK Wz All to any size wood type, and 

a ——_ Za) HI the cabinet is made dust 
} sase. vey — Nn Mi WII) tight, so that the type is 

ease or ek Ee HN sa clean and — for 
} age Ter — Hh } | ee end Oak oF } ere aa = AI | i) i hardwood with cherry finish. 

Tits Uae | i Hy ora iy 
i iy My Sl Te MH i if } 

| é ee ie ie — l| MIllll 12 Cases, 23x32...$20.00 ' 
ee — AANA 16 Cases, 23x32... 25.00 

ee ek A i | 20 Cases, 23x32... 30.00 
a ge UT Sy il | Hy 12 Cases, 23x44... 25.00 
ate i 7 eaiits, me WT ANI a, S, 2 Perr \| eee) | 36 Cases Sth 38 | | a Si ges Vg as | er eli Te | | WV | GALLEY TOP. | 

Alli =n ai ( 12 Cases, 23x32...$23.00 | 
} SS iii, ee Hil We i | 16 Cases, 23x32... 28.00 
1 aS «Wal = 20 Cases, 23x32... 33.00 t BSS a | 2 a . : 

| SSS SS il l B= 12 Cases, 23x44... 28.00 it Ses = —w—_ 16 Cases, 23x44... 36.00 { 
| zz SS 20 Cases, 23x44... 45.00 

—— 

| I  < . 

| ee 

|| TT 
i \ 
Hi iain cen TTT i Mi 

} WOOD TYPE CABINET CASE 

| 

| tl 1 
Me
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| 
| 

CABINETS | 
— —— 

ae SS SS > 
DS ——— = ee 

ANA 2 \_4 | a) il esl cel a le | 
li} 5 (Od | TT 

1M | a| =] =|= |<) FSie lal 
i, | |S ieee el Paar Fa | 

| | === gree fale eel | 
Vil = 2 = ||2Re7 =e | 
Wl sao |= + Ele ee 
WA || |} | | Fro | | } Meee | WA alt ee eee Pa 

Me = (le leleleere eM || = ==) (= irs = | 
My | 2) 2 | = i el 
Nii) ‘i Vice || = [=| a ) ef i 

an) Ali = = tf [= =" 
ai i) | filles = b=) = 
S inne ra SS | 
s  —— So ——— | 

STANDARD SORT CABINET | 
Flat Top. Galley Top. Brass Top. | 

No. 1, contains 100 Drawers... . $65.00 : ..$70.00 3 $95.00 

No. 2, contains 80 Drawers 55.00 : Be. (OOOO. 22 cee 0,00 
| No. 3, contains 50 Drawers 36.00 eee AOLOO = .... 56.00 

f | Each drawer has 10 compartments. The compartments measure 3x4% inches inside and | 

: | are 2% inches deep. The No. 1 cabinet is especially adapted for newspaper offices. Made | 

: in cherry, but can also be furnished in black walnut or antique oak. We can furnish any other | 

L style of sort cabinet wanted. Diagrams should be sent. | 

MK ees eee | Hi AD | xe GALLEY CABINET Hi 4 Fs oO | a } 
HI 1 es Ee . | | a ee | . Hi em et Fg This cabinet is for the | 

| Hl } a ee 5 : : | 
Hi a eis ee ee storing of galleys filled with | 

is 11} eg i aie Be : 

; I | i ee Lae = sf standing matter in the most | 

| HN | ee a i 
I HH 4 ee Fee compact manner possible and | ee es ree 
i II | ai ee a it is made extra strong to 

G HH E ls, 3 
i es ee oes sustain the great weight. 

HH y ai | st, oe = 
i : ees ee ee si Can be had with doors at I 7 437 = | eee 
Hh | eee F og me small extra cost. 

1 (Niue SE ge eS ||| | i EE een em ee | 
Sy | | 

j Baa ATT | WN 
a a 1 
SSSA a hk 

; For 20 Double Galleys. $14.00 
For 40 Double Galleys 25.00 
For 60 Double Galleys.. : 36,00
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|| CASES | a 
iH | Sa SaaS | 

(7A Eee 
| Ee at er 

a Ake 
i AAA SELL ek 4 
ii} oes TG asa I 
| | fA AAT ha 
| ————————— —— =| 

i ——————— 

GFL TFT 
il| GILL 2D Jb MLEIET, 

(LL DD ef 7 2, 
| SS Se i i | 

Sa Bae 
il Néws Cases; upper atid lower, per paityo-.2.--- 2.22.40 cee cecees oceans... $1.60 

i | News Gases GACH: 2am hress ee ees Pee ete GO } 

i} 
iW aaa ii AAAs fide i i a) 

p= ff fff fEE ALLELES 
i MT 1 lL dt ELLE E TD) i 
} ‘7 =F FIFE FEF LELEEEES 

| = ar EEE 1 

| MATITV ET Hee E 
1 Leal (OnwGb);, ach. 2te2 to eetessees : eee fees eet 80,90. | i 

EEE PETE PEI, i : 
DAME AA/ AAA AUDA LAA ff 

i) CML ELE: CAAT LEI by 

AEA AEE: 7 , y 4 
it (fA A BTL MAAREAT AUT MIF 4 

| i "Tetple CAS C722 seres-caes5s soso ee Sethe eee) eens ee eee sc cDOLIO 

MT ; 

Ht (FUR 7 AE TLEPLT ME Ly ALY 

| GY, hf abe hh VIVID IVI ho 

Hi MMT L ALY fae 
i SSS, | 

| Tiri proved) Job) Cas 6 acces ce cesses ce ee ee eas eee. 20 

| | = | 

| === 

eas. | Wy i 

Hi || ae i 
HH 7 ag panera are = ear 4 

BlapkiGacestull Size me cic eee) tee ne ee en ae ee BOOS fa 

1} Blank Case, two-thirds size................. Fo ee oo eee Set a aS. 1 

| | Wood) Inpe: Cases fillisizeec.. <1 ye et me ke ae one ee OO: 

Hi} 
iH) 
i 
il £
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CASES 

il ay 2) eS al oe oy | 
| OPE EPP EPPELerer © 5 

UD I Ay We i We = We es) FS i We A = Ae i= ie ee iris | 
fn Ee ef 

, | ee | | | — sa—| 
SAMMI | 

: 
/ Labor-Saving Rule Gasé;new:-styleni 5 2is.2. ee ee. se Se ES | 

mmo ppp)  iig iii 
YY I I TTA EE | 1/1] /]} rE) Qa ih | 

Ae mm” AMMAN AN | 

YY lt Pf hy | 
ELLE $f Bp DAA AA oe Fi) GA 

: EEE ILA Ae 
SS SESS 4-4 a } 

AUN 23 A 
Labor-Saving Rule Case, old style... $1.15 6/my A 
Perfection Rule Case.......... eee. 5 y SE TT TY 

oti é anie side) is Fe Ma SCN 
a arte, Perecton (shown in.cut at sie) sr | 
them will go into a full-size blank case. The by iy nn la iy 
case will hold about 20 pounds of labor-sav- fy) i . OO La \ | 
ing brass rule, and has a separate place for Ay Ai a TD LA 
every length by 6-Point multiples from 1 to A Hi ee SN i 
9% ems 12-Point, and by 12-Point multiples a ui de ¥N => | 
from 10 to 33 ems 12-Point. Each box is y TTT S=S— i 
accurately spaced, and no box will admita AAU SS) —— 
longer length than marked. ) Oe SS j 

Harris Rule Case, No. 1, holds two Pa = | 

B= d fonts... e $1.25 KR GGRwK Y == f 
Harrie Rule Gases No. 2, holds one % , AMX 

16-pound font... Searee 1100 PERFECTION CASE 

| Harris Rute Case, No. 3 | Used together, hold one 32-pound font {~~~ 8488 
Harris Rule or Individual Lead Case, No. 0... : i s No eee TO 
Harris Ornament or Border Case, No. 5 3 be ‘ 1.00 ] 
Harris Full Size Blank Case, to hold and four of above cases.... tiers, SOD: 

SSS i TTTTTTT | hh | 

} YWIHIITT1177, YY. DATA A T/ / i] 
en Se | 
SS Se { 

Labor=Saving-Lead-and: Slag Case.) ere ee re OO: | 

SS SS SSS SSS SSS it 

| omy Sy RET A I | 

Figure Ch A RE EN ID oe PUP cn: Fos ae ee TOO f 

{ 
}
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Hii! oS waits, j 
i | (EAI EB Eeaaes 

i} SAIAA AS IA SS se Fe a= ‘ 

ULLIMITITITATAT 
Tl lf -f of = =F; a CX 
| | (a) SD) i 

| ———————— 4 

| | Shace can: ede Cae ret ereeener te See MeL ee et ee ee Face ceaves-.cdp lOO : 
| Space=and Quad tase, double depts tcc: se OU teach rsseseen-| LVS wat 

Till Tr st — SS = 

| Yi sf st 
Wd fe Ea Se = [of a 

| rar rot ws 
i fee fy al 

mil [Se ee 5 

i} = Sat eee ae ee ee 
i} | =e eS ee =] 

i BordetatsdyOrnanien sea se ins cge, see a eters rents rte ee teen een densa ioe desea PL. 2S 
} un 
| = = EEE EEE} 7 Hy} EAI Eh 5 LEEPER EEE) 

iH SE LEE / al LF AEE ns 
ih Fl Ae ea bbb LM MM _U AMEE “9 

gy9979 779777779745 SSS SEE EP. 

| Lavy yyy baad A TT THM a 
FIPAIIATAIIA/ IAS 7 SSS Hrs vag 

| | (kk kk a TAT TT LY iy . 
ee = —<— = 

WF Two-thirds News Cases (upper and lower), per pair...............-2-.2::2-ce-eceeseseeeeeeeeeeeeee-e 61.40 
i MWO-thirds NewS GuseG, (CACM cat n ceases conytteocetn cee eee sy sates etree tiene | oO INU 

| FEE Ee, bIdDDAND Dab OWA AOay Thi 

i) AEA P=, TF EPPEe Yj fia) 4 yf et 

Hy ir | ; PTT EE ITY) ‘ WW edy 9% - LPP TTT HT LLU] 2 py a 
| i Yi] 7) =) | ES hioee ny s/ Wi . 

H A PPT | cn LLILITIINT A //////; ites 

| Two-thirds Italic Case..............-......-$0.75 Two-thirds Rule Case.....................-..$0.90 : 
! | | 

| a_i ee 

i af Re S| 
| ff Sea 
| pL Pee PAE | _——} 

SaaS SS ee =| 

aM ea heh ree 

il LA —_______—__/f7} iy 
NH a ee ene ea See, 

! | Butler ssecononieGasest perialr wos sensi nsse al i ae en eee, saree ceed Lely. ccssiee ts P2OO ne 
1] Butler's Economic Cases, perpair, with Tray. <<<: <s.cco<,ce-c0c concen ec encore scqedeyececneesssacssennsns SIOO ome 

| Me rel ers CATE ONY teens oe sep scapes a sc seve veeeec ce cacce oerec sea gecac aeay aces wo eee ert ac awt sea uc ses gant agiansey. cle OO he 

|
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| INLAND JUSTIFYING LEAD CASES {| 

To meet the necessity of having a place to put 

| short lengths of 1-Point and 2-Point leads, so much 

| required for justifying together two sizes of type to ee 

\ : ; joan ; SSS 
i bring their faces into line, we have designed a con- S| | 

| venient case to hold such material. This case is 34 [ 2 ES = 
1.00 . by 7% inches, and is divided into compartments to — | 

173 \ contain lengths varying from % em to 16 ems of Sa) i 

‘ | 

} i} 
* s j 

By mistake the cuts for metal furniture i 

and border and ornament cases 
i} 

i} 

have been transposed. i 
1.25 § . — l 
F of 2-Point metal or 2 pounds 11 ounces of 1-Point Ba eRe - oe | 

| . brass leads. A pair of these cases will fit nicely in ieee bs i 

: the space between the two upper cases of a double =a ee een | 

; stand, or if preferred, their small size permits their ee anez) | 

f being deposited in other convenient places. | 

See next page for price of these cases. | | 

140 | | 
0 INLAND THIN SPACE CASE i] 

F Thin or hair spaces made of copper and brass are now coming more and more into use as i 

a welcome substitute for the old troublesome card and paper slips as a spacing material, but i 

so far no suitable case to hold them conveniently has appeared. For this purpose we now i 

present the Inland Thin Space Case. This case is 2% by 7% inches, and is divided into two \ | 

sections: one for %-Point copper spaces and one for 1-Point brass spaces. Each half-sec- i 

tion has compartments for the bodies from 6-Point to 72-Point, including without exception ay 

0.90 
‘ 

2 1 iho irre iP HI 

Tithe EERE Pp | LL 5 ri 30, 36, 42 46 i it 

Pee! | 
| 6 _54 60 72 6 5% 60 eee | ie 

0. SS Ss —— = | 

Mr re | 
; | Ht 

it 
every intermediate body. The spaces are easily accessible, and the compartments are so i] 

ue 

constructed that no space can fall down out of reach. The various bodies are stamped above i 

each compartment in bold black figures. Each half-section of the case will hold 11 ounces | 

of 1%4-Point copper spaces, 12 ounces of 1-Point brass spaces, or 15 ounces of 2-Point metal i 

spaces. Like the Justifying Lead Case, this Space Case can be placed on the board between | 

5) the upper cases on an ordinary double stand. } 

330 For price of this case see next page. || 

| i 

| 
|
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t 
INLAND JUSTIFYING LEAD CASES i 

To meet the necessity of having a place to put | 

short lengths of 1-Point and 2-Point leads, so much 
t 

required for justifying together two sizes of type to | 
SSS { 

f bring their faces into line, we have designed a con- a=] i | 

i venient case to hold such material. This case is 3% ce ] 

1.00 4 by 7% inches, and is divided into compartments to Oe i 

S ‘ contain lengths varying from % em to 16 ems of SSS _— 
L = if 

12-Point (by half-pica or 6-Point steps up to 6-em), == i 

including also the intermediate lengths of 8, 10, 14, — S| = | 
SSS S| i} 

16 and 20 points. The length of the lead is stamped la eames! 
a a i ee 

in bold black figures above each compartment. The _———— : | 

compartments are of such width and depth that the pss = 
lw el 1} 

leads cannot fall down within them or be difficult to SSS] i J h | 
get at. A single case holds about 3 pounds 6 ounces oar Ti 4 he erty 

- of 2-Point metal or 2 pounds 11 ounces of 1-Point Bie ae | 

brass leads. A pair of these cases will fit nicely in ihn! — i 

} the space between the two upper cases of a double St I 

; stand, or if preferred, their small size permits their Ne eee | 

| being deposited in other convenient places. i | 

| See next page for price of these cases. | | 

| 

40 | } 
70 INLAND THIN SPACE CASE i] 

Thin or hair spaces made of copper and brass are now coming more and more into use as i 

a welcome substitute for the old troublesome card and paper slips as a spacing material, but t 

so far no suitable case to hold them conveniently has appeared. For this purpose we now 

present the Inland Thin Space Case. This case is 2% by 7% inches, and is divided into two Hy 

sections: one for %-Point copper spaces and one for 1-Point brass spaces. Each half-sec- i I 

tion has compartments for the bodies from 6-Point to 72-Point, including without exception i Hy 
90 

) lbh Bahl ~ 9 10 Thitas Fr | 

| pow iiti ll | 
Rae bh 4: oO te ae, eo i i] 

(PPE Ieee | /| = =] = iif if / 
i a if 6 54 BD a ne | it 

LS a | 
_——————————— ZZ | 

every intermediate body. The spaces are easily accessible, and the compartments are so i | 

constructed that no space can fall down out of reach. The various bodies are stamped above ] 

each compartment in bold black figures. Each half-section of the case will hold 11 ounces | 

of %-Point copper spaces, 12 ounces of 1-Point brass spaces, or 15 ounces of 2-Point metal I 

spaces. Like the Justifying Lead Case, this Space Case can be placed on the board between j 

ry the upper cases on an ordinary double stand. I 

0 =F For price of this case see next page. | 

| 

| | 

|
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ij eee 6 
| INLAND LEAD AND SPACE CASES—IN SETS 

| The space between the upper cases on a common double stand will conveniently hold a 

i) | “set” of these cases, as shown in the cut, consisting of one Thin Space Case (for %-Point 

i and 1-Point spaces) and two Justifying Lead Cases (one for 1-Point, the other for 2-Point 

HI leads). If desired, an extra Thin Space Case (to hold 2-Point spaces) can be added, the | 

four not taking more than 7% by 12 inches of room. 

! | peewee pot | pee , We 
i) / | | i " | AT | |) TT M | ts ey | | eee a 
| ] TTT | | RATT a | | TTT | | i 
i nM Re an Hy 13 4 i 13 4 | 

| TT AT, ||| RANT 
1 / 12 a3 12 5 | 

lh iit il | | 10 zt Lo 7 sil mT : | TT BRT) TT “ 
i | 2 8 a ai 

i (ger. 10 MFT, Ve ore Si? | lisrr, 0 Mr ire 2h Sie | Ma 

| Te) | ee 7 
| |r. 6 a. oe fi ait | RF 6 oF. 2 S12 fi Mi 

l nit ||| 
i) Inland Justifvina Lead Case Inland Justifyina Lead Case 

1!) TELE E RL iM} yi 20R BOs Se am ae FT wer Se ae ae 

| WY | el Ml | MII | HI Til + Fr Pe 
hh I PPT) TT 

| | ninlend Thin Srece Gare 

Ht 
i 
} } MANO SUSHI RyiN Leads Gases cCa Gl iteeacsaceconcyecaapeavisecnsscs te sec sonhec ewok et Se, Sots. - tases hO60 

i | Inland gustitvine LeadiGaseseper pait a ee ee LAS : 
} i Inland: Space Cases, eachii.2:,.-6.0- nih. de yea: Dene ee teeta eee ee ic SO j 

hi \ Per set of 3 (2 Justifying Lead Cases and 1 Thin Space Case).............22.22-2-2--20--------- 1.60 

| | Per set of 4 (2 Justifying Lead Cases and 2 Thin Space Cases) .......22....22222222022200.----- 2.10 

Vii 
i JUSTIFYING LEADS AND THIN SPACES 

HM} 
| If desired, these cases will be furnished filled with Leads and Thin Spaces, at following 

| | prices, in addition to cost of cases. Sorts or larger quantities supplied at prices quoted on ] 

Vi pages 386 and 412. 

i! | 1-Point Brass Justifying Leads, case-lot of 2 pounds 11 ounces................................. $4.00 4 

} 2-Point Metal Justifying Leads, case-lot of 3 pounds 6 ounces..............22-.-.000------------ 1.25 | | 

| ¥%-Point Copper Thin Spaces, half-case or section-lot of 11 ounces............................. 1.40 

ii 1-Point Brass Thin Spaces, half-case or section-lot of 10 ounces...............-.2...2-.-------- 1.25 | 

} 2-Point Metal Thin Spaces, full case-lot of 30 ounces. .............----..sec-seeceeseeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 1.00 | | 

| Copper, brass and metal are used for these Leads and Spaces, to enable the compositor 

| to readily distinguish the three thicknesses by their color. fs 

| | 

1} 

ii 
H ||
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CASES i 

a, | Y 2 ea Pewee | 
sprit ap lay arisiya Analyse i 

JU TAATAUAT IA Ue Lye TATA 

SS | 
SS SS eS SS SSS, | 

Metal Furniture Case, single depth....... Sia eel ee mae eee § ....-61,50 | 

Metal Furniture Case, double depth.......... Sse ope RR ER TCT EEE ass OG 

CASE STANDS 

a Ean) 
PEORIA AE CELTS a Ake BAS | fevreaten a hails CA kA kkk KAA 6 | 

a Lis IEEE EAE EERE | z DF prawn aan i 
ah hag OZER IBA hd he | 

mT esc —— a me ; 
NEWS STAND os on | 

Single Stand with racks for —— —— [ | 
12 two-thirds size cases..$3.00 ||| eg ——S ; 

Single Stand with racks for ——= 
12 full size cases.. 22 OOO a 3 ee | 

News Stand with racks for i a —_— | 
8 full size cases............ 3.75 (== a Ss | 1] 

News Stand with racks for a = | | 
12 full size cases........... 4.75 al : —— | | 

I MTT <a] i 
Te i hn — ANAT oT Ts a, — 1 

Mi Ny >a | 
\ —|| | ir ] === | 

2 —| | oe 
LL 

ROLLY CATER RT ITTV | AAA EECA YT EEEER RORY) 
gy ana | 
Garand Anaa Meaa Mecacanes Pe Ses Ca say / EE EE) | 

SEE | af SLE Zee l| | 

i | 
— WH OB STAND | 
—__V eS || i : | 
——_— —_— Ns | Il Job Stand with racks for 8 full 

SS Oe S| Hie and 8 two-thirds size caste aes | 
lice _ aig | Job Stand with racks for 12 full | 

—_ ey __  & IZ. and 12 two-thirds size cases 5.50 
——_ = If | Double Stand with racks for 16 | 

| >—= | || | full size cases.......... cee tOOO | 
ee) II Double Stand with racks for 24 

—— a | full size cases oiiegessicvee OOO 
—_ —  HI 

_———————— oe = aS
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i eee its Sa ee oe 

Wa Yield tite NY 
1} fg SN MW 

AUTOCRAT STAND Lh vif —\ | SS \—™ | This is a printer’s stand or frame in St aS —\_ 
1 y ‘ Mn ey SE ~ | its simplest, most compact and 0st gee 

convenient form. The prominent feature ~~ = iE — | | q 

is the GALLEY TRAY under each case, — i — 
where the compositor can empty his — i — 

5 - . . =P | 
stick by simply pushing his lower case S Sa 

| up sufficiently to expose his galley, after — f _— 
which the case is drawn to its place. Ss h eS | 

Each stand will accommodate two pairs Im h S | 
of news cases, fifteen full-sized job cases S b : SS \ 

and six news galleys. On the deck or S k z — | 

i top, back of the brackets, there is alsoa ISS O—— ~s | 
i large space, which may be utilized for Sah S [em 

sort drawers or for more galleys. = == ral hil aaeeee 

Single;sholdingL9 full sizeicases 22255 2 20<a on ak en é =p 8.50 

1 Single, holding 19 full size cases, paneled end and back ~anee. . 10.00 iy 

| Double, holding 34 full size cases... ere 2 Ee 10,00 \ 

Double, holding 34 full size cases, paneled ends.. Seat sect ences : =e OO \ 

Wy If made of black walnut, $3.00 extra. i 

Hi aig: pesca i Ali V ABER EES, Mp ’ a - 
HH ET aE ae ee 
A [ERED B: DEBEAENE EAE Cet teins LIT N 
Wy ti la ee ee ey fe ee a melee Py] \ 

| a i 
i MEZEZ eg iE PITT Sd j 

Hi | | ee § 
HW —<—S —————— “ 

Wy ——_ ——— | | ; 
HF | ———————— | : 
Alt I ee SS = | { 

|) |_| a | j | ————— | || - ZA 
li, — —_——————— 

Hi 
CITY STAND 

l | The upper case projects forward over the lower, bringing it nearer the compositor, who 

sets caps with greater ease than from the ordinary stand. Under the lower case there is a 

1 shelf to hold a galley, and the lower case may be pushed back (see cut) as far as is necessary 

! to permit emptying type on the galley without leaving stand. 

The Single City Stand is made to hold 15 full size cases, and the Double City Stand to i 

} ' hold 30 full size cases. 

} Single City Stand, with racks for 15 full size cases..........222.0.......2.02..eeceeeeeeeeee> ..$6.50 i 

| Double City Stand, with racks for 30 full size cases.................0....0tscecseeteenceseecceeeeeeees 9.50 ’ 
| 

it 
Ht || 

iH) | 
Hil ’
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CASE BRACKETS 
(See Brackets.) 

| 
CASTING ROLLERS | 

(See Rollers.) | 

CARD CUTTERS i 
' 

(a ia 
a ra ; pase = i 
= Oe } 

i OH ely 

| ee 
= yaa Ci | 

BOSTON CARD CUTTER i 

Noclampis required with this cutter, as it has a drawing cut, which keeps the sheets straight. 
Sheets or strips of any length can be cut, as the standard holding the upper knife has an 

| offset, allowing the inside strip to pass over it and the outside strip under it. 

No. 8, cuts 8 inches, boxed. f sae aos --$ 8.50 
No. 12, cuts 12 inches, boxed..... Sees % Bilin UP oe cael ee ed OD 
No. 24, cuts 24 inches, boxed... de ieelee Atel oy cela aed ae at S a OOO. 

CHASES 
CAST-IRON CHASES, FINISHED INSIDE 

Outside Inside Each Outside Inside Each 

6 x 7_ inches... 4%x 5% inches...$0.45 11 x16 inches... 8%x13% inches..$1.30 
6%x 8% inches...5 x 6% inches... .50 12 x14 inches... 934x11% inches.. 1.20 | 

| 6 x18 inches... 336x15% inches... 1.20 12 x15 inches.... 9%4%x12% inches.. 1.30 { 
| 8 x10 inches...6%x 8% inches... _.80 12 x18 inches... 9%x15% inches.. 1.40 

8%x14_ inches...64x11% inches... 1.10 12 x26 inches... 934x23% inches.. 1.80 
8 x20 inches...5%4x17% inches... 1.30 12 x30 inches... 97%x27% inches.. 1.90 i 
8 x24 inches...5%x21% inches... 1.40 12 x33 inches... 97%x30% inches.. 2.25 Ht 

{ 8 x28 inches... 5%4x25% inches... 1.60 14 x16_ inches...11%x13% inches.. 1.40 t 
9 x12 inches...7 x10 inches... 1.00 14 x18 _ inches...11%x15% inches.. 1.75 | 

| 10 x14 inches...8 x12 _ inches... 1.20 14%4x19¥% inches...12%x17% inches.. 1.80 it 
10 x24 _ inches... 7%x21% inches... 1.50 15 x24 _ inches...12%@x21% inches.. 2.00 I 
10 x26 inches... 77%x23% inches... 1.65 16%x19% inches...14_x17_ inches.. 1.90 } 
10 x28 _ inches... 77%x25% inches... 1.75 17 x22 inches...145¢x19%® inches.. 1.75 ' 
10%x14% inches... 836x12% inches... 1.25 t 

FOR GORDON, PEERLESS, UNIVERSAL AND LIBERTY PRESSES 

| 7x11 inches inside..... ...$1.00 11 x17 inches inside............ 1.75 \ 
8x12 inches inside . 1.25 43 -x19-inches inside:.....2..1..-...1.1. 2.00 | 
9x13 inches inside...... . 1.25 14 x20 inches inside:...2) 3.2... 2:50 | 

10x15 inches inside... ete - 1.50 14%x22 inches inside........................ 3.00 | 

In ordering Gordon Chase give makers’ name and number of press. i 
| 

| eee 
| 

fy Sareea So eee I 
| | 

ie ealai ee | 
I 

HEADING CHASES WITH CROSS-BAR 1 
6x17 inches inside, flat cap ................ See eee 3 Seed SOOO) i 
See Ioinches- inside; Hat GOmy cs shoe kite ek ec ete aes ee sce eee eee OO) i 
SxZ2S inches inside; flat GOUbIO+ Caps. 0 eees- <_< tet et oan ate mE eee een Bee) | 

These chases are also made with short cross-bars upon special order. 

i] 
I 

| 
i
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H ||) 4 f i CHASES t 
wie 
We | 
i || | 
ny! 

iI Wb 
i} 

nti 

ii 
| 

| 14 
Hd 

Wa 

H FOLIO CHASES, FOR NEWSPAPERS 

Wi Outside Measure. Inside Measure. Price Per Pair. es 
Wh bi Seon ene eee el Ge cee DOME es AT os 9.50 i 
a GSC Olan ses ARON cer re ARO, ee. 10500 i‘ 

| PGC eee he ee Oye he ee OO. ha eit 511,00 fy 
Hl Sng ee ec ee ae ee EO RO cccssn creates AS00 o 

aH | | OE Gotan nie ee oe eee 2 le ee eG (er te ie Lee Or he ceey ch ae -_.2--) L500 
} Special sizes made to order. | ik 

: 
it tk 

| 
He 
1 

eee 
te 

va ii 
| 

1) 

i i i 

HY | 

Hl Hi | 

i | QUARTO CHASES, FOR NEWSPAPERS—WITH CROSS BARS | 

i Outside Measure. Inside Measure. Price Per Pair. 
H| |) ge Gglumn® oa ee Sede ee xeon oly: $14.50 
Hi = COMUNE eno en eNO OA Bree, waar ot Ee FAR Otten nals | 1,50, 

i Ge@qlumns oes ee a eo ee ei IROOM us 16.00 
| = GON ee ees ORO ee OO AROO. eesti | 17.50 

mill | Other sizes made to order. 

| QUADRUPLEX WROUGHT IRON CHASES : 

| 5-Column, 14 x21% inches outside, per set of 4 chases.......................................-..$19.00 
} 6-Column, 16%x23% inches outside, per set of 4 chases.................--...2-2..--..---.-..--.. 20.00 

7-Column, 19 x25% inches outside, per set of 4 chases..............22.2..22022:020000--------- 22.00 
Other sizes made to order. 

|
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CHASES 

| | 

| i 

i 

| 

| 
j 

4 | 
] 

WROUGHT IRON CHASES WITH SHIFTING BARS ] 

17x21 inches outside, each ...... De eeeeesees Bee renee enna Sra taco aac OO! i 
| 20x25 inches outside, each ....... Bases oes SN Se eae Aue eee OME GLY 2.51 0) | 

24x30 inches outside, each ...... Renee . eRe epee een ei 2900) 
25x35 inches outside, each ...... as Seto se nae cares eee eee Ose tea one entnn stamens 2 OOOO 
29x42 Inches outside, Gachiccose-se cst ceses cee car tacese ete een owe see eee eae ss ww se iecascwaess ess LOO) 
S32x46 inches outside, Cac te ssc2 oa re ccar ese cee re eee ae eee eres cece LOO) 
34xSOinches:outsidé,eachiy 2.0 sss eset ecre ene res Pee ee tee, Vacate cen cs OO, 
36x52 inches outside;*Gachien sete Ae are ee oes eee eee ree ean ee ecuis. ele LOLOO 
40x54 inches outside, each Lin See ae Bete tese asus ean 14.00 
42x60 inches outside, each ...... Geer setteee Stoseases é sececcrierase, LOJ00) 

Other sizes made to order. f 

‘ 7 

| 

ae 

1 
| ' 

t 

t 
f 

| 

1] 
| 

1 

i} 
i 

i 
| 

WROUGHT IRON POSTER CHASES | 

17x21 inches outside, each.................$5.00 32x46 inches outside, each...............$ 8.00 | 
20x25 inches outside, each................. 5.50 34x50 inches outside, each..............._9.00 | 
24x30 inches outside, each.... 2. 6:00 36x52 inches outside, each............... 10.00 | 
25x35 inches outside, each................. 6.50 40x54 inches outside, each Senageese OD: 
29x42 inches outside, each................. 7,50 42x60 inches outside, each............... 12.00 

Other sizes made to order, ; 

| 

t
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1) 
tH CIRCULAR QUADS yo hi 

| pe i | 
Ti 

1 
iW | —— | 

! | Per font (embracing a variety of the most useful curves) See da sie Seeeets Sr pOUOO) 

| COLUMN RULES 
i | (See pages 12 and 339) 

Wil 
j | COMPOSING MACHINES 

| (See Type-Setting Machines.) 
Th 

i] COMPOSING RULES 
a b 

a SteclGomposine,)) Siemsiane under, cach =.0) 20 ee ee ends. $0.25 , 
| | Steel Composing, from 15 to 20 ems, each......... SC Sig ESE. ire 0 f{ 

i) Steel Composing, from 20 to 25 ems, each tse : Sian tates ed 13D ? 
} Steel Make-up, 15 ems/and (under, each... 2.02. .2cci2.5..-cccc8 soe nncesedesacdessdsenesesezeee mee SO 

| Steel Make-up, from 15 to 20 ems, each.................-......-.----- eereeern cers So se, 
i} | Steel: Make-up,.from.20 to 25 ems, 46h. 2. .... 222.002. ices se ences n cc eecn tenn ss 40 

| COMPOSING RULES—SETS 

i (Te 
in| CC Se KETIARUIBE Gan | ee a) 
inhi ee — 
iH Yj yi 

| i y Toe sp aerprenmenr caren pagar ong 

| DIYVINSIN A 
> ERR | eevetc. 1 | ——————————— 

i SS ae | 
ai Y / —/ | 

| 
| Pocket Rule Case, containing 12 assorted sizes of composing rules (leather case)........$1.50 
} 
| HARRISON ‘“‘COMPLETE’’ SET OF COMPOSING RULES 

| SESS Siro) aon : 7 These rules are made of finest : 
i E FE O° jeo He ae | 2 tempered steel, highly polished, in | 
] EEE Ef \Lic " the following em lengths: 4, 4%, : 
ij PEE EER ae oa ere 5, 5%, 6, 6%, 7, 7%, 8, 834, 9, 9%, 
i [ PEE Sera ores = boil TOFD, 12,.13;14, 15,16, 17, 18, 
| | | | EE aa 19 / b Gt 195,20, 21,.22,.23, 24, 25, 26, 26%, 

| EE EE ef nes) 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 35, 38, 40, 42, 
HW ey | By . El [ ee ee es a 45 — forty rules in all. ] 

WH | EF rf . 22. ee A ] The case is constructed in a dura- | 
| i} E i oe ble style, of hard wood, finely finish- { 

EE 74. i ed, with a lining of velvet. Every | 
i | | r = rule is held separately, the figures 

i i é ga | ieee ny denoting the length in ems are in 
| | . q F oe plain view, and the rules are easily 

} | d removed from the case. 

| Harrison ‘‘ Complete’’ Set of Composing Rules, with case..............0..2...220. 0002-02... $3.50 } 

) a 
Hj 
i} |
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COMPOSING STICKS 

ee .ti<“‘“‘“‘C:;CséiCSCOD 
BUCKEYE 

| im | 
papas "vhost 

GROVER OR BUCKEYE 

| Gach QB UI nnn SO 
Loe ee ee ee 
P2einghio oe ee ee ee BADR nett soos et ini caen ee oe yen a 

YANKEE 

ee <i 
| SCREW 

YANKEE AND SCREW STICKS 

GHINCH Senco cnn cnenecetenstamananenaans OTS 14-inch PoE yt ea ees SO: 

| ioe ee ee 
SO -NGh 21k = ee en re ee ee DORAN oe ee eee en SS. 

STANDARD NEWS STICK 

} 2 inches deep 2% inches deep 2% inches deep | 

Sein Chie. ye ere ee BORE cE ee BOR) Olea Aiea eee are Sep) | 

aaa aaa carereiptien Seen Net ae er eae | 

| 
: }
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ae Si eee = | 

Wil 
Hii COMPOSING STICKS i 
Hit A\ \ . I (Sere TE VO | 

NS eS) | 
Hi (Fc | 
i oo Set 

ahi 

} STANDARD JOB STICK 

| Hd This stick can only be set to multiples of 6-Point and 12-Point. No quads are needed to 
i set it. It is graduated, and can be SET INSTANTLY to any regular measure; when once set it is he 

Wh } impossible for it to slip, as itis held by a case-hardened steel pin which extends from the he 
| clamp through back of stick into the knee. 

a 2 inches deep 2% inches deep 2% inches deep 
we HTL foot aes ae eg og OL eee te ee DEO aes ences cto PAIS 

| UO Sinica se e eOh  e A e eess BAS 
Wy ih 12-inch... J Ra ig SE) ea BES El 5 10. a ee ees aye 

Wit Nickel-plating extra. 
Hi 
aaa 
Hi! —— | \ po 7a HV tH Zn 
Va: ee CHANDLER & PRICEY 
WT bie a— LEVEL ANDO. 

Hi 
PERFECT NEWS STICK \ 

| Permanent measure either 13 or 13% ems 12-Point. te 

BSfeelyent yet ete: < ser lc pa seestet Neg teen Rete eee See ae ces Ro neat Ais een i eedees eek sven nniake POTOO 

HY) i ¢ \ 

Hi ee 1 \ 

Vi =F — ¥ ; HH ———— + 

i} = 

Ht 
it BOSTON NEWS STICK 

| i Permanent measure 13 ems 12-Point. 5 

Wy SEE Iie Svinte iets cen orn ME AN eRe acl cats $0.90 ’ 

iit Nickle-plating steel, 25c. extra, 1 I 

HW f 
i / a \| _ aN ) ii = = i 

My 
1 WOOD JOB STICK | 

Hil | Det oc a ce BL95 
WW 4 OCH ci el ee OainiGhiee eee area ce SO 
Wa) Wit DOmCH sa ese ct ee ee ee ind PEO nin Cheeta eer en te. 17S 

HY Ar inchsi 7.8 cece ee ee, | 
WT te i 

CORNER CUTTER 
Special circular on application. 

| CORNER QUADS 
Galois Per Sait 1Gtir eee cee a ae a ee eee tet ORL 

] 
| 

ll
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i COUNTING MACHINES 

O @ @ @ @ — Ir 
a are ae Hee 

| peed SD the 

@ ELM CITY COUNTER © || 

ELM CITY COUNTER 

| To count, LO/OO0) sized sécds sinchesmc sss. pee ee eee eee OOO j 
} To:count 100,000, ‘size 174x494 inches <c, So3o acts etter FOU | 

i 
\ = HART’S DOUBLE DIAL i 

7 -N ALARM COUNTER 
fe 

| WY This counter is so constructed that i 
| SS the lower dials indicate the number : 

( pe/ am run like the usual counter. The top 
AS) ONY ———, _—dials are the alarm device and can be 
<== =n=n= SSNS WWIBIM -~—set instantly (without taking from the 

= =) = 0] 024) | case) at any desired number, and 
== =I — = S=|y 

=a hee | =e eee | when that number is reached the bell i 
w/e = | Sara ne Eh will ring continuously. To illustrate, | 
=n———_=Nn_=/Nn\ =n —=Nn = set the alarm dials on 600 with lower 
= (0) (0) (0) __ Y dials on O’s and the first pevolution 
a a ES of the machine will indicate 1 and the 

= top dials 599 and so on till the 600 
SS—_ Ss SS SS is run when the top dials will show i 

Vo O’s and lower dials 600 and the bell 
will ring. Any moment you look at 

the counter it will show the number run and number yet to run. The counter has only usual 
number of springs and we warrant them for five years; simple in construction and we 

| guarantee entire satisfaction. 

| No. 1, Double Dial Alarm, size of figure ¥% inch; size 5 x8 inches, 100,000..............$15.00 | 
| No, 2, Gem..................-.--.size of figure % inch; size 3 x8 inches, 100,000.............. 10.00 | 
} No; 3,:Old Hart, wood dace: 2-2 pet cine een eee OOO a OOO i 
} No. 4, Little Gem..............size of figure 3@ inch; size 2% x6 inches, 100,000.............. 10.00 { 
} No. 5, Little Gem..............size of figure 36 inch; size 24%xS inches, 10,000.............. 8.00 
¥ No. 6, Little Gem..............size of figure #4 inch; size 2%x4inches, 1,000.............. 6.00 , 
| No. 7, Little Gem..............size of figure # inch; size 24x3 inches, LOO! ce 4 00 

DURANT’S COUNTER i 

Is especially adapted for use on printing 7 a B if 
i} presses. It iS made entirely of iron, steel aR manga) By <S i 

| and brass. he dials have large black TN OTS RPE — fj 
F figures that are easy to read at a distance. i, (9) e (a) (7) (Ne \ SS i 

They can be instantly reset to 0, or any QA cy\s * CALs 
| other number required. A bracket is fur- R@) O} cna CS) i} 
) nished with each machine for convenience ©). N.DURANT-(O]>7 | 

in securing it to the feed board of a press. beer Mr TR EWU aa a US Hi 
Counter is nicely finished, cover, lever, eee if 

| dials, springs, etc., being nickel-plated. i 

1 No. 1, counts OOOO Se eee er SG SN a Eee ees circa, kp eee ES OO. 
No.2; countess 100 OOO te <r ren Mae er ties eee eee ee L000. i 
No.3; COUNTS dc OOO HOO acc 5 ao ote eee ee sre eee cree aatincee eee OO. if 

} No. 2, with 4-inch gong to give an alarm at each 100 : = : Exe S100: | 

} 

| CURVING MACHINES 
}\ i Special circulars on application. if 

| { 
{ CUTTING STICKS | 

Squares 12 ito G2 inchés lone, Gach. -. 5 cco encseiscessantecec creas eae anes eee nee eee tO SO UICERS. 
@ctaconal for ead er Gutters na els, wan use eh eee eon neo ene eas eae 30 cents } 
Round forAcmierGutter.c.. 20.0.--25--ssnenetasanece n-ne soneusbecsenece igre eee eeoeee 30 cents | 

| i 
i
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Mii | 

| if CUTTING STICKS | 
Hi “ 

ii ES ——_ 

| _ SS SSS SSS SS SSS 
2 _ SSS 

} 2 Se 
eS ) ao 

22-2 2222 YY YY HK YYW JK W V7 
| \ 477° ~~ 
By a SS 

} BB = 
| ee re : | 
i HAMILTON’S CUTTING STICK ie 

} | This stick consists of a main body piece (A), made to fit the groove of your paper cutter. . 
i | The body piece has a groove or recess in it, which holds a small strip (B), one quarter of an . 

II inch square. This removable strip is the cutting surface, and is held in place by a steel 
| i clamp tc), which is drawn up by the bolts (D). The cutting strips, being square, can be used 

i on four sides, thus giving the same amount of service as the large size sticks heretofore used. 
i The steel strip or clamp (C), running the extreme length of the main body piece and 

Ui hia firmly screwed thereto, effectively prevents springing and warping, which cannot be prevented | 
i on an ordinary cutting stick. There is no wear on the body piece and as it is fitted exactly to 

| | | the groove of your cutter, your troubles from ill-fitting sticks (necessitating packing, etc.) 
j cease. The cutting strips are all made to a uniform standard and are interchangeable, and 

i i thus there is absolute certainty of them fitting. When ordering, give size square main body j 
} piece is to be. Give length of stick. State how far from front edge of stick the knife strikes. { 

| State whether knife cuts from right to left or left to right. 

i Main Body Piece, any length, up to 38 inches each...............-....220--cceeeeeceeceseeeeeeeeeeeees- 65.00 | 
i Main Body) Piece trom oo to o4 inches; GACH... es nooo noe ses acs cnc occ sseacestaceaste sts ares 6,00 
1 Cutting Sirips, any length, up to G8 inches, per dozen: ..2..2 0.22. 128 

Cutting) Strips, tromsas to o4 inches; per dozen. 2)! 2c. ete 80 

i | 
} CYLINDER PRESSES 

\ (See Presses.) | 

: DASHES | 
H ] 
ie (See Brass Rule.) 

| 

| ti (I ma 
i | SS SSSSS5]]SSSS]HIHMg 

Hy eth llr q Hi NEW YORK DRYING RACK | ————l | (aro 
| 1 ———— et 

ii Much paper can be stowed away and —————————————t eos : 
i |) kept clean and undamaged while dry-  ___ RS — 

W ing, saving also thetine of hadi, ~=—aSSSSS== SSS | 
MW These racks combine many desir- SSS ee a 
1a] able features at a very moderate price. Sel _ 

Wt te The frame is of hardwood, and is ee 
1) strongly bolted together. The shelves ——_— He 

Hi | are carefully and strongly made. SSS = ; 
HH} The frame is mounted on castors, and Se | 

i] | can be easily moved in any direction Ss Hey 

| when fully loaded. — | | 
HI I No. 1, with 20 shelves, each SS = | wo 

| 24x36 inches ................$14.00 SS oe 
No. 2, with 30 shelves, each SS etl Hs 

HH} 24x36 inches................. 20.00 S== Sill : 
| No. 3, ae 20 shelves, each Se Ss : 

28x42 inches............... 20.00 6 SSS ! ‘i 
No. 4, with 30 shelves, each ge are S| i ef 

i wu NE MES =r | ee | 28x42 inches................. 28.00 == ces, i: ” ee 

DRYER SHELVES m = fll eS | 
24x36 inches, per dozen......$ 4.80 = 
28x42 inches, per dozen....... 6.00 as 

iH | ‘ | 

| | 

if
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| DRYING RACKS 7 aed ] 
CHICAGO DRYING | 

RACK y _—w a7 TS mare | j 

! — ff 2 eee ee i} 
j This rack is strong and et ———e 

} compact, and at the same MI Ma eT A 
A ———————— of in oer or) | 

time is easily moved to any |) | —<—=<—aseestereie ra as A) | 
given point on castors. Itis Hn | [OE pp memes 29 na eae fs poe ee ee | 

\ constructed of ash, polished Vi W a | a | 
i HA A A 1 5 fT a 27 | 

and oiled, and makes an “4 [ti EEEEEEEEEee 

ornamental piece of furni- \9 sania es ne offaeee e | 

} ture. The shelves areinde- {ill Vag i ; 5 ard | 
pendent of each other and lf if] | sama [ame j 

are easily taken from the Wi _———— | 

frame, and when not in use | rere pre en If aeeme eee | 

these shelves can be put out f hd 
° __—_______________§/ _________4i=3% 

of the way, as shown in the | i, = 7 ‘| } 

cut, occupying only the room | ft | 

required for the feet of the | | ‘le ! 

frame. | i a il | | 
: ee | 

iF eS i] 
TL aa oe E—eEEe | 

y, a ——SSS i] 

TH | __ "i= =§_ i] 
[ / ,  —————————e—"ZEN—#"#g i j : SS 

Hi WT] — ee | 
re tM SSS i 
ri a Pope — === 

— if Liane } 
er i} || | 4 Sa Se ee | 

bi Sj Hi A ee SS ——eeE>F | 

= ——— ae | 

No. 1, with 12 shelves, each 24x24 inches.................. ie lites ene LOO | 
No. 2, with 10 shelves, each 24x36 inches.......... Soe) I etl lies, seen tee wal OU, | 
No. 3, with 10 shelves, each 30x48 inches...................22-.-..--.- wu... 23500 i 

ENGRAVING TOOLS a 

These tools are put up in a neat straw- | V y | Cy | 4 AE 1 
board box containing a Graver, a Gouge iO Pl 7 sd Fis Pea 

| and four Tint Tools, of the best make, ==) ri TE |] { 
accurately set in polished hardwood Pinel ta es 
handles. They are sharpened ready for SS SSS SSS Sy | j 
use and will be found invaluable in every ie | | / | Ne 
printing office for cutting tint blocks, = a | EPs EB Ba i} 
digging out low spots in electrotypes and | Ba = = = j 
stereotypes, removing parts of letters, —sF I | p= | 
words or lines, and for many similar Mfc ae le es 2 | 

PUTS cee =| 74 | 1h 
Per set Of SiX.ccccescceeseeee-6250 Jy FE Pe | te 2 
Single tools; each..:2..022.2...5-. «50 = Ht ya = I] | 

(lic wif & cl 
i ESTIMATES | CD Ce 

(See pages 12—15.) wee
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1 | Z 
1 

iit EMBOSSING COMPOSITION 
tie 

| | Whiteson’s Embossing Composition, per package........-...........2--.---esceneeee cece eee eee $1.00 

| ENGINES AND BOILERS 
ii Catalogs and prices on application. i 

! RACINE GAS AND gr = 
| GASOLINE ENGINES Uo Fa te 
Will Use gas or gasoline a EC ss 

j for fuel; require no fire; nos i i. > \ Li \ 
no boiler, no engineer, | | R y AS Sif \\\, 

j no danger; are simple in | ie, LY > on IN \\\,  _ Lal (ZX I) \) j construction, and canbe “¢ | A eal =| eel) a): i I NY 

easily operated. Cost of ve on | 3. ai eI SES Ya ——= | } 

| running is less than two a = oe em | es Z| >> I i) 
cents per hour for each Moan OR TE | | AAA hy) 

} horse-power. Made in 4 i | 1 \e PS \\ jy) 
| six sizes, from two to wags, ra PIN 4 Be Wy/ 

HiT eight horse-power. eo. A ANC /) WY) 
| ice list ——S=peg | fae We & wy 

plication : “= Nee —— SS SE 
i : = eo a 

WT Ye 

iH | i | a ‘ AG ieee nee reeee eee ee 2. $0.15 
md ~S Go Bgee er dozen ee ers 2 ss. 1,50 

| 2 9 $y i 
Wi EYELET PUNCH AND SET 2 : 

a PUCeneaCH cee chet wok OOS iil “a 
| | “B” Eyelets, per box of 1000 ................... .25 % ’ , 

it 
} 

| i FIGURED OR LETTERED TAKE SLUGS : 
. | Electrotyped and: cut to measure of column; each... 45a. aciks2cstdesenecictecssosscececeee $0.15 i 
HW Vi See also Brass Indented Take Slug. 

| } FINE DOT LEADERS 
yf (See Leaders, page 17.) ! i 

a 

} FOLDERS , 
i BOOK FOLDERS 

Weare special agents for a number of first-class folders. Catalogs and estimates will be fy 
furnished upon application, Please give particulars as to your needs. 

} TRIBUNE NEWSPAPER FOLDER + 

| The entire frame of the Tribune Folder is of iron and other parts of iron and steel. But , 
| one size is made, 36x48 inches, which takes in any size sheet, whether folio or quarto, from , 

i 22x32 to 36x48 inches. Paster and Trimmer can be furnished at time of purchase or added 
iy afterward. This folder is made with three-fold and four-fold deliveries. Three-fold work is ms 

! delivered in a receiving box, while four-fold work is delivered in a packer as shown in illus- 3 
tration (see next page). 

Power required, not to exceed one-fifteenth of one horse-power. Three thousand folio or | oo 

] 
Hi 
| |
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A a i 

quarto 

sheets 

can 

be 
folded 

per 

hour. 

If the 

machine 

is found 

to 

be 

other 

than 

represented, 

i] 

j it can 

be 
returned 

free 

of 
all 
expense 

to 
the 

purchaser. 

= a 

j Tribune 

Newspaper 

Folder, 

hand-feed, 

each... 

Sey naar tei Sea 

a
e
 

R
a
v
e
e
n
a
 

O
O
O
:
 

i 

Attaching 

Folder 

to piess, 

extra, 

0et. 
t
o
o
o
,
 

ap sctescag 

pare 
inte 

a estates 

cts 

= OOLOO 

j 

Paster 

and 

Trimmer, 

extra...............$25.00 

2-Page 

and 

4-Page 

Inset, 

net........ 

100.00 

| 

Discounts 

furnished 

on 
application. 

} 

THE 

S
I
D
N
E
Y
 

NEWS.- 

a = i 

PAPER 

FOLDER 

L
S
 

ee i} 

This 

Folder 

forms 

a table 

in E
Q
t
O
P
-
a
-
a
—
a
—
,
 

if 

% the 

office, 

and 

can 

be 

used 

as 

n
o
 

AS. A 

AS-| 

Ke C
4
 

|
 

} 

; such 

when 

not 

running. 

The 

FS FAC 

ts Foe 

0 Vel Preven 

Fis 

| 

entire 

machine 

occupies 

a floor 

L
A
Y
 

it Alt 

a ( (6 
=
 

(A 
C
e
.
 

{ 

space 

only 
a little 
larger 

than 
the 

| eae e
a
e
 

| AIRE, 
| VI 

P
r
 

j 

unfolded 

sheet 

of paper. 

The 

;a 

sen a

a

 

Pz, | E>
 

|
 

i 

folder 

is compact, 

simple 

and 

§ a
e
 

= (
e
s
 

ee! 

1 

very 
sightly 
in 
appearance. 

The 

ly =

 

| $

s

 

tee 

} 

frame 

is made 

entirely 

of iron, 

G
A
 

B
=
 

ni =
|
 

| e
n
d
 

= =| giving 

great 

strength, 

and 

little 

{ a

e

 

Oe G
T
 

6; 

j 

liability 

to breakage. 

The 

move- 

“Simm 

114. Baa (=< 

I

 

o
C
 

, 

} ment 

of the 
sheet 

during 

the 
en- 

— jj) 

= ca
 

—
}
—
_
4
 

™ | p 

tire 
operation 

of folding 

is posi- 

9

4

 

. as
 

F
N
 

V
i
e
a
\
|
—
 

| 

tive, 

and 

the 
sheet 

is squared 

-
 

(jf) 
aes 

z

=

 

Sa 

| 

, after 

each 

fold, 

so 
that 

all 
folds 

ail 2 SY ————S 

| fj —“ —_
_
_
 

ji 

} are 

square 

and 

accurate. 

The 

~~ —
—
=
 

== 

S
S
 

¢: S
o
 

| 

{ entire 

machine 

is operated 

by 

S
S
S
 

| =
 

| 

gear-wheels 

and 

iron 

link-belt- 

~ a
s
 

cy 

=
o
 

| 

ing, 

avoiding 

slipping 

of 

belts 

ie 

and 

checks 

in the 

movement 

of " 

working 

parts. 

The 

power 

required 

to run 

the 
folder 

is so 
small 

that 

it need 

scarcely 

be 
taken 

| 

into 

consideration, 

being 

about 

one-tenth 

horse-power. 

The 

folder 

is also 

provided 

with 

an 

| 

automatic 

device 

which 

prevents 

a paster 

from 

running 

when 

no 
paper 

is in, 
doing 

away 

with the 

accumulation 

of 
paste 

on 

the 

folding 

rollers—a 

fault 

common 

to most 

pasters. 

The 

folder 

is carefully 

and 

neatly 

finished, 

the 
table 

guide, 

stops 

and 

gripper 

wheels 

are 

| nickel-plated, 

and 

detachable 

feet 

are 

provided, 

which 

may 

be 
used 

if hight 

of folder 

does not 

perfectly 

suit 

the 

feeder. 

é 

But 

one 

size 

folder 

is made 

to take 

in all 
size 

papers, 

from 

the 
largest 

weekly 

to the smallest 

daily; 

we 
have 

folders 

in operation 

folding 

editions 

of 
three 

different 

sizes, 

both 

pasted 

| 

c and 

unpasted, 

with 

no 
trouble 

and 

but 
a minute’s 

delay 

in making 

the 
necessary 

changes. 

Folder, 

Complete 

with 
Trimmer 

(F. 
O. 
B. Sidney, 

O.) 

.......----2..-ge----seeeeeseeeseeeseeess 

$175.00 

Folder, 

Complete 

with 

Trimmer 

and 
Paster 

(F. 
O. 
B, Sidney, 

O.)...............-.......... 

-. 200.00 

| |
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Yet ie ne ie eet eae Mang ee Sen AO yo MIRREN; cy. ee er : 
i FOOT SLUGS 

i } i Brass; die-roint, cut to measure, Gach oct. o.stcosce 22a 0 cso aces ccc cccceen POLLS 
] Hh) j Brases 1 Sabot cu atomeacnre, Cuchi ee weens em co ie 8 uO 1 

} Wi Metalic) S-Potntscltto meachte; each =) nee ee ee ese cents OA ' 
| Hn INGtAly 24—Pointcut ta measune CAChH is <5. .cre, sete) eee eee eee en ee tose cncaeeccess, 106 i 

ai) : 
{ 

Hl FORM TRUCKS . 
Nie 

| | | [|| | i lfm J | 
WM ta!) ‘ je» | ; 

} | || 4 TT —| a Or 

HY) || b Ca wet} ’ 
Wie =| =| gap] 

| } iat ZT Yr \ 4 

Hi _— = _ ~—\ EP 
Wi eS 

Hi i} Cast-iron with steel shaft, for moving heavy formS...............-......2-.--2000020000eeeee----------- $3.00 i 

!}) | Union Form Truck, with heavy rubber tires...............0.0.22...2200eceecceeceeceeeeeeeceeeseseeeeeeeeees 3.50 

| 
i} Fa! i 
HH) FURNITURE AND REGLET 

| | } (See also Labor-Saving Furniture.) | 

i] | GePointtomwe-Point. pen yatdieen tn a 26002 
H tial TS=Pointtom eae POlnspen yardstick selec ipa ake ee estas... 603. i 
| 36-Point to 60-Point (3-em to S-em), per yard..........-.-eseeeceeeeeeee teeter teeters, 04 | 

| 72-Point to 108-Point (5-em to’ 9-em)). per yard-3 csc eee cece: 06 | 
i 120-Point to 144-Point-(10-em to 12-em), per yard.....0c.0:c.c.20-csceeceecetecesescseee-ses.s 008 i 
Vth 156-Point to 192-Point (13-em to 16-em), per yard.........0...20000scocceeeeeseseeeceeeeseeeeee .10 | 

i SS IG Se OUI ow CH mene sem aen Beene enc t tote runt 2 Seeiel-S e close ese O06 | 
HH | 

H PATENT STEEL FURNITURE | 4 
i 1 

f en ee gee —— ———— __ ee) 
iy) |__| 

te | Us) | | eee eee Se |\ HA 
iH} |) BSSSeeSeesesSsgess=saeeSeeaa. | li 

RN ey ge cy Se eee i SEH 
He es Roe art “Bi | j 
Hi | hi aa ] a i 

| ' D He RH HI Bs e/a Nem 
| Aol al ie u aw. mre. co. I aA | 
| my 0 iy | ee PAT. OCT. 11,'87. [ii] an H | 

| | zl ite i Cog). | 
WT El) ia) | a ba til | 
HI | Tf es | | a a i - 
Hi ral a) (hu (iets iF | Hl i it OS (a ie | ei Wi | 0 leh | 4 Powe ji iH O21 hat i S| ! 

i et ety |e SUNT be A 

| aie Wine J at Hh) 
i rH Ii 1) Mee gran eee dN, Vil 
Hi} | Hn Il (Sec ttl! ] 
HH} | Mil fa || || 
Ht | | | ee ll 
Hl } SSS Se Se ee 

i] i I See description and price of this furniture on next page. 

Oy 
tn | 

| | 
bt sf
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ii | 
1\ FURNITURE AND REGLET | 
a: 

| PATENT STEEL FURNITURE—Continued. 

i) Is an accurate labor-saving furniture. Is [Soe = Tees a j 

|| made in bars of steel, in various exact lengths | RAT _O C7 B87 
with notched ends that go together and form || 

| hollow squares. It is adapted to all kinds of |} | 
ii work. For blank and color work there is noth- 
| ing to equal it. It fills an open space quicker j 

i and more accurately than is possible with any | l| | 

other furniture. In book work it is good for |||) | 
| blanking out pages; also for squaring pages. | | 
\ It is valuable for all kinds of work wherever ||| 
| there is space to be filled and accuracy re- i] 

quired. The same outlay in money will go HI 

| | further than with metal furniture, and at a |||) j 

I great saving of time. It is made from bright | | 

steel that is truein size to the thousandth of an LE=S=S-voe one tC — 
f inch. It is cut on the point system and every —— ee MEG _CO- 

length is an exact multiple of 12-Point, The j 
widths used are 2,3.and4¥%ems. Itis 54-inch Price, per pound..............-..-...-.--.-.-+-.. $0.40 I 

high. Notches are multiples of 6-Point. Send for special descriptive circular. 

GAGE PINS AND FEED GUIDES j 

————— Zs i] 

ORIGINAL STEEL GAGE PINS | 

Megill’s Patent Adjustable Gage Pins are made in four sizes: No. 1, Pica high; No. 2, | 

English high; No. 3, Great Primer high; No. 4, Pica high, with short lip. i 

Price per dozen, assorted if desired..............-...--..0:--+0+1--eee1--0 Bee Saree OOO 1 
i 

- i} 
XA S if 
“DS | 

ees, 1 
ii 

, il 
i 

I EXTENSION FEED GUIDES i 

Price per pair, including extra pair short guides and tongues...... ee Aes eaten OO 

i 
ee \ Gein) a ti 

(oe, I} 

: = | 

| ADJUSTABLE SPRING TONGUE GAGE PINS | 

\ Price per dozen, consisting of 12 pins and 12 large tongues extra..-................... 3 OL. 20: i 

f Per setiof 3, with 3 long:extra tongues... ..-ce<secee-cadeuneerst-csdse canvases, -osssssamececneoseeeee” 40 

b) 

GAGE PIN WITH SCREW ADJUSTMENT | 

Per set-of 3, complete. with tongueS::. none ee et OD | 

I eS 

GOLDEN STEEL GAGE PIN HOOK GAGE PIN 

Price per dozeiie.s.c0..s:00. ccc sctece see POO Price per dozen .-......2222 0200. .25:5c---s-- 80.25 | 

j
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i Mh 

| If GAGE PINS AND GUIDES 
a) 
H . ”" 

MF ZN 
HI eS BB | >. GE 

Hi SE _ 
WY — 
i FLEXIBLE GAGE PINS 

| Hi PGLCG Pet OLE Thea ay cog ae ae U eee a hace car eaty ns eae co ese serene es ze OOO 

WE oe 
i S aN Se 

| ii 
WL SINGLE AND DOUBLE PRONG WIRE GAGE PINS 

| i Price et Goel .c. 1c, Seeiec men Cie oeeeihe tem. Wek one nes ere ey el eS os SOLS | 
i | i) } 
in| 
| ii GALLEYS ; 

i } i} ] 

l = 
Hi\ aw 

i g= a 
H| | cn) i i Ss» | 

ape | 
al | 7 ye 

iH , hi 
We ’ a ( 

Wht ; 
Wi PATENT ALL BRASS SUCCESS GALLEY k 

Hy AW |} Single column a 4s26 inches incites ot Oe ea ee 22. 2.62.00 A 
ae | Dauble columns 64x25 94 IChes 11S ee acca rt graced es ce coo teen as pete cnstdin=wvecen, 200 

yh Manlineanace ranches ittside atte: Ste Wine te te ccccrensene Sy2D i 
a BRASS LINED JOB GALLEYS ( 
1H | 6..x10 inches inside.................-.$2.00 12x18 Inches inside..............2:.-.........$3,50 

Hy ih 84x13 inches inside..........0.2..-.:..... 2.50 14x20 inches inside........................-.. 4,00 
tH} |) @ x14 teaches taside 2... 2.75. 18822 inches inside....................:-.... 5,00 Q 
HH) 10° x16 inches inside.....4....42.2... 3.00 © 18x25 inches inside:.......................... 5.50 G 

i i Any other sizes of the above galleys made to order. | Q 
Hi AW | 

| i (Ti ii i i aici, \ 1 ¢ 

Ih |} eee 
ii TTT TTT TTT } ‘ 

Hy tt ad 
| BRASS LINED GALLEYS i 

Ht Single column, brass lined, 334x23% inches inside.......c-cecsceeeeeseeseessseesseeesseesseeeneeee $2.00 d 
HY 1 Double column, brass lined, 6%4x23% inches inside............-22...220---00.0e-eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee- 2.50 

Triple column, brass lined, 844x23¥% inches inside.............2....2..0..--/sesceeeceeeeeeeeeeeees- 3.00 1 
Wy News ............-brass lined, 34x11 inches inside... 32.2. k se: 1.50 ¢ 
| Bock... ’, brass lined, 4yqneo ednches insides. ne. onc. te ee. BveS : 
| ! ‘ 

UNLINED GALLEYS i 

Hii | Single column, brass bottom, 3}4x23% inches inside....................2-.2..2--2:0ee-esees------- $1.50 
Double column, brass bottom, 64x23 inches inside.........-....20-20 esse eeeeeeeeeeeees- 2,00 H 

| Triple column, brass bottom, 84x23 inches inside............2.....20.--2s0eceseeeeeeeeeeeeeeeees 2.50 ) 

4
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GALLEYS 
WOOD GALLEYS WITH FULL RIM } 

6x14 inches inside ._-.221-..4..4.42...-. 60055 8x24 inches inside.......-.......--.....----.$0.75 
6x24 inches inside !.s.5.25-eosceetee a 20) 10x16 inches inside... ....2.-s.. = 5.85 
Sxl2 inches inside =.= OO) T2418 inchesinside= 222 == 105 j 

a 
{ yf Fs : 

i ay i ‘ yh 

| pee fee ee ee ee t 
[fec= Se ee en ff | 

MAILING GALLEYS 

| Brass lined, with closed ends, 6%x22% inches inside..........---...-..2-.--2--s:00------++------ $3.00. 
s Brass lined, with closed ends, 814x22% inches inside..........-....1.02.00-..------------- 3.50 

Brass lined, with closed ends, 10 x22% inches inside..........-...0.2--200c0cceeeceeeee- 4,00 
Screw lined, with closed ends, 6%4x22% inches inside...............22.22.000c00c1eeeeeeees 2.75 
Screw lined, with closed ends, 10 x22% inches inside..................---20. steeseeeee-eee- 375 
Zinc bottom, with closed ends, 6%x22% inches inside............-....00.0.0eeees--- 1.50 
Zinc bottom, with closed ends, 10 x22% inches inside....-.....-.-2-2-...0-.eseeeeeeeeee------ 2,00 
Brass Reglet for same, 6-Point thickness, €ach..........--...-.----cecececcesereceeeseeseeeeeerpeseseees «SD 

MAILING MACHINE GALLEYS AND MAILING REGLET | 

Mustang’ Mailing’ Galleys coo. ccccceso cs cubic secese sxe nns snencavesesecteceavenens sense eeemeeste erst sat enees DOLOO) 
Rukenbrod (Mailing (Galleys oo ccc a ctw cn ee ne cn nee .50 i 
Wood Reglet for Mailing Galleys, per thousand ..... 02... 0... 02.2. seeeeeeeeceeeeeeteeeee 2,50 } 

McFatrich Mailing Galleys, see page 389. t 

t { i 

GALLEY LOCKS iT ul : 
Circulars sent on application. oi 3) } 

fifllian> ii 
aS S il 

GALLEY RACKS WEN Re ‘| 
iS ; 

For .'6 galléysesc Gees oer cee Sr eee OD ase ) | 
For = 8 galleys scout iseseccao= ee sedeartecsss MOO l Hit 
PorhO! Galleys 2 .i.2.-2:) 3 eco eeeaes See OrOU, 9 a ; 
For 12 galleys .......... sp Sete eee ee) alin 
For. dS galleys ......7/1.sstcbe san rent tee ere iN | aw 
For 20 galleys ie ia ee ee OU) . | 
Brackets, per pair, with screws..........--................. 40 | wa) ¢ 

GLUE POTS [i 1 
Glue Pots may be used for melting composition for small job presses. 

Gilge-PotzNo. Ty onesbint: 233 oa es ee ANU DN age 5 2 ean ae) aceon ee ee OTOO 
Glue" Pot# Nox S,) Ope peat. 0a es ag Lee eae ee ee ae 
Glue Pot’ No; 6,. One: @allON Fees .<cceccssc5 55 acces se =e ens sc enn senses eects eee eee ee 

GRIPPER FINGERS —— 
These BD pers fasten to the grippers by SSS 

set screws. hey are especially useful for ar ———— 
job work having small margins, or no margin Fein Se TWEEN EINE re 
at all, where the gripper would be useless. po 
They attach firmly to the gripper and can be 
relied on to pull any sheet from the form. For label work they are indispensible. They vary 
in size and shape to suit all varieties of work. Four sizes: 1%, 1, % and % inch; all fit any 

i gripper as wide or narrower. 1-inch sent when size is not specified. 

i Set of 10-Fiiwers, either sive = es re pO) 
' Pairof Fingers, any fom Orsiee, se eee ere eee eee ee J eRe eee 

i Singte! Pin gers cc... eae oe ets seas eon es ee ee, Seow Ie OU) 
i 

{ HEADINGS 
i (See Newspaper Headings, pages 330-335 andI392.) 

i 

j 

ne
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li i %) 

} ‘ HIGHT GAGE — 
1 . - ee pen 

| ale This hight gage requires no rec- mae ‘ ial i 
H | i} ommendation to the electrotyper, stere- eee et i 
a otyper and photo-engraver, but is even ERE TT eae 2g I ee . 

i it more valuable to the job printer. If, Rr EEN cle ae aR IN oe 
a before locking blocks in the form, they sate mal eT ie 
Wa are first passed through this gage, face Pe eae } 
i i downward, all discrepancies in height 

9 |) { are at once made apparent and can be 
hie quickly corrected. High spots can be sandpapered down or shaved off. After being made 

Whe up, the form need not again be unlocked or removed from the press, avoiding all danger of | 
We pied forms, shifted rules and loose type. It is neatly finished and occupies but little space. 
i i Admits blocks 12 inches wide and any length. 

i Reet Ce ce a a a Re a etn Sete ss B7.5O. | 

i IMPOSING STONES AND STANDS 

| is ase oot SSS 

i aE ama 
| NT ini STMT GT | 

il MAT DS | | Il | i) 

I ae o |e | i) ll cal WA 
Hi) i || au Ce MT ri 

Hi il il Hi Hn i 
i MM | | | 1 

| | | I | WV 
Wit I il il | Hh) 
Bt I) 72x36............Without Stand, $18.00...........With Stand, $25.00...........With Coffin, $30.00 

60x30............ Without Stand, 12.50...........With Stand, 18.50...........With Coffin, 21.50 | 
ih 36x24............Without Stand,  6.00...........With Stand, 11.00...........With Coffin, 13.00 | 

hi i Other sizes to order. | 
} i Prices of stands with round legs, chase racks or letter boards sent on application. 

| i 
i INKS 

| H } When ordering, be particular to state the quality and price, so as to insure the correct fill- 
} ing of orders. 
} i When ordering in large quantities special prices are furnished for inks and bronzes. 

} Prices given below are per pound, except when otherwise noted. 

i BLACK INKS 
Wi fi : INeweuniode ower tess) teenie ee Sica coe See ech isacactevls sees... POLLS $0.16 

| i News Inka (Hand! ress) 2 oe en ein ein ee) V2 .20 
; Price varying according to size of package. 

Wid BookiInic 2s ot ee ROO! C080 = $0.40: — $0.50) ~ $0.75 $1.00 
| i | NODS Ce ny eet es ee atta | OO) 75 1.00 1.50 2.00 3.00 

i cnc a at age ween 1.00 1.50 2.00 3.00 
HO Wood Cutline eee cesses cee etene ssc 1.00 1.50 2.00 3.00 

| | Blue-Black Ink; Might orDeep s. 2 icecc- 8 on stb oes ave hence sent gcct Sean eccnacecsescen 1.50 2.00 

1 RED INKS 
Hn Grange ne cca ee eee eee 612100 $16.00 $24.00 | 

WH ty Vmpebalibakewsus So ec ocheue eee ig) | Ce Gee hy | 5.00 10.00 | 
i | Roses bakes cca oe ccstieycckseck-s ect Be eon ee 2.00 3.00 5.00 | 
i |) MC TEMSUIN LANG fe ee Sr aria cele 2.00 3.00 5.00 

ij Gear ra eas, eer tee pe eas 2.00 3.00 
1) NG Riera yg Od reat aid eI ee cok os aun gen tate Peas 1.00 1.50 | 

HH i RCD Sette ee a PRs ee Cree tn ee ee IR OU 1.50 2.00 3.00 | 
Wi} RaNIRO ACNE Street tte ee eee rae este ee fe aces eee 1.50 2.00 3.00 | 
HY) PoSter Reda ace cane cena Perot ee ee 40 50 +75 

Hi | BLUE INKS 
Hi | Sieel Biter sneer eee ee ey S150", $2100 

Bronze Blues--5.2...82.02.- pasate epee ree ee erent sar nee cee oon cea eoee ene 2.00 2.50 
| ghE Blieis <2 8) Mee lo eee BOL SO!- BOCTD, $1.00 1.50 2.00 

Tiree re Bs lie oe ee ete Sec orare WISE een nd navarett 1.00 1.50 2.00 
} | Poster Uliramar in G2scsessc ccc eases eee eee cae eee ee eee oe 40 200) ages} } 

Hl | 

\ i f 

ii 
Ce)
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INKS | 
Prices given below are per pound, except when otherwise noted. 

GREEN INKS 
Green, Light, Mediumior Darke... ces ee eee ee POO. ap coO n eehe.00) } 
Fine French Green, Light, Medium or Deep..............---...----22s-0000eeeeeeeeeeee 2.00 3.00 
Poster Gree@ni :s.c2 a. seisse sce a syates soe orcas eee ae ee AO 50 ws 

YELLOW INKS 
Lemon Yellow:.23 350). got ee ere ee erence 1 VOO er Slo Ominana. 00) 
Yellow, Light, Mediumior Oranges... 29 eee ee OO) 1.50 2.00 

\ Turkey: @ratige 25sec a ee 1.50 2.00 
Poster Yellow; Light; Medium or/Orange=-.-....2-. 5 ek .50 Agiss 

PURPLE INKS 
Violet:...53 ic... -cesnatesgustcn ests ee etc th anasto eae IS oa Sea $5.00 $ 1.00 

a Royal :Purple:. 2 5.22...20 cece te ee BE $3.00 $5.00 8.00 10.00 

| WHITE INKS 
| Silver We a es a eB OO $1.00 $1.50 
| Poster Wile sca sci 5 soca eee ee eee 50 a7. 

| BROWN INKS 
Brown, Light, Medium or Deep.....2.22.2.0--22-2.2-ccoc-eee onan. 0. 7 $1.00 $1.50 $2.00 
Chocolate: Brown 2002 sccccacens cp tetees ce ceanr cee eee es 1.50 2.00 
Poster Browniecc025 os se ieee eee ee 40 “50 aS | 
Photo=Browit c555: 22. 2 ae ies ee OR ene eee trees Mase 3.00 | 
Brown Lake, 6:05 0c is ee eas a Oe en one ne cane 5 oon Nan setae eee 3.00 f 
Burnit:Sleriti ah o255 xo soccer ee eee sas ees ne 1.50 | 
Burnt’ U rabers 2022.0 ooo cc sees acter 1.50 } 
Maroon: Lalo: 2222.25. oss stacs tcc sa steerer hs a aee cers reece 3.00 i] 

COPYING INKS | 
Black, Scarlet; Red, Blue, Green or Purple ....<......---2cccccccecce-ecce-2eeceeeeet=---1-- 63.00 $5.00 

GOLD AND ALUMINUM INKS | 
Gold Tle sc32.--.che oct mecca eset ee tae eee ince ee ee ee rae) 

GOLD SIZE 
Brown S120 scs0e0ictnies ies sass coca coe aac eee ene Soe TOLER ne a) i] 
Orange: Size..csc 26 ees aoe, Sea oe seen ee ene eee ee OO) 1.50 

\ White or Silver) Size... 22.2 ssc. ,ccosnt cies peentea ones yet eee eee LOO) 1.50 i 

| VARNISHES ¢ 
| Reducing Varnish ie: Sr st te eens ee eee HOTS O), $0.40 $0.50 4 
| Poster Varnish; »periwall@n. 2. * 5 no he Se ee Oe ee eee 1.00 1.50 | 
| Gloss Varnish 002)... sescccestalta on ale clecnnts cieuee sal oo saan oes Mane meee reset ee aes sneer eeeees 1.00 i 
| Uotequaid: Dry Or soe sce eer ne cee ec ee eee eee S15: | 

| (See also Bronzes.) 

INK KNIVES 

———_——_ a2 

BN oP ee 

WIDE BLADE 
6-inchiblade i512. ees St ep OLOO O-inch blade: <7 25 ees a SS 
7-inchiblade: _iv.<:. eee AQ=inchPlades: 2 eset... soso sn OO 
8-inch blade 222-2. fcet pee ees 00 12-inch: blades oeess eee le eee, O00) 

i FREE SS ares | 
| NARROW BLADE 

O=inchiblad eit 2ecet: Cas eee OO) VOsincheblade:.= ee ee S105 
8-inch blade 2542 Sueee oe eee OO) U2:inch blade.-: eee NOS
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Wik: INK DISTRIBUTOR a. 

i 4 
s J | 

) eS Ly 

Hi ’ —— 
| Ao LJ (ar 

I J SS | cl SS 
j HH Om A A Ss 

Hl Le | ee Alli | SSS | rN “Uh | SSSSSSSS 

Wii | i 
| aa 1 SSS 

I Se f\ = | 
i Se ee (SSS 

i De 
HI) a 
Hii | SS 

1 |) a a 
a} 

} i) DISTRIBUTOR STAND AND ROLLER 

! | | With two cylinders and roller handle, and two roller cores, complete. 

| 7-column, 36 inches long..................$17.00 8-column, 40 inches long..................$19.00 

1 9-column, 44 inches long..................$21.00 

Ni | 
tH | 
Wy INK FOUNTAINS 

! HW | Ink Fountains for all makes of presses furnished at lowest market prices. 

Hit | CHALLENGE PONY FOUNTAIN 
Wy Hid 
ai | 

By Lp 20 OA 
{I aah” ay 

Hy i) \ Seah paras 

ti || "Noe we 
Hi ye) _) ses Ey = 

i el hil Gecemaneemcesesnitenseinin gl 

| th ) 
Hh | PE ———— | 
ih ————— 1 | 

| i 4 \ } | ya \) 
\ a) as AU 

i} ly | 1 — = A ba \ ‘ 
i 8 —EEeE———— 

| \ Sa ; } SS ________ == | _i_ | . | AN nS SSS SSS! 

} For Eighth Medium Press..................612.00 For Quarter Medium Press...............$13.50 

Hy | For Half Medium Press......$15.00 
| In ordering, state exact distance, center to center, between the bolts on the bridge, and | 
| size of press inside of chase. j 
|
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Ik 
| 

INK FOUNTAINS | 
FULL SIZE CHALLENGE FOUNTAIN | 

, _——— 2p ~~ The Challenge Foun- i 
loa a Gee o|-Qe@s NN tain was designed for i 
5S 27, eo i Wd 4, the Challenge Gordon } 

| Ne \\ \= = ee NARA 2°" Press. It is construct- | 
: O% eee, 5? A ee“ ||_ ed with a flexible blade, | 

\ \ \ iD Ne EAS a= operated by numerous H 
is \ 5 SSS es ee... ok screws underneath, by \] 

\4. eed ‘i we XS @) mes which the flow of ink 1 
| Sy TT em N eet may easily be regulat- | 

oS Waa eer es ee ed. The iron fountain | 
| 23 eg 8S Oe Mss roller is turned by a | 

| Ig ayy” =. ee ratchet dog, and this is i} 
hee ee Db ee operated by the lever | 

<s i and connecting rod, | 
f ee which are automatical- i} 
Pl ae ee . ly worked by the action | 

; ich | ; NCO Y@ B\\ sof the roller carriage. I 
Mf, | ee TS Figure 6in cutis aduc- | 

lJ i on : OO j\, tor composition roller, | 
| i RY ae =—S—SSC*))SChich is held against 

Ws 64 1 aee_—”"—adqVHlTZéddA™Zzzy // the fountain roller by a | 
| fi fa fA 5 \;|MeAzz zB Ai y/ spring at each end, iI 
| Vf ane | J SS ] Aa A #?ZZ fA Yl] while the fountain rol- I 

BK CG =| ional = aa ler is turning. It is \} 
lJ “SF- |: iI OS then depressed to meet | 

} ib kay VE | ae the form rollers, and | 
| I ff | i remains in contact with 

, v LER, da them while all three 
Spe, fF, Y 2 pass under it and return, each one receiving ink on passing 
4 X ' (E | We” up and on returning, when the ductor roller again meets the | 
VAN Nn Y& Z fountain roller and turns in contact with it. By means of the i} 
™ VE | thumbscrews the fountain may be raised or lowered easily, | 

WE and locknuts on the thumbscrews hold it firmly in the desired | 
| SUE position, from which no jar nor long run can work it loose. 

For Eighth: Medlin Press ..-c-t:-te. cto eect eyane pete teers a O00 
For Quarter Medium Press, sacs. :opserc-cuck cece oe eae eee OO) {| 

| For Half Meditiin'. Sores cen 22a eel 5 ee eee en mn ne res Feet SOOO \} | | 

BUCKEYE FOUNTAIN lf 

The roller is so adjusted as to supply ink uniformly on either a large or small job. Its size Ik 
| also makes it practical to use expensive ink without waste, only a small amount being required | 

to supply the fountain. \t 

Price 5.0.05 .5.01ico nay nn Sateen eee ae Neda cer ot Bae etm ae = re teed OO OG) i} 

CHANDLER & PRICE LONG FOUNTAIN 1} 

| For work which requires greater capacity than can be obtained with the Buckeye, we offer | 
this fountain, which is so made as to permit contact with the rollers the whole length, and | 
will thus furnish a greater supply of ink than the Buckeye. This and the Buckeye are espe- | 

| cially adapted to the Chandler & Price Old Style Gordon. | 

PHC ssc co pi scccs Des Scan eee eee ee oy meee ees OOO) | 

INK REDUCER | 
(See Reducine.) 

INK STONES 
8x12 inches.............. ee be o1.25 12x18 inches. : a Se S200 | 

18x24 inches = : 2 $3.75 | 

INLAND TABLET GLUE 
(See Tablet Glue.) | 

INLAND TYPE WASH 
(See Type Wash.)
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Hit, oye =e 
A JOB GALLEYS | | 

} 1 (See Galleys.) | 

Hi JOB PRINTING PRESSES 
| Hat (See Presses.) 

Hh Hii JOGGERS 
| | i (See Paper Joggers.) 

Hi LABEL HOLDERS | 
qt (See page 354.) | i |i | 
HI) LABOR-SAVING BRASS LEADS 
| | | i (See Brass Leads and Slugs.) | 

Hl) LABOR-SAVING BRASS RULE 
i} | i (See pages 342, 343.) | 
Wit ; 

LABOR-SAVING CHERRY FURNITURE \ 

| ¥ hy 

| Hh Ny 
HH} pe is coat 

iI A  —— a mn | 
i ' aac 4 

| m EEE =) mart) 
i i Ii Ie eee ote Hi 

pee ep | 
[eco | (ide a) | 

easly |) | | 
iM \ ate | EEE: FFE ESS= Hi 
iN) MMinorsa) NEC eet in| | Wa FEE E-ESE =f | HI) PEE EE A | 
HW ) es ve 

| Ii i) FREE / Hi | 
| | rrr a | 

it | Hi] i rr oc ||| ||)| | Pa 
ne Ii fog el | i | Nh 

| ary), il ns ppp i ttt co We | | ve REESE) | 
Ht | = 7] | 
| Half Gase, contalris 280 pieces, with partitions 2. 2-.2 02-2222 oo ccecc coeee chose se eceene cee fh 6.00 i 

| Half Gase, contains 280 pieces, without partivons.....--...-.--.52 28... eeeecss-.--. 5.00 = 
HH) | Single Case, contains 560, pieces, with partitions:..................---.-.--cc--e0-1s+------.--------- 10.00 j 

Single Case, contains 560 pieces, without partitions......... Bee ee ee ety -OLOO. 
Hit | Double Case, contains 1120 pieces, with partitions............-............-----..--..--....-..-.-. 18.00 
Hh Double Case, contains 1120 pieces, without partitions...........-........0.......................... 15.00 
ri | Mammoth Case, contains 1530 pieces, extra lengths................222--.-.---2222----------------- 40.00 

| tal eetont within CASE se eh ele NR Bee Par Tes autre ele cahUncendacekwdecnnr ed O 1 | 
| MINGLE TOIT WItOUt GAS Gace tems cocoa eee ee ido Bg eRcS ea oie evens woes sce swacepcerntoscecees  COCOO. { 

Hi 

Ml | 
il | | 
ii | | 

| Mit
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{ pate Eee eae a ER ee ts 

{| LABOR-SAVING METAL FURNITURE 
{ 
4 oo: 
! —_—_—— _ SS | 

SSS | SSSI SSS 7 

ih i \ [Es 
Hi wn i Hi 

. ip ei @ my ne 
| SS SSS YT ees 

SSS Realy ————S 
== i _ i ail | i —s OF Wrest (Il 

i i 4 | Hill Hi) ] 
| Hi) Ai | Hh 

yh all Hh 

dl sunt i 
} | = el 

SSS h SSSaaa == Ss 
| I i = Al a ae Ny i rs 

i ni HA il i 
\ a mi | I 
| wi] | Hi Th 
j nn WN | Ha 

; fH 
| A | Ah 

| 
| = = : \ 
{ = : — 

12%-pound font.... 2 Legace ee ee ee Odo 
25-pound font : ee ne < coe oeeee Boece = Onero 
50-pound font........*.-.. : Fas ete ‘ a SLO. | 

100-pound font.............. 5 2 f : . 25.00 | 
| Sorts to order, per pound................2...... soeee ners sae ee «30 
| | 
| 

MACHINE-CAST QUOTATION FURNITURE 

| Finished as correctly as type, and made in the Put up in assorted fonts, as follows: 

| following sizes: 12-pound font. $ 3.00 | 
I 4x2 SxS. OxXxS 25-pound font. 3 ek UE BOS 
} 4x3 Sint 6x4 50-pound font........... 2 4, 712,80: 

4x4 5x0: oxo 100-pound font. = ccsongrseseenss OOLOO 
S32) Ox 2 6x6 Sorts to order, per pound, 30 cents. 

| INLAND FURNITURE 

————— 

| \ a= ee | 
Ss 

( ———————— 

t 

| — 
This furniture consists of a wooden core around which metal is cast in such a way that the | 

wood cannot become loose, warp, twist or bend. We guarantee it to be accurate, and that it f 

{ will neither shrink nor swell. Its great advantage over ordinary furniture is that it combines I 

| lightness with absolute rigidity. No amount of pressure that can be applied will make it give | 

| way as will all other furniture. i 

| 25-pound font.........0--..-.-- : : d fae) 7650) | 
i 50-pound font... ; ae ae : eae Be OO 

{ 100-pound font..... eh Be s 4 Bactieces OOOO) 
} Sorts, per pound................. = cop Et ae OU Oops a Arama Seat a eran oo j 

i 
| | if ij 
| if | if 

| |
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AIF | 
| iH LABOR-SAVING REGLET CASE | 

{ 
Hi CBS OBE 

|| SOK PLA BA 
i mf LLB Are eee y 

4 Wi " eas Ll TT tre 

WT i ih : aoe aa 
HI) ll 

: HANA 
| We 

| et : 
i j | il | | ‘it ft 

14 WA Lae, 
i ) | HA ir 

1 Ge eo 
H(i idl il , 
| CNA al | Bs 
i} e ~ f | ey 

i! No. 1, contains 1800 pieces (300 yards) of the best reglet, 6-Point and 3-Point, 300 
‘1 pieces each of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 ems 12-Point long uaz $ 8.00 

I i] No. 2, contains 2400 pieces (600 yards), 6-Point and 3-Point, 300 pieces each of 
a 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 72 and 120 ems 12-Point long... : 14.00 
i } | No. 3, contains 4200 pieces (550 yards), 6-Point and 3-Point, in lengths from 10 to 

51 ems 12-Point, varying by 12-Points only, 100 pieces of each length cna 45.00 
t No. 4, contains 2100 pieces (275 yards), one-half the amount in No. 3.; same thick- 

Va nesses and lengths, from 10 to 51 ems 12-Point, varying by 12-Points only, 50 
Wy pieces of each length e e oe . : 8.00 

Hie Larger sizes at short notice. 

| LAMPS AND BRACKETS 

| These brackets screw on to the up- ese Re 
1 per case or any other desirable place, Dass terest Ss 

| | an eene thing for country news- ac Seat a B WET ~ 4 

1 i Printers’ Lamp Brackets, each...$0.75 = a Tg QO 
a Lamps, complete, each............... _.50 y, , sy 

He Brackets, per dozen.................. 8.00 Waa CO Ss 
i Lanips, per dozen <...-........:..:.. 5.50 " on 

i} LEADS AND SLUGS } 
{ (See also Brass Leads.) 
ii Full Cut to Measure, 
i Length. 10 ems or longer. 

| ! 2-Point or thicker, per pound _-.........-...... sees : $0.16 ...$0.18 ; 

j 136- Point; per Pounds ce.) line 21s. eee -sesae ene ese z eCOe PR Ny ) 
Ht D=Point, POr POwtid x ccecceseeecen eeepc ew eeerese eee : POO ee es 4 OD) 

1] Slugs, 6-Point or thicker, per pound............................--. eae Os Shee She 

| LABOR-SAVING FONTS : 
1h 2-Point and 3-Point Leads. 6-Point and 12-Point Slugs. i 

ii MO =pound dOntisti 70k re OO) 10-pound font............. ...$ 2.50 
| BS -pound fonts re OreS 25-pound font : Shona O19. 

50-pound font... 1.-..2..ceet---. L250 DO =pound Ont. 8. er ocnt iat LS.00 j 
| 100-pound font................................ 25.00  100-pound font... Serie ree OO), j 

Labor-saving leads and slugs are cut from 4 to 36 ems (12-Point) long. i 

LEAD AND SLUG CASE | 
(See Cases.)
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) LEAD CUTTERS 

LITTLE GIANT LEAD AND RULE CUTTER 
t i 

~ i 

. 

BS i 
The Little Giant will cut = OLumNee Co i] 

6-Point brass rule easily and om | 
| for cutting leads it has no on ij 
{ superior. It has a front gage g \j 
| for cutting narrow strips or ae | 
| spaces, and the back gage is Fy es + i] 
| reversible, so that, although t car | 
> it occupies a space of nine ee ee" mG i) 

| inches only, it will cut to gage Re 7a 
twelve inches long. It hasa ~ Sei =) | ~~ ~ RA ll 

| balanced handle, large bear- = > or Ce | | 
| ings, and is held at the head ~~ SS 3S SS =z } 

when cutting, so that it is ~~ SIN a Se ™~ | 
| impossible for the cutter to eZ OA (~) N } 

spring from the work. ua ae ff V/) 

I No. 1, will gage 12 ae Sf ut if) | 
| inches........ $ 8.00 AN AT .” | 

No. 3, will gage 18 ae Sil rome | 
| inches....... ... 12.00 S <f’ = —~ | 

SCO 

THE OLD FAVORITE, NOS. 1 AND 3. l | I 
| In the Improved Little {I 

= Giant Lead and Rule Cutter, i 
A here shown, are two cutting i} 

| 2 A _— beds, one on the frame of the | 
ms \N RX a machine, the other extending | 

t —_ NS oo outward from the knives. \ 
\ X nS i The slots in the raised | 

om ro ~ 4 section along the center of 
| . PLDING IN the bed are exactly 12 points | 
| si in tC 7 apart; marked opposite each i 
| =. s rH NC sixth slot is its number. In if 

a cutting long measures on the | 
| S-. ~— = te front bed the bearing surface | 

} St a Wee is sufficient to hold the lead lk 
{ <— E nw! | ey in a horizontal position. The 

| Sa 4 } == gage is adjustable, so as to 
| - <<. cut odd as well as regular 
| Ga f \ measures; slipping is ren- 

} hay SS 6] Dy & dered impossible; gage is 
. eS By f reversible, for extra lengths. 

= By | | z — l| «eee | 
aS jp wA~ 6g = 

ee he ee ~ 
oS ae SS = , 

) — —r—“ ‘“<‘;=‘CSSSOCDD fl 
; NS em TT ae 

| 

| 

L i sil 

| THE NEw Favorite, Nos. 12 AND 18. 

| No. 12, gagesi12'%4linches back, 11% inches front, graduated to multiples of 12-Point..$10.00 

No. 18, gages 18 inches back, 14 inches front, graduated to multiples of 12-Point........ 14.00 |
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il LEAD CUTTERS — 
Hl com Ht | u 
i) NONPAREIL LEAD CUTTER — — 
i] Has a long adjustable bearing for acy) ING Ty 

i the lever, and both front and back Sy 10 See Ber 
gages. Leads can be cut very rap- —————— ee Le AS 

| idly and easily on this cutter by grasp- ee wi : 
ing both handles in one hand, as in . 7 = jm ) 

) operating hand-shears. By pushing u 5 —— — — L.)) 
i} the lever, 3-Point brass rule can be m ji 7) 
I } cut. The lever is held up by a strong al ys i _w<smie | si 4 
HII spring. = i i os i 

| Woot 25.4 ee SG A es }) 
} No. 2, graduated to multiples ——t A 

of 12-Polnt. =. .c 5,00 afin 
\ } 

l 
i Se % & ; 

| OSS 
| > , UTILITY LEAD CUTTER 

iH | é \ 12-inch bed ors eee poO0 
cas | Agree i 

we ==> 

MY |) a F| 
| Hi} LEAD RACKS ——_= = 

1H (A 27 
H} HI |» Eas EA. 
HY | EUREKA LEAD RACK eS — 
mi This lead rack is made in a neat, strong and durable 1 —— 
. manner, having a series of graduated spaces, with bottoms EZ EE 

| inclining backward, and also laterally, into which the dif- EE Ea 
| ih ferent sizes of leads and slugs can be readily placed so <4 — 

i} i that they will incline inward to prevent them from falling EF 
wn out, and also incline against each other to be retained SE): EAA 
| ‘| 1] in their respective places, whence they can be readily | A — a 
Hi lifted out with the thumb and forefinger. Figures indi- 1 a — i 
| | } cating the different sizes of leads and slugs are fixed upon EA AA 
| | fi the front edges of the upright pieces, to aid the composi- Ss SF 

i | in using them. The first apartment is intended to be used eZ 
i] for leads, and the second for slugs. AN <A 
7 This rack will hold 180 pounds of leads and slugs EAN A 
i} cut from 4 to 28 ems long, enough to do the job work of Ai 

; any ordinary office. SEE EZ 

i} Eutela Read! Rack. o22. ern evecs 22.50 = es A |||. 
) = 27 a = i 
I] fete. Zn a = 

I} 

| LEADERS-—ROUND AND FINE DOT AND HYPHEN 

) Standard Line Leaders will line with all our Romans, Old Styles and Job Faces. We 

} cast them in metal in four styles — Round-dot, one and two dots to em; fine-dot, and hyphen. 

| See specimens on page 17. Prices same as for Roman type. See prices on page 11. For 

Brass Leaders see pages 344, 345 and 355. 

i 
i 

i} LEADER BOXES P\ 223 El en ielbens) 
} Just the thing for holding leaders. |) \SSPERS DS _ 

il The size is 5x8x1% inches. You will ‘ Sill CY MLE AR Lay 
il} | require one for every size of body type i SSE tA An 
i in your office. ToT 
| ] Tn) | ee CE oF es a Lie 

5 | nN Hl PGE dOZEN Sr spencers ee ee OU) HA) 

} | 

H 
} |
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LEADER BOXES 
{ 

>> S—a SSS > =, i 

GAM MM UND DV | 
44> SS — eS sere = | 7 i IVP VLU, | 

SIV DUT LY | | 
=== ——————————————— I} 

j MAY’S PATENT LEADER BOX 

i May’s Patent Leader Box........... 2 ce ; : Seeks. sSOISO Ik 

| } 
| MAILING-LIST MATERIAL 

We supply mailing-list type of every description, in any quantity and assorted according i) 
| to purchaser's desire. See prices of Roman type, page 11. | 

, We also manufacture a special Mailing-List Type, of which every character is cast on en- lk 
) set, which grealy facilitates the work of setting up mailing-lists. See specimens on page 306. | 

For various styles of Mailing-List Logotypes see page 306. | 

We are agents for all makes of mailing machines, and will furnish them at the manufac- 
turers’ terms. 

Reglets, slugs, galleys, etc., furnished to order at short notice. } 

MAILING MACHINES 
We can furnish many kinds not shown in this list. Circulars and prices on application. 

| McFATRICH MAILING MACHINE } 
| 

fi 
——— an \Ks> = a | | 

| 5 a om | 

1) at 9 = 

|| \ on Sus i 
| | FOR GALLEY 10 EMS WIDE. I | 

| McFatrich Mailing Machine........§25.00 tL I 
| Galleys, all zinc, 30 inches long, ea iia Pp i 
| CACHE 46. nore eee ORE .80 | Be: | 

‘ Wood Reglet, 10-Point, per 100, _ .25 Wee ' 
| Metal Slugs, 10-Point, per 100... 1.00 Ab I 

Bell Slugs, zinc, per dozen ......... 50 Naat ft 
| 

} FOR GALLEY 14 EMS WIDE. | I: i 

' McFatrich Mailing Machine........$40.00 \ | 
Galleys, all zinc, 30 inches long, A aS | 

PACKS. 2....0. coat cece shea a tee eae) go rine, 
Wood Reglet, 10-Point, per 100, <3D) LAN / f 
Metal Slugs, 10-Point, per 100... 1.40 fi N 
Bell Slugs, zinc, per dozen .._...... ae } | | 

lel ios | i i 
ere ), 

| ZU Ye 

‘i =i Ne ; 
| \ aa 
He — lk 
ly | 

This machine weighs about 100 Ibs., stands 34 inches high, table 10x30 inches; galleys | 
are heavy rolled zinc, 30 inches long, either 10 ems or 14 ems 12-Point wide, and hold from | 

! 80 to 100 names, according to type used, |
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Wale | 
H MAILING MACHINES 

aie . 

AW eS \\\ We 

il} ON paseo SW \ 

i = ——— aS iN 3 ee NN 

Hh ee a ae SNES SS 

i S88 SSS") oO RES 

SE ae. ia ee, al 
Hs a ——_nmcermememt  e 
i ———— arm i 
ii Seer ||| 

Hl MUSTANG MAILER 
il The Mustang Mailer occupies a space 37 inches in length and 4% inches in width, is made 
Wile wholly of iron, without springs or complications of any kind to get out of order. It is capable 
Hae of printing addresses at the rate of 1500 to 2000 per hour, according to the expertness of the 

if operator. The mailing-list is made up on galleys either 10 ems or 13 ems 12-Point in width 
} on the inside. Each galley will contain 75 addresses, is easily accessible for making correc- i 

1) tions and convenient for handling. 

| Mustang Mailer for 10-em measure........... zy : Sep LO00 
| Galleys, 10-em measure, each........... Res = se Se .50 
| | Wood Reglet to space between names, 10-em measure, per thousand z : 2.50 
ti hy Mustang Mailer for 13-em measure..................... ener? Bee. 50 
| | Galleys, 13-em measure, each......... 4 - 3 .60 
| 1} Wood Reglet to space between names, 13-em measure, per thousand eee 3.00 

Ha, ae 

| Qa 
Hh wi PEARAN 

i Mi Pee 

} WH TI\S\\ Wa He AN ii} | PARAGON MAILER i, \ aa 
a) The best and most reliable mailer in the world for the img Ms en WO 

i! money. The Paragon combines at once simplicity and HT H mauve Wi) 
Hi strength, is easy to handle and rapid in motion. Hi AM 0.0.0 NV 

The paste box, being a separate and distinct part of Hi a quit WW} f 
; the Paragon Mailer, is easily taken out for cleaning pur- Ui | ii iy = 

} poses, thus preventing the paste from getting on the in- Nil pal na Wheat 
| side of the belt, a great objection in other machines. 4 Ki Agasi VA a 

ie All material used in the construction of the Paragon | ANN san AO AW 
4 is of the very best, guaranteeing strength and durability. \ HAAN exavicw Wii 

Hi All parts can be duplicated. ‘i SAN Muh 

Mt | Parapone Maller i. .ci2 sets <cotte ie cease SOO i Ay ‘ene HY 
Ht AANA OeY-ET Whe i 

\ SMTA sesso 
it} . iN imi oucuy 
il k \ I swnssunes NY 

ny ‘ ¢ T= rN in i, 

Hh i = ek RR 
} de ‘ | pS 
HY | 3:33 >» 

| Ae i = 
iy 5 l) }} 

i ae! Pp I 

1 PSel if PLYMOUTH (\ Mi SS 
} <i. Ro YY Ty i PLYMOUTH ROCK MAILER 
| ba3i i) MAlLtep  \\esh Y oe Says 

i} Fe ee Par R. ai ES \ Complete directions for operating this 

Mh Pitty ae ULY23 1878. i \ mailer are sent with each machine, includ- 1 

il PibiGilhl r fs o GS \ ing much information of value to pub- 
| Cee pie Ves 4 \ \ lishers 

} Pepe ae \ iN ; 
\ uy) yeas iF 3 Pe \ Plymouth Rock Mailer....... $15.00 4 

Pyiisls 
| PRs, — . ~~ 

Wi aS —S 
—=* 

| 

| 

ea
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MAKE-UP RULES | 
| (See Composing Rules.) 

| MALLETS ow) 
| Hickory, Srialimcey Wines ae eee eS i ’ i 

ickory, medium a Satecs ere eo!) | i 
| Hickory, large... AO ee ll i iJ 
| peau vies small ae 50 f | 9 

ignum Vita, medium -60 (ie 
Lignum Vite, large... . 45 Ce 

METALS 
E Stereotype and Linotype Metals at lowest market quotations. Prices on application. 

( 
MITER BOXES 

Wooden Miter Boxes, 13% ems wide ee eee eee 0) 
Wooden Miter Boxes, 3 inches wide... 2 Ue Z vn 50 
Saw for same (see page 411)... Se ...$1.25, $1.50 and 2.00 

MITERING MACHINES 

o > | 

—_—=, oy “dls Fee i An 
I 

$s fat) i wail r 9 }/ | 

ie EN i 
LN | 

<< 
SS B25 

MITCHELL’S MITERING MACHINE 

This cuts like a metal plane. The carriage carries the rule under the cutting tool, which | 
is fed lower at each cut. Capacity 24-Point rule. 

Mitchell’s Mitering Machine = ; Se pexe--nsg-- 35.00 | 

pn ZA a 
‘an ea SS 

Se) W}¥$S 

iT, —————— <2 Yl | oy a i | 
eae ny 3 | 

|; amis \ Is = | WTI | | he OS i} 

| illite | 
j Y\ Cally I | 

a » NGAI eset (NINN i = { 

Yee \ 
4 Fes 
= Sree = I 

— i 

* WESEL’S UPRIGHT MITERING MACHINE j 

Wesel’s Upright Mitering Machine, with sliding gage ..$15.00 { 
Wesel’s Upright Mitering Machine, with micrometer gage : 20.00 ‘ 

' 

; 

i
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hi 
| NEWSPAPER FILES 

| i 
| t HAMILTON’S NEWSPAPER FILE ri | 

i These files are made of cherry, nicely finished in SSS f co i : ] 
Pali oil. The fastenings are brass, with steel thumbscrew, _ oes Se 
| having polished heads. The clasp end of the file has SS = =| 
! a flat-headed thumbscrew, which is passed through SSS 1 j 

a slot, and by giving the screw one-quarter of a turn SSS | 
. the file is securely locked. —SSaS= i i 
i} They are made in the following regular sizes; =SS_SssS> a | j 

} other sizes furnished if desired. SSS | 

Wi To hold sheets 20 inches wide. = oo | 5 
| Wa To hold sheets 22 inches wide. = - | | 

it To hold sheets 24 inches wide. ; SSS HW 
Wh To hold sheets 26 inches wide. é SS = ‘il 
Hi To hold sheets 28 inches wide. = SSS SS | 
Hi To hold sheets 30 inches wide. SSS hi J 
| i To hold sheets 34 inches wide. SSS i 1 

| j Hamilton Newspaper File, each 6125) 

i ann Sac eee 

i ——= . 
| NEWSPAPER HEADINGS 

iH 
{| | Electrotyped, each word in one block, per heading $2.00 to $ 5.00 
it Engraved to order . 7.00 to 25.00 

I t See specimens of faces for Newspaper Headings, pages 331-335. | 

i { 

HH NUMBERING MACHINES 
| sai a j 
ti — er CN 

ii - \ TM Wace. SASK =) a | E> Maca aah 7 
| — ? “|| Estee lela St : 

== IN, ie ' 

| = A | 1 : werten lh : 
| — | ( ye i h i ve 

Hi = A SCT Ml i| = Wein Se ieee | || | Qn 1 5 eM Ma 

i} s i ee 
HA | Se 

HW | 1) } WETTER NUMBERING MACHINE 4 Wil | {| 
i ll | ei This machine can be used on any printing press, by i 

i EES locking it in a chase, or form of type, the same as a cut or i 

i aS) 7 electrotype. q 
i aay 7 | | Wetter Numbering Machine, 5-wheel..................$25.00 j 

iW ig A.A) | Wetter Numbering Machine, 6-wheel..- eS 2OOO i 
i 2 N _davres ou ed {| | Wetter Numbering Machine, 7-wheel.................. 31.00 W 

1 i, ae prasad ; it [hay & ; 
[gag ie | eer N NUMBERER | } ly J aa F) Fy PARAGO 

} Lah Neca (oI) The Paragon, weighing about fifteen ounces, is built 
hy aC Lccisiaesesemma a upon a new principle, making it small and light to handle, { > ee = 

| [2 Wild z , insuring speed and ease of operation. Every wearing iw 
| 3 =, part is of steel, including the figure wheels, and all parts y 
| Sl Ss =. receive the finest finish and are interchangeable. It is i} 

tie rraeereeeee = _— simple in construction, embracing fewer parts than any 
| 3 a : : i other machine on the market. 

Paragon Numberer, numbering to 9,999 ree bs Sees $ 9.00 a 
| Paragon Numberer, numbering to DO 209 Pre apa # 10.50 | 
| Paragon Numberer, numbering to 999,999... atte 12.00 

Paragon Numberer, numbering to 9,999,999_____. ' 2 14.00 |
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OIL CANS 

Tincstmmallc2232-s : cspeest «sss POLO: Pin, large. en 2 S05 | 

Copper or brass furnished on order. } 
| 

OVERHEAD FIXTURES 

| SS = | 
ey LP. ee eee yp . No # Rake oe ‘ ef me 

| Rl Ppa 
AM ft i Pill 
aitae iv os a 

i —N a 

| TA | 
| eA] 

| Weis my | | 

Prices of Overhead Fixtures on application. | 

OVERLAY KNIVES | 

a SE OFrT7?EP>]R- 

For cutting overlays, nickeled ec - 5 230.35 j 
In leather case, for pocket use acest waagees 2 een a SO j 

PAD COUNTER | 

) \ Ct ieee 
a SSS | 

oa 

PATENT PAD COUNTER 
| With this tool, a whole job can be divided into pads of an equal number of sheets with- | 
i out counting. 

{ Patent Pad Counter pith Be gsteue = ¥ Pecsiecenetlt eee ONTO) 

PAGE CORD 

Page Cord, per ball........ Riper tcly 1 es ...-.---.-60.10 and $0.15 

PAGING AND NUMBERING MACHINES 

I Illustrated circular on application. 

| Foot Power Machine, with 4-disk head>.................-----.---.-ee-----++ ‘. as:..... $175.00 
4 Foot Power Machine, with 6-disk head 6 2 = = sects) LOS.OU) 

Foot Power Machine, with both 4-disk and 6-disk heads... es ..- 235.00 
Steam Power Machine, with 4-disk head a a = e -. 225.00 
Steam Power Machine, with 6-disk head.._.. eae 3 =. 2359.00 
Steam Power Machine, with both 4-disk and 6-disk heads i 22 285.00 

| |
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Wh) 
ae — f 4 PAPER CUTTERS r = 

it a EI { 
| | =i oe Vg } 

i | Ae | 
Hy PARAGON PAPER CUTTERS Ld Vigne S lJ J 9 th) 

Uh ge |e = 1] 
I This cutter has a scale on the table and side gages 1K d me —— 

{ front and back of the knife, perfectly true with each other , | ch / a | 

4 and with the back gage and the knife. Ve 1 = Sy | 
es | i Sa ees VO" 

it i Ss A |) / 
i i I, Fi I \ 

i i be ) I A | 
: wal BAS OS aN ye p —— \ | 

| Ni i | \V ~liNsS\ j 
Hi kk 1 axe a ‘| LN 

i Ae A Saget ~A\ ~ \, I A 9 Bete a) A \ 

\ We a ~~ RH ens SS ——w | 
i SON 
) oo SG IS | 22%-INCH AND 25-INCH 
| ae Bie yp Fy Gages to within % inch of knife. | 
i? Tt | | 

I 14-INCH MACHINE | 

i The 14-inch machine cuts 2% inches in thickness a Tt | 
| and within % inch of the knife. esata Wid d within % inch of the knif a > 

i The 22%-inch machine cuts 3 inches in thickness. anal vu] Fa 
nf The 25-inch machine cuts 3% inches in thickness. Either aC od 
Hf size cuts cardboard equally as well as paper. The full cut p Posh A\, ki 

}) is made by one stroke of the lever, the movement of the — = Is o)-. 
nt knife being an easy oblique cut, the same as given by the _ res) iad eee 
A steam-power cutters. The knife is made of the best qual- es =i I) [7 
i ity of steel. Full descriptive circular on application. No \\ "Om =a | eC J y 

| charge for boxing. ; Wr Oi wl i pe) 
1 i Weight of Paragon Cutters: 14-inch, 200 pounds; \ ec |? GNe| 
Nii 22%-inch, 450 pounds; 25-inch, 550 pounds; 30-inch, \ 4 QI) 
| 1100 pounds; 32-inch, 1200 pounds. 0 / | Wf] 

4 14-inch..................$ 45.00......Extra knives......6 5.00 WAAAY Ang 
nt 22%4-inch..:............._80.00......Extraknives...... 7.50 TONE ae 
eh 25-inch... --- 110,00... Extra knives... 9°00 (Sais \ee*> 

| 30-inch: - 175.00. Extraknives... 18.00 qq_> ><" (GFF KS 
j | SINC ea. see----: 20000: Extra knives...... 20.00 Sg ee : SAS 

i | ae” 2 ~* 
Hi 
I 30-INCH AND 32-INCH | 

i | Gages to within 4 inch of knife. | 

\ | 
Wi] quia 4, f 
Wid C=c=5) ly CLIPPER PAPER CUTTER | 
Hi E | EE YN Gd WITH REVERSIBLE CLAMP. 

Hi [eNom SR hoa ; | | / Hi Rees] a AI rs Va _ This cutter has been designed for use | 
We aan ae, Sor in offices where small job work, such as | 
Wy = rol ull TY cll | == labels, circulars, etc., is chiefly executed. | 
iW Wa i Qe RTM CO} hh 9) It is simple in construction, strong and } 
| Nt ———a durable, has an iron bed, with an adjust- | 

i Moll => <4 able iron back gage, also a new reversi- | 
| z Uh SSS = > ble clamp, which has a solid face, leaving | 
| ui Sa no marks on the paper. It is easily un- | 
| NH pa SS f derstood and handled, and will give entire | 
| ! hc.) Nii) satisfaction in every particular. ‘| 
| i ee Ml. Cuts 12 inches. 

Wt = / <i Clipper Paper Cutter..................$40.00 
co Extra Knives, each............ 2.50
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) 
PAPER CUTTERS ) 

i a 

ee | | 
| SE | 

= CS as ee, | | We. | | 
em th } 5 | il YR Atl hs iy I ge 1 } 

Ee Sethe) ll Ney | . 
| 7 MM | DO Oeetaei=tI] ) fil No TTT he J a a UY] 

{. KO} NH 

—F = Wend =" \\(G u ao j 
— © PE Sapp S MTL | | 
— iS _§ | WW oe ee as = rs 1 | 

el : We Tin I aa E | 
— eww | | 

16-INCH AND 19-INCH ele |e 8 uu et. Dy 
CHALLENGE CUTTER | b= NG > Wy | 

Intended for cutting and trimming E \eme hy i) a \ Ww OS 
small work. Stock may be gaged to EI a 2 Bl ( = ey 
within one inch of knife. The back FOE E LY —( ES OQ W | 
gage is made extra long, bringing it i ay Sa [Ne i o 

close to side gage. : rs Se eee ae | 

Cuts 16 inches, squares 16 aes WE\ _— 
inchés tee $50.00 eee ee qe : eo } 

Cuts 19 inches, squares 19 meee Wa Pe 
inches 22 =>. eee OOO Hee ee 

= =} Sere oe 

ae t 

CHALLENGE LEVER CUTTER j 

25-inch, squares 25 inches 5 Uae eae Z Desde nse 8S,00 i 
30-inch, squares 30 inches Pc S - 200.00 E 
32-inch, squares 32 inches Z Se Sogo EEO ; 

The 25-inch Challenge Lever Cutter is pro- | 
Ls vided with front and back stationary side gages, ' 

which are cast on the frame and accurately squared | 
with the knife and back gage. The 30-inch and | 

LY 32-inch cutters have, in addition to these, an ! 
ge? extra side gage in front, adjustable to either side; 

ip also a split back gage, for use in trimming pam- 
bh phlets. The knives are made of the best tough- | 

Y, ened steel. 
A The interlocking back gage and clamp, for 

cutting narrow widths, is furnished without extra | 
hi aa cost. 
yy Ri coal ‘J 

pp Se j 

ff i | A i 
Lb, 4 >) tres 
( ( pp 2 ated yl  . 

4\ | mes! aes ss 
Qt) Vcd es “lly ines | OMT eo As UTILITY PAPER CUTTER 

Phere: | | [ : i 
nD) oy TE This cutter is intended for small 

oe ed | , work, but is as well built as the larger 
Le Se T| a _ machines. Is fitted with a reversible 

hie Pe clamp, allowing back gage to come 
aA AY SS 5 be H | ers | within 5 inch of knife. 

ae SATA % ae | =, No.1, cuts 16 inches...........$50.00 | 
Be (a P . Gace No. 2, cuts 18 inches. 60.00 | 

asco NS 

|
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i| 
i \ i | 
th i PAPER CUTTERS 

| i | 

| | | 
} BOSS PAPER CUTTER | | | 
| WITH PATENT SWINGING CLAMP NEY 

I) This is the most simple and effec- ee | 
| tive hand machine made. The lever We Faw ep > R | 

by which the power is applied is easy a cent 3 ie 
Hl of access, and the operator is not Bi eel eoe } 

i compelled to move out of position to ie THE BOSS il Fad 
i) make a cut. It has a smoothly fin- = ST Bam = 

ished bed, with inches stamped on it, ns a >) } 
! in front as well as on the back of the j ¢| ae | ~ 
‘ knife, so that the operator can see at a TLL ene ca = \G 

1 a glance the size cut he is making; Ei uF ——— en? 
| the bed is marked off lengthwise in \" Wi SS” AOR —— 

} parallel lines. It has a side and back " 4 7 Aa) No af Waa 4) 
] gage, the latter being operated by a ty CFS e y - 

crank wheel in front of the machine, by /7 ? 5 
thus combining convenience and rap- | BAS fe | rag a 

i idity of operation. / AY Ss 
| The patent swinging clamp per- dh f f Si | 

mits the cutting of narrow widths; Ey i / . KY | 
the clamp has a solid face and leaves [: | : ‘\ 

| no marks on the paper. [ i “\ | 

| Cuts 23 inches. fi 1} 5 ‘| } 

Boss Paper Cutter -.$90.00 * a) = SS | 
Extra Knives, each.. 7.50 & N Se | 

A) z = | | = 
_ i, 
Sad 

i 
Wi 

7 

| } CLIMAX PAPER CUTTER 

Hy | —_ it WITH PATENT SWINGING CLAMP 

ee ey This is the only machine of its d i td im 5 s a a = 
i | @ Pare bi size having the lever in front suffi- 

i | fy Nise cea tan ety ciently convenient for the operator to 
| | Hi is HATE S| a 4 | make a cut without being compelled 

} i arta (eae NN | to move out of position. In this res- | 
} thi] as | = a a pect it is very similar to the Boss, | 

| ry ice een ee la which has become such a favorite 
i ew | in sail ae 2 Ae i wherever it has been used. It hasa | 

Hy | pNteano ae ra es ry smoothly finished iron bed, with the ] 
| i Ne ne “ie ee SO 7a Ys inches stamped on it both front and 

Nn ay) Ay yp} a ty back; the bed is also marked off in 
i | NG. Hi 4 fi parallel lines. It has a side and back 

I 7 NC " i Aa, gage, and is as convenient a piece of 
y/ i) ol i ge) < machinery as has ever been offered | 

| fe | ei a: 4 to the printer or bookbinder. | 
i) i) | [ ft | is The patent swinging clamp per- | 
i) | } BI iy \\ —— a mits the cutting of narrow widths; \ 

| I y I | ———_ ao Say the clamp has a solid face and leaves i 
| a ea] As — 2 no marks on the paper. {i 

i ERG \\ a Cuts 30 inches. | 

Ty of. ~\ . ] = ——- | Climax Paper Cutter...........§150.00 
| ‘i we Extra Knives, each... 10.00 \ 
Hi} | 
| 7 

I ‘* ii 
Hi cs 

tT 
HH 
Ht 
i | 

| 

| 

i 

1
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PAPER CUTTERS | 

ADVANCE CUTTER Sia ' 
ne 

The 22/4-inch cutter cuts ae ay | 
inches by 3% inches deep. he oN 
back gage is 17 inches long, pe <LI ‘eo ~ ; i | 
gages within 134 inches of the sil) oe ll ins i | 
knife, and runs back 23 % inches. ES jl Pia al | ES Tr) | 
The front table extends 12 inches pS |) 2 all al Tmt } 
from the knife, and is provided = CN uae ANGE MeN I yu 
with an accurate brass scale or VS aS yA eo By Lh OM |) 
measuring rule, 12 inches long, i | 2 nL nike iJ a | 
divided into eighths of aninch, by <= ZS rryni! We aeH | 
which the paper can be gaged to d= il (Ua h 
within 34 inch of the knife. The \ a SS nT Ed 
25-inch cutter cuts 25 inches by =) IE 
3% inches deep. The back gage 2 = Vi) NY fi Ee 
is 20 inches long, gages to within a= 2 a Om | = 
1% inches of the knife, and runs Be Fa } eat il | 3 2 
back 27 inches. The front table ae iB g f\\ 3 aM = 4 
extends 12 inches, and is pro- Be Ep YN | ‘a 
vided with a measuring rule like ia LE Ail a VF a t 

the other size. Each cuts % inch gue (vu UN | \} . Dy | 

more than the stated width, so as y 5) i x oy | 
to allow free handling of stock. aa LE as A | 

25° inches................. 110.00 3 eee — igs 
30: - inches...2...2::.....5,/165,007 = | Zs eer 

eR ee a i 
vs —_ = = 

PAPER JOGGER I 
| 

=] Ba ea wwBml } 
oii il aes —* 
= i HM! Mit | 

i] i) ii ill My) ee | 

yi y 
Z| | | 

2 | | 

if j 

i Ee M ome. 

a ss! = al | A 

ET Mh i 2 
aoe if ee nt | 

BE larg Ail OS me Piz OP eae 

Se le ea 
— ee Ie ee 

ci ax Z SS Oa = 
| wi Dit —— = Ss 

i E eS _ Ss WEE We Zz 
COMBINATION PAPER JOGGER 

DANS GINCH ES OT LOSS ase cece a sek ere cae ee ese 
36x48 inches and over 24x36 Inches. 2.22. eo secscseserenpesece.ctewnceesdsk woe Seeestaeteere LOLOD, 
Larger sizes)2.2.. eee e oe Be ere Ot eae Raat 2000 

When several are wanted, write for special discount.
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i} 

HI PASTER 7} 
| he Er. iee ay -S-8 esr 

Hh —————— 

i = se ee 
Hh) == PATENTED a 
Wa PON TSS —=—ES ere 
i GEM HAND PASTER = TS 

| SS OOS SS eee 
j i Price, including two wheels and ——— IN Cz Ses 

vy four grates, etc. Sas cies POYOO TN SO 
VN WSEAS WEAR il RQQAN WSS. 
H SS SSS 

Ww PERFORATORS | 
|| | ROSBACK IMPROVED FOOT PERFORATOR { 

I | I The frame of this perforator is 
i <> meal] =) is j i ih securely braced and bolted so as 

me i rT Ciesla (| to prevent its being racked and 

Wt a ee ee ane twisted out of shape by transpor- 
Wh 2 et _ tation or otherwise, causing un- 
Wa i due wear on the needles and die. 

} ¥| NSF Se ly A very excellent feature of this | 
| i rs e Be / machine, and one that will be ap- 
Hi} A /; z/ 5 REY: preciated by the operator, is that 
i Wad =) 5 if /: of the sliding slotted plates on 
Hy | I |=) 5 ye, front of the needle-bar (see cut), 
HI) /=] y aa which enable him to easily and 
Wi -—~ $ yi fm quickly provide for the stubs of 

ry uM. y 4 checks, etc., rendering a portion 
1 =| Qi metl | of the needles inoperative. To 

i =| FT eee. | do this the operator has but to 
i = oom loosen the thumb-screws on the 

I i My 5 Nida sliding plates, move the plates to 
4 i Jey \ E: i a position over that portion of the 
a =| Wi fi s\ paper which he wishes to perfo- 

f =| o. me! rate, tighten the thumb-screws, Wat Pain qe ae ee 
WA tL <= a we and the perforator is ready for 

| i NS ——_—_ a — Bi be Bh work. That portion over which 
2B We oa “Be : the space or spaces between the 

AY i) ae HE oat Ble) = =, places occur will remain unper- 
ih? fa Ei # ‘ea oe IES = forated. The needle-bar, imme- 

i PERERA seas ee aS === diately above the plates, is grad- 
j i ES uated to fractions of an inch, by 

ti | which the plates may be adjusted. 
| 28-inch Rosback Foot Perforator. Parco ....$125.00 The table is also graduated to 

MY 24-inch Rosback Foot Perforator. £ 100.00 fractions of an inch, and it has 
i | 20-inch Rosback Foot Perforator.. oe .. 75.00 both side and end gages. 

| HH HAND PERFORATOR 
Hi | y 

He) This machine makes a round hole and perforates Y4 
AFM | fully 10 inches. Nov*unsightly springs are seen, as Le 

} they are out of sight and out of the way of the ope- Ae 
wy rator, being encased in the body of the machine near An 
Hi Vi) | either end of the needle-bar, thereby preventing the A\\ 
i i | bar from tilting or tipping, a notable fault with many 

Hy other machines having springs located at or near the \ 
ait middle of the bar. The stripper is double-flanged, yen 
Hh | which renders it stiff Fale 

Ht | and firm, and not lia- tO — Se 
i ble to spring or ca- I x aff ; A »\ 

HH | reen. A needle that 4 ag | ain a Os 
is accidently bent rt tml a \ 

1H can be removed and Ss =, pe \ 
| another inserted in ae me ao cia ian mara ih } 

its place by simply QQ pee eh ee FS 
detaching the needle . EEE Es oe ea 

Wi stop, removing the “Ss pie Se 3 2 S—_== 

| defective needle and we Mp, re 
| replacing it with a ° oe agin Ea er el 
| new one, the whole 
| 

i 
ui
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PERFORATORS 

operation requiring but a few minutes’ time. This feature will particularly recommend itself 
to those who know by experience how much time and patience are required to replace defect- 
ive needles in other perforators. The Rosback has a nicely finished, molded table, with grad- 
uated scale on both sides, which will be found a great convenience in setting gages quickly 
and accurately at any required distance from the point of perforation. It is provided with an 

| adjustable stop, regulating the depth that the needles enter the die, thereby saving wear on 
| both. Whenever the needles are sharpened, the stop may be adjusted to correspond with the 
| amount so ground off. 

| Rosback Hand Perforator, 10-inch 3 Pt A ¢ uso O00. 

| PERFORATING RULE 
Brass, per {o0t....02 es eee i ..-.-$0.15 to $0.25 

| Steel, per foot........-<..... : = : ea ae ee f 

| PLANERS : 

Smallsieee $0.25 cacniaaiamicna 

etic ae Hane eather top .... eee wes BA WHIM } i [ HE A ; 
Proof Planers:.222 =.= = Hee 60 HI el | 

PRESS BOARDS 

34x54 inches, each 3 $0.25 

Per dozen es fs 5 ; 2.50 

PRESS FEEDER’S THIMBLES 
| Press Feeder’s Thimbles, each $0.10 

Per dozen........ ee. 3 125 

| 
| PRESS POINTS AND WRENCH 
| en 

- eS 

|, A ea 
| | iiss ——= =e 

| S ia WALF SIZE. ; 
| 3 i 

| FULL SIZE. | 

| These points are for printing bookwork that is to be folded on a point folder. They screw i 
into the marginal wooden furniture, the cross-pin near the point fitting into the wrench. The f 
shape of the point is calculated to produce the proper impression in the paper. | 

Press Points, per dozen eee : 280.75 i 

Wrenches, each ’ 3 esse 00 

PRESS PUNCHES a) 

This punch is about 1-32 inch lower than type, and can be locked up in q- N 

a type form, thus enabling printers to punch holes in stock at the same time pir gilts j 

it is printed, without extra expense. A piece of 2-Point rule should be ce- : i i 

mented to the tympan sheet for the punch to strike on, and an opening left in i ‘ | 
i i 

the form opposite opening in base of punch to prevent it from becoming / I 

clogged. Made of best tool steel, tempered. | | 

Y%, 3-16, or %-inch hole, each............ z Rae, gee 100) L | 
| 

i PRINTER’S VISE 
f 

| Price, eaetiran. 22s : : 2 3 ei Poet eenceehe aes OO | 
| j i 

} | 

| 
i
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| th Iny 

qi PRESSES 
i } 
| iH CHALLENGE-GORDON ai 

| | A few of the important features of the (rt Pe 
ae Challenge-Gordon are the following: th GS 

Ht Wide rim fly-wheel, positive disk mo- fel! Cee RASA 
1 tion, wide gear-wheels, extra heavy bed, Z| = LAW \ pS G 

a balanced platen, steel forged side arms, PO een ag We Tre NCS ae) 
} | broad cam and cam-roller, new patented == = | oe WN C)) 
| | | throw-off, improved chase-lock, depres- Yj —— = XY 
ii) sible grippers. /f (Giese i \ ( > 
Whit The only press of its class awarded a i Goa mae "SRS 
Wh medal at the World’s Fair, 1893. Will A rE NSE i en e 

j i earn more money for its owner than any | i S i “il iy a] 
i Wit other press in the market. 1 \N HT NYS il | Ac eH \ 3; 
i HH ! Following prices include throw-off: \, | INS oT all’ \ 
| | ii 8x12 inches inside chase........$165.00 Af Ly, Ry yy H | 

ae 9x13 inches inside chase......... 225.00 ~wmA. Ce Co |v i 
i) 10x15 inches inside chase........ 250.00 > eN AeIN)) 
ih 12x18 inches inside chase........ 300.00 7 == es 
Wii) 13x19 inches inside chase........ 350.00 one Kerri, —~Sie 
Hi 14x20 inches inside chase........_ 400,00 Oo tar ' 
Bit 14%x22 inches inside chase... 450,00 : Ea 00H 

i 1} { Side Steam Fixtures.................. 15.00 — sO SA, 

Hi With each press there are 3 chases, 1 brayer, 2 sets of roller stocks, 2 wrenches and 1 
ili | i roller mold. Positive guarantee with each machine. 

Hi f We can furnish all makes of Gordon Presses 
it 
| 
Hn PEERLESS JOB PRESS ae 

iW . .. 7 le — 2 
Hy The strain-bearing parts of this press wi ee 
} | are of wrought iron or steel, and very —— Se 
Hid heavy, insuring solidity and immense = = SS, + | 
it strength, and the requisite means for giv- a Wie. 
i} i] ing powerful impressions and resisting — ee / Wi Abe @ 
mad heavy strains. The bed is stationary, SRT i Nae FY | 
Wh very solid, very rigid, very strong. Be- eo es AW Wl Hh wey i 

ing trussed by heavy lateral and traverse i — SoBe Nf AY ee | 
F braces, there is no possibility of spring- A¢— | fi | ee fQ | 
I ing, or giving away in the center. The Lm al) AW a. i OX | 

| automatic chase-hook secures the chase [ff ON — = a j 
1 to the bed instantly, either side up. The Sf Ww SF ag Ey OS i } 
1 impression is absolutely accurate, and is Sf 2 vs SS Lt (eG) i 
i given with the greatest ease by a toggle, Sf Axe) ES are Wi Y/ | 

i applied directly back of the center of the By SN R Gl: ail } us 
i} platen. This device, so very powerful Bq Wie eS \ wor ios ) 

Wa) and simple, produces a “dead dwell” on { | are Wy Ta oe |=. nt 
HI the impression, and a long rest of platen = X ea N Res il e-= ‘| 

! | iS ae the sheet.—[Manufacturer’s ~~“) r] >) te ee = |The 
Hi | ircular. — A EN eee | 

Ui The impression screws are directly in == hi ys \" | — ith 
H front of the platen, in full view of the SSS FP ea | tet, 

j pressman. The ink-disk makes one- Oo i ey PEERLESS | 
| seventh of a full revolution, exposing a Ss —— Be ic 
a fresh surface of ink to the form at every i a a tte 
HH} | impression. The throw-off locks itself at ; 

a either end of its movement and suspends the impression to the last moment. The grippers 1 Qtip 
Ve are of spring steel, and can be instantly dropped to the tympan for the purpose of setting. i dla 
a The extra heavy Peerless has extra heavy bed, platen, toggle and other parts, and is | 

Hi | adapted for heavy work in all departments of printing. | to 
Ht | Eighth Medium, 8 x12 inside chase............Weight, boxed, 1200 pounds............$225.00 | 

i) Eighth Medium, 9 x13 inside chase............ Weight, boxed, 1250 pounds............ 250.00 i ae 
j Quarto Medium, 10 x15 inside chase............ Weight, boxed, 1550 pounds............ 300.00 yi 

HW Quarto Medium, 11 x17 inside chase............Weight, boxed, 1650 pounds............. 350.00 i 
| i] Half Medium, 13 x19 inside chase............Weight, boxed, 2300 pounds............ 400.00 > cast 

i Half Medium, 14 x20 inside chase............Weight, boxed, 2400 pounds............ 450.00 } 
| Half Super-royal 14%x22 inside chase............ Weight, boxed, 2500 pounds............ 500.00 the 

Hi | Boxing, $6, $7, $10. Steam Fixtures, $15. Ink Fountains, $25 to $50. 

Hh | 13x19, 14x20 and 14%x22, extra heavy, for embossing, paper-box cutting and other 
Wid heavy printing, each $50 more than above prices. 

|| | 

| 

i !
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, bandler & Price Press 
EN eile oh eleanor ere Mae ee ea : 

The standard of excellence in Gordon Presses. 

4 - ae Qver 8,000 in 
ee ae. A i Z e satisfactory 

oe ee oe | 
— — =. op aa chase 
a en WHR 1 rou can 

SY a | Kt y) make Ir 
et Ie i Wm 

. a Se ae cc NN 
al A ag te ree Po \ de 

; oe | OES oh TT ae 
1 at ar yw # aw E/ BM Se \o 

@ 1D cae — iw Wegeae- 
eS and | 4 . r \ J N ioe \ NN Pp 

9 { . bn ata he ei DY ag 

a c o ft B mal | 1 | i 

a , | fo a . oi oe | 

ee. | o,f =m \ 8 | 

SE PSRO LIT Soma ME re 

EAVIER and stronger than 
| any other Gordon press, but | SIZES AND PRICES 

so well balanced that it runs 
| easily and quietly, with speed | SizeInside Weight Bice 

tt ‘ d 1 b bili f f d Chase * boxed 

un imited only by ability or teeder. 7x11, 1000 Ibs. $150.00 
2) The distribution is unequalled. 8x12, 1200 Ibs. 165,00 

| The horizontal platen, with long 10x15, 1800 Ibs, 250.00 
j = 12x18, 2500 1bs. 300.00 

y | a ee — a a 14x20, 3000 Ibs. 400.00 
= | curacy in leeding. Mach press | j4%x22, 3100 Ibs. 450.00 
~ | fitted with throw-off, depressible rea 

; ‘ ’ re Extras, for either size press: 
es grippers, and instantaneous chase ; 
te clamp; three chases, a brayer, | Steam Fixtures. . - - $15.00 
and is 7 t " t t 1 Buckeye Fountain,. . . . 10.00 

; wo wrenches, two sets roller Chandler & Price Fountain, 20.00 

ait stocks and one roller mould. If a2 

mi || desired, two extra chases or three No charge for boxing and 
te cast rollers furnished instead of | ‘#*A/7s- 
0 ; ot the mould. } 

other 

| Sali. see eS Sees ee sey i z at es ae
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| i tp | & PRICE PAPER 
| i ei - CUTTER # 3 9 9 4 

[ih nag a ‘i _»/> has great strength and works 
i P ec | | quickly and with the mini- | 

Hi ‘ 7X fo | +1}. mum of effort. The back 

Hh ; UL eee ; El | gauge and clamp interlock, | 

HH ek S792 a __-glamping as narrow as one- 
| a : ae | Halfinch. The fingers of 

Hy a j oy oe eo ek the clamp have a broad sur- qi 

HH 0 SE {Ped lanes, °° 2V0'd creasing the | 
} cw ice Ui. jock. All gauges are ac- 

| ae Bok i ng ately squared with th 

| gh i il | ? knife. The back gauge ex- 
| Nig “4 | | ag / 7 tends to within one inch of | 

| i i id : ag re the side gauge, and is divid- 

Ht 4 Pw Kc : ©} | © ed and adjustable for book 

ut ra a C*. LA| trimming or squaring small 

Ny, aN | SS ae a a) work. All parts are strictly | 

1 “hy ) =e te "interchangeable, and accur- 
ath a y ie eee tié ately. ‘fitting replacements 

AN cca s Ce ae aa may be ordered by number. 
MH _. ss ea 8 ——————————— | 

15 eae. vgs | <n vy SPECIAL FEATURES: 
| , 4 oF i 4 Interlocking gauge and 

WW ‘ sete ate clamp; divided back gauge; } 
© @3 inch, $100.00 * quick action; great strength; } 

| ee 2 teh $190.00 absolute accuracy; inter- 
i o Seon net 18:00 changeable parts. 
ny 

| 

i} ae . 
| (he Chandler & Price Lead and Rule Cutter-ae we | 
| & EING a radical depart- 
Ht ne ure from old styles, this } 

} \% cutter embodies several : } 

Hi &\P valuable features. The bed 4 

1 ©) _ is nearly vertical, but inclin- 5: KEEMY 
tt ed slightly backward, with eee ap 

| Ay a raised guide along its lower “al i eae 
y edge. ‘The lead orrule rests , en ee 

| s\f" on edgeand assumes its posi- ™ 4 ws Wi 

i} S\) tion by gravity, assuring a aa ae 

VW square cut. The guide is ite NG AD, 

Hi Gh accurately graduated to ° aw 
| i i twelve-point ems and num- _ . ’ zm Aa 

| Os bered to five-em lengths. ny oe | 

Hi (2 The gauge is reversible for er re i 

i | cutting leads longer than the 
i | bed, and fitted with a latch 

i to engage the slots of the Nee arty carcea 
i} guide. A thumb screw holds guerre e chareo to 86 ems, i 
| | the gauge for odd lengths. : 
ah 

| 
| 

I | } 
RU : ae
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: PRESSES 
1 Ref IMPROVED PEARL PRESS 

‘ 7 ted No. 1, 5x8 inches inside oe 
OZ H Chaser op 10,00 } 

= = A ? No. 3, 7x11 inches inside of 
rs 4 VV Zag} chase ee eee 110.00 

Ly ge) « No. 5, 9x14 inches inside of ss 
a 4, Mf CHAS Che cete eens eee LOS 00) 
ck A a oe { No. 11, 7x11 inches inside 
ch, f | Miecee p od, ch chase, with full-length yee 

E art \ eY ountain and throw-off.. = 135.00 
nt Li Ly aA| Wy \ SSE No. 14, 9x14 inches inside 

¢f = ee ee NATIT Ih) SANS of chase, with full-length 
sie AE ace fountain and throw-off..... 200.00 

: N ZEMIN Two machine rollers for Nos. 1, 3 ‘ ANB sO S oy J kg wo machine rollers for Nos. 1, < 
\\) EN) mee) Ws (OF) and 5, and three for Nos. 11 and 14, 

it. ws Wj mV Ve\ elt hand roller and ink table, gages, two 
he Ce Y) So wy chases and wrench, are sent with 

BV VE A every press; also an extended shaft 
el. | i) ji Fo 0) for steam fixtures. 

df ey (a eS The iron cabinet or press stand is 
ib ai > made in keeping with the substantial 

It } Hl HW Fil “fl i character of the press, both forming 

x Si van )) a firm and beautiful structure from 
al UMTS H yy fh top to bottom, and affording packing [ 
lf TT \\/ \ Vy ‘i room for tools, stock and material. 

4 | Titty WON/ Ai The upper drawer of Nos. 1 and 3 
t i \ \7 iri i | j receives cards from the card dropper. 
iy / i) } i youc- | Nos. 11 and 14, instead of having 
4 q Ll i cole || N drawers, are provided with doors, and 

i ize jf iiss iN “3 the space inside the cabinet is fitted 

‘i ee i gan \ ve with racks for rollers. 
j yc) NNN 

a. aa 
ce coms ES O.; A ht. YN 

4 (me a; CMY. \ J (fh 
The simplicity of the Improved Pearl es ary) va ail 

) Press makes it easily understood and op- j Lag 7 55| Wl 4 \\. 
; erated. It is not liable to get out of order, ——— \ez mS ve 

and costs very little for repairs. Vise ATS \ | Sl, 
nt is a mistake, economical ae select ae y nN al We " \ 

a large press for small work. he large vncmmarnenamnann NN i 1 \ 
press not only costs more than a Pearl, : — mn NIG ‘ ; 
but it is continually costing more. The \ hk a1 Wasa a yah 
expenditure for ink and rollers is greater; wy \ Ny "hh Mo @' G 

i the time consumed in making ready is AU Wy AN we fn iM 
1 often doubled; it takes more power to run Nia, Wi S/N i, 
i it; requires a more expensive hand to op- Vy a ——— i , 
| erate it; takes much longer to do the \ a 4 

work, as a small job cannot be so readily Se a — 
| fed on a large as on a small press. d ae “ij ie a i T il 

| This illustration of the No. 11 Pearl eH iw | \ | 
is intended to bring out several of the ie) J | Hil 

j latest improvements, the almost estima- ve a | i i 
ble value of which will be readily con- Dy il Hi f 
ceded. , oe | 

An eccentric throw-off, a full-length y a it i ll | 
fountain, an extra distributing roller, a ft Pe i i iM | 
counting device that registers only at the K Ba | 
taking of each impression, and an auto- : \ yp i HM il RS I 
matic quick-stop shipper and brake, 3 \ Sag Vso WON | 
making it possible to shift the belt and NIRS RW N = i 
bring the press to a dead halt simultane- X WW ~~ DBRHRrO—N f 
ously and almost instantly by one move- = N <i y \ VO { 
ment of the hand, are indeed valuable RR : CAN“ AS i 
improvements to an already popular and aN CREXK Ww ' 
profitable machine. Sl 

f 
I 

;
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ij PRESSES 
i UNIVERSAL PRESS ' 

\ 
Hit ——= 
iM See. / 

Wi game NG im TT SZ 
| l3\ A WWI Mf ESS, ti QML 

i fi S\N Ne eS 
Hill Hi! \\inenael ACU 7 ae 

| i ip Sassi). ea Ne 
} AS SIN es = | 

1 VRS ag ] eT 
i AMIN De) 74 7 } if NN / Hi Se | 

Hi WS SnVaceC 

1 = Zea | 
Wht i i OLE ier | 
Wt - 3 

| Quarto Medium, 10x15 inside chase, with throw-off 2 $320.00 

ti Half — Medium, 13x19 inside chase, with throw-off. - ee et .. 415.00 

Wa Half Super-royal 14x22 inside chase, with throw-off =a oe ..... 480.00 
} Steam Fixtures, $15.00. 
Hie 

Hi S=_) HAND POWER SELF-INKING OFFICIAL 

a LS Junior, 2x3 inches, hand-inking ................$ 3.00 

Wi Ff. No. 1, 3x4™% inches, hand-inking. e110 (00! 

Hii Qo No. 2, 4x6 __ inches, hand-inking................ 16.00 
ae Yy NG; 6, 8%x12% inches, hand-inking..........._ 60.00 
Vi Kn Ky 0. 7, 10x15 inches, hand-inking.......... 100.00 

| CN . Junior, 2x3 inches, self-inking............ 5.00 
{ “8s 7 Hy Le No. 1, 3x4% inches, self-inking ........ 10.00 

HP ES KN No. 2, 4x6__ inches, self-inking .. ee 16.00 

i (IWS No. 3, 5x7% inches, self-inking -...... 25.00 

i AXSs ESN No. 4, 6x9 __ inches, self-inking ...... Eo  o5.00 A 

1) KF NSA No. 6, 8%x12% inches, rotary power......... 175.00 | 
i} Sy WE 4 No. 7, 10x12 inches, rotary power.............. 120.00 

. NO : | Es : Sg These prices include cast rollers, chase, wrench 

ty hs FS SD i and walnut base. 

Hi i SN —— i This ss is noted for its simplicit i yy O\ ———— | press is noted for its simplicity 
H | Me Won) i) es <hif and strength of construction. The 
ih} ty yy) Po |) By Mil) frame and bed are one casting, from | 

iy us YY i) y Bi yes j f refined iron and are so arranged that { 
i | Y My)! Kf rend |) the bed is centrally supported by the | 

it | Y 4h Ka aariia?) i) frame. The press stands on a round 
a ONT,‘ MF tS bry) base and pedestal, combining strength 

{ NS 7 AUD), 
Th OY |!) Pe rye ols = and beauty. It is finished in enamel, 

| ¢ Dy Py || BW es [ee =a } which is almost as hard and durable as 
iH Nien fs GE J eal ca ri the iron itself. The Official is easy 

i | ! bal | WZ ) ] PP he. and rapid in operation, and is adapted 
; i OTe e~ AOe * to meet the wants of the most exacting 

i id e y é 
| Wi ©); Me c- 5 and discriminating, being capable of | 

| Veit Ninn, fom C=, i aw doing the finest work both in black and 
| Neil \eann ee . AT colored inks. It is so simple in con- 
a | Niipii Ns RY struction that the most inexperienced 
{ : N\A Ng can at once comprehend it. The qual- 

VT pa eae Vs ag ity and price considered, no other press 
awa 4\ Wire can equal it. All the Official presses 

| Qe £ = A Ss have a patent impression adjustment 
me Ee and two inking rollers, excepting the 

—S— Official Junior, which has one inking | = 4 
i | SS g roller, and four screws to regulate the 

| — impression, 

I 
i HY} 

i} | 
it 
a
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WASHINGTON HAND PRESS 

6-Column Folio, bed 26%x35__ inches, platen 23x31__...... r -.£200.00 
7-Column Folio, bed 26%x39 inches, platen 23x35 ates sas 220,00 
8-Column Folio, bed 28%x42__ inches, platen 25x39 -.- 290,00 
9-Column Folio, bed 3144x47% inches, platen 27x43 nn TBO: 

| Price includes two pairs points, one screw wrench, one ink brayer, one pair bearers, ink 
1; slice and one extra frisket; also boxing and cartage. 

f Extra bearers, per pair, 50 cents. Extra friskets, $3.50 to $6.00. 

ARMY PRESS iN 
6-Column Folio, 1454x20% inches inside .........$ 60.00 TTT. 
7-Column Folio, 16%x22% inches inside . ..<, 85,00 hj /, i 
8-Column Folio, 19%x25%™% inches inside ........ 120.00 eS 
2 pages, 5-Col. Folio, 19'%x26 inches inside..... 125.00 5 | 
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Each press is furnished with 2 chases, 6 patent quoins, roller frame, and cast roller, R 
oiler and wrench, | 
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1 | i IDEAL HAND CYLINDER PRESS eT 77 

i This machine is a new departure for country news- i, Th 
| Hilt paper printing. It is the fastest, cheapest and most y/ 1 

aie easily operated press of its class. / ti 
i il An impression is taken by each forward or back- y/ \ ) 

ea ward turn of the crank. The press runs so easily that 
Mi} j a boy or girl of fifteen can operate it without undue j 
qt exertion. It occupies the least floor space. It is the /} 
4 I lightest, although built of iron and steel. It is the y 
Wh] safest to operate, and makes the least noise. H/ i 

HI // 1} 
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| i | i Illustration shows Ideal Press ready for 
. i i is" lowering tympan and taking impression. 

Hi i No. 1, 8-Column Folio, or 5-Column Quarto. : Z Sense. 200/00 
He i} No. 2, 9-Column Folio, or 6-Column Quarto. e ze ive 22. 225.00 

it 

| | CHICAGO STOP CYLINDER 
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| i See description and price on next page. 
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| CHICAGO STOP CYLINDER 

This press can be worked by power or by hand as best suits the printer, and will print 
1,000 impressions per hour with ease. It is light-running and an ordinary office boy can do 
a good day’s work upon it. 

Regular tracks; regular wire springs; full length ink table; improved book fountain; 
adjustable impression screws; adjustable form rollers; cylinder driven by cut gear rack on 
bed, insuring perfect register; fountain under perfect control; stop cylinder front delivery 
press. 
6-Colamn: Quarto 4 etc aie  eeeaee ee S e Peee ee, UOUD 

Steam fixtures, complete, $50, including overhead fixtures. 

With each press is included one full set cast rollers, and one extra set of roller stocks; 
complete set of wrenches, rubber blanket and tapes. 

WALTER SCOTT & CO.’S CYLINDER PRINTING PRESSES 

f The printing machinery of this firm is too well known to require extended description at 
our hands. All its presses are constructed in the most thorough and workmanlike manner, 
nothing but the best materials being used. Each machine is carefully designed, with special | 
reference to the class of work for which itis intended. Send for special catalog showing other 
styles and sizes, to which we cannot give space in this catalog. | 
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Class C H. News Hand Cylinder Press 

Designed especially for country newspapers of moderate circulation; to be run by hand, 
| but power may be applied. 

, No. 5, bed inside bearers, 29x42; matter covered by both rollers, 24x38; weight, boxed, about 
4 tons; floor space, 4 feet 11 in. x 7 feet 4 in.; length over all, 11 feet 5 in.; width over 
all, 6 feet 10 in.; hight over all, 5% feet; speed up to 1,400, 

No. 6, bed inside bearers, 33x47; matter covered by both rollers, 28%4x43; weight, boxed, 
about 4% tons; floor space, 5 feet 4in. x 7 feet 11 in.; length over all, 12 feet 3 in.- 
width over all, 7 feet 4 in.; hight over all, 6 feet; speed up to 1,200. | 

Blanket, two set of roller stocks, boxing and shipping are included. f 

t ExTRAS: Additional for power—bed spring devices, tight and loose pulleys and belt shifter, i 
$60.00 net. Sheet cutter, attached, $13.00 net. Counter, attached, $13.00 net. Two f 
roller molds, $40.00 net. Tapeless delivery, $30.00 net. ; 
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Crass C, NEWS AND JOB CYLINDER PRESS. See next page. i 
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il ee 
} | PRESSES 
ii) It Class C. News and Job Cylinder Press 

Hi | (See illustration on previous page.) 
i Designed for country newspaper and job offices having steam or other power, and will do 
a first class printing at good speed. It is very substantially built on a heavy bed-plate, has air 
Hi springs, tapeless delivery, and many other improvements usually found only in the most expen- 
i) sive machines. The ink distribution is very superior, no felt roller being used. 

Ht No. 5, bed inside bearers, 29x42; matter covered by both rollers, 24x38; weight, boxed, 
HW about 4% tons; size of base, 5 feet lin. x 7 feet 4 in.; length over all, 10 feet 9 in.; 
Hi } width over all, 7% feet; hight over all, 5% feet; speed up to 1,800; 1% horse-power. 

| ! No. 6 bed inside bearers, 33x47; matter covered by both rollers, 28'%x43; weight, boxed, 
Wa about 5 tons; size of base, 5 feet 7 in. x 7 feet 11 in.; length over all, 11% feet; width 

i) if over all, 8 feet 4 in.; hight over all, 6 feet; speed up to 1,600; 134 horse-power. 

Hii | No. 7, bed inside bearers, 37x51; matter covered by both rollers, 33x47; weight, boxed, 
| H about 6% tons; size of base, 5 feet 11 in. x 8 feet 11 in.; length over all, 12% feet; 4 

Hl | width over all, 9 feet; hight over all, 6 feet 4 in.; speed up to 1,400; 2 horse-power. \ 

Hy With the machine are included counter-shaft and hangers, driving pulleys, two cone pul- 
i leys (one of them in halves), two sets of roller stocks, wrenches, boxing and shipping. 

1) Sheet cutter, attached, extra, $13.00 net. Counter, attached, extra, $13.00 net. 
14} Unless otherwise ordered, counter-shaft will be furnished for main shaft 1 15-16 inches | 
H in diameter, running 150 revolutions per minute. | 
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i Class D. Book and Job Printing Machine 

| Largely used in job printing offices where simplicity and strength, coupled with speed, are 
! required. It is built EXTRA HEAVY, with box frames, and is capable of being run at high speed. 

if | Its extreme simplicity renders it one of the most desirable machines. 

| | | No. 1, bed inside bearers, 17x22; matter covered by both rollers, 13x18; weight, boxed, 
iG about 2 tons; size of base, 3 feet 4 in. x 5 feet; length over all, 7 feet 2 in.; width over 
if all, 5 feet 10 in.; hight over all, 4% feet feet; speed up to 2,800; 34 horse-power. 

! | No. 3, bed inside bearers, 24x29; matter covered by both rollers, 20x25; weight, boxed, 
7 | about 3% tons; size of base, 4 feet x 6 feet 8 in.; length over all, 9 feet; width over all, f 

Ay) | 6 feet 9 in.; hight over all, 5 feet 2 in.; speed up to 2,400; 1% horse-power. 

j | No. 4, bed inside bearers, 26x34; matter covered by both rollers, 22x30; weight, boxed, 
i | about 4% tons; size of base, 4% feet x 7 feet 4in.; length over all, 10 feet; width over | 
Hi all, 7 feet 3 in.; hight over all, 5% feet; speed up to 2,200; 1% horse-power. 

. : | No. 5, bed inside bearers, 29x42; matter covered by both rollers, 24x38; weight, boxed, | 

. \ y about 5% tons; size of base, 5 feet 2 in. x 7 feet 8 in.; length over all, 10 feet 9 in.; width 
| H | over all, 7 feet 10 in.; hight over all, 5 feet 9 in.; speed up to 2,000; 134 horse-power, 

WH} No. 6, bed inside bearers, 32x47; matter covered by both rollers, 27x43; weight, boxed, 
maid | about 634 tons; size of base, 5 feet 7 in. x 8 feet 2 in.; length over all, 11% feet; width 

| | | over all, 8 feet 8 in.; hight over all, 6 feet; speed up to 1,800; 2 horse-power. 

Hl | No. 7, bed inside bearers, 35x51; matter covered by both rollers, 30x47; weight, boxed, 
: | about 8 tons; size of base, 5 feet 11 in. x 8 feet 8 in.; length over all, 12% feet; width 

. | over all, 9 feet; hight over all, 6 feet 4 in.; speed up to 1,600; 2% horse-power. 1 

i Each machine has two form rollers, 3% inches in diameter. 

| i} | With the machine are included countershaft and hangers, driving pulleys, two cone pul- 
ii leys (one of them in halves), two sets of roller stocks, wrenches, boxing and shipping. 

i Sheet cutter, attached, extra, $13.00 net. Counter, attached, extra, $13.00 net. 
Unless otherwise ordered, counter-shaft, etc., will be furnished for main shaft 1 15-16 

iH | inches in diameter, running 150 revolutions per minute. 
ie 
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q Class GN. Two-Revolution Printing Machine | 
, : Two Rollers. Front Delivery 

This machine has recently been entirely remodeled, and is built on a heavy bed-plate, in 
s the most substantial manner. An entirely new method of driving the bed is used, which is i 

capable of being run at the highest speeds without vibration. It has air springs, front deliv- : 
ery, back-up, safety gripper motion, improved table distribution, and many other new and 
valuable improvements, making it the most desirable machine now on the market. 

| No. 3, bed inside bearers, 25x31; matter covered by both rollers, 21x28; weight, boxed, i 
| about 3% tons; size of base, 3 feet 7 in. x 6 feet 10 in.; length over all, 8 feet 2 in.; width : 

over all, 5 feet; hight over all, 3 feet 10 in.; speed up to 2,800; 1% horse-power. 
No. 5, bed inside bearers, 29x42; matter covered by both rollers, 25x38; weight, boxed, ’ 

about 5% tons; size of base, 4 feet 7 in. x 7 feet 8 in.; length over all, 9 feet 10 in ; width , 
over all, 7 feet 4 in.; hight over all, 4 feet 4 in.; speed up to 2,400; 134 horse-power. : 

No. 6, bed inside bearers, 33x47; matter covered by both rollers, 28x43; weight, boxed, 
about 7 tons; size of base, 8 feet 4 in. x 5 feet 8 in.; length over all, 12 feet; width over 
all, 8% feet; hight over all, 5 feet 5 in.; speed up to 2,000; 2 horse-power. 

No, 8, bed inside bearers, 38x55; matter covered by both rollers, 33x50; weight, boxed, 
about 8% tons; size of base, 8 feet 8 in. x 6 feet 4 in.; length over all, 12 feet 11 in.; width 
over all, 9 feet 4 in.; hight over all, 5 feet 9 in.; speed up to 1,850; 2% horse-power. 

No. 9, bed inside bearers, 42x60; matter covered by both rollers, 3714x55; weight, boxed, 
about 10 tons; size of base, 9 feet 4 in. x 6 feet 10 in.; length over all, 14 feet; width 
over all, 10 feet; hight over all, 6 feet; speed up to 1,700; 2% horse-power. 

| Prices include counter, sheet cutter, counter-shaft and hangers, driving pulleys, two cone 
pulleys (one of them in halves), two sets of roller stocks, wrenches, boxing and shipping. } 

\ Unless otherwise ordered, counter-shaft, etc., will. be furnished for main shaft 1 15-16 
} inches in diameter, running 150 revolutions per minute. 
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Class H N. Two-Revolution Printing Machine, Extra Heavy ; 

Four Rollers. Front Delivery f 

This is the regular four-roller printing machine, and is designed for the very highest i 
grades of half-tone and other printing. It is of the very best possible construction through- \ 
out, and embraces all the latest improvements and conveniences for quick make-ready and I 

¥ artistic printing. 
No. 4, bed inside bearers, 26x34; matter covered by four rollers, 22x30; weight, boxed, i 

about 4% tons; size of bed-plate, 8 feet 4 in. x 4 feet 8 in.; length over all, 11% feet; i 
width over all, 8 feet; hight over all, 5 feet; speed up to 2,300; 134 horse-power. i 

an. No. 5, bed inside bearers, 29x42; matter covered by four rollers, 24x38; weight, boxed, i 
j i about 5% tons; sizeof bed-plate, 8 feet 8 in. x 5 feet 3 in.; length over all, 12 feet 2 in.; 1 
i width over all, 8 feet 8in.; hight over all, 5 feet 5 in.; speed up to 2,000; 2 horse-power. i 
; (Other sizes continued on next page.) i j ; i 
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I I Class H N. Two-Revolution Printing Machine—Continued | 

} No. 6, bed inside bearers, 32x47; matter covered by four rollers, 27x43; weight, boxed, 
about 7 tons; size of bed-plate, 9 feet x 5 feet 7 in.; length over all, 12 feet 8 in.; width 

| WM over all, 9 feet; hight over all, 5 feet 7 in.; speed up to 1,850; 2% horse-power. 
| } No. 7, bed inside bearers, 35x51; matter covered by four rollers, 30x47; weight, boxed, 

ii ; about 7% tons; size of bed-plate, 9 feet 4 in. x 5 feet 11 in.; length over all, 14 feet Sin.; | 
A width over all, 9 feet 4 in.; hight over all, 5 feet 10 in.; speed up to 1,700; 2% h.-p. 

} | No. 8, bed inside bearers, 38x55; matter covered by four rollers, 33x51; weight, boxed, 
a) about 9 tons; size of bed-plate, 9 feet 8 in. x 6 feet 3 in.; length over all, 15 feet; width 
i } over all, 9 feet 10 in.; hight over all, 6 feet 2 in.; speed up to 1,600; 2% horse-power. 
i} No. 9, bed inside bearers, 42}2x60; matter covered by four rollers, 3742x56; weight, boxed, | 
| about 10% tons; size of bed-plate, 10 feet 3 in. x 6 feet 10 in.; length over all, 15 feet 

i 9 in.; width over all, 10% feet; hight over all, 6% feet; speed up to 1,500; 3 h.-p. 
| i | No. 10, bed inside bearers, 48x65; matter covered by four rollers, 43x61; weight, boxed, 
i about 12% tons; sizeof bed-plate, 12 feet x 7 feet 3 in.; length over all, 17% feet; width A 

| | over all, 11 feet 2 in.; hight over all, 6 feet 10 in.; speed up to 1,400; 3% horse-power. J 
{ | Hl Each machine has four form rollers, 34 inches in diameter. 

HW j With the machine are furnished counter, sheet cutter, counter-shaft and hangers, driving s 
| ht pulleys, two cone pulleys (one of them in halves), two sets of roller stocks, wrenches, boxing 

it and shipping. 
Wn Unless otherwise ordered, counter-shaft, etc., will be furnished for main shaft 1 15-16 
HH) | inches in diameter, running 150 revolutions per minute. 

I ' 

| Special descriptive circulars, prices and terms on any of the above machines, or any other 

| i style of press, will be furnished on application. 
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j 
iy IMPROVED COUNTRY PROUTY 
i | | Square frame, heavily braced, new patent throw-off, five ink rollers. One man can run 
HH it easily. 

} No. 1, 7-Column Folio, 27x37 inches inside bearers; weight, 3600 pounds; speed, 
[ 1/000: per-hour--:..---...2...- Ceara eee eee teen ee ees POOOLO0 | 
i No. 2, 8-Column Folio or 5-Column Quarto, 2742x43% inches inside of bearers; j 
| weight, 4,000 pounds; speed, 900 per hour... ee, Eee eeeae pees FOO00: 

| No. 3, 9-Column Folio or 6-Column Quarto, 32%x46™% inches inside of bearers; | 
ih weight, 4,600 pounds; speed, 800 per hour.__... Ssetee teed = ==2--22 -800,00 } 

| | The above prices include press complete for hand power, with news fountain, rubber 4 
il blanket, set of cast rollers, set of extra cores. and patent throw-off and impression lock. 

Hi} Steam fixtures, $15.00 extra. 
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fan - PROOF PRESSES 
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7 ot JN Ul | REGULAR PROOF PRESS : 
= a ill | 9x28 inches, with stand............... $28.00 

a im, | | 9x28 inches, without stand —......_ 22.00 | | eI uu 17x28 inches, with stand.................. 38.00 
; 4 Ll 17x28 inches, without stand. 31.00 

y { y Larger sizes made to order. 
] Su Lan | Felt Blanket, 9x28 press................. 1.50 

}" | Regs FS : Felt Blanket, 17x28 press ................_ 2.00 
7 ~~ 0 | 
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i QUOINS a, = 

a SS 
WOOD QUOINS => —— Big a | 

Boxwood, per 100... : =1et-. O60: ‘ | 
{ Hickory, per 100 Eyed 40 I) 

HEMPEL QUOINS i 
Hempel, No. 1, per dozen s $2.50 it j 
Hempel, No. 2, per dozen... SOM 1 j 
Keys, plain, for either size, each....... .50 | ] | 

| me | 
{ MIDGET SAFETY QUOIN iy — poe | ey } | = ei ~~ | 
| Midget Safety Quoins, per dozen, Ce =e lS Ne 

| cluding key ree <pe.00: f WaT Der we TET | 
‘ rd TEA VA JEL Fes Es NV BT ne 3872 3) j 

: Following cuts show the Midget Safety |) Calas TEER mT | 
Quoin locked and unlocked. 

a4 | 
PE Z Face occupies 18 points space 

a_i “dd 42 "eg 

| Tpsiaye ONE TinsseYs Ti Ere 

oF) | il il mem | AAA 

REDUCINE 
Reducine is a preparation for reducing printer’s ink; printing in cold or damp weather; 

preserving rollers, and giving green and sticky rollers a proper suction, It dries rapidly on 
paper, and will not injure the most delicate color. 

{ Reducine, pint bottle estes eee bo Sel ee ees OO 

( 

REGLET 
} (See Furniture and Mailing Galleys.) 

REGLET CASES 
(See page 386)
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} HAND ROLLERS 

\ | These rollers are cast on wooden cores, and the 18- 
I) | inch and upwards have two handles. 

i] Length. Frame. Core. Casting. Complete. 

aed 6 inches.. $0.85.2......$0.40..54..$0/60...... $1.85 /} ee ee een | 
yy 8 inches 6 1.05, 2 2 aS .80 £5 Bes) liens ees i ) | 

iH | 10 inches 2 1.25. 50. 211.00 249 rT 5 | 
| 12 inches 1.45... 55 1.20 3.20 
WA 14 inches... -.. 1665.22... 7560. 1.40 23.65 ee oe | 
ii 16 inches......... 1.85 65 1.60 4.10 6 inches long. | 

i } 18 inches <= eS: ee 1.80 BeOS os Pram Gs... 225.2... <eccel ke BODO 
1H 20 inches Zico :75 2.00 5:00) “Gore ..... See 

i 22 inches 2.45 ep eee a0...) 5,45 ~. Casting fn ‘40 
i 24 inches wo ee BO .80 2.40 .. 5.90 Complete 5 90 

! | CASTING ROLLERS 

j i Power press rollers, cast to order, at SO cents each, in addition to cost of composition. 
Wi Hand press rollers, regular sizes, 10 cents per inch of length, which includes cost of com- 
it position. 

it Eighth medium roller or smaller, each._-... = = aa Be -------60.40 
| Quarto medium roller, each......._... si : zs ees eA OU 
| Half medium brayer rollers, each $1.00 to 1.25 

i 
H ROLLER CLOTH | 

} 
Hi FELT FOR DISTRIBUTORS | 

| In rolls of 2% inches wide and 12 yards, per roll... $ Be eee O00 

i 
| ROLLER CORES Hh | 

| | FOR JOB PRESSES FOR CYLINDER PRESSES 

| | Smaller than eighth, each $0.50 Size bed. Iron Pipe. Wood. 
1 Eighth, each ...... RS 8x22 53 | 
| Eighth, large, each i .80 Eeieee aaa oa eae 00 | 

fi Quarto, each._.... : ee pete Mee! ONES: 24x30... e SlerOte 9 4.50 
nt Quarto, large, each ates .90 95x35 6:20... Fae 4.75 
mit |! Half medium, each : 2 1.00 29x42... - GSO seats 5,00 

| SB eRAG si 7. GRO eae. 35525 | ee i. 
i} FOR SNE CReCLEnS 34x50... Dnas «tee e279:50 
| | 6-inch and 8-inch... we $0.40 3SxS2 2 7.40 .... 813 

| 10-inch and 12-inch Z _ ss -60 40x54... Shed Ometanns ... 6.00 
| 14-inch and 16-inch ae: ‘70 40x60 SO0e a eS 
| 18-inch and 20-inch........ .80 i 
ay r 

| 
| ROLLER MOLDS 
1 f 

i BRASS MOLDS | 
i } Brass, complete, 24-inch.................$ 9.00 For eighth medium press, large..........$ 3.50 d 
i Brass, complete, 28-inch................. 11.00 For quarto medium press,..................... 4.00 | 
| \ | Cast-iron, to order, per inch............ 40 For quarto medium press, large............. 4.50 

i | For eighth medium press.................. 3.00 For half medium press... 5.00 | 
| | For half medium press, large, $5.50 ] 
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ROLLER SUPPORTERS 

— ~  mttimeesnee nnsaa) 4 ———EE—E———————————— t x 

4 SSS SS Set] \ } 
The best bearers yet 1 ES | E \ | 

devised for job presses. ie i Sra a “aA \ | 
They only take up one- \ ) aS ae 2 \ 
quarter of an inch of the {ota ———————— WY VS S-. 
inside space of a chase; ieee y Lo, ‘ —————————— Pi “\G pa 

ease the pressure of the oN AWN === === == === ==========-=— MA 
rollers‘on the form; pre- Wil, ceweantice WA \ vent over-inking; equal- 7 \ \ \\\\\ = sewevoniceenconivne —— \\\\\ \ 

ize the impression, and vi \ = a |. \ \ 
save the rollers from cut- ‘\ | , \\ | 
ting, as they are %-inch We \ | 
sa eee va 222 : 
For 5x 9 chase, per pair..... soe ny SS “A 
For 7x11 chase, per pair....... .45 a _ “\ 
For 8x12 chase, per pair....... .45 Re (SS e 

For 10x15 chase, per pair... .5O | 
For 11x17 chase, per pair .60 = =a - 

| For 13x19 chase, per pair... .75 

5 === — | 

) 
| SAWS 

. EY C~\\ : 
rs na = | era eS > | 

) He ue iti oi | 3 R "= | PRS eR 
12-inch blade, for wood, each . 4 $1.50 | 
10-inch blade, for wood, each i ‘ ¢ nee ~ L2s t 

\ 8-inch blade, for brass rule and type metal ‘ 2.00 | 

SCREW DRIVERS | 
| Each ‘ $0.25 to $0.75 | 

| 
SCREW WRENCHES | 

| 8-inch, each...... $0.75 10-inch, each $1.00 

j 

SHAFTING 
| Furnished to order at low prices. 

| SHOOTING STICKS 
= | 

1 
| 

Steel, nickel-plated..__.. oe. a : J ..$0.75 
j 

SIDE AND FOOT STICKS 

Wrought iron, beveled, per inch : Se S0:0S. | 
Wrought steel, straight, per inch .04 | 

} 
& 

K
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| SHUTEBOARD AND PLANE | 
na ih This shuteboard is made entirely of i 

iron and steel, in the most thorough and ——____—__—_—[\.. N hp 
. | workmanlike manner. It measures 13% —=————=G@a aN Yr \ 
\' \ x21% inches bed for ite stereotype [Se] > = \ RA — | 
a being 11x16% inches. The planes are [=== ao NN | 

¥ of iron, with steel blades and pins and aah (~~ 4s NN Ee 
Wy i ‘1 = HH SSS cy ——= AX | wooden handles, and are provided with a ——" C= \\e 

\ patent device for squaring the blade. We SS eee - NS — 4 
| guarantee these tools to give satisfaction, —————— ——s { 

Hh and to be equal to the best made. | 

HH Price: with One DIAG sess, oe ene eee te ee Be eh lee 2-3... 816.00 
Extra beveling plane for book plates._..................... = Fee seed essen haeessdemaceans) AiOO0 ] 

Hl SPACE RULE | 
i} | 
| | Metal, 2-Point, all lengths, 6-Point to 24-Point, per pound.........................................$1.60 
i Brass, 2-Point, all lengths, 6-Point to 72-Point, per pound............................$2.00 to 2.50 
WW Brass, 1%-Point, all lengths, 6-Point to 72-Point, per pound.......................... 2.75 to 3.25 

| Brass, 1-Point, all lengths, 6-Point to 72-Point, per pound............................. 3.50 to 4.00 

Ht SPACES AND QUADS 
| | In 1-POUND AND 5-POUND FONTS—Prices per pound. 

Hf SePolit. ste ee ee ee 10) pe otit ee a SEO AS 
i Spas FeO lilites eae eee eee rete OTPOING 225 102 Abid. ocala Mc ncsness AS | 

} Oe Paln eee tice tre tee erence ee era OA SP OINE. rs. ch latencies. AS 
IH PemnO itea unease Ree eer ORG” KOS ROME: -t 8 ole nets edt leo AS 
| i ea OOM Sy ree ace 4S 
IN PONTE ie ee ioe tate EO 42-Point.. sites 2 ¥ 2. AD. 

: iy POPP OUNG Sete o aca Ne Ss oan ee enn 548 48-Point........ 5 Be Seed 
i 1d-Point.-..:... aoe. eer, 5 AG SAP Ointsts. ces ES 43 
Hie PEO enn Set eee eS AS CO -POine te 3 a. «43 

lal eae POI cies cece ere ea.) OUTRO sees os paseo eng cees AS 
WE |) VG2POin ti ee cee AS 

| it All our spaces are cast systematically to multiples of 1-Point or %-Point, a method recog- 
i nized by all users of our type as being far superior to the old practice of casting them to the 

| | fractional parts of each body. See table giving widths of our spaces and quads, on page 422, 

| SYSTEMATIC THIN SPACES 

Thin and ‘“‘hair’’ spaces have always been a source of annoyance to printers, especially 
Wa in the bodies from 12-Point upwards. Compositors generally cut up leads and cardboard for 
te | use as thin spaces. But as every one is permitted to cut these to sizes and lengths to suit 

| himself, carelessly and without regard to any system, the cases are soon littered up with an 
| | unattractive mess of non-productive material. The quad boxes are often a sight repulsive to 
nit |) behold. The chopped leads never have the appearance of spaces, hence the compositors feel 

} i indifferent toward themand treat them in a wasteful manner. To remedy such a money-losing | 
| state of things, and to do away with all the bother and dirt connected with it, we have devised 

mit | a series of Systematic Thin Spaces. 
| | These spaces are made by us in three thicknesses, 4-Point, 1-Point and 2-Point, for all 

' | bodies from 6-Point to 72-Point. To enable the compositor to easily distinguish them, the 
I | ¥-Point thickness is made of copper, the 1-Point of brass, and the 2-Point of metal. They | 

1 are finished in the most accurate manner. | 
| q The 1-Point and 2-Point spaces are also very desirable for use in justifying one size of 

i \ Standard Line type with another when used as caps and small caps, where the words are short, 
i | obviating the necessity of cutting up leads for lining the smaller with the larger face. 

! } i | Systematic Thin Spaces, prices per font as follows: %-Point, 1-Point, 2-Point, 
ah Copper. Brass. Metal. 
1 | 6-Point, 7-Point, 8-Point, 9-Point, 10-Point, 11-Point and 

i| | 12-Point bodies, assorted in one font.............................-..$1.00.........$1.00.........1.00 
i 12-Point, 14-Point, 16-Point, 18-Point, 20-Point, 24-Point, 
i | : 30-Point, 36-Point, 42-Point and 48-Point bodies, assort- 
i QTC ONG FONE. oo coca cack econ ow nexc sorte eee eeesr renee 000.722... 1002.2... 100 | 

a | | 54-Point, 60-Point and 72-Point, assorted in one font........... 1.00.......... 1.00......... 1.00 

Bit | Also put up in fonts of any one body, from 6-Point to 72-Point, containing three kinds, 
ait | at 25c. per font. 
a} 

| STEAM FIXTURES 
| | Special prices will be given on any kind of steam fixtures. 

j 
| | 

| : |
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STAPLING MACHINES | 
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: BREECH LOADER BINDER 

3 Adapted to binding small pamphlets of any thickness under 100 pages. | 

. Breech Loader Binder. z Ss ae eee E .... $3.00 | 

: Staples (C, 3-16 long; D, % long; E, 5-16 long) per 1000.. : 2 Bacay le | 

HERCULES STAPLE BINDER | 

Hercules Staple Binding Machine, No. 6, with treadle $10.00 i 

Staples, No. F, 3-16-inch, 5000 in box, per box 12S ae 
Staples, No. G, 4-inch, 5000 in box, per box nitnaaieh ee 
Staples, No. H, 5-16-inch, 5000 in box, per box oe 2S. | 

| 
| This is a heavier, stronger and better machine than the | 

Breech Loader, but is operated on the same principle, with the 
. sai addition of a treadle, and binds paper to the thickness of three- | 

gi. eights of aninch. Staples can be inserted 3 inches from margin. | 

! TT hey + 3 | 
1 Hh iN Sune i Country print- | 

| na @ ug. ers will save its | 
| il ah a GS Ye cost on one or | 

(35) eS fioy aah Aw : two jobs, which f 
. el CS ( i] they usually ex- | 

| I. i‘ \__ ae iH] press to a large 
— Se Wi] city, also avoid- 

; wi i] ine annoying | | g annoying 
‘ > >= S= Me delays. It hasa 
== Wii a quick action, and 
i ae,  — binds neatly and 
MW ————— Wt secure 

Ry a TONNE’ = securely. 
0 7 

| \ MH I 
| \ i] oe f N | ‘ 

Z O Sul SG \ N A y Ses Wiiininsss<7aim— 
ZA lf WS (AAU 5 

| (2 LT well 
Z Gy a 

Zz Kin iS x DBRdDKé KW 

|
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AA STAPLING MACHINES 
ij LIGHTNING STAPLE BINDER | 

i 

Ht iM | 
II / 
| i] f 

i Hi . aul ] 3/ 
i get H 2] 

WAT | {| Zz hy | I A) = Za 

WM 5 We a We | Of Na 07 pi ( an 

| =, ie Fesc.| Onn) MS /3/ 
See aod [pi] 

I == | Il nn, 7 
| == SN III | = —— | — ——aee a 6 Sa) =, SO | | (= =. ee | 
| ae a ad ; 

1 SN — —O—O— 

1] ——— 
hi ia 

Hh J 2 ih 
ia) z as ] 

! i z a | 

HT iE y 

HF 2 f/ 
| 3 i] 

HH | e j 
G i} 

¥/ 

} f / a a eo 

I > Hh a Via SSS RES f < wah 2 ——_ c Se EEN | 
| i _ ee ce 

| 
ae REESE 

ie a Ne NR j 

H | For printers and binders this is the best low-priced machine made for binding pamphlets 
H | or stitching calendars, etc. The machine holds 200 staples, which are strung on a rod and 
| are easily slipped into position. Staples are delivered, driven through the paper, and clinched 
Wit | automatically, and can be inserted 6 inches from the margin if desired. There is only one 
tie adjustment, by means of a hand-screw, which elevates or depresses the clincher. Machines | 

| | are thoroughly made, all wearing parts of steel, and the action is quick, simple and the work 
| neat and tight. Order staples by number to prevent mistakes. 

. | Lightning Staple Binder, No. 1, binds up to 5-16 of an inch thick, with treadle .......$24.00 
i Lightning Staple Binder, No. 2, binds from 5-16 to % of an inch thick, with treadle... 24.00 f 

| SS Te pets ad OO cee ee Fone aoe uae ene nep cn cncnndbetinecteerersleceig-isecses Lid: 

| ! | Staples for No. 1 Binder: No. 7, 3-16-inch; No. 8, %-inch; No. 9, 5-16-inch. 
My Staples for No. 2 Binder: No. 10, %-inch; No. 11, 7-16-inch; No. 12, %-inch. 

i 
HH 

H 1 

| 

1 | 
WH 
A —
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STAPLING MACHINES 

SADDLE-BACK BINDER 

i Piney 
| 4 | ; |! SW iy 

ef me ah _ 
| ia hy pT , I POY, 4: 0 eee 

i i WF ol 
| Pea wo El 

A ee DF — ES 

a ———S———. —— Ty =] 

| = 1) y | | ~~ —S ff 
| mW Y ey OP 1 |i i 

2} = @ | Sl i | jin nee i | A) fy il tl 
f) 4 hil} | ih |) i i | 

ah i | | Sy] | H ' 
3} = | i 

aly i | Ty f ) | 

Wl 7A Pi IL’ yp i ee y | my 2 | | | 
A) A Pa 

ee Ye i AEE sel ye 
2 aN 7 pe . Se) ae hh * Z 

ee / <E- se a A Fae fi ZY 
a= ig — Fog ; ; 

se = 

| No. 8. No. 9. 

| The No. 8 machine is similar to the Lightning Staple Binder shown on the previous page, | 
except that it is designed to stitch through the fold, being provided with a saddle-back table 
(as well as a flat table if desired, at a cost of $1.50 extra). It binds pamphlets, calendars, | 
etc., up to a thickness of 100 pages through the fold. It binds through the fold, 12 inches | 

from margin. Price includes stand. 

Saddle-Back Binder, No. 8, with saddle-back table only. $30.00 
Saddle-Back Binder, No. 8, with flat and saddle-back table 31.50 

Wire Staples, No. 1, 3-16 inch, per box of 5000 e 1325 

| The No. 9 is the best of this series of machines, working on the same principle, but with 
great improvements. The new clinching device perfects the clinch equally as well as most of 
the high-cost steam-power machines. It stitches through the fold or through the back, and 
drives staples 9 inches from margin, and through a thickness of five-sixteenths of an inch, | 

Saddle-Back Binder, No. 9, with flat and saddle-back table .... $36.00 | 

Wire Staples, No. 1%, 3-16 inch, per box of 5000 ses | 
Wire Staples, No. 2, 4 inch, per box of 5000... L cecil eee: 
Wire Staples, No. 3, 5-16 inch, per box of 5000 a : 125 

STEEL FOLDERS i aaa ii Ah iN 
i El Cae ee 

For press feeders. & Ln ea Se i i 7 a} 
: ee ee 0 ce i 
Simalli2.co7- ee ORO er ESS nate ala oa 
Lets ee a SAE 

| 
| 

|
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| | STEREOTYPE BLOCKS f 
} | eee In ordering stereotype 

an || ————— blocks give the size of i 
an SSS ee — = =N the block over all, and 
i SS =U 8X the sizes of the largest 
i} SSNS Mice. EE eid AN e and smallest plates to be ; 

} a =a SSS worked, measuring the 
i EMM \ back of the plate, or add 

t S| ©. big N % of an inch each way to 
| SNM = 

H NW ~ “He = y Ti the printed matter, viz.: 
} SSM “He — | | | ia | Ih if the page is 3x5 inches 

2a il mu oO KA) i the block should be 334x 
Hi aN il il ) ( | i ttle 5% inches outside. f 
| ail EY 2) Hil i ee Also state whether you y 

A =i] ia —_<—=<_—_—— wish blocks with or with- 
| \| i! S| Se out end hooks, or if addi- i 
ii ene a tional hooks are wanted. i 

{ i PATENT STEREOTYPE BLOCKS | 

i All blocks are made % of an inch high. 

iH Outside Size of largest — Size of smallest No.of No. of ! 
/ | dimensions plate including plate including Side End Price, 

qi Folio: of blocks. bevel. bevel. hooks. hooks. each. 

i Imperial..1...16 xe2%...15 7-16x21 15-16......14 94x21 4 A202. 8.2...4.$8.50 
1 | Super-Royal...13%x21% 12 15-16x20 15-16......12%4x20% 240088. . 7:95 . 
i) Royale 2. ober Oe ies Ox 15-16. ad Bt Ae Bs. 7.45 
Wi ae %x18%.__....10 15-16x17 15-16......104%x17%_.......4 Ore. 1.00: 

| | uarto: i 
MW) Imperial...........11 x16 ......10 7-16x15 7-16...... 934x14% Wess 42 610 4 
/ | Super-Royal .....1044x13%...... 9 15-16x12 15-16...... 94x12%__.......3. 2. 5725 ’ 
ie Royal ............... 94x12%._.... 8 15-16x11 15-16...... 84x11% De eee se. scene, AIO 

ie oe Be OR xe Soy ox L ON GalG. 2 hee ee Ske eat. 460 ‘ 
/ i ictavo: : 

mE |) [inperiales:.ctees yan Way e/a Gr LOKLO 92161... OFex 9% Su oad 3.80 
| Vall Super-Royal ..... 6/x10%...... 5 15-16x 9 7-16...... 54x 9%......3 al a2 3.00. 

hy |) Royalee 32 6 x OM BS 7a16x S15-1602 44x 8% 23 elitist 3,40) } 
My Mediume...:.... oyex Oe. 15-16%, 8 -7-16.2.- 44x, Fee. 3 mal S325 

} Denyen ox oe A CIon 7 Selb Ax Oe 3.10 
i i) Duodecimo: i 

at | BiGad ee se Ox Oye. 4 Nox 6) Sal6e aK, OM. On es Le. 2.45 i 
| { Sixteenmo: 

Hy Super-Royali... 5 x 676... 4 7-16x 5 15-16...... 3¥@x 54.........2 ai: 2580) 
wa Medium!) e Aten6. 1 So-1ox 57516... Sue Ay me ede 2.15 

HH i DEMY <2cccce-c-co-ss SHAK SMH... 3 B-16X 411-16... 2x4 eee ol 2.00 
Wi Eighteenmo: a : % f 
\ i Medium... Sx 59.4... 2 15-16x 96-16... OMx 40.2.2 201 2.00 i 
HH + i Thirty-twomo: ki 
j i | Gaper-ovala. 3-8-8). 2 Tlee 4 PG THe Be Bod A485 ¥ 

Hh ' 
ait | ' 

| | SUBSCRIPTION LIST ee | 
i ; 5 Be st 

HI | — a | i I I = 8 4] 

i | —_ ae — i Sa Leg 

a | ae — 
ot } Book for 500 names ...............$ 4.50 a = | | 
ii | Book for 1,000 names............... 5.50 HH i “ —— | i 
ih Beolefor 2. 000names 6-2-0 7 50m at -—| | 

Book for 3,000 names. 9.50 fq 
; Book for 5,000 names ............... 15.00 Per Viz ee 
i Extra labels, per 1,000.00. 50 (Met i EE 

Other sizes made to order. i [— | -— | { 

NTI O_o vd oe =a _ 

gy Ja i He 
cdi { 

a q 

| i 

| | 
Va 1 | 

oe } ‘
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oa STEREOTYPE OUTFITS | 
a I We carry in stock outfits of all sizes and descrip- | 
lara tions, including the largest sized plant, complete a 7 | 
ts inp with steam drying press, but with the casting box | X | 
ine the shown in the cut first-class stereotypes can be made | i 
\ aes without a steam table, as the matrices can be dried by I] || 

A varip the gas or gasoline drying attachment. | | 

rik =D | tks tM : _ |i | 
tes aa 2 aS | j 

1 CST eS — ee oil 
em fl \eSeemnnf mt Il 

with. f Ye ] Tt 4 l fl | rt ATT fl Ce 
1 (irre HH ao se) ab || AW ——— ae 

[fas Msn A. I 
Ve!) Sere E * 

Rk filles g) Neg) | { y aa i, | hi ey . Iommi 
ai a. or —— We S| | Qs] fi aes Sire "5 
"rie 2 ———__ es » —SS [| HES fi So == — hint _—_ 

is = *¥ ee Fe a | r) — ts == AN | ; A = eit ax | 
410 iis ce s t 

is f This is the lowest-priced reliable outfit in the market. | 
‘6 An outfit consists of casting box, furnace, melting pot, ladle, miter box and saw, blankets, 
; beating and oil brushes, tools, paper, paste material, chisels, etc., as well as complete instruc- 
+) tions which will enable the printer to do first-class work. 
vi | Save your type and composition on repeat orders. | 
; 5 Send for special circular and price list. | 

oo SUB-HEADINGS 
i | 

ds A See page 330 for specimens......... ae wss---+++++++++--.-Electrotyped, each, $0.50 to $0.75 | 

rae | SUPERIORS AND INFERIORS 
0) ! (See pages 11 and 318.) 

| 00 | 
TABLET PRESSES 

Ls ie = = ~ | == ae —_ zzz { Cin  —< SS SIF fi”) i ITI BA 

ee Se CC 
SAA | | (As Yea!) | tf | ED W))|/ Ni | i LZ77-M é 

: A iy 

SSS A SS 

COTT’S IMPROVED 

For straightening up and clamping sheets of paper while being glued for tablets. Will 
hold any quantity up to 3,000 Sheets of paper and any size from 2%x'% to 8%x14 inches. 
With an additional clamp and larger press boards, almost any size of work can be easily han- i 
dled. Accommodates all sizes of commercial stationery, and admits of work being glued on 

ls one or both sides. 

! Tablet holder and clamp, with set of four press boards.................. : coca ERD STD! 
| Extra clamp and set of four press boards.......... SRS eeee eee eee weceuees LO 
i Extraiclamp, without boards cq <c1. 21006. 22s. dey oem re Oo, sane ae eee I 

l 

| |
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| TABLET PRESSES 
HH j GOLDING’S TABLET PRESS 

i Yjj7 ~~ JINS Ai 

Wl We J MA Y/... WN 
Hii y ie “lg ft Yi i Sidi.) i 7 en | } 
i) Wy - Gy | By MMM i I y ] | 
ni a! [ES i De A UE A S Ih GaN ie VS ye Tesi! I) AWN’ adits |i 1 4 b3 
Hl i © Sal IN L | Pe ee 

I yy =— _ oY >, <M A Ne ESE Se © Wp) 
Wi Y Ty. = ii hy a ~ Sy / 
ih /) SSO 2 I i)», 4” i Gi) 
iI! “A ees aia i CW 

i} | | Eee | || | Ete [ 

| | MM / i / oT ONS | 
1} Press on bench, filled with paper. Press filled with paper, cement being applied. 

Ny No, 1, will hold 2000 sheets any size up to 6x12 inches... .............2..22...222... $ 6.00 j 
| | No. 2, will hold 5000 sheets any size up to 8x16 inches..........-.-...... F 12.00 | 

Hi TABLET GLUE AND GUM 
| 

: i] INLAND ELASTIC TABLET GLUE. | 

H} The Inland Tablet Glue is made of the very best materials and in the most brilliant colors. 
HN i } Always ready for use, dries rapidly and gives an elastic coating, firmly holding the sheets. 

a i i DIRECTIONS FOR TABLET WORK.—Pile up the blocks evenly and secure by a weight, or 
Wat i preferably in a tableting press. To hold the paper so that it can be removed without tearing, 
Wie apply the cement thickly, using a flat varnish brush. To hold firmly, apply very thin. In the 
MadE | latter case, two coats may be required to give it a glossy finish. Blocks may be cut apart 
| Hh with a thin, sharp knife as soon as the Glue has set. If allowed to remain until the cement 

Ht has hardened, cracking may be prevented by passing over the edge with a damp sponge 
i before cutting apart. If too thick, thin with vinegar. Do not use water unless Glue is to be 

| used at once, as the unused portion will sour in a short time. Can also be used for cementing 
ay } paper, leather, wood, rubber and any other similar material. | 

i PRGA DIGNOR OTEGi PUES csc corc te ee ee a esc 60,50 # 
Wa Red; blue or green) Quarts’... 2.5 ssc ese ee 0) 
We Red, blue or green, Gallons... eae ss ‘ ee Lael OOO) 
nM |) Oats caer Gere eterna OS Pi Fe se ie bee Sr Ree Se A EN, ales AD 

TT. | Golorless~ Quarts... i oe Ba gles ie aye Th ees GO) 
| j f RSI yt OTL ea ar eRe Se aa on aca Sno Stach ee Senne tease EL OO 
oh) | 

nh) | TABLET GUM 

Wh) |) Solidified Tablet Gum enables you to make up tablets and cut them apart in fifteen min- | 
} i utes, or less time if desired, and is exceedingly valuable to paper manufacturers for sealing 
i wrappers. It will allow the tablets to be opened and a sheet extracted from the middle without 
q i weakening the block. It can be used on jobs printed in gangs, and cut up when dry, the bevel 
i | of the knife not affecting it in the least. It will remain strong and flexible until the last sheet 

} is used, being nearly as flexible and elastic as rubber. It will not pull off on the edge of the 
1 sheets. This prevents the sheets from sticking to letter-copying books and tearing the leaves | 

| out when copying. Tablet Gum will melt very quickly in a common glue pot and with less 
1 I heat than glue. It is much easier to apply, and it will not become sticky in hot weather. | 

| dS Pound Canes ele eit ue en S pound Cans teers ost BLAS | 
ial Se pound Cans ee PS 12-pound cans. eae ea as POU! 

TABLET KNIFE 

a [ SS SS =e 

ai SS 

i Ea Hitetie ss enue te eit er eee oe 2. Net eat te COSC) 
|
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TAKE SLUGS Hyd ey at OM 
Metal, electrotyped, Gach 22. 2625 2 cece et ee POO Gale 
Metal, electrotyped, per 100 ............ pea tises ee raceseemeeeee = OU) ete 24 a 

\ Brass, indented, solid, white numbers, each......................----- .20 + oe ms 

48 B 
TAPE FASTENER + Pasa 

ao a4 3 
Price, including one box of eyelets... Sesiee eeEe 5 : $ ; : 

Tee [ee 8 le 

| TAPE Ji ile aS ta] 0 J a n 
es Wh HIB RIES 

} Press Tape, 3% inch wide, per roll............2...20.20-2--e $0.75 pe ow] ete OS 
Press Tape, % inch wide, per roll....... Pe) TS a eats | wo 

1 Press Tape, % inch wide, per roll = seri slexatatensttxenconeniiylGl) ONO Iai IIS eaete Ine a|z 2 
} Press Tape, 3% inch wide, per roll... tate ite LS a ee Z 
i Press Tape, 1_ inch wide, per roll...... Be eee se bee IB Fa ty hn es: | 

Press Tape, 1% inch wide, per roll__.... : See LOO pia te ae See ccc 
Ifo. ee 8 a ea | 
Tye Men ale g 

TYPE MEASURE Sin Bs ale 2 
ee ee a 

Made of tough check cardboard (see illustration at side), each..$0.10 1 z Bin & & 8 ; 
Brass Type Measures made to order. i] ee She & 

400 “\g = wea Be Ay 
100 2/31 ha ale 

2 TYPE-SETTING MACHINES Tle #28 EE 8 
Boe 81h 

| EMPIRE COMPOSING | HB eta Ble 8 36 7 
| AND DISTRIBUTING MACHINES “| BY eeu Ble i 

38 Ree nie O 
ll The illustrations on the next pages show the Empire Composing _|#] 3} ug a 8 8 g 

ot, | and Distributing Machines. The former has three cases, containing - Rew 2 @ = 

. altogether eighty-four channels. The filled cases can be slipped into -| | 4} i% = & ® é 

red i the composing machine in a few seconds. Depressing the proper key ae oy és nt & a 

- releases the corresponding type and allows it to fall into one of the me x 8 a s z = 

rt channels along the glass front, foot foremost. These channels con- — | 4 Ey 3 i 5 
nett | verge into acommon race in which a continuous line of type is formed. + m 2 ° n & 

2 : The only part worked by power is a small cam which revolves in the =|; Ble ns 
‘ng } race and keeps the space clear for the type following. The justifier =| Re ae ® 3 

: J oT 2 | 88 ie 
| holds in his left hand an instrument called a“ grab,” adjusted to the = |5. «| ® S 

‘ . s]59 | 0 hw 
150 ; required measure, and draws the needed length of line into the com- z fe 8 i, Bis 

; ALG a 
_ posing stick, which is simply two abutments upon a composing rule. a a 
& Convenient to his hand is a series of channels of spaces, each pro- | $ | as | $ | 
i ; Sie er fais 
a vided with a thumb-piece so arranged that pinching them together TYPE MEASURE 

“ leaves between the thumb and finger, one, two, or three, or the par- Tough Cardboard. 

ticular spaces or quads he desires. A convenient galley contains 

: large quads so arranged that the justifier can instantly pick up a line or any part of a line. 

a | The machine is simple, and the workmanship of the very best, case-hardened steel being used | 

out throughout. The construction of the key-board is such that no transpositions can take place. } 

ve The distributing machine is entirely automatic. The type is placed in a galley holding from 

; 10,000 to 20,000 ems, and is distributed with perfect accuracy at the rate of 6,000 ems per | 

ves hour. If there should be a blockage or the type should run out, the machine will automatically 

ess cease working. Italics, small caps or peculiar sorts need not be taken out of the dead matter, } 

5 but are distributed in a separate channel. An apprentice can easily look after the distributer, 

0 supply Italic, small caps, or peculiar sorts, and correct all proofs. Itis a great advantage that 

i the distributer is a separate machine. Combined machines cannot be changed from Roman to 

Old Style in less than two hours. The Empire can be changed in a few minutes. In the com- ; 

bined machines distribution must stop as soon as composition has run out. In the Empire the rf 

distributer can be kept at work even if the setter is idle. The type used on the machine can i 

} also be used in hand composition, and the distributer can then fill the cases with the type which 

r has been used in this manner. ! 
} ennctal ct | } Send for special circulars and prices. } 

5) F We will nick type for composing machines at a nominal cost. 
i 
i 

| | | !
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} | TYPE-SETTING MACHINES | 
aH 

i A Advantages of the Empire Composing and Distributing Machines . 

Ni i The face of the type is not touched in manipulation in either the composing or distributing | 

} machines. The distribution is entirely automatic. This machine does not break type. The i 

iH machine-nick in the type is only one-hundredth of an inch in depth, much shallower than that 

| used for other machines, and does not practically weaken the body of the type; the mechanism | 

Hy of both the setter and distributer is such that there is no strain upon the type. 1 li j 

| i wn | 
1 | . ay 

! A bee 
i : be . 
| i ie ee _ | 
HT | mi ae rm 

I] te i an 
| HI | rea ne! | a 
Ht sal meal 

I eae a ene 
| i i: Pe 

Hi amet 7 Vit iH LE 7 fete 

Hii) PS OM My 
Hi) Se —ay 7 |! Be BELL j Hi) y Vi HH bcinn cia pase 

Wii | 7 AM iy) ae 
a jy Y 4511/18 Nate apf peng 

Wy i aa | } AM | § 

Hi | ee teers |) |B WE | Wyxi geo | y Wi | | a | a on | 

Hi | Va NAS Seg 
i ii oo oe Yemen eerie y ] Hi yA . Wy 
ni | paPR Saas 

| SE a 
| Vee Ye \ | 
Ha | | eae er ; \ * 

Hn | | fit | oe |i). - | ae 
i ee is Pec red , 

| > atk eo ee > f 

HT Sa = Gs Sy LD ae 
Hil | | eS Ree 

en a ee SSSA cee 

| | eae 2 Sts SL ne ; 

| | a Mig et — ee 
mie | 
i i | EMPIRE COMPOSING MACHINE. 

q | | The justifying of the type directly from the setter saves much time—the space channels 

| and other appliances used in connection therewith rendering it exceedingly convenient and | 

| easy. 

. i} The type cases or hoppers are more quickly and easily transferred from the distributer to 

| | the setter, and vice versa, than in any other machine, and, being made of corrugated metal, are 

. | much lighter in proportion to their strength. 

yl | The position of the keys, and the convenient arrangement on the key-board of the letters 

ai | and figures, very materially assist the operator in their manipulation. 

ii The parts of the machine are made interchangeable and easily transferred from one to i 

! another, or replaced in case of accident. 4 

ih :
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TYPE-SETTING MACHINES 
es 
bing It is not necessary, in placing a page of type on the distribution table, to raise the same 

. Th from the galley, as the table and galley are so adjusted as to allow the type to be moved from 

han iy one to the other without danger of disarrangement. 

aig All the small parts of the machine are made with a regard to strength as well as utility, and 

are not liable to break or get out of order. 

The price paid to operators on these machines per 1,000 ems is very much lower than | 

that for hand composition; in this respect there is naturally a great saving to the employer, 

while the operator earns larger wages than by hand composition. 

Oxo ‘ SZ 4 

— tea” i eee gg | Lo 
: ad c Aa] i iii, iar aa ee a | ee 

Bas Tea To Pletal 
© @ Se am 

{| = Peo aa tae pian pe: en aya ons wen 

. ee a ee ea) a’ tg 2 hes J | aN 

te Mine Lk - aes = ee 
“ r , i ‘ 

| 3 : See ee dP - 
mama erase cn LON NN a rece eee FZ, 
ao 

! 7) 7 g 4s \ 

kW » 
ee... | 

a ee 4g 7 go a o 
SHRM se tee en eee 7 in / 

t a atta i ee Ss ey, aia Me : 

' al KX 
COE" fe 

EMPIRE DISTRIBUTING MACHINE. 

Each machine will handle two bodies of type, to-wit: One machine sets 11-Point and | 

10-Point, another 10-Point and 9-Point, another 9-Point and 8-Point, another 8-Point and 

l 7-Point, but 6-Point is set in a separate machine. The foregoing also applies to the dis- 

! tributer. 
| The working parts of the composing machine can be counted on the fingers, and they are 

I all above-board. There is nothing hidden or out of reach, 

Unlike all others, this machine requires no special machinist to look after it. 

Being a movable-type machine, it is adapted alike to newspapers and the finest kind of 

book-work, the character of the composition being as perfect as hand-work. 

mes The machine is guaranteed to set 4,500 ems per hour. | 

and 

TYPE WASH 
ap | INLAND TYPE WASH 

n | This wash is a perfect detergent for type and rollers. No matter how hard the ink has | 
become it will remove it quickly. Unlike lye, which attacks everything it touches, this pre- | 
paration will not harm the hands, rollers, brush or type, and at_the same time it is much | 

tes cheaper. Being uninflammable it is not dangerous like benzine. One pound will make eight 
gallons of wash. Apply with an ordinary lye brush, afterwards rinsing with clean water. | 

et V<powind Cat cocci cae nsdn cess -casececers eee BOO LO -POUNG CAO ee soe esce ee ceeseese , 
S-pound Catia ccs kok Mee eee aa Pe DU POUnMitO sector, eee OU) r 

| 
| | 

|
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Wa ||) ; Hi || WIDTHS OF OUR SPACES AND QUADS 

Hi | CAST ON SYSTEMATIC POINT SETS i 

} | Instead of the old way of casting Spaces on fractional parts of the Em of each body, we | 
i cast them on multiples of 1-Point and }4-Point (and for the smaller bodies one on 1%-Point | 

ia set). In every way such a system is preferable to the old, while for justifying faces cast on | 
; Point sets (as for instance, our Roman No. 27 series) they are absolutely indispensible. 

A EXPLANATORY TABLE GIVING WIDTH IN POINTS OF EACH SPACE AND QUAD 1 

i | Body ‘‘Hair’’ ‘“6-em’’ ‘‘S-em’’‘‘4-em’’‘‘3-em’”’ En-set ““%-Em’’ Em-set 2-Em 3-Em | 

i} |. Ber nee Men rr ie eno mau Sic. 10. T15 
Hh | Be Diag ete cee) Ol en ee ee Ore es Oe we tL 16 
HT |, ee Oolitaee Ime oneal ee Be eg hte 66) TRS 18 
Hi | apo liibe Lag eee Oh ret IMD te DWE Oh Ao. 7.2 14). 21 
Hy S2Pointco tsetse ee ee See A Soh 8 ta. 1622.2 24 

a O-Pointersoe, settee. oe leans NO Olea ee Ores Oi 18 27 
1 TQ: Pointed eat teen een he PGi 5 6% 210°) 20.30 | 

HHI BAO eee eee ee ee OP ete ee eel T 2 Be +... 38 
i | Te Dot se, 8 ee ee Ac Oe 8 18 2A... 36 
iW eee Oi ta 8 oem amen eE EE etal oceans Sf Ne pecans SEA wanna | 2D aanceeseetes 

i ePOINte 2 eo ee. Se oe Oates AUS Bstae Ase Rew Al ac 8 ty Sines potanasee | 16-P 2 3 6 8 10 
iH POs Point A 2: i.o.g as Gees Ore Oh el ete Bias BO... acl 

i BO=Polatis 2x eseee eames S rneoch aacennpe eee Ore AO ee teins OO pct AO canes saneee | 
1) 1 PAS Polit see et meee een 0 oe mien Ot eee eee lor ert On 024", n. AB. cenncttae | 
Hi ne iit SO Nia es aoe ey eae eee ee I) ee eer OO oS oonad vetoes weve 
i) ! | OP ON iit nace cy erected ee oe ener i gree case: LO OA ree SO acces sack Seeete cecae 
i | OF | AEP Ot eo 2) come oe tenn mete OO) cc rene A tesco ceca OO ceases NE snckec cctte: twaace scence 

| | OP ea Res teen een ee Mi coas, ALORA eae Slicer (FO oun ate e cenkneyeenene 
a Ae eat ees seth cen eee Lene Li ca cee OO OF soci. cee nose sree 

Wit : GO= Oil 2 eee aes er BE eee Owe Oe OO AO 1 OO) ane sets recs 
| i DEP olin | 2 ieee. Somers ever Le se PN 8 cakes DA cee OO asec AO eacee AE Races Sacts Goetes'cwense | 

Hi | WOOD RULE 
7 WOO WIRULG MDG Veh ecancgee scenes once ceca ce eee cee escapees ce et eevee O12 

MY | 
HH || WOOD TYPE i 
HH) | | SCHEME OF WOOD TYPE FONTS 
Hit |) a eee 
| ii 3A CAP 3aL.C. || 4ACAP | 4aL.C. || SA CAP 5a L.C. 

| } 75 type 65 type 106 type | 90 type | 120 type 104 type 
1 a ee ee en | a 

H | A =...3|N .....3]a ...3(n .4]/A ..4)N ..4la 2...4/n ---5IIA SIN ...-Sla ....5|n .....6 
ia B ...2|0 ....3|b ...2/0 .4|B ..3|0 _.4|b _..3]0 -.._5||B -3]0 ..5]b 3/0 6 

ny | C2 2p ple wip ace Sip ale ap gC AP Sle. Alp 3 
wien Dee ld 4 2a i sO eld Siq 2D. AIO eld 4lq 2 

EO AIR cogles sir SagiE mesh 2 gles Gir dE oc6jR.. Sle co7\r 5S 
iy B.2\5) Alt. 2s) se AE ea|Sia5|f caad|s Pali S/S lh Ols.....6 

Gr ot sleet Ge eit Ae Skt o4 G aie. isle ee 55 / 
i Hee 62) ein SIN aU ih iu a a A Alo .S 

i fe Sa ee A en CoA, oe 251y Shih Oy Se AOI S23 
Je 2IWi lie Swe aI Li 3 |W Sli eh, | eS W Sli. eiw tS 

i | Ke Se ie a AK See peal BARON Roe tee eM Ao eK ose 
| | 1 RAY ae ee ay, ean SIR FeO reser DIY eee: 3 Dee 0 Neel eS Oly 23 

M.2|Z 2 t/m 2/2 AIM .3|Z -2|m ae [ODM 2 AlZ 2m ale 2 
7 eB. L— — Wy nA FB 2] —— Hg seh Sees as 
PA Sie a A SAlsalands lipase od| 4A, 4a and ||. ..-4)> 1] SA, 5a and 
Seco pooee| se bieunes, 3-2] 7 <...22| “Figures, ; 2 2) Figures, 
: ..1[ 1 ...2| 166 type. | ei lee | openy pe: | 422|/1 22.3) 09250 type. 

Figures... I 2 3 4 5 6 tr 8 9 0 $ 
| | No. of each... 3 S 3 eB a Boke 2 2 2 r ie 4 2 .--.-Total, 26 type 

| Figures are put up in fonts of 26, 37, 48 and 52, for 3A, 4A, 5A and 6A fonts; but fonts 
of 26 Figures only will be sent unless otherwise ordered.
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WOOD TYPE | 

4 ih» TABLE OF PRICES OF WOOD TYPE ' 
We 

1D Se aE T ce nn a eee = Se =a i 

a Lines | Prices per Letter. CLASSES Prices in Cents. | Lines { 
she, 12-Point ] ] mm 12-Point | 

(ice) | [MN por) ae) Saft Uw | tea) 
AD | | 

i 4 621s. 6: laane. {ial Gielen On Ieee mete alent oan alae | noes i 
a8 5 Grae 6 6 6 Zales O14 | zalo 5 } 
Vs 6 6 6 6 6 | 8 10 ZL 16. | -29. 22 6 | 
L__ iy 8 8 8 8 8 10 a 13 18 22 26 8 | 

yy 10 9 o 10 10 12 15 16 20 | 25 30 10 | 
oo 12 10 10 12 12 14 7s 18 | Somos 32 12 j 

~4 ye eas etal 12 1305] tae | loa | eo |euee 26 | 30 | 34 14 { 
ba 15 | 12 13 14 15. 18 21 | <24 28 | 32 | 36 15 | 
by Ee 16 | 12 14 15: 16 | 19 22 25 30 34 38 16 | 
)__¥ 18 13 15 a7 3 |e 24 28 33 | 37 42 18 I 

) y 20 da} 26 18 20 | 24 | 28 32 | 37 | 40 44 20 
\ xy BAe | SE eS 22 24 28+) 32 36 | 42 45 48 24 

7 25 | i 20 23 | 25 30 | 34 38 45 48 50 25 
30 21° |. 246) 27 30 35 40 44 52 SS 58 30 | 

aa 36 | 28. |" 3H 34 36 41 46 | SO 56 59° | “62 36 | 
wk: 40 33 |'236 38 40 45 | 50 | 56 60 | 63 |; 266 40 p 
) 45 | 36 | 39 42 45 50 58 63 64 67 70 45 

ear 50 | 45 | 47 48 50 56 65 | 70 70 72 74 50 | 
oe 60 50°) 953 SG ci 60) ||) (G6ciee 2.2) le 83 86 60 

72 \>160 | S020 BGrele ce OH Pet ocnaceenfeszonet =|) | OOM ede LOO 72 
| 80 | 64 66 | 68 80 BOs. ez-.cc|.arals=| LOOMEROT” | isl: 80 | 
| 100 | vhs) 78 | BOS 100 | MG ....c|es| LES aoe | 135) | iee I) 

WOOD TYPE CARRIED IN STOCK 
FACES: S1ZES—LINES PICA (12-POINT): PAGE | 

Clarendon NO. 122i ica.- ecco cccre ce kete tte etedcceee (Ot ace OS OL De el cen cate eo i) 
' Clarendon ..o.0. 2 scs5cccen cso secee Se ea A ate ease see ere tl cy eel ee 0) eee rhe ! 

French Glarendoni2:...2c.-<-c20- cere vocgete-e eves Oe OF oO ol el OO 4 eG | 
suv French Antiques:..:.:.\.....50 01 es hs en ee ee len > Omen aA 

ma | Columbian 205 etc cnc ics se ceeoecetens ene ee me al eee eis | 
Light-Face Gothic? 2502-2, <i22 Seteeue, ec ase ee Oe eee Le Gree eee Oe | 
Gothic. 5.5 eee as ese wee A aan conan ON Se er) nrc sn once nee, A | 
CondensedGothic .... 2.2..--s....28 ait 5 aap OC cn oe ee Oh. i Bane ee Een <x A) 

’ Condensed ‘Gothic! Nov2..:..-:s<icsn stot cs pases eeetd OM on Ot ee Once cee Pee AGT 
Gothic Extra: Condensed.No,, 1). sctote 200). aes OC Oh Ome oe al ee eee AST 
Gothic Extra ‘Condensed 3... 2. 68 B® 210 32) 15. 20) Ase 

Et Gothic XX Condensed <2. cee Ot 8" IO de eS 20) AS | 
ne Extended: Gothic: o......225.0. 2 cten Aeag teg e lnseag oe ck Ben an iene age ae ae Nene te Rem Dt AR | 
oon Extended Light=Pace Gothic...2.:.0. pe ....2e0. oO mes cee ees. cee, ee ee A 

aa Extended OldjStyle Bold:.= 0... 48C: Gh. 6ee. Oe. 10. eee no i 
roe Condensed Woodward. 050...s. se OR ee ORE i a ee As | 
pe i Edwards 5 o25. 252.0. rcesussiotsc sees: OP eee el Oto ee ee ASG | 
4-3 Kelmscott 22... 20 nee ts cee BO GP eae San Ore eee a mmr tee ninceey ary | 
Mt Saint Johtise :.c1v.t:; 08. gietecc sek csctessecc-- DEG OUMIRIBS CLO” jo teen Beeson i 
it ‘Tudor Black -2..-.s3.2-< Septnasdeluea-ct OP ae ee Oe ass LO eure eevee eid fo eG | 
ie i Cosmopoliteits 2 ..cccc css a cosa cee ee Oe ns es AD 
jt 9 Dee Vitaine ean co races acc coc hea ee occ OE eee eee LOO eno a eer : 
a Condensed, De: Minne. 200s, ee ere One eho 5 ca en oct } 

| All fonts carried in stock are 3a 3A, with figures. Of sizes marked * cap, lower case and i 

Dy 1 figure fonts are carried in stock; all other sizes caps and figures only. | 

7 Cap fonts, lower case fonts or figure fonts may be ordered separately. } 

i+ Send for special Wood Type Specimen Book, showing other styles and sizes. ] 

sy al | Instructions for Ordering Wood Type......In ordering do not mutilate this speci- 

mutts, i men book, but write plainly the full title of the letter, stating the size of font (whether it is 3a, 

fe. 4a or Sa), and whether it is caps, caps and figures, or caps, lower case and figures, that are | 

wanted. It will prevent the possibility of mistakes if the total number of characters and the | 

xm E> list price of the font are stated. 4#@~Always state from what specimen book you are ordering. | 

— In ordering Sorts send, if possible, one of each letter wanted. This will insure exact | 

pt fs copies. Sorts are not carried in stock, but are sent from the factory. | 
il 
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| PER LETTER 

6-line lonic—Class O 6c. 

8-line 8c. 

6-line Clarendon No. I—Class N 6c. 

8-line 8c. 

|
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5-line Clarendon—Class N 6c. 

} 6-line 6c. 

} 
t 

t 

} 8-line 8c. 

10-line 10c.
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| PER LETTER 

5-line French Clarendon—Class N 6c. 

6-line 6c. 

8-line 8c. 

| 10-line 10c. 

| i 
| 

| 

I
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ii} 6-line Columbian—Class O 6c. 

8-line 8c. 

i 

' | 6-line Light-Face Gothic—Class O 6c. 

F 

i 

8-line 8c.
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5-line Gothic—Class O 6c. 

| 
| 6-line 6c. 

| < : 

| Pe “3 

| 8-line 8c. 

10-line 10c.
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PER LETTER 
} 5-line Condensed Gothic—Class N 6c. 

6-line 6c. 

: 8-line Se: 

} : 

i) 

i 10-line 10c. 

Ry & 
2 

| 

|
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6-line Condensed Gothic No. 2—Class O 6c. 

8-line 8c. 

6-line Gothic Extra Condensed No. I—Class N 6c. 

8-line 8c. 

|
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PER LETTER 
iH 5-line Gothic Extra Condensed—Class M 6c. 

6-line 6c. 

t 8-line 8c. 

i 
¢ 
a 

i 
j 
i 

i 10-line 9c.
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| PER LETTER 

I 4-line Extended Gothic—Class R 6c. 

4 4-line Extended Light-Face Gothic—Class P 6c. 

| 
6-line 8c. 

| 
Bl 5-line Extended Old Style Bold—Class R 8c. 
fi 

@ 
i, 

6-line 10c.
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| 5-line Condensed Woodward—Class N 6c. | 

i | 

6-line 6c. 

8-line 8c. 

10-line 10c.
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ii} 5-line Edwards—Class P Te. 

' 6-line 8c. 

; 8-line 10c. 

i 

i) 
4 

Wy 

' 10-line I2c. 

B
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5-line Kelmscott—Class O Pas ee | 

| ‘eather 

| 10-line 10c. 

| 

| 

|
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i 5-line Saint John—Class P is oe, 

6-line 8c. 

' 
| 8-line 10c. 

1 

| 
| 

i 10-line 12c.
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2 6-line Tudor Black—Class P 8c. | 

' , | 

| | 
| 

| { m ¢ | 

} 

| 8-line 10c. 

6-line Cosmopolitan—Class T 8c. 

| 

8-line 10c. 

J
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PER LETTER 

it 5-line De Vinne—Class O 6c. 

: 6-line 6c. 

{ 8-line 8c. 

t) 
3 
i 

: | 

i) 4 
il 
i 

it 10-line 10c. 

Hi 

|
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: | 5-line Condensed De Vinne—Class N 6c. | 

I 

t 

! IS Oric 

\ 

; | 6-line 6c. 

8-line 8c. 

10-line 10c. 

| 

| 

}
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| } HN Antique, Latin, poster fonts............128, 129 D 
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i | | Art Ornaments......258, 259, 261-263, 265 E ) & 
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ii Wi B Ban ae ee wi 
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Hi | |, Borders, BONG pean i SE 308 Extra Condensed No. 2............. .----.------243 | q 

i } ‘orders, by bodies ..............2..2.-.-- -< j 
| Hi Borders, by series.....................--...272-284 F i , 
HH) : Braces; brasse na ae... S404) Ybancy Dashes, Brass. 7202 1y<....-:...-..340 | § 
| Braces, Metal, Improved...................---..322 Figures for Time-Tables, Tariffs, i k 
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